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invariance of the spectra as well as the e.ssential spectra are also provided
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

General Introduction

It is well known that eigenvalues of matrices are, in general, highly sensitive to per

turbation (see, for example [40], [41],[42], [33] and [34]). Often a small perturbation
may be sufficient for eigenvalues to move and coalesce. Once coalescence takes place,
the resulting eigenvalues may acquire characteristics radically different from that of the

original ones. For instance, two simple eigenvalues may move and coalesce to form a
multiple eigenvalue which may be defective as well. The critical value of the magnitude
of perturbation for which an eigenvalue A of a matrix A coalesces with another eigen
value is called the dissociation [13], denoted by diss{X), of the eigenvalue A from the rest
of the spectrum of A. Certain spectral properties associated with A are preserved under

perturbation as long as the magnitude of perturbation remains bounded by diss{X).
Thus the serisitivity of A is essentially charactarised by diss{X). As is evident, the notion
of dissociation is intimately linked with a decomposition of the spectrum of A. Hence
the sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues leads to the sensitivity analysis of spectral decom

positions and vice versa. The main drawback of this approach is the fact that, except
for a few special cases, the exact value of diss is never known. However, localisation
theorems for eigenvalues can be effectively used to obtain upper and lower bounds of

diss and efforts have so far been directed towards achieving this ([13], [43], [42]).
An effective analysis of the sensitivity of eigensystems may be carried out by
recognising the fact that for a magnitude e of perturbation, the successors of the eigenval
ues of A occupy regions in the complex plane around the individual eigenvalues. These
e-domains consisting of successors of the eigenvalues remain disjoint for small values of
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e. As € increases gradually the e-domain of an eigenvalue A coalesces with the e-domain
of a neigbouring eigenvalue. We define the critical value of e for which the e-domain of

A coalesces with the e-domain of a neighbouring eigenvalue to be the geometric separa
tion of A from the rest of the spectrum of A and denote it by gsep{X). Evidently, for
eigenvalues to move and coalesce, it is necessary for their respective e-domains to coa

lesce. Hence gsep[X) < diss{X). This shows that gsep provides an appropriate measure
of sensitivity of eigenvalues.
Our main emphasis is on the fact that, for all practical purposes, it is the value

of gsep that one requires in order to analyse sensitivity of eigenvalues and spectral
decompositions. What makes gsep more appealing is the fact that it is possible to
compute its value. A closer inspection of the e-domains reveals that the union of the

e domains of eigenvalues of A is precisely the e-spectrum
of A. Further, for an
induced operator norm, this is just the set At(A) which is known as the e-pseudospectrum
of A given by
K{A):={zeC-. \\{A - ziy'W > e-'},

a lower bound of diss due to Demmel. We show that Demmel's lower bound is, in

fact, a lower bound of gsep. As we have already mentioned, these bounds are an easy
consequence of localisation theorems such as the Bauer-Fike theorem and a generalisa
tion of it known ^ the Wilkinson-Feingold theorem [42]. We present various inclusion

theorems for e-spectra and henco lower bounds oi gsep. However, the main drawback of
these bounds, including the bound due to Demmel, is the fact that these bounds involve
the norms of the spectral projections. Therefore, unless an eigenvalue or a cluster as
a whole is well-conditioned these bounds tend to be highly conservative. We illustrate

these aspects by considering examples.
We show that the notion of e-spectra arises naturally while dealing with matrices

known only up to a given accuracy. Due to various practical reasons, matrices may be
known only up to a given accuracy. Even when a matrix is known exactly, in finite

precision computation it serves no better purpose than any other matrices which are
indistinguishable from it up to the given accuracy. Therefore, if a matrix A is known

where it is assumed that ||(A - zl)-'^ II = GO whenever 2 G cr(A). Thus the value of gsep

up to a given accuracy e then there is a fundamental difficulty in undertaking spectral
analysis of A. Under these circumstances, it becomes essential to define an appropriate

can easily be read off from e-spectra/pseudospectra of A. This shows that the sensitivity

notion of invertibility which takes into account the uncertainty that may be present in A

alysis of eigenvalues naturally leads one to the notion of e-spectra/pseudospectra of

up to the magnitude e. We introduce the notion of e-invertibility of matrices which takes

atrices. Hence the e-spectra and the spectral portraits of matrices provide a natural
g metric framework for sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues and spectral decompositions.
an operator norm, the spectral portrait of a matrix A is the graph of \\R{A,z)\\ which

into account the uncertainty factors in A of magnitude up to e. This leads naturally
to the notion of the e-spectra of matrices which, we show, for an operator norm, to
be precisely the e-pseudospectra. Therefore, once again, the e-spectra and hence the

spectral portraits provide a logical setting which is most appropriate for spectral analysis

Th
e-spectra are its appropriate level sets (see, [16], [17], [9]).
' ^"ided advantage of this approach is the fact that the sensitivity of eigenvalues
are analysed graphically.

■ j

of matrices known only up to a given accuracy.
The notion of the e-spectrum of a matrix A, as far as we know, wa.s first intro

Evidently, gsep provides a sufficient condition for eigensystems stability. There-

duced by Varah [39] in 1979 who defined it to be the set of all complex numbers 2: for

natural question is: Does gsep characterise eigensystems stability? To put it

which the smallest singular value oi A- zl is less than or equal to e. Subsequently, this
definition has been modified and the set Ae(A) has come to be widely referred to as the e-

Is gsep =
dissl This question.was
raised by Demmel [13]. We. show that
■
.

indeed gsen ch

.,
naracterises eigensystems stability for the norm and we conjecture that
It IIl3,y Well bp fV,
oe the case for induced operator norms as well as for the Frobenius norm,
bong before th

^ term e-pseudospectra was coined, Wilkinson [42] advocated the use of

these sets whirh i.
' icn he called the fundamental domain, for efficient analysis of eigenvalue
sensitivity. We h
lurther carry forward this approach and put many of his observations

into concrete mathematical terms.
Modern software packages (such as LAPACK) provide an option to compute
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pseudospectrum of A (see, for example,[37] and [38]). The pseudospectra based analysis
of matrices and operators has been receiving widespread attention (see, for example, [4],
[6], [28], [24], [14], [17], [35], [26], [27] [36]). Since for non-normal matrices eigenvalues
are particularly sensitive to perturbation, it is widely believed that pseudospectra based
analysis of a system governed by non-normal matrices tend to be more accurate (see,
for example, [37],[38]). For instance, in [26], [27], and [36] attempts have been made to
analyse fluid systems based on the information provided by the e-pseudospectra of the

€. As e increases gradually the e-domain of an eigenvalue A coalesces with the e-domain
of a neigboiuring eigenvalue. We define the critical value of e for which the e-domain of
A coalesces with the e-domain of a neighbouring eigenvalue to be the geometric separa

tion of A from the rest of the spectrum of A and denote it by gsep{\). Evidently, for

eigenvalues to move and coalesce, it is necessary for their respective e-domains to coa

lesce. Hence gsep{X) < diss{X). This shows that gsep provides an appropriate measure
of sensitivity of eigenvalues.
Our main emphasis is on the fact that, for all practical purposes, it is the value

of gsep that one requires in order to analyse sensitivity of eigenvalues and spectral
decompositions. What makes gsep more appealing is the fact that it is possible to
compute its value. A closer inspection of the e-domains reveals that the union of the

e-domains of eigenvalues of A is precisely the e-spectrum (Je(A) of A. Further, for an
induced operator norm, this is just the set A(^{A) which is known as the e-pseudospcctrum
of A given by
A,{A):={zeC:\\{A-zI)-'\\ >€-'},

a lower bound of diss due to Demmel. We show that Demmel's lower bound is, in

fact, a lower bound of gsep. As we have already mentioned, these bounds axe an easy
consequence of localisation theorems such as the Bauer-Fike theorem and a generalisa
tion of it known as the Wilkinson-Feingold theorem [42]. We present various inclusion

theorems for e-spectra and hence lower bounds of gsep. However, the main drawback of
these bounds, including the bound due to Demmel, is the fact that these bounds involve
the norms of the spectral projections. Therefore, unless an eigenvalue or a cluster as
a whole is well-conditioned these bounds tend to be highly conservative. We illustrate

these aspects by considering examples.
We show that the notion of e-spectra arises naturally while dealing with matrices

known only up to a given accuracy. Due to various practical reasons, matrices may be
known only up to a given accuracy. Even when a matrix is known exactly, in finite

precision computation it serves no better purpose than any other matrices which are
indistinguishable from it up to the given accuracy. Therefore, if a matrix A is known

where it is assumed that ||(A — zl)~^\\ = oo whenever z € cr{A). Thus the value of gsep

up to a given accuracy e then there is a fundamental difficulty in undertaking spectral
analysis of A. Under these circumstances, it becomes essential to define an appropriate

can easily be read off from e-spectra/pseudospectra of A. This shows that the sensitivity

notion of invertibility which takes into account the uncertainty that may be present in A

^alysis of eigenvalues naturally leads one to the notion of e-spectra/pseudospectra of

up to the magnitude e. We introduce the notion of e-invertibility of matrices which takes

matrices. Hence the e-spectra and the spectral portraits of matrices provide a natural
geometric framework for sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues and spectral decompositions.

into account the uncertainty factors in A of magnitude up to e. This leads naturally

operator norm, the spectral portrait of a matrix A is the graph of ||J2(A, 2)|
|which

to the notion of the e-spectra of matrices which, we show, for an operator norm, to
be precisely the e-pseudospectra. Therefore, once again, the e-spectra and hence the

spectral portraits provide a logical setting which is most appropriate for spectral analysis

Th ) an added advantage ofe-spectra
are itsisappropriate
(see, [16],
[17], [9]).
this approach
the fact thatlevel
the sets
sensitivity
of eigenvalues
are analysed graphically.
lorG

of matrices known only up to a given accuracy.
The notion of the e-spectrum of a matrix A, as far as we know, was first intro

Evidently, gsep provides a sufficient condition for eigensystems stability. There-

duced by Varah [39] in 1979 who defined it to be the set of all complex numbers 2: for

natural question is: Does gsep characterise eigensystems stability? To put it

which the smallest singular value oi A - zl is less than or equal to e. Subsequently, this
definition has been modified and the set A£(A) has come to be widely referred to as the e-

equivalent]

inde d 9sep^ characterises
9sep = dissl
This question
wasfor
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We show that
eigensystems
stability
the by norm
and[13].
we conjecture
that

pseudospectrum of A (see, for example,[37] and [38]). The pseudospectra based analysis

oe the case for induced operator norms as well as for the Probenius norm.
f-'Ong before tVi
ae term e-pseudospectra was coined, Wilkinson [42] advocated the use of

of matrices and operators has been receiving widespread attention (see, for example, [4],
[6], [28], [24], [14], [17], [35], [26], [27] [36]). Since for non-normal matrices eigenvalues

^Eich he called the fundamental domain, for efficient analysis of eigenvalue

are particularly sensitive to perturbation, it is widely believed that pseudospectra based

sensitivity Wp f

,

r

lurtner carry forward this approach and put many of his observations

nto concrete mathematical terms.
Modern software packages (such as LAPACK) provide an option to compute

analysis of a system governed by non-normal matrices tend to be more accurate (see,
for example, [37],[38]). For instance, in [26], [27], and [36] attempts have been made to
analyse fluid systems based on the information provided by the e-pseudospectra of the
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non-normal operators which govern them. In [4], [28], [5], [6], and [24] it is shown that
the e-pseudospectra of certain non-normal operators are far more stable to perturbation
than their spectra. Various techniques for computing pseudospectra have been evolved

in

in [14], [17] and [35].

eigenvalues of A. Therefore, the geometric framework provided by the spectral portrait of

The second part of this thesis is devoted to analysing effect of the linear pertur

the spectral analysis of A -b tE, i G C, cannot be carried out graphically.
On the other hand, e-spectra and the spectral portrait do not take into account

the influences of a specific perturbation matrix E while analysing the sensitivity of

A is not suitable for the spectral analysis of A+tE, t G C. While analysing distribution of

bations A -t- tE, t e C, on the spectrum of A. These linear perturbations form a special
class of analytic perturbations. The effects of analytic perturbations on the spectral
properties of A have been extensively investigated (see, for example, [3], [20], [8]). It is

eigenvalues oi A +tE, t e C, Simoncini [32] considered level sets of the surface generated

well known that the eigenvalues of a holomorphic family A{t), t G C, where A(0) — A,

analysis of these level sets may lead to a better understanding of the splitting behavior
of the eigenvalues of A +tE, t e C. Adopting a similar approach, Chatelin [9] considered

he on branches of one or several analytic functions having at most algebraic singularities
and are everywhere continuous on C. Further, the number of distinct eigenvalues remains
the same for all t G C, except for some exceptional points which form a closed discrete
subset of C. These exceptional points are known as multiple points of the perturbation.
If 0 is an exceptional point then there exists at least one eigenvalue A of .A which splits.
The totality of the eigenvalues of A{t) generated by splitting from the eigenvalue A forms
the (0, A)-group eigenvalues. The total multiplicity of these eigenvalues is equal to the
multiplicity of the eigenvalue A. The (0, A)-group is further divided into several cycles
consisting of distinct elements and eigenvalues in each cycle can be developed from A by
Laurent-Puiseux series.

by the graph of the spectral radius of E{A - zI)-\ z G p{A) which provides a better
localisation of the eigenvalues of A + tE than the e-spectrum cx^iA). She proposed that

the set

A£(A,E):= U|t|<£cr(A -b tE)
to analyse the perturbed eigenvalues.
We show that the approach taken by Simoncini as well as by Chatelin may fail to

capture finer aspects of the influences of the matrix E on the eigenvalues of A+tE, t eC.
A more comprehensive analysis of the effect of these perturbations may be carried out

by recognising the fact that the spectral radius of E{A - zl)~'^ is subharmonic on the
resolvant set of A and that it may also possess a unique subharmonic extension to a
subset of the spectrum of A. We show that the spectral portrait of A with respect to

Evidently, the results stated above hold for the family A -}- tE, t G C, as well.

E, denoted by S(A,E), which is the graph of the subharmonic extension of the spectral

It is instructive to note here that these results do not take into account the influences

radius ER{A,z), provides an appropriate geometric framework for spectral analysis of
A -b tE, t G C. We also show that appropriately defined level sets of S(A,E) have

of the matrix E. It is natural to expect that the structure of the matrix E may strongly
influence the effect of the perturbation A tE on the spectral properties of A. However,
^ far as we know, these aspects have not been investigated while analysing the effect of

the perturbation A+ tE on a{A). We undertake a detailed analysis of the influence of
the matrix E while determining the effect of the perturbation A + tE on C7(A). Based
on the influences that E may have on the spectrum of A, we classify eigenvalues of A
into three distinct groups and provide characterisations for eigenvalues in each of these
groups.

We show that the spectral surface V(yl,E) associated with the family A -b

t G C, which is an algebraic curve in

provides an efficient geometric framework for

spectral analysis of the family. Thus location of multiple points and splitting behaviour

of eigenvalues are resolved geometrically. However, the main drawback of this approach
IS the fact that V(A,E)is a hypersurface in
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Therefore, unless it is projected suitably

properties similar to those of (J^{A). The three types of classified eigenvalues of A are
shown to have three distinctly different representations in the surface S(A,E). Thus

the eigenvalues of A can be classified with respect to E just by looking at the surface

S(A,

We also obtain characterisations of perturbations A -b tE, t e C, for which

a{A) = a{A + tE) for all t G C.
Finally, we investigate the effect of the linear perturbations A -b tE, t S C, on
the spectral properties of a bounded linear operator A on an infinite dimensional Banach

space X. We show that most of the results obtained for matrices do not hold for arbitrary
operators. However, we show that under appropriate assumption the spectral analysis
of the family A + tE, t G C, may be carried out exactly on the same line as those of
matrices. Under suitable assumptions, we also obtain characterisations of perturbations
A + tE, t E C., with respect to which the spectrum and the essential spectrum of A are

non-normal operators which govern them. In [4], [28], [5], [6], and [24] it is shown that
the e-pseudospectra of certain non-normal operators are far more stable to perturbation
than their spectra. Various techniques for computing pseudospectra have been evolved

in R3, the spectral analysis oi A+ tE, te C, cannot be carried out graphically.

in [14], [17] and [35].

eigenvalues of A. Therefore, the geometric framework provided by the spectral portrait of

The second part of this thesis is devoted to analysing effect of the linear pertur

On the other hand, e-spectra and the spectral portrait do not take into account

the influences of a specific perturbation matrix E while analysing the sensitivity of

A is not suitable for the spectral analysis of A+tE, i G C. While analysing distribution of

bations A + tE, t 6 C, on the spectrum of A. These linear perturbations form a special
class of analytic perturbations. The effects of analytic perturbations on the spectral
properties of A have been extensively investigated (see, for example, [3], [20], [8]). It is

eigenvalues oi A+tE, t £ C, Siinoncini [32] considered level sets of the surface generated
by the graph of the spectral radius of E{A - zI)-\ z € p{A) which provides a better

well known that the eigenvalues of a holomorphic family A{t), i G C, where ^(0) = A,

analysis of these level sets may lead to a better understanding of the splitting behavior
of the eigenvalues oi A +tE, te C. Adopting a similar approach, Chatelin [9] considered

he on branches of one or several analytic functions having at most algebraic singularities
and are everywhere continuous on C. Further, the number of distinct eigenvalues remains
the same for all t € C, except for some exceptional points which form a closed discrete
subset of C. These exceptional points are known as multiple points of the perturbation.
If 0 is an exceptional point then there exists at least one eigenvalue A of A which splits.
The totality of the eigenvalues of A{t) generated by splitting from the eigenvalue A forms
the (0, A)-group eigenvalues. The total multiplicity of these eigenvalues is equal to the
multiplicity of the eigenvalue A. The (0, A)-group is further divided into several cycles
consisting of distinct elements and eigenvalues in each cycle can be developed from A by
Laurent-Puiseux series.

Evidently, the results stated above hold for the family A

localisation of the eigenvalues of A + tE than the e-spectrum a^{A). She proposed that

the set

AM.E):= U|t|<,cr(A + tF;)
to analyse the perturbed eigenvalues.
We show that the approach taken by Simoncini as well as by Chatelin may fail to

capture finer aspects of the influences of the matrix E on the eigenvalues of A+tE, t E C.
A more comprehensive analysis of the effect of these perturbations may be carried out

by recognising the fact that the spectral radius of E{A - zl)~'^ is subharmonic on the
resolvant set of A and that it may also possess a unique subharmonic extension to a
subset of the spectrum of A. We show that the spectral portrait of A with respect to

tE., i € C, as well.

E, denoted by S(A,E), which is the graph of the subharmonic extension of the spectral

It is instructive to note here that these results do not take into account the influences

radius ER{A,z), provides an appropriate geometric framework for spectral analysis of
A -t" tE, t 6 C. We cilso show that appropriately defined level sets of S(A,E) have

of the matrix E. It is natural to expect that the structure of the matrix E may strongly
influence the effect of the perturbation A -t- tE on the spectral properties of A. However,
^ far as we know, these aspects have not been investigated while analysing the effect of

the perturbation A+ tE on a{A). We undertake a detailed analysis of the influence of
the matrix E while determining the effect of the perturbation A + tE on a[A). Based
on the influences that E may have on the spectrum of A, we classify eigenvalues of A
into three distinct groups and provide characterisations for eigenvalues in each of these
groups.

We show that the spectral surface 'V{A,E) associated with the family A +

i G C, which is an algebraic curve in provides an efficient geometric framework for
spectral analysis of the family. Thus location of multiple points and splitting behaviour

of eigenvalues are resolved geometrically. However, the main drawback of this approach
IS the fact that V(A,E)is a hypersurface in R''. Therefore, unless it is projected suitably

properties similar to those of a,{A). The three types of classified eigenvalues of A are
shown to have three distinctly different representations in the surface S{A,E). Thus

the eigenvalues of A can be classified with respect to E just by looking at the surface

S{A,E). We also obtain characterisations of perturbations A + tE, t £ C, for which
a(A)= cr{A + tE) for all t £ C.
Finally, we investigate the effect of the linear perturbations A -f tE, t G C, on
the spectral properties of a bounded linear operator A on an infinite dimensional Banach

space X. We show that most of the results obtained for matrices do not hold for arbitrary
operators. However, we show that under appropriate assumption the spectral analysis
of the family A + tE, t £ C, may be carried out exactly on the same line as those of
matrices. Under suitable assumptions, we also obtain characterisations of perturbations
A + tE, t £ C, with respect to which the spectrum and the essential spectrum of A are
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The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 1 presents a brief review of some
basic results from spectral theory, theory of subharmonic functions, analytic multifunc-

Theorem 1.2.1 (Spectral Decomposition Theorem [23]) Leta be an isolated part
of a{A) and let P be the spectral projection associated with A and a. Then the subspaces
R{P) and N{P) are invariant under A. Further,

tions and algebraic geometry that are relevant to the develoi)ments in the later chapters.

Chapter 2 is devoted to analysing the effect of unstructured pertrubatioiis ou the eig(!u-

X = R{P) © N{P) and a{A\ii(^p)) = cr, (j(A|yv(p)) = cr{A)\ a.

values and spectral decompositions of matrices. Various sensitivity issues are analysed

in the geometric framework of spectral portraits and e-spectra of matrices. Chapter 3

Let A be an isolated spectral value of A and P\ be the corresponding spectral

presents a detailed analysis of the effect of the linear perturbations A-\rtE, t e C, on the

projection. Then m(A):= dim R{P),g{\):= dim N{A - XI) and u{X):= min{A: :
=
0} are, respectively, the algebraic multiplicity, the geometric multiplicity and the ascent
of A, where Dx •'= (A — A/)Pa- A spectral value A E cr(A) is called discrete if it is isolated
and m(A) is finite, that is, if A is an eigenvalue of A of finite algebraic multiplicity. A
discrete spectral value is simple (resp., semi-simple) if 7n(A) = 1 (resp., i/(A) = 1).

spectral properties of the matrix A. An appropriate geometric framework is developed to
characterise finer aspects of eigenvalue sensitivity of matrices. In Chapter 4, we analyse
the effect of lineax perturbations on the spectra of bounded linear operators on infinite
dimensional Banach spaces.

If A G PL(C")then (j(A) consists of a finite number of eigenvalues Ai, A2,... , Am,

1-2

Preliminaries

say. Let Pi,P2, ■ • ■ ,-Pm be the corresponding spectral projections. Then

Let A be a complex Banach space and BL{X) denote the algebra of bounded linear
operators on X. Given A E BL(X),let a(A)and p(A) denote the spectrum and resolvent
set of A, respectively, that is,

m

A = ^ ^AjPi -f- Di,

p(A):={zeC:(A- zl)'^ e BL{X)} and a(A):=C\ p{A).

where A :=(A - Ai)Pi, is nilpotent.
The only singularities of P(A,z) are the eigenvalues of A which are its poles.

The spectral radius r{A) of A is defined by r{A):= max{|A|: A £ a{A)}. For ^ e p{A),

In particular, if o-(A) consists of the eigenvalues Ai,... , Am, with corresponding spectral
projections Pi,P2,- - - ,Pm, respectively, then for 2 £ p{A) we have (see, for example,

we denote the resolvent operator {A - z/)"' by R{A,z). Thou the map z

[20] and [23] )

R{A,z) is

^^alytic on p{A).
We denote the range space and the null space of A by RiA) and N{A), respec

p

nk-i

Tjf A

^0
J =1

•'

J=1 fc=l ^

tively. Thus
Definition 1.2.1 Let A be a complex Banach space. If there exists a binary operation

R{A)= {Ax : X E X} and N{A):= {x E X : Ax

0}.

A subspace F of A is said to be invariant under A if AY C Y. Let F denote a rectifiable

closed curve in p{A) which isolates a part of the spectrum (j{A). Then

P

J^R(A,z)dz € BL{X)

IS the spectral projection associated with A and a a{A)n Int F. The subspace R{P)
IS called the spectral subspace of A associated with a.
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^ X A —> A, {x, y) I—> xy, such that for all x,y,z E A And A £ C
(a) x{yz) = {xy)z
(b) {x + y)z = xz + yz
(c) x{y + z) = xy -\- xz
(d) X{xy) = (Ax)y = x{Xy)

(e) llxyll <||x|ll|y||
then A is called a (complex) Banach algebra.

The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 1 presents a brief review of some
basic results from spectral theory, theory of subharmonic functions, analytic multifunctions and algebraic geometry that are relevant to the develoimients in the later chapters.
Chapter 2 is devoted to analysing the effect of unstructured pertrubations on the eigen
values and spectral decompositions of matrices. Various sensitivity issues are analysed
in the geometric framework of spectral portraits and e-spectra of matrices. Chapter 3

Theorem 1.2.1 (Spectral Decomposition Theorem [23]) Letu be an isolated part
of a{A) and let P be the spectral projection associated with A and a. Then the subspaces
R{P) and N{P) are invariant under A. Further,

X = R{P) © N{P) and c7(A|k(p)) =

c7(A|;v(p)) = cy{A)\ a.

Let A be an isolated spectral value of A and Pa be the corresponding spectral

presents a detailed analysis of the effect of the linear perturbations A +tE, t € C, on the
spectral properties of the matrix A. An appropriate geometric framework is developed to
characterise finer aspects of eigenvalue sensitivity of matrices. In Chapter 4, we analyse
the effect of linear perturbations on the spectra of bounded linear operators on infinite

projection. Then m(A):= dim P(P),^(A):= dim N{A-XI) and u{X):= min{fc : =
0} are, respectively, the algebraic multiplicity, the geometric multiplicity and the ascent
of A, where Dx :=(A- A/)Pa. A spectral value A G cr(A) is called discrete if it is isolated
and m(A) is finite, that is, if A is an eigenvalue of A of finite algebraic multiplicity. A

dimensional Banach spaces.

discrete spectral value is simple (resp., semi-simple) if m(A)= 1 (resp., /^(A) = 1).
If A G PL(C")then cr(A) consists of a finite number of eigenvalues Ai, A2,... , A^,

1.2

Preliminaries

say. Let Pi,P2,• • • > Pm be the corresponding spectral projections. Then
m

Let A be a complex Banach space and BL{X) denote the algebra of bounded linear
operators on X. Given A e BL{X),let a{A) and p{A) denote the spectrum and resolvent
set of A, respectively, that is,

p{A):= {z 6 C :(A - zl)'^ G BL{X)] and cr(A):= C \ p{A).
The spectral radius r{A) of A is defined by r(A):= max{|A| : A G cri-^)}- For z G p{A),
we denote the resolvent operator (A — zl)~^ by R{A,z). Then the map z R{A,z) is

A = ^AiPi +A,
i=l

where A :=
is nilpotent.
The only singularities of P(A,z) are the eigenvalues of A which are its poles.
In particular, if cr(A) consists of the eigenvalues Ai,... ,Xm, with corresponding spectral

projections P\i P21 • ■ • 1 Pm 1 respectively, then for z G p(A) we have (see, for example,
[20] and [23])

^alytic on p{A).

We denote the range space and the null space of A by R{A) and N{A), respec

^

k=i

tively. Thus

Definition 1.2.1 Let A be a complex Banach space. If there exists a binary operation

R{A)= {Ax : X e X} and N{A):=[x e X : Ax = 0}.
A subspace Y of A is said to be invariant under A if AY C Y. Let F denote a rectifiable

closed curve in p(A) which isolates a part of the spectrum cr(A). Then
~

R(A,z)dz

BL(X)

is the spectral projection associated with A and a := cr(A)fl Int F. The subspace R{P)
IS called the spectral subspace of A associated with a.

^X A

> A, {x, y) I—> xy, such that for all x,y,z & A dnd A G C
(a) x{yz) = {xy)z
(b) {x + y)z = rz + yz
(c) x{y + z) = xy + xz
(d) X{xy) = {Xx)y = x{Xy)

(e) llryll < |la;l||lyl|
then A is called a (complex) Banach algebra.
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Henceforth by a Banach algebra we shall mean a complex unital Banach algebra.

Let K{X)denote the algebra of compact operators on X. Then K{X)is also a two sided
closed ideal of BL{X) and the quotient BL{X)/K{X) is a Banach algebra which is
known as the Calkin algebra. Let vr be the canonical homomorphism from BL{X) onto
the Calkin algebra BL{X)/K{X). Then tt is a Banach algebra homomorphism, that is,

TT is hnear and 7t{AB) = ■k{A)7t{B) for all A,Be BL{X).
The essential spectrum aess {A) of A is given by

M u {-oo}. Let U be an open subset of C and D be a domain, that is, a

connected open subset of C. A function f ■. U

K' is said to be subharmonic on U if

it is upper semicontinuous on U and satisfies the mean inequality
1

f{zo)

for all closed discs B[zo,r] C U.

If the map / : U —^ A is analytic then (see, [2], pp. 52 ) the maps
aessiA) := {z eC: 7r{A - zl) is not invertible in BL{X)/K{X)}.

—> R*, z

ll/(z)ll, and C/ —^ R% 2

Since aess{A) = a{'K{A)), it follows that (Jessi-^) is a nonempty compact subset of a{A)
and (Tess{A-\-T) = aess(A) for T G K(X). An operator A G BL{X) is said to be a Reisz
operator if aess{A) = {0}. An operator A G BL{X) is Predholm if R{A) is closed and

axe subharmonic. Purther, one has the following.

both N{A) and X/R{A) are finite dimensional. Let F{X) denote the set of Predholm
operators on X. Then the index of A G F{X) is given by

r(/(z)) and z

ind{A)

log 11/(^)11,

Theorem 1.2.3 (E. Vesentini, [2], pp. 52-53) If f : D

A is analytic then z ^

logr{f{z)) are subharmonic on D.

Subharmonic functions have properties similar to those of analytic functions.

dim(A''(A)) — dim(A'/i2(A)).

Notable among these are the maximum principle and the Liouville's theorem for sub

This defines a map ind : F{X) —> Z which is continuous.

harmonic functions.

Theorem 1.2.2 (Atkinson [15]) LetX be an infinite dimensional Banach space. Then
A G BL{X) is Fredholm if and only ifn{A) is invertible in BL(X)/K[X).

Theorem 1.2.4 ([25], pp.29-31) faJfMaxlmum Principle;. Let f be a subhar
monic function on D. If there exists a € D such that f{z) < f(a) for all z ^ D

It follows that A - zl e F{X) if and only if ^ G C \ cress(A). Purther the
continuity of the index map shows that if A G F{X) then there exists e > 0 such that

A - zl e F{X) and ind{A - zl) = ind{A) for

< e.

Next, we present some basic results of subharmonic functions and analytic mul-

tifunctions. Properties of subharmonic functions and analytic multifunctions play an
important role in spectral theory (see, [2] ).
1.2.1

Subharmonic Functions and Analytic Multifunctions

then f{z) = f{o,) fov all z ^ D.
f{z)

(Liouville's Theorem;. If the map f : C —> R* is subharmonic and
<
0 then f is constant on C. In particular, every subharmonic function on C which is
bounded above must be constant.

The notion of logarithmic capacity of a subset of C is, in some sense, a measure

of its size and is intimately linked with the theory of subharmonic functions. The
logarithmic capacity of subsets of C is defined as follows. Let p be a finite Borel measure
on C with compact support. Its energy I{p) is given by

I{p) -.= Jj log\z-w\dp{z)dp{w).

Let z G C and r > 0. Unless otherwise stated, B{z,r) and B[z,r] will always denote the
open and closed discs of radius r centred at z, respectively. Thus

B(z,r) := {■{/; S C ; |it) — ^1 < r} and B[z,r] := {w G C :

— z| < r}.

The logarithmic capacity of a subset F C C is given by c(F)

the supiemum is taken over all Borel probability measures on C whose support is a
compact subset of F.
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sup.e'W, where

Henceforth by a Banach algebra we shall mean a complex unital Banach algebra.
Let K{X)denote the algebra of compact operators on X. Then K{X)is also a two sided
closed ideal of BL{X) and the quotient BL(X)/K(X) is a Banach algebra which is
known as the Calkin algebra. Let tt be the canonical homomorphism from BL{X) onto
the Calkin algebra BL{X)/K{X). Then TT is a Banach algebra homomorphism, that is,
TT is hnear and 'k{AB)= 7r(A)7r(B) for all A,B e BL{X).
The essential spectrum a^ssiA) of A is given by
<^e3s{A):= {z E C : ■k{A — zl) is not invertible in BL{X)/K{X)}.

Set R* := R U {—00}. Let U be an open subset of C and £) be a domain, that is, a
connected open.subset of C. A function / ; U —> RMs said to be subharmonic on U if
it is upper semicontinuous on U and satisfies the mean inequality
f{zo)

1

/(^o + rF^)de

for all closed discs B[zo,r] C U.

If the map / : U —> A is analytic then (see, [2], pp. 52 ) the maps
2

11/(2)11, and C/

R% z

^ log 11/(^)11,

Since cre3a{A) = cr(7r(A)), it follows that o-gaaiA) is a nonempty compact subset of (r[A)
and (TgaaiA + T) = aeaa{A) for T G K{X). An operator A E BL{X) is said to be a Reisz

are subharmonic. Further, one has the following.

operator if agaaiA) = {0}. An operator A E BL{X) is Fredholm if R{A) is closed and
both N[A) and X/R{A) are finite dimensional. Let F{X) denote the set of Fredholm
operators on X. Then the index of A E F{X) is given by

Theorem 1.2.3 (E. Vesentini, [2], pp. 52-53) If f : D
r{f{z)) and z logr{f{z)) are subharmonic on D.

ind(A) := dim(iV(A)) - dim(A/i?(A)).

This defines a map ind : F{X) —y Z which is continuous.

Theorem 1.2.2 (Atkinson [15]) LetX be an infinite dimensional Banach space. Then
A E BL{X) is Fredholm if and only if 7r{A) is invertible in BL{X)/K(X).
It follows that A - zl E F{X) if and only if ^ G C \ cr^,,(A). Further the

continuity of the index map shows that if A G F{X) then there exists e > 0 such that

A-zI E F{X) and ind{A - zl) = ind{A) for |z| < e.
Next, we present some basic results of subharmonic functions and analytic mul-

tifunctions. Properties of subharmonic functions and analytic multifunctions play an
important role in spectral theory (see, [2] ).

1.2.1 Subharmonic Functions and Analytic Multifunctions
Let z EC and r > 0. Unless otherwise stated, B{z, r) and B[z, r] will always denote the

Subharmonic functions have properties similar to those of analytic functions.

Notable among these are the maximum principle and the Liouville's theorem for sub
harmonic functions.

Theorem 1.2.4 ([25], pp.29-31) (a)(Max\mnm Principle/ Let f be a subhar
monic function on D. If there exists a E D such that f{z) < f{a) for all z E D
then f{z) = fia) for all z E D.
f{z)

('6j(Liouville's Theorem/ If the map f : C —> R* is subharmonic and lin^sup^^^^ <
0 then f is constant on C. In particular, every subharmonic function on C which is
bounded above must be constant.

The notion of logarithmic capacity of a subset of C is, in some sense, a measure

of its size and is intimately linked with the theory of subharmonic functions. The
logarithmic capacity of subsets of C is defined as follows. Let /x be a finite Borel measure
on C with compact support. Its energy I{p) is given by

lip) '•= jJ log\z - w\dp{z)dp{w).

open and closed discs of radius r centred at .2, respectively. Thus

B{z, r) :=

^C.

_ ^1 ^

r] := {re G C : Ire - 2] < r}.

A is analytic then z

The logarithmic capacity of a subset F C C is given by c(F)

sup^e^^A^ where

the supremum is taken over all Borel probability measures p on C whose support is a
compact subset of F.
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A subset F C C is said to be of capacity zero or equivalently a polar set if
= —GO for every finite Borel mccisure /j, ^ 0 for which the support of /i is a compact

For a proof of part (a) we refer to ([21], pp. 232-234) and for a proof of part (b) we refer
to ([25], pp. 70).

subset of F.

Various results of spectral theory can be proved by using techniques of sub

We shall henceforth refer to the logarithmic capacity of a set as its capacity.

harmonic functions. Notable among these is the spectral maximum principle. To state

From the above definition it is easy to see that c(F) < c(F) whenever F C F. If F is a
closed disc of radius r then c{B) — r. Thus open subsets of C have nonzero capacity.

this result we require the notion of the polynomially convex hull of sets in C. Let S be

a compact subset of C. Then the polynomially conv(ix hull of S, denoted by 5, is the

union of S and all the bounded components of C \ 5". Evidently, if A G BL{V^) then

Theorem 1.2.5 (H. Cartan, [25], pp.65) Let f : D —> R* be subharmonic. If f is
not identically equal to -co on D then F = {z : f{z) = —oo} is a Gs polar set, that is
a countable intersection of open sets of capacity zero.
Moreover, if a function / is subharmonic and bounded above on D except on a
polar subset of D then / has unique subharmonic extension to the whole of D.

Theorem 1.2.6 (Removable Singularity Theorem [21], pp.237-238) Suppose that
f is subharmonic at all points of D except on a polar set F d D and f is bounded above
in D \ F. Then f can be uniquely extended as a subharmonic function to all points of
D.

a{A)= a{A).

Theorem 1.2.8 (Spectral Maximum Principle, [2], pp. 55-56) Let f : D —> A
be an analytic function into a Banach algebra A. Suppose that there exists Zq d D such

that cT(f(z)) C a{f{zo)) for all z e D. Then da{f{zo) C da{f(z)) and d-{f(zo)) =
for all z e D. In particular, if a{f{z)) has no interior points or it does not
separate the complex plane for all z ^ D then a{f{z)) is constant on D.

Next we define analytic multifunctions on subsets of C and list some important
properties which will be used in the subsequent development. A general definition of an

analytic multifunction on C" can be found, for example, in [2] and [31]. Analytic multi-

singularity theorem.

functions are a special kind of upper semicontinuous compact set-valued map defined on
open subsets of C. They are defined in terms of plurisubharmonic functions. An upper
semicontinuous function / from an open subset V of C" to R* is plurisubharmonic, if for
every complex line L passing through V, the restriction of / on L n V is subharmonic.

Theorem 1.2.7 (a) (Extended Maximum or Phragmen LindelofF Principle/
Suppose that f is subharmonic and bounded above in D and let dD be the boundary of

Definition 1.2.2 (Z. Slodkowski) Let K be a mapping from U into the set of non
empty compact subsets of C. Then K is said to be an analytic multifunction on U if it

D. Also, let E C dD be a polar set and suppose that

is upper semicontinuous and the map

Subharmonic functions also satisfy the extended maximum principle and the
extended Liouville's theorem. The latter is an immediate corollary of the removable

{z,X) I—> -log dist{X, K{z))-

limsup/(2) < M

where A G dD \ E. If D is unbounded then the point at oo may be included in E. If

is plurisubharmonic on

:= {{z, X): z ^ U, X ^ K(z)}.

dD = E then f{z) is constant on D. Otherwise f{z) < M in D or f{z)= M in D.

(b)(Extended Liouville's Theorem/ Let E C C be a polar set and let f : C\E
^

a subharmonic function which is bounded above. Then f is constant.

>

If h is an analytic function defined on an open subset U of C, then the map

z i—> {h(2)} is an example of an analytic multifunction. Many results about analytic
multifunctions provide useful insight into the effect of analytic perturbations on the
spectrum of a bounded linear operator A G BL{X).
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A subset F C C is said to be of capacity zero or equivalently a polar set if

/(/i) = —GO for every finite Borel measure fj.

0 for which the support of ^ is a compact

subset of F.

For a proof of part (a) we refer to ([21], pp. 232-234) and for a proof of part (b) we refer
to ([25], pp. 70).
Various results of spectral theory can be proved by using techniques of sub

We shall henceforth refer to the logarithmic capacity of a set as its capacity.

harmonic functions. Notable among these is the spectral maximum principle. To state

From the above definition it is easy to see that c{E) < c{F) whenever F C F. If 5 is a

this result we require the notion of the i)olynomially convex hull of sets in C. Let S be

closed disc of radius r then c{B) = r. Thus open subsets of C have nonzero capacity.

a compact subset of C. Then the polynomially convex hull of 5, denoted by 5, is the

union of S and all the bounded components of C \ 5. Evidently, if A e BL{€T) then

Theorem 1.2.5 (H. Cartan, [25], pp.65) Let f : D —> R* be subharmonic. If f is
not identically equal to -co on D then F = {z : f{z) = —oo} is a Gs polar set, that is

a{A)= a{A).

a countable intersection of open sets of capacity zero.

Theorem 1.2.8 (Spectral Maximum Principle, [2], pp. 55-56) Let f : D —A
be an analytic function into a Banach algebra A. Suppose that there exists Zq E D such

Moreover, if a function / is subharmonic and bounded above on D except on a
polar subset of D then / has unique subharmonic extension to the whole of D.

that (r(f{z)) C a{f{zo)) for all z e D. Then da{f{zo) C da(f{z)) and a{f{zo)) =

Theorem 1.2.6 (Removable Singularity Theorem [21], pp.237-238) Suppose that
f is subharmonic at all points of D except on a polar set F (Z D and f is bounded above

z e D. In particular, if a{f(z)) has no interior points or it does not
separate the complex plane for all z E D then a{f{z)) is constant on D.

singularity theorem.

Next we define analytic multifunctions on subsets of C and list some important
properties which will be used in the subsequent development. A general definition of an
analytic multifunction on C" can be found, for example, in [2] and [31]. Analytic multifunctions are a special kind of upper semicontinuous compact set-valued map defined on
open subsets of C. They are defined in terms of plurisubharmonic functions. An upper
semicontinuous function / from an open subset V of C" to R* is plurisubharmonic, if for
every complex line L passing through V, the restriction of / on L n V is subharmonic.

Theorem 1.2.7 (a) (Extended Maximum or Phragmen Lindeloff Principle^.
Suppose that f is subharmonic and bounded above in D and let dD be the boundary of

Definition 1.2.2 (Z. Slodkowski) Let K be a mapping from U into the set of non
empty compact subsets of C. Then K is said to be an analytic multifunction on U if it

D. Also, let E C dD be a polar set and suppose that

is upper semicontinuous and the map

in D\F. Then f can be uniquely extended as a subharmonic function to all points of
T\

Subharmonic functions also satisfy the extended maximum principle and the
extended Liouville's theorem. The latter is an immediate corollary of the removable

{z,X) I—> -log dist{X, K{z))-

limsup f{z) < M
z—>X,zSD

where A g dD \ E. If D is unbounded then the point at oo may be included in E. If

is plurisubharmonic on Q.:= {{z, X) \ z eU, X ^ K{z)'\.

dD = E then f{z) is constant on D. Otherwise f{z)<MinD or f[z) = M in D.

(b)(Extended Liouville's Theorem/ Let E C C be a polar set and let f :(C\ E
^ be a subharmonic function which is bounded above. Then f is constant.

>

If /i is an analytic function defined on an open subset U of C, then the map
z I—)■ {/i(2)} is an example of an analytic multifunction. Many results about analytic
multifunctions provide useful insight into the effect of analytic perturbations on the
spectrum of a bounded linear operator A E BL{X).
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Theorem 1.2.9 (a) (B. Aupetit-Z.Slodkowski [2], pp. 160-161j Let f be an
analytic function from U into a Banach algebra A. Then the map z i—> a{f{z)) is
an analytic multifunction on U.

(b) (Tiocalisation Principle, [2], pp. 146j Let K be an analytic multifunction from
D into C. Suppose that there exist two disjoint open stibscts U and V of C such that
K{z) C U UV for z G D. Then either K{z)nU = 0 for all z £ D or K{z)nU 7^ 0 for
all z G D. In the latter case L{z):= K{z) nU is an analytic multifunction on D.

(c)(B. Aupetit-J. Zemanek, [2],pp. 160^ Let K be an analytic multifunction from
D into C. Suppose that K{z) is countable for z ^ D. Then for A G C the set
Z-.= {zeD:Xe K{z)}

Definition 1.2.3 Let /i,... ,/m be polynomials in C[t,z]. Then

V(/i,... ,/m):= {{x,y) e

is called the affine variety defined by f\,... fm-

If/ G C[t,2] then V(/) is also called an algebraic curve in
surface of / in C^. li f,g e C[i,z] then it follows that

a good isolated point of K{zq) if there exist r > 0 and s > 0 such that I?[Ao,s] r\K{zo) =
{Aq}, and
s) n K{z) < 00 for z G B{zo,r).
Theorem 1.2.10 ([2], pp. 160) Let K be an analytic multifunction from U into C.
For A G (j(A), let 5(A) := {z e U : X is a good isolated point of K{z)}. Then every
point of the set 5(A) is either isolated or an interior point.
Next, we state the Picard's theorem for analytic multifunctions.

Theorem 1.2.11 (Picard's Theorem for Analytic Multifunctions, [2], pp.168)
Let K be an analytic multifunction on C. If C is a component 0/ C \ AT{zq) for some
zq G <C then either C is a component ofC\ K{z)for all 2: G C or C \ Uz^cK{z) is a Gg
set of capacity zero. In particular, either K{z) is constant or C\ \J,,^icK{^z) is a Gg set
of capacity zero.

Let /i,... ,/m be polynomials in C[t, z]. Then the ideal generated by /i,... ,fm
is the intersection of all ideals containing /i,... ,fm- We denote by (/i,... ,fm) the ideal

generated by fi,f2, ■ ■ ■ ,/m- Let V C
1(V)

be an affine variety. Then

{feC[t,z]:/ = 0on V}

is an ideal. The ideal /(V) is called the ideal of the variety V.

Theorem 1.2.12 [11] (a) If V and W are affine varieties in

/(V) D /(W) andV ='W

then V C W

/(V)= /(W).

Further, ifY = V(/) and W = W(^) then V n W = 0 z/ and only if {f,g) is
the unit ideal.

(b) ///i,- - - ,/m and gi,... ,gk are polynomials in C[t, 2] such that {fx,... ,fm) =
{Ou- - - ,9k) thenVifx,... ,fm)= W{gi,... ,gk).

Ccj(Hilbert's Nullstellensatzj Let fx,f2,... ,/m e C[t, z]. Then
fi) • - • 1 fni)) — \/(/l,fi, ■ ■ • ,frn) ~ radical of {fx,f2, • > fm)Let / be a nonconstant polynomial in C[t]. Then
/(^)=a(t-Al)'"'• ••(^-A,)-^

where Ai,... , A^ e C are distinct and a

1.2.2

or the Riemann

V(/,g) = V(/) n V(^) and Y{fg) = V(/) U V(^).

is either at most countable or Z = D.

Let K be an analytic multifunction from U into C. A point Aq G K[zq) is called

: fi{x,y) = 0 for alii = 1,2,... ,m}

0- Define the polynomial

Algebraic Varieties

Let C[^] and C[t, z] denote the polynomial rings in one and two variables over C, re
spectively. We denote by C[t][^] the polynomial ring in the variable z over the ring C[t].
Thus p{t,z) G C[f][2:] is a polynomial in 2 with coefficients in C[t].
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fred{t):= a{t - Xx) •'• {t - Xr).
Then the polynomial fred is called the reduced part of /. It is easy to see that

V(/)= V(/,ed) = {Ai,... ,A,} and /(V(/)) = (f,,^).

Theorem 1.2.9 (a) (B. Aupetit-Z.Slodkowski [2], pp. 160-161^ Let f be an
analytic function from U into a Banach algebra A.. Then the map z i—> cr{f{z)) is
an analytic multifunction on U.

(b) (Xiocalisation Principle, [2], pp. 146) Let K be an analytic multifunction from

Definition 1.2.3 Let fi,... ,fm. be polynomials in'C\t,z]. Then

y{fu- - ■ ,/m):=

: fi{x,y) = 0 for all i = 1,2,... ,m}

is called the affine variety defined by f\,...f^.

D into C. Suppose that there exist two disjoint open subsets U and V of C sitch that

K{z) QU {JV for z E D. Then either K{z) ClU = ^ for all z ^ D or K{z)DU A ^ fof
all z € B. In the latter case L{z):= K{z)DU is an analytic multifunction on D.

(c)(^. Aupetit-J. Zemanek, [2],pp. 160^ Let K be an analytic multifunction from
D into C. Suppose that K(z) is countable for z E: D. Then for A G C the set

Z\={zED:\E K{z)}

If/ G C[t,2] then V(/) is also called an algebraic curve in
surface of / in C^. If /,^ G C[t, z] then it follows that
V(/,g) = V(/) n Vig) and M(fg) = V(/) U V(^).

Let fi,.. • ,/m be polynomials in C[t, z]. Then the ideal generated by /i,... ,fm
is the intersection of all ideals containing fi,... ,fm- We denote by (/i,... ,fm) the ideal

generated by /i,/2,. ■ . ,/m- Let V C

is either at most countable or Z = D.

Let A" be an analytic multifunction from U into C. A point Aq G K{zq) is called
a good isolated point of K{zo) if there exist r > 0 and 5 > 0 such that -D[Ao, s]D K^zq) =
{Ao}, and ifB{XQ,s) n K{z) < oo for z G B(zo,r).

or the Riemann

be an affine variety. Then

1(V):= {fEC[t,z]:/ = 0on V}
is an ideal. The ideal /(V) is called the ideal of the variety V.

Theorem 1.2.12 [11] (a) If V and W are affine varieties in

/(V) D /(W) andV = W

then V C W

/(V)= /(W).

Further, ifl/ = V(/) and W = W(^) then V fi W = ^ if and only if (f,g) is

Theorem 1.2.10 ([2], pp. 160) Let K be an analytic multifunction from U into C.
For A G cr(A), let S{X) := {z E U : X is a good isolated point of K[z)y. Then every

the unit ideal.

point of the set S{X) is either isolated or an interior point.

(b) If /i,- - - ,/m and gi,... ,gk are polynomials in C[t,z] such that {fx,... ,fm) =

(pi,- • • y9k) then V(/i,... ,/m) = W(r7i,... ,gk).
Next, we state the Picard's theorem for analytic multifunctions.

Theorem 1.2.11 (Picard's Theorem for Analytic Multifunctions, [2], pp.168)
Let K be an analytic multifunction on C. If C is a component of <C \ K(^g) for some
-Zq £ C then either C is a component o/C \ K{z)for all z E C or C \ ^zec^{z) is a Gs
set of capacity zero. In particular, either K{z) is constant or C \ Uzec-^(z) is a Gs set

Ccj(Hilbert's Nullstellensatz; Let /i,/2, - - - ,/m e C[t, z]. Then

/(V(/i,/2,... ,fm)) ^ \/(/n/2> - - - ,/m) = radical of (/i,/2, - - - ,/m)Let / be a nonconstant polynomial in C [t]. Then
/(^)=a(^-Al)"^'•.•(^-A,)-^

of capacity zero.

where Ai,... , A^ G C are distinct and a

1.2.2

0. Define the polynomial

Algebraic Varieties

Let C[t] and C[t,z] denote the polynomial rings in one and two variables over C, re
spectively. We denote by C[t][z] the polynomial ring in the variable z over the ring C[t].
Thus z) G C[t][z] is a polynomial in z with coefficients in C[t].

fred{t) •■ = a{t - Xi) ■ ■ ■ {t - Xr).
Then the polynomial fred is called the reduced part of /. It is easy to see that

V(/) = Vifred) = {Ai, . . . , A,} and /(V(/)) = (/,,^).
TH-1873_974601

Now let / be a nonconstant polynomial in C[i,z]. Then / can be written as

where the blank spaces indicate zero entries.

The resultant of / and g with respect to 2, denoted by Res{f,g,z), is the

f = frfr- - -fr

where /i,... ,fr axe irreducible and relatively prime polynomials in C[t,z]. The reduced

determinant of the Sylvester matrix Syl{f,g,z), that is, Res{f,g,z) = det{Syl{f,g,z)).
The discriminant of / with respect to z, denoted by disc{f), is the resultant of / and

polynomial fred is given by

with respect to z, that is,

/red = /1/2 • • • fr-

Like polynomials, affine varieties are also decomposed into irreducible compo
nents. An affine variety V C
is irreducible if V = Vi U V2, where Vi and V2 are
affine varieties, then either Vi = V or V2 = V. Equivalently, V is irreducible if and

disc{f):= Res{f,^,^)-

only if /(V) is a prime ideal. The degree of an affine variety V(/), denoted by deg{Y),
is given by deg(V):= deg{fred)-

If / and g are nonconstant polynomials in C[t] then, evidently, Res{f,g,t) G C. It is
easy to see that / and g have a common root if and only if Res(f,g,t) = 0 Hence a
nonconstant polynomial / G C[t] has a multiple root if and only if disc(f) = 0. Similar
results hold for polynomials in C[t, z]. In fact we have the following results whose proofs

Proposition 1.2.1 Let f be a nonconstant polynomial in C[t,z] and fred = /1/2 • • • /r-

can be found, for example, in [11] and [12] .

Then

Proposition 1.2.2 (a) Let f,g ^ C[<,z] have positive degree in z. Then Res{f,g,z) G

V(/)= V(/,ed) = V(/i) U . • • U V(/,)
where eachY(fi) is a simple irreducible component ofY, that is, eachY{fi) is irreducible
and Y{fi) V(/j) for i ^ j. Further,

{f,g) n C[t]. Further Res{f,g,z) = 0 if and only if f and g have a common factor in
<C[t,z] which has positive degree in z.

^(V(/)) = {fred) = (/i/2- - -/r) and deg{Y) = deg{Y{fi)) ^

^ deg{Y{fm)).

Next, we consider the resultant of polynomials. Let / and g be polynomials in

C[t,2] of positive degree in 2:, that is, / and g are nonconstant polynomials in C[i][z].
Suppose that

(c) Let f andg be monic polynomials in C[t][z] and let h{t):= Res{f,g,z) G (/,p)nC[t].
Then for to G C, we have h{to) ^ Res{f{to,z), g{to, z),z) G C. Also

disc{f) = Res{f,

S (/,

nC[t] and disc{f)(to) = Res{f{to,z), ^(to,z),z).

Hence f{to,z) has a multiple root if and only if disc{f){to) = 0.

Let m := deg{f) and n := deg{g). // Ai,... , A^ and pi,... ,/in are roots of f

/(t,z) = ao(t)z"' + ai(t)z"'~^ H
g(t,z) = bo{t)z'^ +

H

am(t).

and g, respectively, then

bn{t).

Then the Sylvester matrix of / and g with respect to 2 is the(m + n) x {rn + n) matrix

Res{f,g.z)=

=(-ir"n/(*'j)-

bo
ai

ao

bi

bo

fl2

<^i

62

bi

(c) (IBezout's BoundJ Let f and g be nonconstant polynomials in <C[t,z]. If f and g
have no nonconstant common factor then Y{f,g) is finite and the number of elements

'la ^(f,g) is atmost deg{f)deg{g).
bo

Syl{f,g,z) :=
bn

bi

Finally, we consider the implicit function theorem for polynomials in C[i,z].
Theorem 1.2.13 (Implicit Function Theorem, [30]) Let f be a nonconstant poly

nomial in C[t,z]. Suppose that (to,Ao) G V(/) and ^{to,Xo) 7^ 0. Then there is a
n columns
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m columns

neighbourhood U of to in C and a unique analytic function h : U —^-C such that for
t G U, f{t, h{t)) = 0 and h{to) = Aq.

Now let / be a nonconstant polynomial in C[i,z]. Then / can be written as

where the blank spaces indicate zero entries.

The resultant of / and g with respect to

f = frfp- - -fr

where /i,... ,/r axe irreducible and relatively prime polynomials in C[t, z]. The reduced

denoted by Res{f,g,z), is the

determinant of the Sylvester matrix Syl{f,g,z), that is, Res{f,g,z) = det{Syl{f,g,z)).

The discriminant of / with respect to z, denoted by disc{f), is the resultant of / and

polynomial /red is given by

with respect to 2, that is,

/red = /1/2 • • • /r-

Like polynomials, afRne varieties are also decomposed into irreducible compo
nents. An affine variety V C
is irreducible ifV = Vi UV2, where Vx and V2 are
affine varieties, then either Vi = V orV2 = V. Equivalently, V is irreducible if and

only if /(V) is a prime ideal. The degree of an affine variety V(/), denoted by deg(V),
is given by deg{Y):= deg{fred)-

disc{f):= Res{f,
If / and g are nonconstant polynomials in C[i] then, evidently, Res{f,g,t) G C. It is
easy to see that / and g have a common root if and only if Res{f,g,t) = 0 Hence a
nonconstant polynomial / G C[t] has a multiple root if and only if disc{f) = 0. Similar

Proposition 1.2.1 Let f be a nonconstant polynomial in C[t,z] and fred — /1/2 • • • /r-

results hold for polynomials in C[t, 2]. In fact we have the following results whose proofs
can be found, for example, in [11] and [12] .

Then

Proposition 1.2.2 (a) Let f,g E: C[<,2] have positive degree in 2. Then Res{f,g,z) G

V(/)= Yifred) = V(/:) U • • • U V(/,)

where eachY{fi)

a simple irreducible component ofY, that is, eachW{f^) is irreducible

and V(/j) ^ Y{fj) for i

j. Further,

{f,9) n C[t]. Fhirther Res{f,g,z) = Q if and only if f and g have a common factor in
C[t, 2] which has positive degree in 2.

(c) Let f andg be monic polynomials in £.[i\[z] and let h(t):= Res{f,g,z) G (/,^)nC[t].

^(V(/))= {/„d) = ifih •••/.) and deg(V) = deg(V(fi))+ ■ ■ ■ + deg(V{f„)).
Next, we consider the resultant of polynomials. Let / and g be polynomials in

C[t,2:] of positive degree in z, that is, / and g are nonconstant polynomials in C[t][2].
Suppose that

/(t,z)= aQ{t)z^ + ai{t)z^~'^ + • • • am{t).
9(t,z) = bo{t)z^ + bi{t)z^-' + • - -bnit).
Then the Sylvester matrix of / and g with respect to z is the (m + n) x (m + n) matrix
r an

bo

CLi

Uq

b\

a2

ai

62

Then for to E C, we have h{to) = Res{f{to, z),g{to, z),z) E C. Also

disc{f) = Res{f,

^

^

disc{f){to) = Res{f{to,z),

z), 2).

Hence f{to,z) has a multiple root if and only if disc{f){to) = 0.

Let m := deg{f) and n := deg{g). // Ai,... ,

and pi,... ,Fn are roots of f

and g, respectively, then

Res(f,9,z) = n9(A()=

1
bo

(c) ^ezout's Boundj Let f and g be nonconstant polynomials in C[t, 2]. If f and g
have no nonconstant common factor then Y{f,g) is finite and the number of elements

in V{f,g) is atmost deg{f)deg{g).

Syl{f,9,z) :=
ai

fefi

•

Finally, we consider the implicit function theorem for polynomials in C[t,2].
Theorem 1.2.13 (Implicit Function Theorem, [30]) Let f be a nonconstant poly

nomial in C[t, 2]. Suppose that (to,Ao) E V(/) and |^(to,Ao) 7^ 0. Then there is a
n columns

m columns

neighbourhood U of to in C and a unique analytic function h : U —^- C such that for
t E U, f{t, h{t)) = 0 and h{to) = Aq.
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Chapter 2

A Geometric Approach to

Sensitivity Analysis of Eigenvalues
and Spectral Decompositions
Our main objective in this chapter is to undertake sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues and
spectral decompositions in the geometric framework of spectral portraits of matrices

We also show that the spectral portraits are a natural framework for spectral analysis
of matrices which axe known only up to a given accuracy.

2.1

Introduction

Eigensystems of matrices are, in general, highly sensitive to perturbation (see, for exam

ple, [40], [41], [42], [33] and [34]) and the characterisation of the sensitivity of eigensys
tems is of much greater complexity and more difficult than that of linear systems. The
characterisation of the sensitivity of eigensystems involves finding the critical bound on

the magnitude of perturbation which is both necessary arid sufficient for the stability
of eigensystems. Although, it may not be difficult to obtain bounds on the magnitude
perturbations which ensure stability, however, most often these bounds may be highly
conservative.

It is well known that certain eigenvalues of matrices are highly sensitive to per
turbation. Often a small perturbation may cause these eigenvalues to move and coalesce

Once the coalescence takes place, in the new dispensation, the successors of these eigen
values may acquire a set of entirely different properties by losing their original identities.
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For example, two simple eigenvalues may coalesce to form a multiple eigenvalue having

One of our main objectives is to settle this problem for the spectral norm. We show

only one associated eigenvector. The magnitude of the smallest perturbation for which

that for the spectral norm we indeed have gsep{X) = diss{X). Thus for spectral norm we
have a necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of eigensystems in terms of a
computable quantity gsep. For example, we show that if A' is indistinguishable from a
simple matrix A up to the accuracy e then A' is also simple if and only if the geometric
separations of the eigenvalues of A are larger than e.
Even if gsep{X) < diss{X) for some norms, the lower bound provided by gsep

an eigenvalue A coalesces with a neighbouring eigenvalue is denoted by diss{X) which is

referred to as the dissociation of the eigenvalue A from the rest of the spectrum [13].
Small dissociation is a typical phenomenon associated with sensitive eigenvalues and
vice versa. Therefore, a characterisation of the stability of eigensystems is provided by

the dissociations of eigenvalues. However, the exact value of a highly implicit concept
such as the dissociation which depends both on the matrix as well as on the geometry
of the underlying vector space is almost impossible to know except for some very special

will certainly be far better than the lower bounds provided by localisation theorems. We
illustrate these facts by considering examples. Further, for all practical purposes, it is the

cases. Therefore, the characterisation of the stability of eigensystems in terms of disso

value of gsep that one really cares for; because as long as the magnitude of perturbation

ciation scarcely helps in practice. Nevertheless, a lower bound of dissociation provides a

remains within the safe distance of gsep{X) each point in its domain of influence is a
successor of the eigenvalue A and once this domain coalesces with a neighbouring domain
these successors may lose their inherited properties. Therefore, geometric separation of
an eigenvalue is, for all practical purposes, an accurate mea.sure of its ill-conditioning.

sufficient condition for eigensystems stability and the main effort has been concentrated
on obtaining its bounds ([13], [42]). However, these lower bounds have their inherent
limitations and the analysis based on these bounds may often be highly pessimistic.
A more realistic approach to the analysis of eigensystems stability can be under

taken by noting the fact that individual eigenvalues have their own domains of influence
in the complex plane which depend continuously on the magnitude of perturbation. The

An eigenvalue may be well separated from the rest of the spectrum and yet its geometric

separation may be small. In such a case, a small perturbation will cause a successor of the

domain of influence of a sensitive eigenvalue normally spreads over a large region whereas

eigenvalue to coalesce with a successor of a neighbouring eigenvalue. This phenomenon is
typically associated with a sensitive eigenvalue where a small perturbation dramatically

for well-conditioned eigenvalues the associated domains are more or less localised in the
neighbourhoods of the eigenvalues as long as the magnitude of perturbation remains
small. The importance of these domains results from the fact that each point in these

increases its domain of influence. Thus an eigenvalue can safely be called ill-conditioned
if and only if its geometric separation is small. The crux of the matter is the fact that

domains is a successor of the corresponding eigenvalues. Thus a small perturbation
will move these eigenvalues to appear anywhere in their respective domains of influence.
Therefore, the larger the domain of influence of an eigenvalue the more sensitive it is to
perturbations. As the magnitude of perturbation increases gradually, the size of these

mains of influence are identified for varying magnitude of perturbations. Approximations

domains increases, often geometrically, and they coalesce with the neighbouring domains.
The magnitude of the smallest perturbation which causes the domain of influence of an
eigenvalue A to coalesce with a neighbouring domain is of far greater importance than

the value of dissociation. We define this critical value to be the geometric separation

of the eigenvalue A from the rest of the spectrum and denote it by gsep{X). Before an
eigenvalue A coalesces with a neighbouring eigenvalue it is essential for their respective
domains of influence to coalesce. This immediately gives gsep{X) < diss{X). Although,
it is not known whether gsep{X) = diss{X) for arbitrary norms, however, whether the
equality holds for spectral norm was stated to be an interesting problem by Demmel [13].
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the ill-conditioning of an eigenvalue is inversely proportional to its geometric separation.
The geometric separation of an eigenvalue can be computed easily once its do

of these domains are obtained by employing localisation theorems for eigenvalues such
as the Bauer-Fike theorem and a generalization of it due to Wilkinson and Feingold [43].
This is how most of the lower bounds of dissociation have been obtained. However, the
main drawback of this approach is the fact that these approximate domains are disks of
fixed radius around the eigenvalues. Therefore, the presence of a single sensitive eigen
value often results in disks of large radius which may be an accurate approximation of
the influence domain of the sensitive eigenvalue. However, these disks may be gross over
estimation for the other eigenvalues.
It is instructive to note here that given a complex number 2, for operator norms,

the magnitude of smallest perturbation of a matrix which induces an eigenvalue at z
is the reciprocal of the norm of the resolvent of the matrix at 2. Thus the domains

For example, two simple eigenvalues may coalesce to form a multiple eigenvalue having

One of our main objectives is to settle this problem for the spectral norm. We show

only one associated eigenvector. The magnitude of the smallest perturbation for which

that for the spectral norm we indeed have gsep{X) = diss{X). Thus for spectral norm we
have a necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of eigensystems in terms of a

an eigenvalue A coalesces with a neighbouring eigenvalue is denoted by diss{X) which is
referred to as the dissociation of the eigenvalue A from the rest of the spectrum [13],
Small dissociation is a typical phenomenon associated with sensitive eigenvalues and
vice versa. Therefore, a characterisation of the stability of eigensystems is provided by
the dissociations of eigenvalues. However, the exact value of a highly implicit concept

such as the dissociation which depends both on the matrix as well as on the geometry
of the underlying vector space is almost impossible to know except for some very special
cases. Therefore, the characterisation of the stability of eigensystems in terms of disso
ciation scarcely helps in practice. Nevertheless, a lower bound of dissociation provides a

computable quantity gsep. For example, we show that if A' is indistinguishable from a
simple matrix A up to the accuracy e then A' is also simple if and only if the geometric
separations of the eigenvalues of A are larger than e.
Even if gsep{X) < diss{X) for some norms, the lower bound provided by gsep
will certainly be far better than the lower bounds provided by localisation theorems. We
illustrate these facts by considering examples. Further, for all practical purposes, it is the

value of gsep that one really cares for; because as long as the magnitude of perturbation
remains within the safe distance of gsep{X) each point in its domain of influence is a
successor of the eigenvalue A and once this domain coalesces with a neighbouring domain
these successors may lose their inherited properties. Therefore, geometric separation of
an eigenvalue is, for all practical purposes, an accurate measure of its ill-conditioning.

sufficient condition for eigensystems stability and the main effort has been concentrated
on obtaining its bounds ([13], [42]). However, these lower bounds have their inherent
limitations and the analysis based on these bounds may often be highly pessimistic.
A more realistic approach to the analysis of eigensystems stability can be under
taken by noting the fact that individual eigenvalues have their own domains of influence
in the complex plane which depend continuously on the magnitude of perturbation. The

separation may be small. In such a case, a small perturbation will cause a successor of the
eigenvalue to coalesce with a successor of a neighbouring eigenvalue. This phenomenon is

domain of influence of a sensitive eigenvalue normally spreads over a large region whereas

typically associated with a sensitive eigenvalue where a small perturbation dramatically

for well-conditioned eigenvalues the a.ssociated domains are more or less localised in the
neighbourhoods of the eigenvalues as long as the magnitude of perturbation remains

increases its domain of influence. Thus an eigenvalue can safely be called ill-conditioned
if and only if its geometric separation is small. The crux of the matter is the fact that
the ill-conditioning of an eigenvalue is inversely proportional to its geometric separation.
The geometric separation of an eigenvahie can be computed easily once its do
mains of influence are identified for varying magnitude of perturbations. Approximations

small. The importance of these domains results from the fact that each point in these

domains is a successor of the corresponding eigenvalues. Thus a small perturbation
will move these eigenvalues to appear anywhere in their respective domains of influence.
Therefore, the larger the domain of influence of an eigenvalue the more sensitive it is to
perturbations. As the magnitude of perturbation increases gradually, the size of these

domains increases, often geometrically, and they coalesce with the neighbouring domains.
The magnitude of the smallest perturbation which causes the domain of influence of an
eigenvalue A to coalesce with a neighbouring domain is of far greater importance than
the value of dissociation. We define this critical value to be the geometric separation

of the eigenvalue A from the rest of the spectrum and denote it by gsep{X). Before an
eigenvalue A coalesces with a neighbouring eigenvalue it is essential for their respective

An eigenvalue may be well separated from the rest of the spectrum and yet its geometric

of these domains are obtained by employing localisation theorems for eigenvalues such
as the Bauer-Fike theorem and a generalization of it due to Wilkinson and Feingold [43].
This is how most of the lower bounds of dissociation have been obtained. However, the
main drawback of this approach is the fact that these approximate domains are disks of
fixed radius around the eigenvalues. Therefore, the presence of a single sensitive eigen
value often results in disks of large radius which may be an accurate approximation of

the influence domain of the sensitive eigenvalue. However, these disks may be gross over

domains of influence to coalesce. This immediately gives gsep{X) < diss{X). Although,

estimation for the other eigenvalues.
It is instructive to note here that given a complex number z, for operator norms,

^^^fher gsep[X) = diss{X) for arbitrary norms, however, whether the

the magnitude of smallest perturbation of a matrix which induces an eigenvalue at z

equality holds for spectral norm was stated to be an interesting problem by Demmel [13].

is the reciprocal of the norm of the resolvent of the matrix at z. Thus the domains
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of influence of its eigenvalues are precisely the level sets of the graph of the resolvent

spectral portraits become a natural framework for spectral analysis of matrices which

operators. For a fixed magnitude of perturbation e, the totality of these level sets

are known only up to a given accuracy.

is known as the e-pseudospectrum or the e-spectrum of the matrix (see, for example,
[37], [38], [28] and [16]). Thus e-spectra of matrices are the natural objects to look
for valuable information about the stability of eigensystems when the magnitude of

Next, we fix up notations which will be used throughout. Recall that BL(C") is
the algebra of operators on C". We make no distinction between operators and matrices
on C". Throughout this chapter we consider only submultiplicative norms on i3L(C").

perturbation is bounded by e. Therefore, the graph of the resolvent operator which is a

The Frobenious and the

surface in
with respect to real coordinates provides a natural geometric framework
for the stability analysis of eigensystems for varying magnitude of perturbations. These

tively, that is,

surfaces are referred to as the spectral portraits of matrices( see, for example, [16] [17]
and [9]). The e-pseudospectra of matrices have been gaining wide acceptance among

•■ = 1 y" kj-r

l^llp •

^ 1 ^ P ^ oo, norm will be denoted by || ||jr and || ||p, respec

, 1 < P < oo> Ikl loo := max^\xj\ and \\A\ \f

^

applied scientists, mainly in the context of dealing with non-normal matrices, where the
emphasis is, however, focused on other aspects of pseudospectra. Before the advent of

where x € C" and A G
Further, the operator norm on HL(C") induced by the
iP norm will also be denoted by || | |p. We say that a norm | 1 || has the maximum property

the term pseudospectra, Wilkinson [42] referred to these sets as fundamental inclusion

if \\diag{Ai,A2)\\ = max(||Ai|| , IIA2II). H ^ is invertible then the condition number of
X, denoted by K{X), is given by K{X) := \ \X-'^\ \ ||A:| | .

domains and advocated the use of these domains for efficient analysis of eigenvalue
sensitivity. Although, most of his observations are made mainly on the basis of examples,
as far as we know, his paper has not received the kind of attention of pseudospectra
specialists that it so rightfully deserves. Our main objective in this chapter is to further

2.2

develop this approach by putting his observations into concrete mathematical terms.

We have already outlined two developments leading to the notion of e-spectra of matrices

We undertake a detailed sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues and spectral decompositions
in the natural framework of spectral portraits. An added advantage of this approach is
its capability of analysing sensitivity issues graphically.

We have already outlined that the study of the sensitivity of eigensystems nat

urally leads one to the notion of e-spectra of matrices. However, this is not the only
way by which the e-spectrum finds its natural place. In most practical applications,
matrices are known only up to a certain accuracy due to various kinds of reason. Also,
even when a matrix is known exactly, in finite precision computation the matrix serves

no better purpose than any other matrices which are indistinguishable from it up to
the given accuracy. However, there is a fundamental difliculty in undertaking spectral
analysis of matrices which are known only up to a given accuracy e. To get around this
problem, it is essential to define an appropriate notion of invertibility of matrices which
takes into account the uncertainty in the matrices of magnitude up to e. We show that
the notion of e-mvertibility of matrices serves the purpose. This naturally leads to the
notion of e-spectra of matrices which, for operator norms, are precisely the e-spectra
we have discussed in the context of sensitivity of eigensystems. Thus, once gain, the

The e-spectra of matrices

and mentioned about a natural framework that e-spectra provides for sensitivity analysis

of eigenvalues and spectral decompositions. To this end, in this chapter we define the
e-spectra of matrices and investigate their basic properties.
Let A e BL{0^). The notion of successors of eigenvalues introduced by Wilkin

son [42] is quite useful is describing behaviour of eigenvalues when the magnitude of
perturbation increases gradually. A complex number 2 is a successor of an eigenvalue A
if a small perturbation moves A to 2. To be more specific, given e > 0, a complex number
2 is said to an e-successor of A € ct( A) if a perturbation of magnitude at most e moves A
to 2. This definition, however, does not exclude the possibility of 2 being a successor of
another eigenvalue /i G cr(A). This happens precisely when the domains of influence of
A and fx coalesce as the magnitude of perturbation increases gradually to e. Therefore,
in such a case the concept of a successor becomes far more subtle. Note that the set of
e-successors of A, which we call the e-domain of A, is precisely the domain of influence
of A for perturbations of magnitude < e. The concepts of e-successors and e-domain of
A are better explained in the setting of e-spectra of A.
To begin with, we quantify the smallest perturbation of A which induces an

eigenvalue at 2 G C. Let H H be a submultiplicative norm on BL{C) and 2 G C. We
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of influence of its eigenvalues are precisely the level sets of the graph of the resolvent

spectral portraits become a natural framework for spectral analysis of matrices which

operators. For a fixed magnitude of perturbation e, the totality of these level sets

are known only up to a given accuracy.

is known as the e-pseudospectrum or the e-spectrum of the matrix (see, for example,
[37], [38], [28] and [16]). Thus e-spectra of matrices are the natural objects to look
for valuable information about the stability of eigensystems when the magnitude of
perturbation is bounded by e. Therefore, the graph of the resolvent operator which is a
surface in
with respect to real coordinates provides a natural geometric framework
for the stability analysis of eigensystems for varying magnitude of perturbations. These

Next, we fix up notations which will be used throughout. Recall that BL(C") is

the algebra of operators on C". We make no distinction between operators and matrices
on C". Throughout this chapter we consider only submultiplicative norms on HL(C").
The Frobenious and the

the term pseudospectra, Wilkinson [42] referred to these sets as fundamental inclusion

domains and advocated the use of these domains for efficient analysis of eigenvalue
sensitivity. Although, most of his observations are made mainly on the basis of examples,
as far as we know, his paper has not received the kind of attention of pseudospectra

P—

norm will be denoted by|
|||/? and |
|||p, respec

tively, that is,

surfaces are referred to as the spectral portraits of matrices( see, for example, [16] [17]
and [9]). The e-pseudospectra of matrices have been gaining wide acceptance among
applied scientists, mainly in the context of dealing with non-normal matrices, where the
emphasis is, however, focused on other aspects of pseudospectra. Before the advent of

^

- E

, 1 < p < GO, ||x||oo :=

and ||A|li. := ^ ^

where x e CP and A e BL{CP). Further, the operator norm on BL{CP) induced by the

ep norm will also be denoted by ||||p. We say that a norm 1| |
|has the maximum property

if \\diag{Au A2)\\ = max(||Ai||, IIA2II). If ^ is invertible then the condition number of
X, denoted by K{X), is given by K{X);= ||A:-^||||A:|1.

specialists that it so rightfully deserves. Our main objective in this chapter is to further

2.2

develop this approach by putting his observations into concrete mathematical terms.

We have already outlined two developments leading to the notion of e-spectra of matrices

We undertake a detailed sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues and spectral decompositions
m the natural framework of spectral portraits. An added advantage of this approach is
its capability of analysing sensitivity issues graphically.
We have already outlined that the study of the sensitivity of eigensystems nat

urally leads one to the notion of e-spectra of matrices. However, this is not the only
y y which the e spectrum finds its natural place. In most practical applications,
re known only up to a certain accuracy due to various kinds of reason. Also,
even when a matrix is known exactly, in finite precision computation the matrix serves

no better purpose than any other matrices which are indistinguishable from it up to
the given accuracy. However, there is a fundamental difficulty in undertaking spectral
analysis of matrices which are known only up to a given accuracy e. To get around this
pro em, it is essential to define an appropriate notion of invertibility of matrices which

takes into account the uncertainty in the matrices of magnitude up to e. We show that
e notion of e-mvertibility of matrices serves the purpose. This naturally leads to the
notion of e-spectra of matrices which, for operator norms, are precisely the e-spectra
e discussed in the context of sensitivity of eigensystems. Thus, once gain, the

The e-spectra of matrices

and mentioned about a natural framework that e-spectra provides for sensitivity analysis

of eigenvalues and spectral decompositions. To this end, in this chapter we define the
e-spectra of matrices and investigate their basic properties.
Let A e BL{CP). The notion of successors of eigenvalues introduced by Wilkin

son [42] is quite useful is describing behaviour of eigenvalues when the magnitude of
perturbation increases gradually. A complex number z is a successor of an eigenvalue A
if a small perturbation moves A to z. To be more specific, given e > 0, a complex number
2 is said to an e-successor of A € a{A) if a perturbation of magnitude at most e moves A
to 2. This definition, however, does not exclude the possibility of 2 being a successor of

another eigenvalue /i € a{A). This happens precisely when the domains of influence of
A and p coalesce as the magnitude of perturbation increases gradually to e. Therefore,
in such a case the concept of a successor becomes far more subtle. Note that the set of
e-successors of A, which we call the e-domain of A, is precisely the domain of influence
of A for perturbations of magnitude < e- The concepts of e-successors and e-domain of
A are better explained in the setting of e-spectra of A.
To begin with, we quantify the smallest perturbation of A which induces an

eigenvalue at 2 G C. Let |1 1| be a submultiplicative norm on BL{CP) and 2 € C. We
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Proposition 2.2.2 If H || is an induced operator norm then for all z,w G C and A, E G

define the separation of ^ from A by

BL{'C"'), we have the following.
sep{z, A):= inf{||£?|
|: z G a{A + E)}.

a) lsep(z. A) — sep{w, A)1 < |z — w\.
Then sep{z, A) is the smallest backward error of z when z is regarded as a perturbed
eigenvalue of A. Evidently, if z is an e-successor of A G cr(^) then sep{z, A) < e. We

denote by sep^^\z,A)( resp., sep^^\z,A))the separation of z from A with respect to
1 < P < 00,( resp., Frobenius )norm.

b)|sep(z, A + E) — sep{z, A)| <

c) \sep{z + w,A + E)- sep{z,A)\ <

+|1F^1|.

Proof: For z, w G C, we have

Proposition 2.2.1 (a) For z G p{A)^ we have sep{z,A) > l/||i?(^, z)||.

sep{z,A) = ^min^ll(A — z/)a:||
= mm\\(A-w)x + {w-z)x\\

(Wilkinson,[42]) If || || is an induced operator norm then

||x||=l

< min ||(A — wl)x\\ + lu* — z|

sep{z,A)= minl|(yl-z/)x|| = l/||/2(Al,z)||, z e p{A).

-

\M\=i

||x||=l

= sep{w, A) \w — z\.

(c) For z G C, we have sep^'^\z,A) = sep(^)(z,^) = (r-,niniA - zl), where amin{A - zl)

Thus sep(z. A)-sep{w, A)<\w-z\. Similarly, we have sep{w, A)-sep{z, A) < [u;-zj.

is the smallest singular value of A — zl.

This proves (a).

Proof: (a) Let z G p{A). If z G a{A + E) then ||£'jR(A, z)|| > 1 and hence the result
follows.

(b) Let z G p{A). Then there exists u G C" and a functional u* such that ||u|| =
and u*R{A,z)u = \\R{A,z)u\\ =
z)||. Define : C" C" by

=1

Next, we have

sep(z, yl +£)= ||x||
min—1||(.4 + B - zl)x\\ < min (||(yl - zl)x\\ + ||£||) = sep{z,A)+ ||£|1.
Similarly, interchanging the role of A and A + E, we have
sep(z. A) < sepiz, A + E)+ |1E||.

Ex := —\\R(A,z)\\''^u*{x)u, x G C".

Then evidently ||E|f = ||ii;(A,z)||-i and (aI + E)w = zw, where w ;= R{A,z)u.
This shows that sep{z,A) =

The first equality follows from the fact that

= (min{||(^ — zl)x\\ : ||a:|| = 1})"^. The proof of (c) follows from (b). ■

This proves (b).
Finally, we have

sep(z + «.. A + B) = min ||(.4 + B -(z + n,)/)xl|
< min (11(A — z/)x|l + 1|E|| + liul)

For a submultiplicative norm on BL(C"), the quantity sep{z,A) plays a role

l|a:ll=l

similar to that of the smallest singular value a^^iniA - zl). Also, sep{z,A) has similar
properties as those of arnir,{A - zl).

= sep(z. A)+ llE^ll + lu^l.

Similarly, sep{z,A) < sep{z + w,A + E)+ ||-B|1 + H- Thus we have, lsep(z + w,A +
E) — 5ep(z, A)| < 1|£^11 +

®

Now, we define the e-spectra of matrices. One could define the e-spectrum of A
to be the set of e-successors of its eigenvalues. However, we will not take this shortcut. It
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Proposition 2.2.2 If || || is an induced operator norm then for all z,w eC and A, E e

define the separation of z from A by

BL(C"), we have the following.
sep{z, A):= inf{||jB|| : z G a{A + £?)}.

a) \sep{z, A) — sep{w, A)| < |2 — ix^l.
Then sep{z, A) is the smallest backward error of 2 when z is regarded as a perturbed
eigenvalue of A. Evidently, if 2 is an e-successor of A G cr(A) then sep{z, A) < e. We

denote by sep^'P\z,A)( resp., sep^^\z, A))the separation of 2 from A with respect to
1 ^ < 00,( resp., Probenius )norm.

b)|sep(2, A + E) — sep{z, A)| < HF^H-

c) \sep{z + w,A + E)- sep(2,A)| < l^^l + 1|F^||Proof: For 2, tf E C, we have

Proposition 2.2.1 (a) For z G p{A), we have sep{z,A) > ll\\R{A,z)\\.

sep{z,A) = lli||=i
min||(A — 2/)x|
|
= min II(A - w)x + {w - z)x\\

("6^(Wilkinson,[42]) If II II is an induced operator norm then

lkll=i

< min ||(A - ty/)x|| + |u;- 2|

sep{z,A) = min||(yl-2/)x|| = l/\\R{A,z)\\, z G p{A).

~

11^11=1

= sep{w, A)+ \w — z\.

(c) For 2 G C, we have sep^'^\z, A)= sep'^^^z, A)= a.niniA - 2/), where amin{A - zl)

Thus sep(z, A)-sep{w. A) <\w-z\. Similarly, we have sep{w, A)-sep{z, A) < |n;-2|.

is the smallest singular value of A — zl.

This proves (a).

Proof: (a) Let 2 G p{A). li z e <j{A + E) then \\ER{A,z)\\ > 1 and hence the result
follows.

(b) Let 2 G p{A). Then there exists w G C" and a functional u* such that ||zi|| = ||-a»|| = 1
and u*R{A,z)u = ||i?(A,z)u\\ = ||i?(yl, 2)||. Define : C"

C" by

Next, we have

sep(z,A + E)= min \\{A + E - zl)x\\ < mm (||(A - ;2;/)x|| + ||p;||) = sep{z,A)+ ||£:||.
Similarly, interchanging the role of A and A + E, we have
sep{z, A) < sep{Zy A + E)+ \\E\\.

Ex := -\\R{A,z)\\-^u*{x)u, x G C".

Then evidently ||£;|[ = ||i2(A,2)||-i and {A ^ E)w = zw, where w := R{A,z)u.
This shows that sep{z,A) = ||/2(>l,2)||-L The first equality follows from the fact that
ll-^(^'^)|| =(min{||(^ — zl)x\\ : ||x||= 1})~^ . The proof of (c) follows from (b). ■

This proves (b).
Finally, we have

sepiz + w,A + E) = minJ|(.4 + B-(2+ u>)/)a:l|
< min (||(A — zl)x\\ + ||E|| + Itoj)

For a submultiplicative norm on 5L(C"), the quantity sep{z,A) plays a role

-

= sep(2, A)+ ||£^ll + lii^l.

similar to that of the smallest singular value amin{A - zl). Also, sep{z,A) has similar
properties as those of a^i^iA ~ zl).

INI=i

Similarly, sep{z,A) < sep{z + w,A + E)+ ll-^ll +

Thus we have, lsep(2 + w,A +

E)- sep{z,A)\ < \\E\\ + \w\. ■

Now, we define the e-spectra of matrices. One could define the e-spectrum of A
to be the set of e-successors of its eigenvalues. However, we will not take this shortcut. It
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is more enlightening to approach e-spectra through an appropriate invertibility problem.
This approach conceptually parallels the definition of spectra of matrices and operators.
As we have already mentioned, when a matrix A is known uj) to a given accuracy e there
is a fundamental difficulty in analysing invertibility of A. Therefore, it is imperative to
define a stronger notion of invertibility which takes into account the uncertainty that
may be present in the matrix.

Subsequently, the definition of e-spectra has been generalised to arbitrary norms by
defining Ae(A) := {z € C ; l|it:(A,z)|l > J}, where it is assumed that ||i?(A,z)|| = oo
when z G cr{A). The set Ae(A) is referred to as the e-pseudospectrum of A (see, for
example, [37], [38] [28] and [16]). This immediately gives the following.

Proposition 2.2.4 For a submultiplicative norm we have cr^{A) C A£(A) and the equal
ity holds for an operator norm.

Definition 2.2.1 Let e > 0. A matrix A is said to he e-singular(with respect to the

norm || ||)if the magnitude of smallest perturbation required to make A singular is less
than or equal to e. A matrix A is e-invertible if it is not e-singular.

It is evident that A is e-invertible if and only if sep(0, A) > e. Equivalently, A

is e-invertible if and only if A' is invertible whenever A' is indistinguishable from A up
to the accuracy e. The e-spectrum of A is then given by

Thus the e-spectra and e-pseudospectra are the same thing as long as one re

stricts to operator norms. We, however, continue to refer to cre(A) as the e-spectrum
irrespective of the norm concerned. Before we proceed further, we give characterisations
of e-invertibility of matrices. Let A/'e(A) := span (U||£;||<eA/'(A -f E)^ be the e-kernel and

^.^{A):= ni|£;||<£7^(A -t- E) be the e-range of A. Then the e-rank and the e-nullity of A
is given by

crj(A):= {z e C : A - z/ is e-singular }.

n^{A):= dim ^(A) and r^A):= dim TZ^{A).

For e = 0, this reduces to the spectrum a{A) of A. It should be noted here that a^iA)
depends on the norm on BL{0^). For (resp., Frobenius ) norm we denote the e-

Then A is e-injective if and only if A + -E is injective for jj^;]] < e, and A is e-surjective

spectrum of A by cri^^(A)( resp., cri^\A) ). The definition of sep{z,A) immediately

if and only if A -k E is surjective for 11E||< e. Thus n,(A) = 0 if and only if r,(A) = n,
that is, A is e-injective if and only if A is e-surjective, which is to be expected.

gives the following.

Proposition 2.2.5 Let e > 0 and A € BL{C). Then the following are equivalent.
Proposition 2.2.3 For a submultiplicative norm, we have
<Te(A) = {z e C : sep{z, A) < e} = U||£;||<£cr(A -t- E).

(i) A is e-injective.

(ii) A is e-surjective.

(Hi) A is e-invertible.

(iv) A-\-E is invertible for HE]] < c.
We also define

(v)0 ^ cre(A).

uJe{A):= {z eC: sepiz,A) < e}.

This subset of a-g(A) will play a crucial role in the subsequent (sub)sections.
The notion of the e-spectrum, as far as we know, was first introduced by Varah

[39] m 1979. He defined the e-spectrum of A, with respect to the spectral (that is,
norm by

S't(A):= {z e C : amin{^ - zl) < e }.

Since amin{A - zl)= sep^'^\z, A)= sep^^\z, A), we immediately see that
S,(.4) = a»\A)= afiA).
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For an operator norm the above statements are also equivalent to
^1 1

(vi) A is invertible and \\A II

~

Proof: The equivalence of statements (i)-(v) are evident. Also, the equivalence of (iv)
and (vi) follows from the fact that for an operator norm, we have
= sep(0. A).
Hence the proof.

■

The definition of the e-spectrum shows that like the spectrum cr(A) the set(XeiA)
is compact. However, the similarity ends there as the following result shows.

is more enlightening to approach e-spectra through an appropriate invertibility problem.

Subsequently, the definition of e-spectra has been generalised to arbitrary norms by

This approach conceptually parallels the definition of spectra of matrices and operators.

defining A£(A) := {z 6 C : \\R{A,z)\\ >
where it is assumed that ||i7(A,z)|
|= 00
when 2 e cr{A). The set A^CA) is referred to as the e-pseudospectrum of A (see, for
example, [37], [38] [28] and [16]). This immediately gives the following.

As we have already mentioned, when a matrix A is known uj) to a given accuracy e there

is a fundamental difficulty in analysing invertibility of A. Therefore, it is imperative to
define a stronger notion of invertibility which takes into account the uncertainty that
may be present in the matrix.

Proposition 2.2.4 For a submultiplicative norm we have cr^{A) C A£(A) and the equal
ity holds for an operator norm.

Definition 2.2.1 Let e > 0. A matrix A is said to be e-singular(with respect to the

norm || ||)if the magnitude of smallest perturbation required to make A singular is less
than or equal to e. A matrix A is e-invertible if it is not e-singular.

Thus the e-spectra and e-pseudospectra are the same thing as long as one re

stricts to operator norms. We, however, continue to refer to cr£(A) as the e-spectrum

It is evident that A is e-invertible if and only if sep(0, A) > e. Equivalently, A

is e-invertible if and only if A is invertible whenever A is indistinguishable from A up
to the accuracy e. The e-spectrum of A is then given by

irrespective of the norm concerned. Before we proceed further, we give characterisations
of e-invertibility of matrices. Let A/^A):= span (U||£;||<£A/(A E)) be the e-kernel and
TZ^[A):= n|i£;||<£77.(A -f E) be the e-range of A. Then the e-rank and the e-nullity of A
is given by

ae{A):= {z e C : A - zl is e-singular }.

n,(A):= dim M(A) and rc{A):= dim H^iA).

For e = 0, this reduces to the spectrum a(A) of A. It should be noted here that o-^{A)
depends on the norm on BL{C^). For (resp., Frobenius ) norm we denote the e-

Then A is e-injective if and only if A -f- E is injective for ||.E1| < e, and A is e-surjective

spectrum of A by ai^\A)( resp., (Tf\A) ). The definition of sep{z,A) immediately

if and only if A + E is surjective for||E||< e. Thus n^iA) = 0 if and only if r^{A) = n,
that is, A is e-injective if and only if A is e-surjective, which is to be expected.

gives the following.

Proposition 2.2.5 Let e > 0 and A e BL{C). Then the following are equivalent,
Proposition 2.2.3 For a submultiplicative norm, we have

(i) A is e-injective.

(a) A is e-surjective.
(Hi) A is e-invertible.

o"e(A) = {2 e C : sep{z, A) < e} = U||£;||<£cr(A -f- E).

(iv) A-{-E is invertible for HEJl < e.
We also define

(v)0 ^ at{A).

For an operator norm the above statements are also equivalent to

uJe{A):= {z eC : sep(z,A) < e}.

This subset of a^[A) will play a crucial role in the subsequent (sub)sections.
The notion of the e-spectrum, as far as we know, was first introduced by Varah

jI

(vi) A is invertible and \\A II

~

[39] in 1979. He defined the e-spectrum of A, with respect to the spectral (that is,

Proof; The equivalence of statements (i)-(v) are evident. Also, the equivalence of (iv)

norm by

and (vi) follows from the fact that for an operator norm, we have ||A~^|j~'^ = sep{0,A).

'

:= {z eC : (Jmin{-^ - ^1) < ^ }.

Since amin{A - zl)= sep^'^\z,A) = sep^^\z,A), we immediately see that

Hence the proof.

■

The definition of the e-spectrum shows that like the spectrum cr(A) the set(7e{A)
is compact. However, the similarity ends there as the following result shows.
TH-1873_974601

Proposition 2.2.6 (a) The e-spectrum (Tf,{A) is compact and does not have isolated
points. Thus cr^^A) consists of nontrivial components.

The following theorem presents some of the basic properties of a^{A) with re
spect to an operator norm.

(b) Let X be invertible and k := K{X). Then

Theorem 2.2.1 The e-spectrum c7e{A) with respect to an operator norm satisfies the

(tM) C CTk,{X-^AX) and

C auM)-

following.

Proof: Evidently, cre(A) is compact. Suppose that 2 is an isolated point of o-^(A).

^aj The e-spectrum o'g{A) is the closure of iOf^{Af^. For the boundary points, we have

Then there is an open set U and a matrix E with ||E|| = sep{z,A) < e such that

o-e(A) D U = {z} and z G a{A + E). Let {En) be such that \\En — E\\
0 and
ll-E'ull < ||-E||. Then for all large n, we have z 0(j{A + En) and a{A + E„)n ^ 0 which
contradicts that 2 is isolated in ae{A). Hence the result follows.
The proof of part (b) follows from the fact that sep{z,X ^AX) < ksep{z.,A)
and sep{z, A) <k sep{z, X-'^AX). ■
We know that R{A,z) is analytic on p{A) and its only singularities are the
eigenvalues of A which are its poles. Further, both ||/?(^,2)ll and log(||/?(j4j 2;)||) are

subharmonic on p{A) and have certain properties similar to those of modulus of nonconstant analytic functions which play a crucial role in determining the structure of
a^{A).

da,{A) C duj,{A) ={ze p(A): l|i2(A, z)\\ = i}.
(b) Each component, that is, maximal connected subset of(Te{A) contains at least one
eigenvalue of A in its interior.

(c) If an operator norm has the maximum property then
(Ti{diag{Ai, A2)) = cre{Ai) U a^{A2).

Proof: For a proof of part (a) we refer to [18]. We prove part (b).
Let A be a component oi a^)and suppose thafa(A)nA = 0. Since
z)\\
is nonconstant on A, by maximum principle, we have \\R{A,z)\\ < ||il(A,u;)|| = for
some w e dA and all z in the interior of A. This contradicts that A C
Hence the
result follows.

Lemma 2.2.1 For an operator norm the functions ||i?(>l, ^;)|| and
subharmonic on p{A) and are nonconstant on open subsets of p{A).

are

Proof: We only need to show that ||i?(yl,z)|| is nonconstant on open subsets of p{A).
Suppose that ||i2(.d,2)|| is constant on an open subset U C p{A). Let w ^ U. Then
there is a vector u and a dual vector v such that ||wl| = ||u|| = 1 and vR{A,w)u =
||i2(>l,u;)u|| = ||i?(A,n;)||. Define / ; p{A) C by f{z) := vR{A,z)u. Then / is

For a proof of part (c) we note that if .A = diag{Ai, A2) then
R{A,z) = diag{R{Ai,z), R{A2,z)).

Therefore, ||i?(A,z)|| = maa:(|lit:(Ai,z)|l,||i?(A2, z)||). ■

analytic and also nonconstant on U. To see this, suppose that / is constant on U.

A proof of part (b) can also be found in [19]. We have already seen that
cr^^^(A) = (Je^^A) C Ae^^(A). As an immediate consequence of the above theorem we

Then by uniqueness theorem f{z) = f{w) =

have the following.

hand, \f{z)\ <

for ^ ^ p{A). On the other

^)|| -> q as 1^1 ^ 00, showing that ||i?(^,u;)||= Q. Thus f{z) is

nonconstant on U. Hence by maximum principle,

Corollary 2.2.1 Let Ar^(A):= {z e C : l|i2(A, z)]]^. > i}. Then we have
ai'HA) = ai^'HA) C Int MP{A).

\\^{A,w)\\ = \f{yj)\c\f{z)\<\\R{A,z)\\

for \z — w\ = r, where r is such that B{w,r) C U. Hence the proof. ■

Proof: For z G daf\A), by part (a) of Theorem 2.2.1, we have
\\R{A,z)\\f > \\R{A,z)\\2 =
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Proposition 2.2.6 (a) The e-spectrum CTe{A) is compact and does not have isolated
points. Thus <Jt{A) consists of nontrivial components.

The following theorem presents some of the basic properties of (Tt{A) with re
spect to an operator norm.

(b) Let X he invertible and k := K{X). Then

Theorem 2.2.1 The e-spectrum (Je{A) with respect to an operator norm satisfies the

o-e(A) C ak,{X-^AX) and a,{X-^AX) C (TkM)-

following.

Proof: Evidently, CeiA) is compact. Suppose that z is an isolated point of a^{A).

^aj The e-spectrum o'^{A) is the closure of uj^{A). For the boundary points, we have

da,{A) C dcv^iA) = {z G p{A) : ||i2(^,2)|| = ^}.

Then there is an open set U and a matrix E with |1E^|| = sep{z,A) < e such that

(Ts{A) n U = {z} and z G o-{A + E). Let {En) be such that \\En — E?|| —>■ 0 and
IIE'nII < IIE^II- Then for all large n, we have z ^ a{A + En) and a{A + En) HU 0 which
contradicts that z is isolated in o-^{A). Hence the result follows.

The proof of part (b) follows from the fact that sep{z, X ^ AX) < k sep(z, A)
and sep{z,A) < k sep{z, X~^AX). ■
We know that R{A, z) is analytic on p{A) and its only singularities are the
eigenvalues of A which are its poles. Purther, both \\R{A,z)\ \ and log(||/?(/!, ^)1|) are

(b) Each component, that is, maximal connected subset of cre{A) contains at least one
eigenvalue of A in its interior.

(c) If an operator norm has the maximum property then
ac{diag{Ai, A-i)) = cr^iAi) U crj(^2)-

subharmonic on p{A) and have certain properties similar to those of modulus of non-

Proof: For a proof of part (a) we refer to [18]. We prove part (b).
Let A be a component of ^7,(^1) and suppose that o-(^)nA = 0. Since ||i2(>l, z)||

constant analytic functions which plav a crucial role in determining the structure of

is nonconstant on A, by maximum principle, we have ||i2(A, z)|| < ||i2(A,u;)|| = 6"^ for

(Te{A).

some w edA and all z in the interior of A. This contradicts that A C a^iA). Hence the
result follows.

Lemma 2.2.1 For an operator norm the functions ||i2(A,z)|| and
subharmonic on p{A) and are nonconstant on open subsets of p{A).

2)||) are

Proof: We only need to show that |li?(yl,z)|| is nonconstant on open subsets of p{A).
Suppose that ||ii:(A,z)|| is constant on an open subset U C p{A). Let w e U. Then
there is a vector u and a dual vector v such that ||wll = \M = 1 and vR{A,w)u =

\\R{A,w)u\\ =

Define / ; p{A)

C by f{z) := vH{A,z)u. Then / is

analytic and also nonconstant on U. To see this, suppose that / is constant on U.

Then by uniqueness theorem f{z) = /(^) = \\R{A,w)\\ for z G p{A). On the other
hand, |/(z)| < 11/2(^,^)11 0 as |z| oo, showing that ||/2(>1,u;)|| = 0. Thus /(z) is
nonconstant on U. Hence hv

,

Dy niaximum principle,

II^U,u;)ll = 1/(^)1 < 1/(^)1 < \\R{A,z)\\

for \z - M

where r is such that B{w,r) C U. Hence the proof. ■

For a proof of part (c) we note that HA

diag{Ai, A2) then

R{A, z) = diag{R{Ai,z), R{A2, z)).

Therefore, ||i?(>l, z)\\ = 7nax(||/2(^i, ^)l l> 11-^(^2,2:)ll)- ■
A proof of part (b) can also be found in [19]. We have already seen that
a^^\A) =
C Af^^(A). As an immediate consequence of the above theorem we
have the following.

Corollary 2.2.1 Let A^^IA) := {z € C : l|i2(A,z)||F >
Then we have
^W(A) = erf
C /ntA(^)(A).
Proof: For z G daf\A), by part (a) of Theorem 2.2.1, we have
l|i2(A,z)l]F > \\R{A,z)\\2 = -.
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Hence da^^\A) C

C IntA^^C^) and the proof follows.

We remark that the equality

a?)(A) = ^f)(^)= U a(A + B)
I|B||f<£

may be useful for computing ^^.norm e-spectra of A. While computing a^^\A) the major
imaglnaryol

work involves computing the smallest singular value of A — zl for z G C. To reduce the

work, an approximation of ai^\A) can be obtained by collecting eigenvalues of A + E

for a random choice of E with |l£/||ir < e.
Note that if is a component ofa^iA) containing only one eigenvalue A G a{A)
then each point in A;^ is an e-successor of A. In other words, A^ is the e-domain of

influence of A. As e increases gradually the component A;\ increases in size and coalesces
with another component A^ containing an eigenvalue // G cr(A). Once the coalescence

takes place the components A;, and A,, lose their identity and form a bigger component

'-2

-1.5

-1

-05

containing both the eigenvalues A and fx. Thus, in such a case, the concept of

successor of A and /i gets blurred. Some points of Aa^ will certainly be successors of

Figure 2.1: Contour plot of are{A) in log^Q-scale for e = 0.63,0.70,0.79.

th A and /i. These are precisely those points at which the successors of A and /j, coalesce,
it may be difficult to determine the points in Aa^ nt which successors of A

and coalesce in general, however, if the value of e is such that the components Aa and

component. The common successors, for example, of the eigenvalues 1 and i are precisely

M just meet( this can be characterised in terms of the components of uj^{A))then the
points in Aa^^ which forms the common boundary of Aa and A^ is precisely the

the common points of the contours containing the eigenvalues 1 and i in their interior.

common successors of A and jj,. Further, when Aa coalesces with more than one

Similarly, for other eigenvalues the common successors are given by the common points

of the respective contours that enclose them.
When e is further increased to e = 0.79, the common boundaries get blurred and

these^ facts we consider
thearesulting
component may be multiply connected. To illustrate
simple example.

Example 2.2.1 Let A := diag{l,-l,z,-i). Since A is diagonal, for small e the compo-

hence the common successors. In this case o-^{A) consists of a single multiply connected
component which is the region enclosed by the outer contours excluding the shaded

region. We shall have more occasion to refer to this plot in the latter (sub)sections. ■

el-A) consist of four circles centred at the eigenvalues of A.

Figure 2.1 plots a^{A). The eigenvalues of A in the plot are shown by x. The
ermost contours enclosing the eigenvalues correspond to the value of e = 0.63. The
gions enclosed by these contours are components of (t,(A). Thus, for e = 0.63 the
Pectrum cr^(A) consists of four components and each point in these components is an

2.2.1

Inclusion theorems for e-spectra

Note that the e-spectrum cre(A) provides the best possible localisation for a{A +E)with
||£J|| < e. Further, the components of (Te{A) provide the best possible localisation for

^-successor of its eigenvalues.

the eigenvalues inside it. There are localisation theorems such as the Ghershgorin disk

As e increases the components of o-e(A) increase in size and coalesce for e =
0.70 to form a single multiply connected component. Thus
consists of a single

theorem, the Bauer-Fike theorem and a generalisation of it known as the Wilkinson-

TH-1873_974601

Feingold theorem which approximately localise perturbed eigenvalues in the complex

Hence

C

C IntAf^^(^) and the proof follows.

We remark that the equality

(7p)(A) =

= u

+

l|fi||F<£

may be useful for computing ^^-norm e-spectra of A. While computing ae^\A) the major
imaginaryot qI.,

work involves computing the smallest singular value of A — zl for 2 e C. To reduce the

work, an approximation of cre^\A) can be obtained by collecting eigenvalues of A + B
for a random choice of B with ||£;||i7 < e.
Note that if is a component of a^iA) containing only one eigenvalue A e o-(A)
then each point in
is an e-successor of A. In other words, A;^ is the e-domain of

influence of A. As e increases gradually the component Aa increases in size and coalesces
with another component A^ containing an eigenvalue /j, E o-(A). Once the coalescence

takes place the components A^ and

lose their identity and form a bigger component

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

Ax^ containing both the eigenvalues A and /2. Thus, in such a case, the concept of
successor of A and n gets blurred. Some points of Aa^x will certainly be successors of

Figure 2.1: Contour plot of ae{A) in log^Q-scale for e = 0.63,0.70,0.79.

both A and /i. These are precisely those points at which the successors of A and coalesce.
Although, it may be difficult to determine the points in Aa^ at which successors of A
and n coalesce in general, however, if the value of e is such that the components Aa and

component. The common successors, for example, of the eigenvalues 1 and i are precisely

just meet( this can be characterised in terms of the components of Lo^iA))then the

the common points of the contours containing the eigenvalues 1 and i in their interior.

set of points in Aa^ which forms the common boundary of Aa and A^ is precisely the

Similarly, for other eigenvalues the common successors are given by the common points

set of common successors of A and //. Further, when Aa coalesces with more than one

of the respective contours that enclose them.
When e is further increased to e = 0.79, the common boundaries get blurred and

component of C7,(A) the resulting component may be multiply connected. To illustrate

facts we consider a simple example.

Example 2.2.1 Let A := diag{l,-l,i,-i). Since A is diagonal, for small e the compo
nents of a,(A) consist of four circles centred at the eigenvalues of A.

Eigure 2.1 plots (Te(A). The eigenvalues of A in the plot are shown by x. The
ermost contours enclosing the eigenvalues correspond to the value of e = 0.63. The
S enclosed by these contours are components of (t^(A). Thus, for e = 0.63 the
P trum cr^(A) consists of four components and each point in these components is an

hence the common successors. In this case cr^{A) consists of a single multiply connected

component which is the region enclosed by the outer contours excluding the shaded
region. We shall have more occasion to refer to this plot in the latter (sub)sections. ■
2.2.1

Inclusion theorems for e-spectra

Note that the e-spectrum cre{A) provides the best possible localisation for a{A-\-B) with
\\B\\ < e- Further, the components of cXe{A) provide the best possible localisation for

e-successor of its eigenvalues.

the eigenvalues inside it. There are localisation theorems such as the Ghershgorin disk

As e increases the components of a^iA) increase in size and coalesce for e =
0.70 to form a single multiply connected component. Thus cr,(A) consists of a single

theorem, the Bauer-Fike theorem and a generalisation of it known as the Wilkinson-

Feingold theorem which approximately localise perturbed eigenvalues in the complex
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plane. In most cases the regions provided by these theorems may be highly pessimistic.
Nevertheless, these theorems can be used to obtain lower bounds of important quantities
such as dissociation and geometric separation of eigenvalues. We present some of these
theorems in the setting of e-spectra. Throughout this subsection, we consider e-spectra
with respect to induced operator norms. Recall that. D[z,r\ denotes the closed disk of

by the most sensitive eigenvalue of A. Therefore, although the disks corresponding to
the sensitive eigenvalues may be an accurate approximation of their influence domains,

however, the disks containing less sensitive eigenvalues may be far too large than their
respective domains of influence. For example, consider the Bessel matrix

radius r centred at 2.

" -1
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0
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•

B :=

Theorem 2.2.2 (Bauer-Fike-^Vilkinson, [42]) Suppose that A is diagonalisable and
(7{A):= {Ai,... ,A^}.

bn-l
-bn-1

0

(a) For an operator norm having the maximum p'^operty, we have

where b- •= —
a,{A) C U7=i5[A,-, fcoe],

j= !> • • • ,n — 1. It is well-known that B is a simple matrix

having complex eigenvalues which are zeros of the Bessel polynomial [29] and lie along
a curve in C which is symmetric with respect to the real axis. The following table gives

where ko := inf{/s:(X) ; X-'^AX = diagiXi)}.

the values of K{X) for different values of n :

(b) We have a^{A) C
se], where s ;=
jection of A corresponding to Xj.

spectral pro

(c) Farther, we have a^{A) c U]l^B[Xj, n\\Pj\\ ej.

K{X) 7.43 X 10^

Proof: Note that if A is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues Ai,... , A^ and the

^

3.75 x 10^^ 1.0 x 10^®

The eigenvalues of B are highly ill-conditioned and, as the table shows, the

eigenvectors are nearly linearly dependent. Further, the ill-conditioning increases with

corresponding spectral projections Pi,... ,P^, then

the dimension of B. Therefore, for cases such as this the Bauer-Fike theorem becomes
=

+
Ai

+

Z

zep(A).
^

This gives

<£||p.||/

^ ^ ||/J(.4,.)|| < n

On the other hand, R{A,z)= X{diag{Xi)-

(|7^)

which gives

z)\\ < K(X)/(\ l<j<Tn
min
Hence the results follow.

ineffective and provides a very poor approximation of a,{A). Nevertheless, there are
cases for which the Bauer-Fike theorem provides a realistic bound.
Close eigenvalues are generally sensitive to perturbation since a small pertur

bation may often be enough for them to move and coalesce. However, when close eigen
values are grouped together to form a cluster, the cluster as a whole tends to be far less
sensitive to perturbation. The ineffectiveness of the Bauer-Fike theorem in the presence
of sensitive eigenvalues is a direct consequence of dealing with these eigenvalues indi
vidually. Therefore, localisation theorems which approximate C7,(A) by approximating
influence domains of clusters of eigenvalues are expected to be far more accurate. The
Wilkinson-Feingold theorem which is a consequence of the general Bauer-Fike theorem
just precisely does that.

As we have already mentioned in the introduction, the main drawback of this
theorem is the fact that the radius of the Bauer-Fike disks is primarily determined
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plane. In most cases the regions provided by these theorems may be highly pessimistic.

by the most sensitive eigenvalue of A. Therefore, although the disks corresponding to

Nevertheless, these theorems can be used to obtain lower bounds of important quantities

the sensitive eigenvalues may be an accurate approximation of their influence domains,

such as dissociation and geometric separation of eigenvalues. We present some of these

however, the disks containing less sensitive eigenvalues may be far too large than their
respective domains of influence. For example, consider the Bessel matrix

theorems in the setting of e-spectra. Throughout this subsection, we consider e-spectra
with respect to induced operator norms. Rxx'.all that D\z,v\ denotes the closed disk of
radius r centred at z.

—bi

Theorem 2.2.2 (Bauer-Fike-Wilkinson, [42]) Suppose that A is diagonalisable and

0

^2

B :=

:= {Ai,... ,A,„}.
— bn--\

(a) For an operator norm having the maximum p'^operty, we have

where b
a^{A) C U^i5[Aj, koe],

1/y/4j'^ — 1 j= 1,. ■ ■ ,n — 1. It is well-known that P is a simple matrix

having complex eigenvalues which are zeros of the Bessel polynomial [29] and lie along
a curve in C which is symmetric with respect to the real axis. The following table gives

where ko := inf{/tr(X): X-MX = diag(Xi)}.

(b) We have crj(A) C
se], where s ;=
jection of A corresponding to Xj.
(c) Further, we have o-^{A) C
n||Pj|| ej-

spectral pro

the values oi K{X)for different values of n :

K{X) 7.43 X 10^ 3.3 x 10^° 3.75 x

Proof. Note that if A is diagonalisable with distinct eigenvalues Aj,... ^ A„^ and the

^ q x 10^®

The eigenvalues of B are highly ill-conditioned and, as the table shows, the

eigenvectors are nearly linearly dependent. Further, the ill-conditioning increases with

corresponding spectral projections Pi,... , Pm, then

the dimension of B. Therefore, for cases such as this the Bauer-Fike theorem becomes
=

+
Ai

Z

+

z6p{A).
Attj

-2-

This gives
m

11-^(^,^)11 < 52ll-fjll/( min 1^ - xA as well as |1P(^,2:)|| < n m^ (
i=l
^7
l<J<m
On the other hand, R{A,z)= X{diag{Xi)- zI)~'^X~'^ which gives

.

\\^{-^,z)\\<K{X)/(\^l<j<m
min - Aj
Hence the results follow.

ineffective and provides a very poor approximation of a,{A). Nevertheless, there are
cases for which the Bauer-Fike theorem provides a realistic bound.
Close eigenvalues are generally sensitive to perturbation since a small pertur
bation may often be enough for them to move and coalesce. However, when close eigen
values are grouped together to form a cluster, the cluster as a whole tends to be far less
sensitive to perturbation. The ineffectiveness of the Bauer-Fike theorem in the presence
of sensitive eigenvalues is a direct consequence of dealing with these eigenvalues indi
vidually. Therefore, localisation theorems which approximate o-,(A) by approximating
influence domains of clusters of eigenvalues are expected to be far more accurate. The
Wilkinson-Feingold theorem which is a consequence of the general Bauer-Fike theorem
just precisely does that.

As we have already mentioned in the introduction, the main drawback of this
theorem is the fact that the radius of the Bauer-Fike disks is primarily determined
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Theorem 2.2.3 (Wilkinson-Feingold, [42]) Suppose that the operator norm also has
the maximum property. If X'^AX = diag{Ai,... ^Am) and a(Ai)r\cr(Aj) = 0 for i ^ j,

Proof: (a) For 2: G piA), we have
R{A,z) =

then

a,iA) C U]l,a,,{Aj),

where eo := koc and ko ;= mi{K{X): X-'^AX = diag{Ai,

RiAi,z) -RiAuz)CRiA2,z) \

0

RiA2,z)

)

RiAuz) 0 ^ ° -RiAi,z)CR{A2,z)
0
P(A2,z) j V 0
0

, Am)}-

Further, if Pj is the spectral projection of A corresponding to cr(Aj) then
Therefore,

ai'\A) C U]L^cri^\Aj),

||P(^,^)|| < max(||P(yli, 2:)|1, ||i?(>l2, 2)1|) + \\RiAi,z)CRiA2,z)\\.

where cq := se and s := l|Pi||2 + • • • + WPmh-

Since A^R — RA2 = C, we have (^1 - zI)R — P(^2 — zl) — C. Thus for ^ G piA), we
have RiAu z)CR{A2,z)= RRiA2,z)- P(^i,z)R. This shows that

It is important to note that even though the approximation of (JeiA) provided

by the Wilkinson-Feingold theorem will certainly be better than the approximation pro
vided by the Bauer-Fike theorem( when A is diagonalisable ), the size of the approximate

||P(Ai,z)CRiA2,2)11 = \\RiAuz)R - PP(^2,^)ll < 2r max(||P(Ai,z)|l, \\R{A2,2)||).
Hence we have

regions is mainly determined by the most sensitive block. Therefore, to have a better ap

\\RiA,2)11 < (2r + 1) max(l|P(>li, 2)11,||P(^2,2r)|l).

proximation it is absolutely essential to choose the blocks is such a way which minimises

The desired result follows by noting that||P(^,z)\\ >

the ill-conditioning of the associated cluster of eigenvalues.
Next, we obtain inclusion domains for ad A) when A is in block upper triangular

max(||P(i4i,2)||, ||ii!(A2,2)||) >

implies

^

orm. For the rest of this section we set
Ai

C

0

A2

(b) Note that

A :=

||i?(A, 2)11 < max(||P(yli, 2)11, l|P(>l2i ^)ll) +|lP(Ai,z)CRiA2,2)||.

where A, g BZ.(C"i) for y = i,2 and <7(.4i) n cr(rlj) = 0.
orem 2.2.4 Let R he the solution of the Sylvester equation A^R,

11-^11 and c :=||C||. Suppose that|||
|has the maximum property.
(O') Let p(e) (2r -b l)e. Then we have
adA) C ag^.dAi)^(^g{e)iA2)-

(b) Let fie):= l+v^T^. Then
adA) C

U t7/(£)(^2)-

Let d:= max(||i?(Ai, 2)||,|lP(yl2,2)||). Then ||P(A,2)1| <d + d''c. Therefore, if

\\RiA, 2)11 >.

then d?c + d> e~\ that is, ecd^ + ed - 1 > 0. This gives

= C. Set

Hence the result follows.

_£ -b VeM^4ec ^

2

2e7

e -b \/e2 -b 4ec

^ I
/(e)

M

in most cases, the inclusion given by part (a) is expected to be better than the
inclusion given by part (b) of the above theorem. This happens precisely when C lies in
the direction of minimum magnification of the Sylvester operator T : X 1—> AiX — XA2Note that norms are also maximum norms. Therefore, for and i°° norms the above
inclusion domains can be computed easily. For i -norm a slightly better inclusion is

given by the following theorem. Recall that R is the solution of the equation T(i?) = C.
TH-1873_974601

Theorem 2.2.3 (Wilkinson-Feingold, [42]) Suppose that the operator norm also has
the maximum property. If X~^AX = diag{Ai,... , Am) and cr(Ai)n(7(Aj) = 0 for i ^ j,

Proof: (a) For 2 G p{A), we have

R{Ai,z) -R{Ai,z)CR{A2,z)

then

R{A,z) =

R{A2,z)

a,(A) C U]Lia,,(Aj),
R{Auz)

where eo := koe and ko := inf{iir(X) : X-'^AX = diag{Ai, • ■ • ,Am)}.
Farther, if Pj is the spectral projection of A corresponding to cr{Aj) then

0 —R(Ai,z)CR(A2,z)

0
R(A2,z)

Therefore,

||i2(A,^)|| < max(||i2(^i,2)11, IIi?(^2,-2^)11) + \\R{Ai,z)CR{A2,z)\\.
where cq := S6 and s := \\P,\\2 +...+ WPmhSince AiR — RA2 = C, we have {Ai - zI)R- R{A2 - zl) = C. Thus for 2 G p{A), we
have R{Ai,z)CR(A2,z) = RR{A2,z)- R{Ai,2)R. This shows that

It is important to note that even though the approximation of ae{A) provided

by the Wilkinson-Feingold theorem will certainly be better than the approximation pro
vided by the Bauer-Pike theorem(when A is diagonalisable ), the size of the approximate
regions is mainly determined by the most sensitive block. Therefore, to have a better ap

z)CR{A2,z)|| = |li?(^i,z)R - RR{A2,z)\\ < 2r max(||i?(^i, 2)||,||i?(A2, 2^)11).
Hence we have

||J?(A, 2)11 < (2r + 1) max(||i?(^i, 2;)ll, 1|/?(A2,2)||).

proximation it is absolutely essential to choose the blocks is such a way which minimises

The desired result follows by noting that

the ill-conditioning of the associated cluster of eigenvalues.

Next, we obtain inclusion domains for crdA) when A is in block upper triangular

2)||> e ^ implies

max(l|i?(Ai,2)||, ||ii!(A2,2:)||) >

^

form. For the rest of this section we set
Ai

C

0

A2

(b) Note that

A :=

where Aj e

for j = 1,2 and a(Ai)fl <7(^12) = 0-

Theorem 2.2.4 Let R be the solution of the Sylvester eqtiation A\R.
^ — l l-RII and c := \\C\\. Suppose that|||| has the maximum property.
(a) Let g{e):=(3,+ 1)^
a,{A) C ag(e)iAl) U C7gie){A2).
(b) Let /(e);= 5

||i?(A, 2)11 < max(||i2(>li, 2)||, l|i?(A2, 2:)||) +

4ce
. Then

^e{A) C af(^f^){A\) U cr/(e)(^2)-

z)CR{A2,2)||.

Let d := max(||i2(Ai, 2)1|, \\R{A2,z)\\). Then l|i?(A, ^)|| < d + d'^c. Therefore, if

\\R{A,z)\\ >

then d^c + d> €-\ that is, ecd^ + ed - 1 > 0. This gives
-€ + Ve"^ + 4ec _

= C. Set

2ec
Hence the result follows.

2
€+

^ 1
+ 4ec

/(e)

■

in most cases, the inclusion given by part (a) is expected to be better than the
inclusion given by part (b) of the above theorem. This happens precisely when C lies in
the direction of minimum magnification of the Sylvester operator T ; X 1—> AiX —XA2Note that norms are also maximum norms. Therefore, for and
norms the above

inclusion domains can be computed easily. For £^-norm a slightly better inclusion is
given by the following theorem. Recall that R is the solution of the equation T(i?) = C.
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Theorem 2.2.5 ('aj^'Grammont-Largillier,[22])Letc := 1|C||2 andr]{e)

1 + -•

Then

For a > 0, we define the a-level set of the spectral portrait S(A) by

L(A,q):= {(x, y) eB? : 1|P(A, a: -t- iy)\\ > a},
cr?)(A)
where it is assumed that 1|P(A,2:)|
|= oo when ^ G a{A). Then, evidently, we have

rWilkinson-Peingold/'^^yj Let P be the speetral projection assoeiatcd with A and
a{Ai). Leteo := 21|Pl|2e. Then

crp)(A) C crg)(Ai) U crgn^2)-

(c)(T>emmel,[13]) Let cq := (\\P\\2 + ^ll^lli - l) « = (H^Hs + x/PIIf+T) e. Then
(A) C ag)( )U crgH^2)•
Note that part (b) of the above theorem is a particular case of the Wilkinson-

Feingold inclusion theorem. Also, if 1|/?1|2 >> 1 then |1P||2 + vIMFTT ~ 1 + 2||Pl|2.
In such a case, the inclusion domains given by part (a) of Theorem 2.2.4 and part (c) of
the above theorem tend to be almost equal.

2.3 The spectral portraits of matrices
Let A s J5L(C"). Although, one can define the spectral portrait of A for arbitrary
norms, m this section, we consider only operator norms. Recall that with respect to an

operator norm we have a,{A) = A,(A) = {z e C : \\R{A,z)\\ > e"!}. It is therefore
natural to consider the surface

S(A):= {{x,y,z) e
^

^ _ \\R{A,x + iy)\\, ^ + W ^ p{A)}.

referred to as the spectral portrait of A( see, for example, [16], [17],

n practice, the spectral portrait is plotted in log-scale, therefore, in such a case,

ac(A) = L(A,e~^). The spectral portrait serves as an appropriate geometric framework
for representing eigenvalue sensitivity. Because of maximum principle the surface S(A)
does not have a peak on p(A), however, it can sink on p{A). Further, wherever on p{A)
the surface S(A) sinks, the regions around such points serve as exclusion zones for the
successors of the eigenvalues of A for certain value of e and the corresponding e-spectra
become multiply connected.

The surface S(A) has a peak around each eigenvalue of A and at each eigenvalue

the peak rises to infinity which represents a singularity of the surface. For normal
matrices we have |li2(A,2)|| = r(R{A,z)) for all 2 G p(A). Hence the e-spectrum in
this case consists of disks of radius e centred at the eigenvalues of A. However, for
non-normal matrices, r(R(A,z)) may be much smaller than ||i?(A,z)||. In such cases,

sep{z,A) « dist{z,a{A)). Thus the size of the region in the complex plane containing
an eigenvalue over which a peak rises is a measure of the sensitivity of the eigenvalue. An
ill-conditioned eigenvalue A of A is represented by a peak of the surface S(A) spreading
over a large region around A. The larger the area of the base of the peak around an
eigenvalue A the more sensitive it is to perturbation. Moreover, whether two close
eigenvalues or more generally a cluster of eigenvalues of A together behave like a defective

eigenvalue can easily be read off from the surface S(A) by looking at their respective
peaks. Most often the combined effect of a cluster of eigenvalues of A may result in a
peak spreading over a large region containing the cluster with a subpeak at each of the
eigenvalues of the cluster. In such cases the cluster together numerically behaves like a
defective eigenvalue. This fact is illustrated by the following example.
Example 2.3.1 Consider the matrix

the spectral portrait is given by

r a;i yi
-2/1

S(^):= {{x,y,z) € : 2 = \og{\\R{A,x + %)||), x + iy e p{A)}.
We also mention that for an arbitrary norm the spectral portrait in log-scale is given by

1

xi
X2

y2

A.:=
Vp

•— {(x,yj —log(sep(a:+ iy. A))) G
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: x + iy & p(A)}.

-yp

Xp

Theorem 2.2.5 fajfGrammont-Largillier,[22])Letc :=|1C||2 andr]{e):= ewl +

For a > 0, we define the a-level set of the spectral portrait S(A) by

Then

L{A,a):= {{x,y) E R? : \\R{A,x + iy)|| > a},
(b) fWilkinson-Feingold/.^5yj Let P be the speetral projeetion associated with A and
cr{Ai). Let cq := 2||P||2e. Then

o-(2)(A) C crg)(Ai) Ut7(J)(A2).

(c) CDemmel,[IS]) Let eo := (||P||2 + Vll^II2 - l)« =

+ VlMT+l)e. Then

where it is assumed that ||i2(A,2)|| = oo when z E o-(A). Then, evidently, we have
crt{A) = L{A,e~^). The spectral portrait serves as an appropriate geometric framework

for representing eigenvalue sensitivity. Because of maximum principle the surface S(A)
does not have a peak on p(A), however, it can sink on p{A). Further, wherever on p(A)
the surface S(A) sinks, the regions around such points serve as exclusion zones for the
successors of the eigenvalues of A for certain value of e and the corresponding e-spectra
become multiply connected.

o-f>(>1) c

U crg'(>l2)-

Note that part (b) of the above theorem is a particular case of the Wilkinson-

Feingold inclusion theorem. Also, if||/?||2 >> 1 then ||P||2 + vWlfTT ~ 1 + 2||P||2.
In such a case, the inclusion domains given by part (a) of Theorem 2.2.4 and part (c) of
the above theorem tend to be almost equal.

The surface S(A) has a peak around each eigenvalue of A and at each eigenvalue
the peak rises to infinity which represents a singularity of the surface. For normal
matrices we have ]|R(A,2:)|| = r{R{A,z)) for all z e p{A). Hence the e-spectrum in
this case consists of disks of radius e centred at the eigenvalues of A. However, for
non-normal matrices, r{R{A,z)) may be much smaller than ||i?(A, z)|l. In such cases,

2.3 The spectral portraits of matrices
Let A E BL(C"). Although, one can define the spectral portrait of A for arbitrary

sep{z,A) « dist{z,a{A)). Thus the size of the region in the complex plane containing
an eigenvalue over which a peak rises is a measure of the sensitivity of the eigenvalue. An
ill-conditioned eigenvalue A of A is represented by a peak of the surface S(A) spreading
over a large region around A. The larger the area of the base of the peak around an
eigenvalue A the more sensitive it is to perturbation. Moreover, whether two close
eigenvalues or more generally a cluster of eigenvalues of A together behave like a defective

ms, in this section, we consider only operator norms. Recall that with respect to an
operator norm we have cr,(A) = A,(A) = {z E C : \\RiA,z)\\ > e"!}. It is therefore

eigenvalue can easily be read off from the surface S(A) by looking at their respective
peaks. Most often the combined effect of a cluster of eigenvalues of A may result in a

natural to consider the surface

peak spreading over a large region containing the cluster with a subpeak at each of the
eigenvalues of the cluster. In such cases the cluster together numerically behaves like a

S(^):={(a:,y,2) eR^ :z= \\R{A,x + iy)\\t x iy E p{A)}.

.g. j
referred to as the spectral portrait of A(see, for example, [16], [17],
P tice, the spectral portrait is plotted in log-scale, therefore, in such a case
the spectral portrait is given by

defective eigenvalue. This fact is illustrated by the following example.
Example 2.3.1 Consider the matrix
xi

yi

-yi xi

S(^):= {(x,y,2) € R3 . 2 = log(||P(A, x + iy)\\), x + iy E p{A)}.

V
X2

y2

A,:=

^
■ i
r a,n arbitrary norm the spectral portrait
m
log-scale is given by

We also mention that for

Vp

{{x,y^ ~-log(sep(a: + iy, A))) e

: x + iy E p(A)}.

'yp
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Xp

where xi, —

uu —

k —

.. ,p, and the blank spaces indicate zero

entries. The spectrum of A^ is given by

0.8

o-(A^) = {xk + iyk, Xk-iyk : k = 1,2,..
0.4

The eigenvalues of Ay lie on the parabola x = —lOy^.

0.2

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.0

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

0.2

-0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Imaginary

Figure 2.3: Contour plot of a^{A) in log^Q-scale for n = 20 and u = ICQ.

Figure 2.2: Eigenvalues of (a) A^ and (h) Ai, + lO"®^' for a random matrix E with
ll-Flh = 1, n = 20 and v = loO.

all practical purposes behaves like a single highly sensitive eigenvalue. This becomes
clear from the Figure 2.4 which plots the spectral portrait S(A) in logiQ-scale. ■

Note that each z G C can be regarded as a successor of an eigenvalue of A with

The Figure 2.2(a) shows the eigenvalues of Ai,. Note that the eigenvalues of A^

backward error sep{z. A). Therefore, the surface of backward errors

axe not well separated from each other and this is also evident from the plot. Therefore,
these eigenvalues are

expected to be highly sensitive and the cluster formed by these

eigenvalues is expected to behave like a defective eigenvalue. This fact is confirmed

from the Figure 2.2(b) which plots the eigenvalues of A + 10

for a random matrix

E with 11^112 = 1 and n = 20, i/ = lOO. Note that the perturbed eigenvalues lie
on an

ipse (approximately) with two eigenvalues at the foci. This is a typical plot normally
observed for perturbed i
eigenvalues of a Jordan block. Also note the scale used in the
plot which indicates the! errors in the perturbed eigenvalues.
Figure 2.3 shows the contour plot of the e-spectrum in log^g'Scale for various
values of e with n = 20 and
= 100. These contours mimic the exact distribution of the

perturbed eigenvalues as given in the Figure 2.2(b). Further, these contours correspond

to very small values of e. This shows that essentially there are no subpeaks corresponding
to the eigenvalues of A^, and the eigenvalues together generate a single peak which for

provides a graphical representation of the growth of backward error against each per
turbed eigenvalue of A. This surface may be regarded as the reciprocal of the sur

face S(A). Since ||i?(A,z)|| as |^1
oo, it follows that the backward error
sep(z,A) grows linearly with |.^| at distances far from the spectrum of A. Note that
sep{z,A) < dist{z,a{A)) and the equality holds only in some very special situations.
Therefore, in general, the backward errors are always magnified by ill-conditioning of
the individual eigenvalues. The magnification factors of backward errors for individ
ual eigenvalues can be represented geometrically and hence can be read off from an
appropriate surface. To this end, we define

are no s
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•=

^ ''
'

sep{z. A)

= dist{z, cr(A)) l|i?(A, z)||, a z e p(A),

where Xk
= — 1000 > y
_ 2k-i k _
"
yfc — 100' ~

.. ,p, and the blank spaces indicate zero

entries. The spectrum of A^, is given by

0.8

0.6

= {xk + iyk, Xk-iyk • k = 1,2,..
0.4

The eigenvalues of

lie on the parabola x = — lOy^.
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Figure 2.3: Contour plot of a^{A) in log^Q-scale for n = 20 and v = ICQ.

Figure 2.2: Eigenvalues of (a)

and (b) A,, + 10"® for a random matrix E with

ll-^lh = 1, n = 20 and u = IQO.

all practical purposes behaves like a single highly sensitive eigenvalue. This becomes
clear from the Figure 2.4 which plots the spectral portrait S(A) in logj^Q-scale. B

Note that each 2 e C can be regarded as a successor of an eigenvalue of A with

The Figure 2.2(a) shows the eigenvalues of Ai/. Note that the eigenvalues of A^

backward error sep{z,A). Therefore, the surface of backward

errors

are not well separated from each other and this is also evident from the plot. Therefore
these eigenvalues are expected to be highly sensitive and the cluster formed by these

gciivaiues IS expected to behave like a defective eigenvalue. This fact is confirmed

from the Figure 2.2(b) which

plots the eigenvalues of A + 10
for a random matrix
E with ||£;||,2 = 1 and n = 20, 1/ = 100. Note that the perturbed eigenvalues lie on an

ellipse (approximately) with two eigenvalues at the foci. This is a typical plot normally

observed for
for perturbed eigenvalues of a Jordan block. Also note the scale used in the
observed

plot which indicates the (
errors in the perturbed eigenvalues.
Figure 2.3 shows the
-—! contour plot of the e-spectrum in log^g'Scale for various
values of e with ^ = 20 and

u = 100. These contours mimic the exact distribution of the
perturbed eigenvalues as given in the Figure 2.2(b). Further, these contours correspond

to very small values of e. This shows that"essentially there are no subpeaks corresponding
to the eigenvalues of A^, and the eigenvalues together generate a single peak which for

provides a graphical representation of the growth of backward error against each per
turbed eigenvalue of A. This surface may be regarded as the reciprocal of the surface S(A). Since ||i2(A,2)|
|~

-, as 12:1 —> 00, it follows that the backward error

sep{z,A) grows linearly with \z at distances far from the spectrum of A. Note that

sep{z,A) < dist{z,a{A)) and the equality holds only in some very special situations.
Therefore, in general, the backward errors are always magnified by ill-conditioning of
the individual eigenvalues. The magnification factors of backward errors for individual eigenvalues can be represented geometrically and hence can be read off from an
appropriate surface. To this end, we define
^

.=
^'
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sep{z. A)

= dist{z, cr(A)) l|i?(A,2:)ll

where Dj ;= {A - XjI)Pj for j = 1,2,... ,m. This shows that |li2(A,2)|| ~ |A,—2h'
|Aj — 2I —>■ 0. This immediately gives the following.

Proposition 2.3.1 Let A be an eigenvalue of A of ascent u. Then we have
loo II R(«.*)l
10

sep{p,A) ~ {dist{p.,a{A))Y, |A -/i|

0,

d{p,A) ~ {dist(fx,a{A))y~'', |A -/i|-)• 0.
We illustrate the estimates for sep(z,A) and 5{z,A) by means of an example.
Consider the Jordan block
Imaginary

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

A :=

Figure 2.4; The surface S(.A) in log^^Q-scale for n = 20 and u = 100. Heights are cut at
1024.

The ascent of the eigenvalue A := 0 is 4. The following table shows a very good agreement

between sep^^\z,A) and {dist{z, A))"^.

and 5{z,A):=

a{A))\\R{A,z)\\, if z € a(A). Note that S(z,A) ~ 1 as

z oo and, except for special cases, S{z, A) oo as 2: approaches an eigenvalue. Since
dist{z,a{A)) = S{z, A)sep{z, A) for ;2: G C, the quantity S{z,A) serves as a condition
number of the perturbed eigenvalue 2 and gives the precise value by which the backward
error in 2 is magnified. Therefore, the surface of5 represents the extent of ill-conditioning

of the eigenvalues of A. For normal matrices S(z,A) = 1 for all 2 G C. However, for
general matrices 6{z,A) > 1 in the neighbourhoods of cr{A). Evidently, the growth of

sep(2)(2. A)

{dist{z, cr(A)))4

-0.01 - O.Oli
0.001 -t- O.OOli
0.0001 -f O.OOOlz

3.999 x 10'^
3.999 x 10~^2
3.999 x 10~^^

4 X 10-«

4 X 10"^®

0.0006 -I- O.OOOGz

5.18399 x 10~'^

5.184 X lO"^''

3.999 x 10~2°

4 X 10-20

0.00001

O.OOOOH

4 X 10~^2

the function S{z,A) is localised in the neighbourhoods of a{A). When A undergoes a
perturbation of magnitude < e, the restriction of 5(2, A)on a^iA) along with its level sets
would lead to a better understanding of the extent of ill-conditioning of the spectrum
(A) and the magnification of associated backward errors.

2.4

A qualitative analysis of 5{z, A) in a neighbourhood of a multiple eigenvalue
can be obtained as follows. Suppose that Ai,.. • , are distinct eigenvalues of A. Let
i/(Aj) denote the ascent of and Pj be the spectral projection associated with A and

As we have already mentioned in the introduction, an appropriate measure of sensitivity
of an eigenvalue A of A is given by the magnitude of smallest perturbation required to

A,-. Then for 2 G p{A), we have

Dissociation and geometric separation of eigenvalues

coalesce A with a neighbouring eigenvalue G cr(A). This critical value of the magnitude
of perturbation is referred to as the dissociation of A from the rest of a (A) by Demmel

[13]. Similarly, one defines dissociation of a nonempty subset a c cr(A) from the rest
m

j=.i '^3

TH-1873_974601

^

m

^

j=i k=i ^ ^

of cr(A). As is evident, the notion of dissociation is intimately linked with a disjoint
decomposition of the spectrum into nonempty subsets. Henceforth, a decomposition of

where Dj := {A - \jI)Pj for j = 1,2,... ,m. This shows that ||i?(>l,z)|| ~
|Aj - z]

0. This immediately gives the following.

Proposition 2.3.1 Let A be an eigenvalue of A of ascent u. Then we have
log II R(i,z)||
10

sep{p,A) ~ {dist{p,cj{A))Y, \X-ii\-^ 0,

5{p,A) ~ {dist{p,,a{A))y'''', |A -/i|->■ 0.
We illustrate the estimates for sep(z. A) and S(z, A) by means of an example.
Consider the Jordan block
Imaginary
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1

0

0

0
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0

0

0

A :=

Figure 2.4: The surface S(A) in log^^-scale for n = 20 and u = 100. Heights are cut at

The ascent of the eigenvalue A := 0 is 4. The following table shows a very good agreement

between sep(^)(z,^) and {dist{z,A)y.

and Siz,A):=
^

dist{z, o-(yl)) \\R{A,z)\l if ^ € aiA). Note that d{z,A) ~ 1 as

GO and, except for special cases, 5{z, A)

5ep(^^(z, A)

{dist{z, cr(.A)))^

-0.01 - O.Olz

3.999 X 10-®

4 X 10-®

0.001 -I- 0.001?:

3.999
3.999 X
x 10-^2
10

4 X 10-^2

oo as z approaches an eigenvalue. Since

dist{z,a{A)) = 5{z, A)sep{z, A) for z e C, the quantity S(z,A) serves as a condition
number of the perturbed eigenvalue z and gives the precise value by which the backward

0.0001 -b O.OOOlz
3.999 x 10"^®
0.0006 -f O.OOOGi 5.18399 x 10"'^
0.00001 -t- O.OOOOL" 3.999 x 10"^°

error in 2 is magnified. Therefore, the surface of(5 represents the extent of ill-conditioning

of the eigenvalues of A. For normal matrices 6iz, A) = 1 for all z e C. However, for
general matrices 5{z,A) > 1 in the neighbourhoods of (r{A). Evidently, the growth of

4 X 10-1®
5.184 X lO-i''
4 X 10-^°

the function 5{z,A) is localised in the neighbourhoods of cr{A). When A undergoes a
perturbation of magnitude < e, the restriction of S{z, A)on a^iA) along with its level sets

would lead to a better understanding of the extent of ill-conditioning of the spectrum
a{A) and the magnification of associated backward errors.

A qualitative analysis of S{z,A) in a neighbourhood of a multiple eigenvalue
can be obtained as follows. Suppose that Ai,.. • , are distinct eigenvalues of A. Let

ly(Aj) denote the ascent of and Pj be the spectral projection associated with A and
A,-. Then for ^ e p(A), we have
_

Pi

m

2.4

Dissociation and geometric separation of eigenvalues

As we have already mentioned in the introduction, an appropriate measure of sensitivity
of an eigenvalue A of A is given by the magnitude of smallest perturbation required to
coalesce A with a neighbouring eigenvalue p € (t{A). This critical value of the magnitude

of perturbation is referred to as the dissociation of A from the rest of a {A) by Demmel
[13]. Similarly, one defines dissociation of a nonempty subset a c a{A) from the rest
of (t{A). As is evident, the notion of dissociation is intimately linked with a disjoint
decomposition of the spectrum into nonempty subsets. Henceforth, a decomposition of
TH-1873_974601

the spectrum will always mean a decomposition of cr(A) into nonempty disjoint subsets.

of (7i and (72. In terms of e-spectra, it is the value of e for which the components of <J^{A)

So, if cr{A) = U^jCTj is a decomposition of cr(yl) then the dissociation of cti,... ,

containing (7i and a2 coalesce.

is

defined by

diss{ai,(72, • • • ,

Definition 2.4.1 Let a(A) =

A) := inf{||£;|| : an eigenvalue

G (7^ and an eigenvalue

fXj e cTj move and coalesce as A

A + E for some i j}.

Equivalently, diss{ai,- - is the smallest value of ||£^||such that a successor of
an eigenvalue in C7j coalesces with a successor of an eigenvalue in ctj for some i ^ j as
A^ A + E. Note that the dissociation of a subset of(t(A) depends on both A and the
norm used.

For a subset c7 of ^{A), we denote the dissociation of c7 from the rest of(^{A) by
diss{a), that is, diss{a) = diss{a, a{A)\ cr, A). Also we denote the dissociation of an
eigenvalue A ( that is, when a — {A} ) by diss{X). Then from the definition it is clear

be a decomposition of a(A). Then the geometric

separation 0/(7i,... ,cXm, denoted by gsep{crx,£72, • • • ,Cmi A), is given by

gsep{(Jx,cT2r- - ,cTm, A) := min{e > 0 :(7e(A) has a component which intersects Oi and Gj
for some i 7^ j}-

We denote the geometric separation of a subset a of(7(A) from the rest of(7(A)

by gsep{a), and the same for an eigenvalue by gsep{X). Then we immediately have the
following.

Proposition 2.4.1 Let g{A) =

« decomposition of u{A). Then

5sep((7i,(72, • • • ,(Tm, A)= mm^gsep{Gj).

that

diss(c7i,(72, • • ■ ,C7m, A)=

It should be noted here that the coalescence of e-domains of c7 and (7(A)\c7 as e increases

In view of Proposition 2.4.1, it is enough to consider geometric separation of a

gradually, is not quite the same thing as demanding that a successor of an eigenvalue

subset a of <t(A) from the rest of the spectrum of A. Let a, and 02 be subsets of a(A).

in (7 and a successor of an eigenvalue in a{A)\ cr move simultaneously and coalesce as
A-^ A + E. This fact makes it extremely difficult to know the exact value of diss{a).
Wilkinson (see, [43]) analysed conditions for coalescence of eigenvalues A and /u of A.

It is evident that the minimum value of ||J5|| for which a successor of the eigenvalue A
and a successor of the eigenvalue fj, move simultaneously and coalesce will, in general,

be larger than both diss{X) and diss{fx). While analysing conditions for coalescence of
A and whether a successor of A and/or a successor of coalesces with successors of
other eigenvalues in the spectrum is of no importance. Similarly, if ctj and (72 are subsets

of <7(A) and are disjoint then in exactly the same way one analyses the condition for
coalescence of ai and (72. Let dif{ai,a2, A) denote this critical value of||£;||for which c7i
coalesces with (72 as A A+E.Then evidently max((fiss((7i), diss{a2)) < dif{ai, 0*2, A)
and the equality holds if and only if ax and (72 decomposes (7(A). However, most often
these quantities, that is, dif and diss can at best be estimated by providing upper and
lower bounds ([41] and [13] ). If the condition of simultaneous coalescence of a successor
of (Ti and a successor of (72 as A -> A + E is relaxed then the critical value of the
magnitude of perturbation for which the e-domains of ax and (72 coalesce can easily be
computed from the e-spectra of A. We call this critical value the geometric separation
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Note that if we are interested only in the coalescence of e-domains of a, and 02 then

we need only to consider the minimum value of e for which the components of a.(A)
containing a, and 02 coalesce. If

^^2, A) denotes this value then, evidently, we

have max(sscp(n,), jscpCuj)) <

<T2,A). The equality holds if and only if <t,

and (72 decomposes (7(A).

We say that a decomposition <r(A) = m U 02 decomposes ff,(A)(resp., w.(.4))
if every component of a,(A) (resp.,
)has nonempty intersection with either a. or

Proposition 2.4.2 Let <r{A) = n,U<r2 be a decomposition ofa(A). Then for an operator
norm we have the following.

(a) IVe have gsep{a,,a2,A)= e if and only if the decomposition a(A)= o, U 02 decomposes ijVe{A) but not (7e(A).

(b) Let G denote the set of closed curves in p(A} which isolate <r, from a,. Then

9sep(...02.X)=supfep||fi(At)||) .

the spectrum will always mean a decomposition of cr(^) into nonempty disjoint subsets.

of C7i and (72. In terms of e-spectra, it is the value of e for which the components of(7e(A)

So, if cr(A) = U^jCTj is a decomposition of cr{A) then the dissociation of ui,... ,

containing a\ and (72 coalesce.

is

defined by

Definition 2.4.1 Let a{A) =

fij 6 cTj move and coalesce as A

A + E iov some i

denoted by gsep{cri,(72, • • ■ , cr-mi -A), is given by

separation o/ cti,... ,

diss((Ti,(72, • • • ,am,A) := inf{||£^|| : an eigenvalue A, G cr, and an eigenvalue

j}.

Equivalently, diss{ai,• ■ • ,cr„j,A) is the smallest value of HE-H such that a successor of
an eigenvalue in (Xj coalesces with a successor of an eigenvalue in cxj for some i ^ j as
A-^ A-{- E. Note that the dissociation of a subset of cr{A) depends on both A and the
norm used.

For a subset a of(7(A), we denote the dissociation of cr from the rest of(7(A) by
diss{a), that is, diss{a) = diss{a, cr(A)\ cr. A). Also we denote the dissociation of an
eigenvalue A ( that is, when cr = {A} )by diss{X). Then from the definition it is clear

a decomposition of a(A). Then the geometric

5sep((7i,(72, • • • ,(7m,-A) := min{e > 0 :(7e(A) has a component which intersects CTi and aj
for some i ^ j}-

IVe denote the geometric separation of a subset u of(7(A) from the rest of(7(A)

by gsep{a), and the same for an eigenvalue by gsep{X). Then we immediately have the
following.

Proposition 2.4.1 Let a(A)=

be a decomposition of a{A). Then

5Sep((7i,(72, • • ■ ,(7m,^) =

diss{ai,a2, - ■ • ,am, A)= min diss{aj).
It should be noted here that the coalescence of e-domains of cr and cr(A)\(7 as e increases

'

I

gradually, is not quite the same thing as demanding that a successor of an eigenvalue
in (7 and a successor of an eigenvalue in cr(A)\ a move simultaneously and coalesce as
^ -A. + E. This fact makes it extremely difficult to know the exact value of diss{a).
Wilkinson (see, [43]) analysed conditions for coalescence of eigenvalues A and /i of A.

It is evident that the minimum value of IjEH for which a successor of the eigenvalue A
and a successor of the eigenvalue fx move simultaneously and coalesce will, in general,
be larger than both diss{X) and diss{^i). While analysing conditions for coalescence of

A and fx whether a successor of A and/or a successor of fx coalesces with successors of
other eigenvalues in the spectrum is of no importance. Similarly, if ai and <j2 are subsets
of (7(A) and are disjoint then in exactly the same way one analyses the condition for
coalescence of ai and a2. Let dif{ai,a2, A) denote this critical value of ||£^|| for which ai
coalesces with as as A -> A+E. Then evidently max(diss((7i), diss{a2)) < dif{ai, cxg. A)
and the equality holds if and only if ai and (72 decomposes a{A). However, most often
these quantities, that is, dif and diss can at best be estimated by providing upper and
lower bounds ([41] and [13] ). if the condition of simultaneous coalescence of a successor
of (7i and a successor of (j2 as A —> A + is relaxed then the critical value of the
magnitude of perturbation for which the e-domains of ai and a2 coalesce can easily be

In view of Proposition 2.4.1, it is enough to consider geometric separation of a

subset (7 of(7(A) from the rest of the spectrum of A. Let ai and (72 be subsets of (7(A).
Note that if we are interested only in the coalescence of e-domains of (7i and (72 then
we need only to consider the minimum value of e for which the components of (7,(A)
containing (7i and (72 coalesce, li gdif{(ru ^^2, A) denotes this value then, evidently, we
have max(psep((7i), gsep{a2)) < gdif{cru (72, A). The equality holds if and only if (7i
and (72 decomposes (7(A).

We say that a decomposition (7(A) = (7i U (72 decomposes (7,(A) (resp., iv,{A))
if every component of a,(A) (resp., cu,(A))has nonempty intersection with either (7^ or

Proposition 2.4.2 Let a{A)= ^iU(72 be a decomposition ofa{A). Then for an operator
norm we have the following.

(a) We have gsep(a„ <T2,A) = eif and only if the decomposition a{A)

decom-

poses We(A) but not (7g(A).

(b) Let G denote the set of closed curves in p{A) which isolate a,from

computed from the e-spectra of A. We call this critical value the geometric separation
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Then

Proof: (a) If the decomposition a(A)= aiUa-^ decomposes u>e{A) but not cre{A) then,
evidently, e is the smallest value for which components of crdA) containing cri and 0*2
coalesce. Hence gsep{(7i,a2, A)= e.

On the other hand, if e = gsep{cri,(72, A) then the decomposition cr{A) = a\Ua2

certainly decomposes uj,{A). Indeed, if lj,{A) has a component A which intersects both
Ci and (72, then the coalescence of components of o'^(A) have already taken place for

some Co < e because uje{A) C (7e(.A). This contradicts that gsep{(Ji,(72, A) — e.

Evidently we have gsep{a) < diss{cr) and gdif{cr\, <72, A) < dif{ai,a2, A) for
subsets (7, (7i and c72 of (7(A). The question about the equality diss{a) = gsep{a) was
raised by Demmel [13]. He mentioned that by taking a diagonal matrix one can choose
a norm with respect to which the equality does not hold. He also mentioned that it is
not known whether equality holds for the and Probenius norms. We show that the

equality holds for f norms and for other norms the equality holds when A has a special
structure.

It is easy to see that if A is diagonal and the norm has the maximum property,

(b)Let e < sup(sup||ii;(A, 2)11 ) . Then there exists T G G such that e< ( sup|li?(A, 2:)||

then for a C (7(A)

that is, \\R{A,z)\\ < 1 for all z G T. Therefore, T ^ aM)- Since F G G, we have
€ < gsep(ai,a2, A). Hence

gsep(a) = diss(a) = dist(a,(7(A)\ c7)/2,
where dist is the minimal distance between compact sets, that is, for compact subsets

9sep{ai,a2,A) > sup
( sup||i2(^,^)ll/)
re(7 V^er

Si and S2 of C,

dist(Si, S2):= min{|si — S2I : Si E Si, i = 1, 2}.

Suppose that the above inequality is strict. Then

^sup||i?(A,z)||^ < gsep{(Ti,(72, A) for all F G G.

Pigure 2.1 in Example 2.2.1 shows that the components of a,(A) containing eigenvalues of
A := diag(l, l,i, -i) coalesce for e = 0.70 (rounded to first two digits). Therefore, from
the plot, we have gsep(\) = 0.70 for A G a(A). Note that dist({\}, a(A)\ A)/2 = 0.70

Let Co .= gsep^ai,a2, A). By the part (a), (^{A) = (7i U <72 decomposes C(;gg(>l). Let A

(rounded to first two digits). This shows that gsep(X) = diss(\) = dzst({A},(7(A) \

be the union of the components of

{A})/2. This example also demonstrates the fact that the value of gsep can be read off

which do not intersect (72- Then evidently

9A G G. Since dA C duj^^{A), by Theorem 2.2.1, we have
(supl|il(yl, z)||)-i = eo = gsep{ai,a2,A).
«6aA

This contradicts our assumption. Hence the result follows. ■

We denote gsep and diss with respect to

easily from the level sets (that is, e-spectra) of the spectral portrait S(A).
Since gsep and diss are unitary invariant when the norm is unitary invariant,
this immediately gives the following. If A is normal then

gsep^^\(7) = gsep^^\(7) = diss^^\(7) = dist(a,(7(A)\ cr)/2 < diss^^\a).

(resp., Probenius) norm by gsep^^^

and dzssW (resp., gsep^^^ and diss^^^ ). Then for a subset (7 of vl we have

Proposition 2.4.3 Let A := diag(Ai, A2) with a-(Ai) n a(A2) = and a := cr(Ai).
Then for a norm having the maximum property, we have gsep(a) = diss(a).

psep^^^(cr) = gsep^^\a) and diss^^^c) < diss^^\a).
Also note that for an unitary invariant norm, diss and gsep are unitary invariant. The
following corollary immediately follows from the Proposition 2.2.6.

Proof: Evidently gsep(a) = min{e : (7e(Ai) H (7e(A2) 7^ 0}- Let e := gsep(a) and
2 G (7g(Ai) n (7g(A2). Then there is Ei and E2 with ||P^ill = sep(z,Ai) < e and ||P^2|| =
sep(z, A2) < e such that 2; G cr(Ai + E2) and z G (7(A2 + -^2)- Taking E ;= diag(Ei, E2)

Corollary 2.4.1 For a norm having the maximum property, we have

in the definition of dissociation, we have diss((7) < e = gsep(a). Hence the result follows.

—- < gsep(a'i,(72, F'^AF) < K(S)gsep(a\,a2, A).
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Next, we show that the diss((7) = gsep(a) for

norm.

Proof: (a) If the decomposition (7(A) = aiU (72 decomposes

but not (7e(A) then,

evidently, e is the smallest value for which components of creiA) containing ai and ctj

coalesce. Hence gsep(ai,a2, A)= e.
On the other hand, if e = gsep(ai,(72, A)then the decomposition a{A)= aiUa2
certainly decomposes (jJt(A). Indeed, (jJ,(A) has a component A which intersects both
(7\ and (72, then the coalescence of components of (7^(A) have already taken place for

some eo < e because uj^(A) c (rdA). This contradicts that gsep((7i,a2,A) = e.

(b)Let e < sup^sup||ii:(^,2)||^ . Then there exists T eG such that e < (^supl|i?(^,z)\\
that is, ||i2(A,^)|f''< 1 for all ^ G T. Therefore, T ^ (7e(A). Since T G G, we have
e < 9sep(ai,a2, A). Hence

Evidently we have gsep{a) < diss(a) and gdif{a\, (72, A) < dif(ai,a2. A) for
subsets a, <Ji and (Ja of cr(A). The question about the equality diss(a) = gsep{a) was
raised by Demmel [13]. He mentioned that by taking a diagonal matrix one can choose
a norm with respect to which the equality does not hold. He also mentioned that it is
not known whether equality holds for the and Frobenius norms. We show that the
equality holds for norms and for other norms the equality holds when A has a special
structure.

It is easy to see that if A is diagonal and the norm has the maximum property,
then for a C (7(A)

gsep(a) = diss(a) = dist(a,(7(A)\ g)/2,
where dist is the minimal distance between compact sets, that is, for compact subsets

9sep{ai,(72, A) > sup( sup||i?(>l, 2)11 )
reG Vzer

Si and S2 of C,

/

dist(Si, S2):= min{|si — S2I : Si G Si, i = 1,2}.

Suppose that the above inequality is strict. Then

^sup||J?(A,z)!!^ < 9sep{ai,a2,A)for all F G G.
Let eo := 9sep(ai,a2, A). By the part (a), a(A) = cri U era decomposes uj,^{A). Let A
be the union of the components of cj^oiA) which do not intersect era- Then evidently
dAeG. Since dA C du}^^{A), by Theorem 2.2.1, we have
(sup ||i2(A,^)||)~^ = Co = 9sep((7i,(T2,A).

(rounded to first two digits). This shows that gsep(X) = diss(X) = <iist({A},(7(A)\
{A})/2. This example also demonstrates the fact that the value of gsep can be read off
easily from the level sets (that is, e-spectra) of the spectral portrait S(A).
Since gsep and diss are unitary invariant when the norm is unitary invariant,
this immediately gives the following. If A is normal then

zeSA

This contradicts our assumption. Hence the result follows. ■
We denote gsep and diss with respect to

Figure 2.1 in Example 2.2.1 shows that the components o{at(A) containing eigenvalues of
A := diag(l, l,i, -i) coalesce for e == 0.70 (rounded to first two digits). Therefore, from
the plot, we have gsep(X) = 0.70 for A G (7(A). Note that dzst({A},(7(A) \ A)/2 = 0.70

gsep^^\(7) = gsep^^\a) = diss^^^cr) = dist(a, (7(A)\ a)/2 < diss^^\a).

(resp., Probenius) norm by gsep^^'^

and dissW (resp., ^sep(^) and diss^^^ ). Then for a subset a of ^ we have

Proposition 2.4.3 Let A := diag(Ai, A2) with a(Ai) n ^(Aa) = and a := (t(Ai).
Then for a norm having the maximum property, we have 9sep((7) = diss(G).

9sep^'^^(a) = gsep^^\a) and diss^^\(7) < diss^^\a).
Also note that for an unitary invariant norm, diss and gsep are unitary invariant. The
following corollary immediately follows from the Proposition 2.2.6.

Proof: Evidently gsep(a) = min{e : (7f(Ai) fl ^"^(Aa) 7^ 0}- Let e := gsep(a) and
2; G a^(Ai) r\ae(A2)- Then there is Ei and E2 with ||F'i|| = sep(z,Ai) < e and \\E2\\ =
sep(z, A2) < e such that 2: G (7(Ai + E2) and 2: G cr(A2 + £-2)- Taking E := dia9(Ex, E2)

Corollary 2.4.1 For a norm having the maximum property, we have

in the definition of dissociation, we have diss((7) < e = gsep(a). Hence the result follows.

^ < gsep{ai,a2,S~^AS) < K(S)gsep(ai,a2, A).

Next, we show that the diss((7) = 9sep(<7) for
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norm.

Theorem 2.4.1 Let A € 5L(C") and a(A)= criUcr2 be a decomposition ofa{A). Then

gsep^^Ycr) for a C a{A) lend support to the belief that gsep^^\a) — diss^^\a). Further,

we have

in the proof above, one could choose paths 71 and 72 in Ai and A2, respectively, con
necting an eigenvalue in Ui with z, i = 1, 2. For each point on the path 7i, perhaps one
could possibly choose a continuous path of minimal perturbation matrix Ei{t), t E ji,
with Ei{z) = E2{z) — E. Then choosing successors along the paths 7i tending to z
would lead one to conclude that diss{a) = gsep{a) for an induced operator norm. This

gsep^^^ci, cr^, A)= diss^'^\o'i, (72,-4).
Proof: Let e ;= gsep^^^ai, (T2, A). To prove the theorem, we show that there is a matrix

E with II-EII2 = e and z e a(A + E) such that a successor of ai and a successor of (73
simultaneously move and coalesce at z as A approaches A + E.

Note that the decomposition aiA)= a^Ua2 decomposes cvM) but not ai'\A).
Since ai^\A) is the closure of uJe(A), there are components Aj and A2 of co,{A) such
that Aino-2 = 0, AsDcti = 0 and ^Ai n5A2 7^ 0- Let z G 5Ai n(9A2. Then z 6 du;,{A)
and hence \\R{A,z)\\2 = e-\ that is, S '■ — O'rnin^-^

leads us to make the following conjecture.

Conjecture: For an induced operator norm as well as for the Probenius norm, diss{a) =
gsep{(x), where a C cr{A).

Let {A„} and {/x„} be sequences in Ai and A2, respectively, which converge
to z. Then evidently amin{A — A^/) < e and (Tmini-^ ~~
A„ and

^

n G N. Hence

are successors of some eigenvalues in cr\ and (72, respectively, which converge

simultaneously to z. Let z^ := A„ if n is odd and Zn := Mn if ^ is even. Then z„ converges

to z and s„ := o-min{A — Znl) < e for all n G N.

^

LetT„:= y/{A - z^I){A - z^I)* ^ndT := ^{A - zI){A - zl)*. Letu,, . . . ,Um
3Jid Ui, . . .

be the left and right singular vectors oi A — zl corresponding to s, re

spectively. Set U := [ui, - - - ,um] and V := [ui, - - - ,Vm]- Then {A - zI)V = sU and
P := UU* is the spectral projection a.ssociated with T and s. Setting E := —sUV*, we
see that ||.E||2 = s = e and z G <7(7! + E).
Since ||T„ -TI I2 -7 0, for all large n, T„ has at most m eigenvalues

... ,

which converge to s and the corresponding spectral projection
converges to P. Let
Unj and Un j be the left and right singular vectors corresponding to
respectively,
.? = 1, 2, . . . , m. Set Un := [un,i, • • • , ttn.m] and Ki := K,i) • ' • .
Then P„ = 1/^17*
and (A — ZnI)Vn = UnDn, where Dn ■= diag{sn,i, • • • > Sn.m)- Also, note that ^ cr{Dn).
Set E^ := -s^UnV*. Then | |P„||2 = 5n < ^ and z„ G a(A +
To complete
the proof we only need to show that \\En — E\ \2 0- Since I4. ==
Zn)UnDj^, we have

UnV: = UnD^u:R{A, ZnY = TnPnR{A,

-> TPR{A, zy = SUU*R{A, z)*.

Note that {A — zI)V = sU which implies that V* = sU*R{A,zy. This shows that

UnVy -)■ UV* and hence ||P„ - jE;||2 -7 0. This completes the proof.

■

The proof of Theorem 2.4.1 is constructive and leaves little room to maneouvre

for other norms. Nevertheless, the fact that o'i^\A) = cri ^(A)and hence gsep^^Ycr) =
TH-1873_974601

2.5

Sensitivity of eigenvalues and spectral decom
positions

Note that certain spectral properties associated with an eigenvalue A G ct{A) are pre

served ( that is, change continuously) under perturbation as long as A does not coalesce
with a neighbouring eigenvalue. Since the coalescence of A is completely determined by
its dissociation from the rest of cr(A), we see that the sensitivity of A is characterised by
diss{X). Also, note that the notion of dissociation is intimately linked with a decomposi
tion of (7(A) and a decomposition of cr(A) corresponds to a spectral decomposition of A.
Thus the sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues leads to the sensitivity analysis of spectral

decompositions and vice versa. We analyse sensitivity of eigenvalues only with respect
to operator norms.

Let A G HL(C"). By a spectral decomposition of A we mean a pair of matrices

(S", D) such that (i) S is invertible and S~^AS = D (ii) D = diag(Di, • • • , -D^n), where
Dj G BL{C^'), and (iii) (7(A) n cr(A) = 0 for i j.
Evidently, specifying a spectral decomposition of A is equivalent to specifying

a decomposition of the spectrum cr(A) ( recall that a decomposition of cr{A) always
means a decomposition of a{A) into disjoint subsets). We, therefore, specify a spectral
decomposition of A by either specifying a pair of matrices or by a decomposition of the
spectrum o"(A). We denote the set of spectral decompositions of A by Eid{A).
It is instructive to note here that the sensitivity of a spectral decomposition
of A is strongly influenced by the choice of the decomposition of the spectrum (7(A)
whereas the sensitivity of an eigenvalue remains unaffected by such external influences.

Theorem 2.4.1 Let A G BL(C") anda(A)= ctiUctz be a decomposition ofa(A). Then

psep(^^(cr) for cr C cr(A) lend support to the belief that gsep^^Y^) — diss^^Ya). Further,

we have

in the proof above, one could choose paths 71 and 72 in Ax and A2, respectively, con
necting an eigenvalue in ay with 2, 2 = 1, 2. For each point on the path 7i, perhaps one
could possibly choose a continuous path of minimal perturbation matrix Ei{t), t E ^i,
with Eyiz) — E2{z) = E. Then choosing successors along the paths 7i tending to z
would lead one to conclude that dzss(cr) = gsep{a) for an induced operator norm. This

gsep^^^Ci, cr2,A) = diss^^^cy, a^jA).
Proof; Let e ;= gsep^'^^ay, cr2, A). To prove the theorem, we show that there is a matrix
E with 1|£/||2 = e and z G cr^A + E) such that a successor of cy and a successor of 0*2
simultaneously move and coalesce at z as ^ approaches A + E.

Note that the decomposition a-(^) ^cryUa^ decomposes u;M) but not
Since ai^\A) is the closure of uJe{A), there are components Ai and A2 of uj^{A) such
that Aino-2 = 0, A2ncri = 0 and d£^yr\d^2 ^ 0- Let 2: G dl\y^dl^2- Then 2 g duj,{A)
and hence \\R(A,z)\\2 =

that is, s := a^in{A - zl) = e.

Let {A4 and
be sequences in Ai and A2, respectively, which converge
to 2. Then evidently aminiA —
^ and (TminiA — /Xn/) < e for all n G N. Hence
A„ and

are successors of some eigenvalues in ay and C2, respectively, which converge

simultaneously to z. Let Zn := An if n is odd and Zn := Mn if ^ i® even. Then Zn converges

to 2 and Sn := aminiA — Znl) < e for all n G N.
LetTn:= y/iA - ZnI)iA - zJY ^ridT := y/iA - zI)iA - zI)*.Let uy,... ,Um

leads us to make the following conjecture.

Conjecture: For an induced operator norm as well as for the Probenius norm, diss{a) =
gsep{a), where a C aiA).

2.5

Sensitivity of eigenvalues and spectral decom
positions

Note that certain spectral properties associated with an eigenvalue A G a(A) are pre

P '■ = UU* is the spectral projection associated with T and s. Setting E := ~sJJV*, we
see that ||£;||2 = s = e and 2: G a{A + E).

served ( that is, change continuously) under perturbation as long as A does not coalesce
with a neighbouring eigenvalue. Since the coalescence of A is completely determined by
its dissociation from the rest of (t(A), we see that the sensitivity of A is characterised by
dzss(A). Also, note that the notion of dissociation is intimately linked with a decomposi
tion of aiA) and a decomposition of a (A) corresponds to a spectral decomposition of A.

Since l|Tn -TII2 -> 0, for all large n, Tn has at most m eigenvalues Sn,i, . . . , 5n,n.

Thus the sensitivity analysis of eigenvahies leads to the sensitivity analysis of spectral

and ui,...

be the left and right singular vectors oi A - zI corresponding to s, re

spectively. Set U := [nx,... ,Um] and H ;= bi,-" ,^m]. Then {A - zI)V = sU and

which converge to s and the corresponding spectral projection Pn converges to P. Let
Unj and Vnj be the left and right singular vectors corresponding to Snj, respectively,

^ 1)2, . . . ,m. Set Un := [un,y, • ■ ■ ,Un,m] and K := [un,i, • ' '
Then
and [A — ZnI)Vn = UnDn, where Dn '■= diagisn,i, • ' ' >
Also, note that
Set En := -s^UnV*. Then ||£;„1|2 = 5„ < e and

the proof we only need to show that \\En — E\\2
= UnDnU*RiA, Zn)* = TnPnR{A, ^nY

= UnU*
e o-(D„).

G C7(A + En). To complete

0- Since Vn = -R(A., Zn)UnDn, we have
TPRiA.z)* = sUWR{A, z)*.

Note that iA — zI)V = sU which implies that V = sU RiA,z)*. This shows that

UnVY -)■ UV* and hence \\En - E\\2

0. This completes the proof. ■

The proof of Theorem 2.4.1 is constructive and leaves little room to maneouvre

for other norms. Nevertheless, the fact that aY\A) = ai ^(A)and hence gsep^'^Ya) =

decompositions and vice versa. We analyse sensitivity of eigenvalues only with respect
to operator norms.

Let A G BL(C"). By a spectral decomposition of A we mean a pair of matrices

is, D) such that (i) S is invertible and S~^AS = D (ii) D = diagiDy, • ■ • , Dm), where
Dj e HL(C"0)
("0 o-(A) n aiDj) = 0 for z j.
Evidently, specifying a spectral decomposition of A is equivalent to specifying

a decomposition of the spectrum cr(A) ( recall that a decomposition of cr(A) always
means a decomposition of (j(A) into disjoint subsets). We, therefore, specify a spectral
decomposition of A by either specifying a pair of matrices or by a decomposition of the

spectrum cr(A). We denote the set of spectral decompositions of A by EidiA).
It is instructive to note here that the sensitivity of a spectral decomposition
of A is strongly influenced by the choice of the decomposition of the spectrum cr(A)
whereas the sensitivity of an eigenvalue remains unaffected by such external influences.
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Therefore, ensuring stability of a spectral decomposition can be far more subtle. For
example, in a spectral decomposition cr(A) =
if two close eigenvalues Aj and

axe made to appear in CTi and aj for i ^ j, respectively, then the spectral decomposition is
expected to be highly sensitive to perturbation because in such a case diss{ai

is mainly determined by diss{ai) and diss{(7j)(or equivalently, by dif{ai, aj, A)). Hence
a small perturbation may be sufficient for ctj and Cj to coalesce. This also shows that
close eigenvalues when considered individually are expected to be highly sensitive to

pertmbation. However, if close eigenvalues are grouped together to form clusters then

see that e-stability of spectral decompositions or for that matter the spectral decomposi
tion of a matrix known up to an accuracy e is completely determined by the e-spectrum.
When ||E|1 < gsep{aj), each Pj{t) is analytic and admits power series expansion on

H(0,1). This follows from the fact that the e-successors of aj remain separated from the
e-successors of the rest of the spectrum if and only if e < gsep{aj).

Proposition 2.5.1 Let u C cr{A). Then cr^{A) has components which together isolate a
from the rest of a(A) if and only if e < gsep{a).

each of these clusters as a whole and hence the resulting spectral decomposition is

expected to be less sensitive to perturbation. It is evident that a spectral decomposition
is preserved under perturbation as long as (Ti does not coalesce with
(7j. Thus the sensitivity analysis of spectral decompositions of A naturally leads to the

sensitivity, therefore, certain spectral decompositions may be less sensitive to perturba

analysis of e-spectra of A.

tion than others. An optimal choice of a spectral decomposition can also be obtained

Demmel [13] investigated the sensitivity of spectral decompositions of A by
recasting it as a problem of stability of the spectral decompositions when A is known

by looking at the e-spectra of the matrices. Let Ai, A2,... , A^n, be the components
of (Je{A) and let aj := <r{A) n Aj, j = 1,2,... ,m. Then the spectral decomposition

up to a given accuracy. A matrix A is said to be known up to a given accuracy e if A is

a{A) = U^iCTj is evidently e-stable and is an optimal decomposition of cr{A) in the

indistinguishable from any other matrix in the ball

face of uncertainty of magnitude e. On the other hand, if the spectral decomposition

Recall that since the choice of a particular spectral decomposition influences its

(j(^A) =

decomposes cr^{A) then it is e-stable. This proves the following.

Ball{A,e):= {A' e BL{C^): ll>I - ^'11 < e}.
When A is known up to an accuracy e, there is a fundamental difficulty in saying that
one has computed a spectral decomposition of A unless the decomposition holds for
^ Ball{^A, e). Since a spectral decomposition of a matrix is determined by a

decomposition of its spectrum, it is natural to expect that a spectral decomposition of
a matrix known up to the accuracy e to be linked with its e-spectrum.

Definition 2.5.1 Let e > 0. A spectral decomposition cr(A.) =
is said to be estable if the decomposition holds for all matrices which are indistinguishable from A up
to the accuracy e. Equivalently, a{A) =
is e-stable if ai does not coalesce with
^7^ J) as the magnitude of perturbation gradually increases to e.

Evidently, if a{A) =

is e-stable then for ||E|| < e we have the decomposi

Theorem 2.5.1 (a) //Aj,... , A,^ are the components of a^{A) then the spectral de

composition cr{A) = U^iCTj, where aj := Ajncr(A), is e-stable and is an optimal decom
position of cr{A) up to the uncertainty of magnitude e.

(b) A spectral decomposition cr{A) =
is e-stable if it decomposes the e-spectrum
(Tt{A). Equivalently, a spectral decomposition cf{A) —
"Is e-stable if
e < gsep{(Ti,- - - ,

A).

In particular, if a(A)= {Ai,... , A^} then the decomposition a{A) = uJ^i{Aj}
is e-stable if ae{A) has k components.

tion a{A+tE)= [JjL^aj{t) such that the maps t h-> crj{t) and t h-)- Pj{t) are continuous on
B[Q, 1], where Pj{t) is the spectral projection associated with A-\-tE and Cjit). Further,

The above theorem shows that a sufficient condition for e-stability of a spectral
decomposition is provided by the e-spectra with respect to an operator norm. However,
for ^^-norm we have gsep^^^ =
and hence these conditions are also necessary and

a(A)=

sufficient. In fact, we have the following.

e-stable if and only if e < diss(ai, • • • , cr^, A). Since gsep^'^'> = diss^'^\ we
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Therefore, ensuring stability of a spectral decomposition can be far more subtle. For

example, in a spectral decomposition o-{A) = uyiicrj, if two close eigenvalues Aj and Hj
are made to appear in ai and aj for i ^ j, respectively, then the spectral decomposition is
expected to be highly sensitive to perturbation because in such a case diss{a\, • • • ,cr,^. A)
is mainly determined by diss{ai) and diss{aj)(or cquivcrlently, by dif{ai, cxj, A)). Hence
a small perturbation may be sufficient for Cj and cj to coalesce. This also shows that
close eigenvalues when considered individually are expected to be highly sensitive to

perturbation. However, if close eigenvalues are grouped together to form clusters then
each of these clusters as a whole and hence the resulting spectral decomposition is

see that e-stability of spectral decompositions or for that matter the spectral decomposi
tion of a matrix known up to an accuracy e is completely determined by the e-spectrum.
When 1|jF1| < gsep{aj), each Pj{t) is analytic and admits power series expansion on

B{0,1). This follows from the fact that the e-successors of aj remain separated from the
e-successors of the rest of the spectrum if and only if e < gsep(aj).

Proposition 2.5.1 Let a C o"(A). Then o-^{A) has components which together isolate a
from the rest of a(A) if and only if e < gsep{a).

expected to be less sensitive to perturbation. It is evident that a spectral decomposition
is preserved under perturbation as long as does not coalesce with
cTj. Thus the sensitivity analysis of spectral decompositions of A naturally leads to the

sensitivity, therefore, certain spectral decompositions may be less sensitive to perturba

analysis of e-spectra of A.

tion than others. An optimal choice of a spectral decomposition can also be obtained

Demmel [13] investigated the sensitivity of spectral decompositions of A by

Recall that since the choice of a particular spectral decomposition influences its

recasting it as a problem of stability of the spectral decompositions when A is known

by looking at the e-spectra of the matrices. Let Ai,A2,... jAm, be the components
of
and let aj := cr(A) n A^, j = 1,2,... ,m. Then the spectral decomposition

up to a given accuracy. A matrix A is said to be known up to a given accuracy e if A is

cr(A) = U'jLiCTj is evidently e-stable and is an optimal decomposition of cr(A) in the

indistinguishable from any other matrix in the ball

face of uncertainty of magnitude e. On the other hand, if the spectral decomposition

cr(A) =

decomposes ^^(A) then it is e-stable. This proves the following.

Ball{A,e):= {A' G BL{Cr): ||^ - ^'11 < ^}-

When A is known up to an accuracy e, there is a fundamental difficulty in saying that
one has computed a spectral decomposition of A unless the decomposition holds for
all A' e Ball{A, e). Since a spectral decomposition of a matrix is determined by a
decomposition of its spectrum, it is natural to expect that a spectral decomposition of
a matrix known up to the accuracy e to be linked with its e-spectrum.

Theorem 2.5.1 (a) If Ai,... , A^ are the components of a^{A) then the spectral de

composition cr(A) = U^i(Tj, where aj := A_, nc7(A), is e-stable and is an optimal decom
position of <j{A) up to the uncertainty of magnitude e.

(b) A spectral decomposition (7(A) =
is e-stable if it decomposes the e-spectrum
cr,,(A). Equivalently, a spectral decomposition cr{A) —
e-stable if

Definition 2.5.1 Let e > 0. A spectral decomposition (t(A) =
is said to be estable if the decomposition holds for all matrices which are indistinguishable from A up

to the accuracy e. Equivalently, cr(A) = UjLiCXj is e-stable if

does not coalesce with

¥= j, as the magnitude of perturbation gradually increases to e.
Evidently, if cr(A) =
is e-stable then for 1|£^|1 < e we have the decomposi
tion (T{A-\-tE) = U'JL^aj{t) such that the maps t ^ aj{t) and t ^ Pj{t) are continuous on
5[0, 1], where Pj{t) is the spectral projection associated with A +tE and <Jj{t). Further,
o'iA) — Uj_2(Tj e-stable if and only if e < diss{o'i, • • ■ , Cm; A). Since gsep^^^ = diss^^\ we

e < gsep{ai,'- - ,

A).

In particular, if a(A)= {Ai,... ,Afc} then the decomposition a{A) =
is e-stable if c7e(A) has k components.

The above theorem shows that a sufficient condition for e-stability of a spectral
decomposition is provided by the e-spectra with respect to an operator norm. However,
for ^^-norm we have gsep^^'^ = diss^'^^ and hence these conditions are also necessary and
sufficient. In fact, we have the following.
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Theorem 2.5.2 (a) A spectral decomposition cr{A) = U'^^icrj is e-stable if and only if it

Defining the Sylvester operator T : X \—> AX - XB, with respect to induced operator

decomposes a^{A), that is, if and only if e < gsep{ai,• • • ,cTm, A).

norm of T one has

In particular, if a{A) = {Ax, A2,.. • A^} then ai^\A) has exactly k components
if and only if e < min

A,).

(b) If A is simple and A' is indistinguishable from A up to an accuracy e then A' is
simple if and only if ai^\A) has n components.

^ O^ct(T)

sep(A,B).-|

OGa(T)

It is well known that a(T) = (A - ; A G o-(A), G tr(B)}. Therefore, sep{A,B) = 0
if and only if A and B have a common eigenvalue. It is also evident that sep{A,B) <

dist{a{A), £j(B)). More on sep(A,B) can be found, for example, in ([33], [34]). If
A

C

A:=

Note that the computation ofgsep requires computation of e-spectra/pesudospectra.
The proponents of pseudospectra have been advocating the computation of e-spectra/
pseudospectra rather than the spectra while dealing with non-normal matrices. However,
the computation of pseudospectra is more computation intensive than the computation
of spectra and spectral decompositions. While computing spectral decompositions soft
ware packages such as LAPACK have provision to compute a lower bound (due to

I

block diagonalises A to diag{A, B)

if and only if R is the solution of the Sylvester equation AR — RB = C. In such a case,
the spectral projection P associated with A and (j(A) is given by
P=

Demmel) of diss with little extra cost. In what follows, we obtain several lower as well

as upper bounds for diss and gsep, and compare our results with the bound obtained

R

and, a(A) and a(B) decompose a{A) then

'I r'
0 0 _

and i norms can be

A detailed sensitivity analysis of spectral subspaces can be found in [34] where it is
shown that the sensitivity of R is inversely proportional to sep{A,B). It is well known

computed cheaply. As we have already mentioned, most of these bounds are an easy

that sep{A,B)may be much smaller compared to dist{a{A), a{B)). It is the case when A

consequence of inclusion theorems for e-spectra. To obtain these bounds we also need to

and B are defective, and the analysis based on sep{A,B) may often lead to a pessimistic
result. In 1979 Varah [39] introduced a notion of separation of matrices by means of

by Demmel [13]. Our bounds, for example, with respect to

generalise the notion of (spectral) separation of matrices essentially defined with respect
to and Frobenius norms, to the case of an arbitrary submultiplicative norm.

2.6

Separations of matrices

The concept of separation of matrices plays an important role in sensitivity analysis of
spectral subspaces. Further, for block triangular matrices upper as well as lower bounds

of gsep and diss can be obtained in terms of separation of matrices. In this section,
we generalise some of the known results for a large class of norms. We also solve a

conjecture due to Demmel by making an appropriate assumption.
Let A e
and B e BL{V^). Then the separation of A and B, denoted
by sep(A,B), is defined by
sep{A,B):= min{||AAT - XB\\ : ||A:|| - 1}.

e-spectra. In fact, he introduced the notion of e-spectra (with respect to

order to define the separation of A and B which he called the spectral overlap of A and
B and denoted by sep;^(A, B). He defined sepx{A,B) by

sepx{A, B) ■.= min{ei -+■ £2 :

^

^

«1>«2

This definition was motivated by the fact that if the e-spectra of A and B overlap at A

then there zx& E ^ BL{€r) and F G BLifC) with ||B| |2 < e and IIFII2 < e such that
A G a{A -f- B) n cr(B -f F). Subsequently, Demmel [13] modified sepx by defining

sepx{A, B) := inf{ max(crrnin(-^

— zl)) : z G C}.

Evidently, sepx{A, B) gives the magnitude of smallest perturbations for which A and B
have a common eigenvalue, that is, there are E and F with ||B||2 = ||F|l2 = sepx{A,B)
such that A + E and B -1- F have a common eigenvalue. We further generalise sepx to
the case of arbitrary submultiplicative norms.
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norm) in

Theorem 2.5.2 (a) A spectral decomposition cr(A) =
is e-stable if and only if it
decomposes <7e{A), that is, if and only if e < gsep{cri, ■ ■ ■ )(Tm) A).

norm of T one has

sep(AB)-i

In particular, if a(A) = {Ai, A2, • ■ • Aa;} then ai^\A) has exactly k components
if and only if e < min gsep^'^HXA.

AX — XB, with respect to induced operator

Defining the Sylvester operator T ; X

(b) If A is simple and A' is indistinguishable from A up to an accuracy e then A' is

It is well known that fT(T) = {A - /i : A G a{A), /i G a{B)}. Therefore, sep(A,5) = 0
if and only if A and B have a common eigenvalue. It is also evident that sep{A,B) <

simple if and only if a^\A) has n components.

dist{a{A), a{B)). More on sep{A,B) can be found, for example, in ([33], [34]). If
A

C

A-.=

Note that the computation of gsep requires computation of e-spectra/pesudospectra.
The proponents of pseudospectra have been advocating the computation of e-spectra/
pseudospectra rather than the spectra while dealing with non-normal matrices. However,
the computation of pseudospectra is more computation intensive than the computation
of spectra and spectral decompositions. While computing spectral decompositions soft
ware packages such as LAPACK have provision to compute a lower bound (due to

I

R

and, o-(A) and a(B) decompose cr(A) then

block diagonalises A to diag{A, B)

if and only if R is the solution of the Sylvester equation AR — RB = C. In such a case,
the spectral projection P associated with A and a{A) is given by
P=

Demmel) of diss with little extra cost. In what follows, we obtain several lower as well

'I r'
0 0 _

as upper bounds for diss and gsep, and compare our results with the bound obtained
by Demmel [13]. Our bounds, for example, with respect to i and i norms can be
computed cheaply. As we have already mentioned, most of these bounds are an easy

A detailed sensitivity analysis of spectral subspaces can be found in [34] where it is
shown that the sensitivity of R is inversely proportional to sep{A,B). It is well known

consequence of inclusion theorems for e-spectra. To obtain these bounds we also need to
generalise the notion of (spectral) separation of matrices essentially defined with respect

and B are defective, and the analysis based on sep{A,B) may often lead to a pessimistic
result. In 1979 Varah [39] introduced a notion of separation of matrices by means of

to

e-spectra. In fact, he introduced the notion of e-spectra (with respect to

and Probenius norms, to the case of an arbitrary submultiplicative norm.

that sep{A,B)may be much smaller compared to dist{cr{A), a{B)). It is the case when A

norm) in

order to define the separation of A and B which he called the spectral overlap of A and

2.6

Separations of matrices

The concept of separation of matrices plays an important role in sensitivity analysis of

B and denoted by sep;^(A, B). He defined sepx{A,B) by
sepx{A, B) -.= min{ei + €2 :
«li«3

spectral subspaces. Further, for block triangular matrices upper as well as lower bounds

This definition was motivated by the fact that if the e-spectra of A and B overlap at A

of gsep and diss can be obtained in terms of separation of matrices. In this section,

then there are E G BL(JC^) and F G BL{d'') with 1|£'1|2 ^ ^ and ||F'||2 ^ e such that
e a{A + £;) n a{B + F). Subsequently, Demmel [13] modified sepx by defining

we generalise some of the known results for a large class of norms. We also solve a

conjecture due to Demmel by making an appropriate assumption.

Let A €

and B € 5L(C"). Then the separation of A and B, denoted

by sep{A,B), is defined by
sep{A,B):= min{||AA:- XB\\ ; ||A:||= 1}.

sepx{A,B):= inf{ max((j„iin(-^ -

- zl)) : z G C}.

Evidently, sepx{A,B) gives the magnitude of smallest perturbations for which A and B
have a common eigenvalue, that is, there are E and F with |l£^||2 = IIFII2 = sepx{A,B)
such that A + E and B + F have a common eigenvalue. We further generalise sepx to
the case of arbitrary submultiplicative norms.
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Definition 2.6.1 For A e BL{C^) and B e BL{C^), define

sepx{A,B):= inf {max(sep(2, A),sep{z, B)): z G C}.

Then obviously sepxi^A^ B) is the magnitude of smallest perturbation of A and
B required to induce a common eigenvalue. An equivalent definition of sepx can be
given in terms of e-spectra of A and B as the following result shows.

Proposition 2.6.1 We have sepx{A,B)= min{e :(re{A) n afiB)^ 0}.

Proof: From the definition of sep;^(A,B), there are E and F with HBH — ||F|| —
sepx{A,B) such that A + B and B + F have a common eigenvalue. Therefore, there is
a Xq with IIAoll = 1 such that (A + E)Xii - Xq{B + F)= 0 and hence

sep(A,B) < ||(A + B)Ao-Ao(B + F)-(BAro-XoF)|l
< llFAo - AoFll < ||F|| + ||F|| = 2sep;,(A,B).

To prove the second part, we assume that A = p. Then from the definition
sepxip,B) = inf{max(sep(2, B), \z — p\) : z & <C}
< max(sep(p,B), 0)= sep{p,,A).

Proof: Let cq := min{e :(t^{A) n cr^{B) ^ 0}. Also, let e < eo- Then cre(A) D cr,(S) = 0.
Therefore, for any z eC exactly one of the following holds: (i) sep{z, A) < e < sep{z,B)
(ii) sep{z,B) < e < sep{z,A) (iii) m\n{sep{z, A),sep{z, B)) > e. In all cases, we have

Hence the result follows.

■

Note that if A and B are diagonal then with respect to an operator norm, we

max(sep(2, A),sep(2, B)) > e. This shows that

have sep;^(A,B) = dist{a{A), a{B))/2 and sep{A,B) = dist{a{A), cr{B)). Hence if A

e < inf{2 e C : max(sep(2. A),sep{z, B))}.

and B are normal then

5epl^V,B)= dist{a{A), a{B))/2 = sep^''\A, B)/2 = sep^^^(A, B)/2

Hence

Co < inf{2: G C : max(sep(2:. A),sep{z, B))}.
To prove the reverse inequality, if e > 0 is such that cr^^A) n c^^B) ^ 0 then

Proposition 2.6.3 We have

there is a 2 g ct,(A) n a^{B) such that max{sep(2:. A),sep{z, B)} < e. This implies that
inf{max(sep(z, A),sep(2, B)): 2 G C} < e. Taking minimum over all such e, we have

(")
^ max{K{b),K{Q)) ^ sep,(SAS-\QBQ-') < max(K(S),KiQ))sep,{A,B).

inf{max(sep(2, A),sep(2,B)) : z e C} < min{e : c7e(A) ncrg(B) ^ 0}.

(b) Let A ;= dmp(Ai,A2,... ,Afc) and B := dmp(Bi,B2,... ,Bj). If the norm has the

Hence the proof.

maximum property, then

■

sepx{A,B) = min sepA(Ai, Bj).

We denote sep;^(A,B) with respect to Probenius and

0'

norms by sep^P{A,B)

and sep^\A,B), respectively.
It follows from the definition that sep^^^(A,B)= sep^ \a,B). Note that sepx
with respect to unitary invariant norms is unitary invariant as well.

Proposition 2.6.2 We have sep{A,B) < 2sepx{A,B). Further, if dim{A) = 1 or

Proof: We note that for 2 G C, we have

sep{z,SAS-^) = inf{||F||: z G cr(5A5-'+ E)}

= inf{||5(5-'B5)5-^|| : z G a(A + S'^ES)}
< K{S)infill^-^FBll : z G cr(A + S'^ES)}
= K{S)sep{z,A).

dim{B) — 1 then

^6Pa(A,B) < sep(A,B) < 2sepx{A, B).

Similarly, sep{z,QBQ~^) < K{Q)sep{z,B). Therefore, we have
sepx{SAS-\QBQ-^) < max(A(B),K{Q))sepxiA,B).
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Definition 2.6.1 For A G 5L(C7") and B G BL{<CP'), define

Proof: From the definition of sep;,(A,J3), there are E and F with ||F;|| = ||F|1 =

sepx{A^ B):= inf {max(sep(2:, A),sep{z^ B)): z G C}.

Then obviously sepx^A., B) is the magnitude of smallest perturbation of A and
B required to induce a common eigenvalue. An equivalent definition of sepx can be
given in terms of e-spectra of A and B as the following result shows.

Proposition 2.6.1 We have sepx(A,B)= min{e : cr,{A) n cr,(5) ^ 0}.

sepx{A,B) such that A + E and B + F have a common eigenvalue. Therefore, there is
a Xq with llAoll = 1 such that (A + E)Xti - Xo{B -(- F)= 0 and hence
sep{A,B) < ||(A + £')A'o — Ao(F + F) — (FATo — AToF)!!
< llFXo-AoFll < ||F|
|+ 1|F|
|-2sep;,(A,F).

To prove the second part, we assume that A = p. Then from the definition
sepxip, B) = inf{max(sep(z, B), |z — p|) : z G C}
< max(sep(p,B), 0) = sep{p,A).

Proof: Let eo := min{e : a^(A) n a^iB) ^ 0}. Also, let e < cq. Then a^iA) n a^(B) = 0.
Therefore, for any z eC exactly one of the following holds: (i) sep{z, A) < e < sep{z,B)
(ii) sep{z,B) < e < sep{z,A) (iii) mm{sepiz, A),sep{z, B)) > e. In all cases, we have

Hence the result follows.

■

Note that if A and B are diagonal then with respect to an operator norm, we

max{sep(z, A),sep{z, B)) > e. This shows that

have sep;)^(A,B) = dist{a{A), g{B))/2 and sep{A,B) = dist(a{A), a-{B)). Hence if A

e < inf{2: G C : max(sep(z, A),sep{z, B))}.

and B are normal then

sep^^\A,B) = dist{a{A), a{B))/2 = sep^^\A,B)/2 = sep^^^(A, B)/2.

Hence

Co < inf{2 G C : max(sep(z, A),sep{z, B))}.
To prove the reverse inequality, if e > 0 is such that (Tj(A) D cr^(^B^ ^ 0 then

Proposition 2.6.3 We have

there is a z e a^{A) n a^{B) such that max{sep(z. A),sep{z, B)} < e. This implies that
inf{max(sep(2, A),sep{z, B)): z e C} < e. Taking minimum over all such e, we have

(<•)
^ max{K[t3),K {Q}) ^ sep,iSAS-\ QBQ-') < max(K(S),ii:(e))5epx(>l. B).

inf{max(sep(.2;, A),sep(z,S)): z G C} < min{e : a^{A) n (t^{B) ^ 0}.

(b) Let A := diag{Ai,A2,... , A^) and B := diag{Bi,B2,... ,Bi). If the norm has the

Hence the proof.

maximum property, then

■

sepx{A,B) = min sepA(Ai, Bj).

We denote sep;,(A,S) with respect to Probenius and

o

norms by sep^P{A,B)

and sep^\A,B), respectively.
It follows from the definition that sep^x^{A,B) = sep^ \A,B). Note that sepx
with respect to unitary invariant norms is unitary invariant as well.

Proof: We note that for z G C, we have

sep{z,5A5-^) = inf{||B|| : z G a{SAS-'^ + E)}
= inf{||5(5-'B5)5-^|| : z G a(A +

< K{S)inf{llB-iF5|| : z G C7(A + S-'ES)}

Proposition 2.6.2 We have sep{A,B) < 2sepx{A,B). Further, if dim{A) = 1

= K{S)sep{z,A).

dim{B)= 1 then

sepx{A,B) < sep{A,B) < 2sepx{A,B).

Similarly, sep{z,QBQ-^) < K{Q)sep{z,B). Therefore, we have
sepx{SAS-\QBQ-^) < mcix{K{S), K{Q))sepx{A,B).
TH-1873_974601

Note that da^{A) is rectifiable if A is normal. Therefore, if either A or S is

sepx{S--'{SAS-')S, Q-'{QBQ-')Q) < m^KiS),K{Q))sepx{SAS-\QBQ-').

normal then the above result holds. Although, we do not know whether the boundary

Hence

mJ(g(s1.'^(Q)) - ^P^(SAS-\QBQ-') < mMK{S),K(Q))sep,(A,B).
The proof of the second part is an easy consequence of the definition of sepx{A, B). ■

To conclude our discussion, we prove a conjecture due to Demmel [13] on the

relationship between sep{A,B) and sepx{A,B). He expressed the view that there are
matrices A and B for which with respect to Frobenius norm, sepiA,B) is almost the
\A C .
square of sepx{A,B). Specifically, he conjectured that if ^
^ ^
that
2

II-4.||f = 1 then there is a constant L such that L x {sePx (^11-^2)) ^ sep {■^i,A2).
We prove the following.

of <J^{A) is, in general, rectifiable we believe that it may well be the case for reasonably
large values of e if not all. We mention here that the rectifiability of dae {A) has been
implicitly assumed by Trefethen[37] and Godunov[16].

2.7

Bounds on dissociation and geometric separa
tion

We have already seen that gsep{a) < diss(a) and the equality holds for ^^-norm. Fur
ther, gsep can be computed and, for all practical purposes, it is the value of gsep that
one requires. However, this involves the knowledge of e-spectra which is computation
intensive. For an application, when a spectral decomposition serves the purpose and
the knowledge of e-spectra is not required, in such a situation, it is important to have

Proposition 2.6.4 Let e := sepx{A, B) > 0. If the boundary of cither cr^{A) or cr,(B)
is rectifiable then for an induced operator norm as well as for the Frobenius norm, we
have

a procedure to compute lower bounds of gsep with little extra cost. Lower as well as

upper bounds of diss have been obtained (see, [13]) for

and Frobenius norms. In

this section, we obtain several upper and lower bounds of gsep and diss with respect

^{sepx{A, B))^ < sep(A,B),
Jj

where L is the length of the boundary of cre{A) or crg{B).

to arbitrary operator norms. We have already mentioned before that these bounds are
easy consequences of inclusion theorems for e-spectra.
To begin with, we concentrate on lower bounds of gsep and hence of diss. The

Proof: (a) First, we prove the result for an induced operator norm. Assume that d(7^(A)

is rectifiable and let L be its length. Let T := d(Te{A). Recall that sep{A, B) = | lT-i| |-^

guiding principle behind the proofs of these results is the following: If A is similar to
diag{Ai,A2) with cr(Ai) fl cr(A2) = 0 and cr^(A) C ^^^(Ai) U cTe^{A2) then we certainly

where T(A) = AA - XB. Since

have e < gsep as long as (Tjo(Ai) and (j^q{A2) remain separated. This is ensured by

T-^(Ar) = —
f R{A,z)XR{B,z)d2
27ri Jy
for we have

|t-^(a:)|| < ^\\r{a,z)\\ \\r{b,z)\\ \\x\\ .
ZTT

Since ||R(A, 2)|| _ ^ 1 ^^d \\R{B, z)|| <

for z G F, hence ||T ^|| < -—This implies

insisting that eo < sepx{Ai, A2) and hence the relation between e and cq leads to the
lower bound. Applying this procedure, the Bauer-Fike-Wilkinson inclusion theorem
immediately gives the following.

Proposition 2.7.1 Let A be semisimple and cr(A) := {Ai, . . . , A*,}.

(a) Let cr(A) = cti U <72 be a spectral decomposition of A. Then for a norm having the

that

— {sepxiA, B)f < sep{A,B).

maximum property, we have

Ij

For the Frobenius norm the result follows by noting the fact that

sep^P{A,B) = sep^P{A,B) and sep^'^\A,B) < sep'^^\A,B). ■
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gsep{ai,a2,A) >

where k := mf{K{X) : A-MX = diagiXi)}.

dist{ai, (T2)

'^^ow sepx{S-'^{SAS-'^)S, Q~'^iQBQ-^)Q) < max{K{S),KiQ))sepx{SAS \QBQ~'^).

Note that da,(A) is rectifiable if A is normal. Therefore, if either A or H is
normal then the above result holds. Although, we do not know whether the boundary

Hence

of a,(A) is, in general, rectifiable we believe that it may well be the case for reasonably
large values of e if not all. We mention here that the rectifiability of da,'{A) has been
implicitly assumed by Trefethen[37] and Godunov[16].
/O)

The proof of the second part is an easy consequence of the definition of sepx{A,B). ■

To conclude our discussion, we prove a conjecture due to Demmel [13] on the

relationship between sep(A,B) and sepx(A,B). He expressed the view that there are
matrices A and B for which, with respect to Probenius norm, sep{A,B) is almost the
square of sepx{A,B) . Specifically, he conjectured that if ^
q ^
^
2

II«^||f = 1 then there is a constant L such that L x {sepx
We prove the following.

2.7

Bounds on dissociation and geometric separa
tion

We have already seen that gsep{a) < diss{a) and the equality holds for ^^-norm. Fur
ther, gsep can be computed and, for all practical purposes, it is the value of gsep that
one requires. However, this involves the knowledge of e-spectra which is computation
intensive. For an application, when a spectral decomposition serves the purpose and
the knowledge of e-spectra is not required, in such a situation, it is important to have

Proposition 2.6.4 Let e := sepx{A, B) > 0. If the boundary of cither o-^{A) or a^{B)
is rectifiable then for an induced operator norm as well as for the Probenius norm, we
have

a procedure to compute lower bounds of gsep with little extra cost. Lower as well as

upper bounds of diss have been obtained (see, [13]) for

and Probenius norms. In

this section, we obtain several upper and lower bounds of gsep and diss with respect

-^{sepx{A,
B))^ < sep{A,B),
Jj

to arbitrary operator norms. We have already mentioned before that these bounds are

easy consequences of inclusion theorems for e-spectra.

where L is the length of the boundary of ^^{A) or crc{,B).

To begin with, we concentrate on lower bounds of gsep and hence of diss. The

Proof; (a) First, we prove the result for an induced operator norm. Assume that

is rectifiable and let L be its length. Let F := da,{A). Recall that sep{A,5)= yT-iH-i,

guiding principle behind the proofs of these results is the following: If A is similar to
diag{Ai,A2) with cr(Ai) n a{A2) = 0 and a,{A) C a,a{Ai) U a,o{A2) then we certainly

where T{X)= AX - XB. Since

have € < gsep as long as

and a,^{A2) remain separated. This is ensured by

insisting that cq < sepx{Ai, A2) and hence the relation between e and cq leads to the

T-^(A-) = J- f R{A,z)XR{B,z)dz,

lower bound. Applying this procedure, the Bauer-Pike-Wilkinson inclusion theorem
immediately gives the following.

2ni Vp

for we have

27r

Since ||J?(A, 2)||_ g i

\\R[B,z)\\ < e~^ for z S F, hence||T ^|| <

Proposition 2.7.1 Let A be semisimple and a{A)

{Ai,... , A^}.

This implies
(a) Let a(A) = (Ji U <72 be a spectral decomposition of A. Then for a norm having the

that

~{sepx{A,B)f < sep(A, B).

maximum property, we have

Jb

For the Probenius norm the result follows by noting the fact that

sep^^\A,B)= sep^P{A,B) and sep^'^\A,B) < sep^^\A,B). ■

gsep[ai,a2,A) >

where k := inf{iF(X) : X''^AX = diag{Xi)}.
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dist{ai, 0-2)
—

,

(b) Let s := ||Pi|
|+.. • + ||Pa:||, where Pj is the spectral projection of A corresponding to
Xj. Then

_ , ^ dist{Xj, a{A)\ {A^})
mn ssep(A,) >
•

In particular, for the (!} noun we have

For the rest of this section we set A :=

Ai

C

[0

/A \

A2 j

fA \

, o-\ := a{Ai),a2 := o-{A2)

and assume that cri ncr2 = 0. We consider the Sylvester operator T : X 1—> AiX — XA2.

The solution of T(X) = C will be denoted by R, that is, A\R — RA2 = C. Then

/

S •= ^ ^ is such that S^^AS ^
0

/.N > distjau
gsep''r2W
\ai,cr2,A)
4^ \\p\\^02)'

1

^

0
I

R

0

0

. Stewart [34] obtained the following lower

associated with A and <7i. Then P

where P is the spectral projection of A associated with ci.

Also, let P be the spectral projection

A2

bound of gsep

diss^^\ai,o-2, A) > gsep^'^\ai,a2,A)
>
ij >^-^5
—

Corollary 2.7.1 For a norm having the maximum property, we have,

The inclusion theorems of Wilkinson-Feingold and Demmel immediately give the follow-

gdif{Xi, Xj, A) > jA, - Xj\/2 k,
gdif{Xi,Xj,A) > \Xi-Xj\/2s,
|Ai - A,1

gdif{Xi,Xj,A) > -y^dip.!! + |1P^.||)'

Proposition 2.7.2 ('aj(lDemmel, [13]) We have

Proof: Recall that cr,(A) C U^^^B[Xj, n |lPj|| e]- Therefore, the disks B[Ai, n||Pi||e] and
n IIP.II e] coalesce for e =

~

sep^^^Ai,A2)
4||jP| |2

P\[2 + \/|lP| 2

. Hence the result follows. ■

1

^ diss^^^iai,a2,A) < diss^^\ai,a2, A).

n(|lPi|l + ||Pill)

'I'he following bounds are an easy consequence of Wilkinson-Keingold inclusion

(b) dWilkinson-Feingoldj Also gsep^'^\cr\,a2, A) >

theorem for (7,(A).
®orem 2.7.1 Suppose that A is similar to diag{Ai,• • • , Am) o.nd cr{Ai) D(^{Aj) = 0
for

sep\ \Ai,A2)
2I IPI I2

Theorem 2.7.2 Let c := ||C|| . Then for a norm having the maximum property, we have
the following:

(a) Let Oj ■-

^ _ inf{R'(X) :

= diag{Au- - -

Then with

{i) gsep{ai,a2,A)

>

{ii) gsep{ai,a2,A)

>

P^ct to an operator norm having the maximum property, we have

5sep(fri, . . . ^am,A) >

' • ' , ^m)

gdif{ai,aj, A) > sepx{Ai, Aj)/k.

k

(b) Let s :=
to aj. Then

gsep^ \cTi, - . .
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2 + • • • + llPmlh) where Pj is the spectral projection of A corresponding

sepx{AuA2)

2\ \R\\ + l '

(sepxjAi, A2))^
c + sepx{Ai,A2)

Proof: By inclusion Theorem 2.2.4 (a), we have ae(A) C crg(e)(Ali) U ag(^^){A2), where
g{e) = (2||P|| + l)e. Therefore if g{e) < sepx{Ai, A2), that is, if
€ < sepx{Ai,A2)/{2\\R\\ + 1)

(^i> • • • > ^m)

gdif''^\ai,aj,A) > sep^^\Ai, Aj)/s.

then € < gsep{cTx,a2,A) which implies that sepx{Ai,A2)/{2\\R\\ + 1) < gsep{ai,a2,-A).

(b) Let s := ||Pi|| -j

1- ||P;t||, where Pj is the spectral projection of A corresponding to

Al
For the rest of this section we set A •=

Aj. Then

mm^gsep(\j) >
In particular, for the

dist{Xi, a(A)\ {Xj})

0

C

A2 \

(A \

fA \

, <7i := a{Ai),a2 := cr(>l2)

and assume that ctj ncr2 = 0. We consider the Sylvester operator T : X h—y AiX — XA2.

'

The solution of T(A;") = C will be denoted by R, that is, ^iP — RA2 = C. Then

norm we have

S •= ^ ^ is such that S'^AS ^
0 /

distjax, 02)
gsep"-r2W
^(cri,cr2,A) ^
> —

^
0
I

R

0

0

associated with A and a1. Then P

where P is the spectral projection of A associated with cti ■

IpI p the spectral projection

A2

. Stewart [34] obtained the following lower

bound of gsep

diss^^\ai,a2,A) > gsep^'^\ai,a2, A) >

Corollary 2.7.1 For a norm having the maximum property, we have,

gdif{Xi,Xj,A) > -^(11|Ai
p.II-+Ajl
IIP,. II)'

Proposition 2.7.2

n ||P,|| e]. Therefore, the disks P[Ai, n||Pi|| e] and

n ||p.|| e] coalesce for e =

~

4||p||2

The inclusion theorems of Wilkinson-Feingold and Demmel immediately give the follow-

9dif{Xi,Xj,A) > \Xi-Xj\/2k,
gdif{Xi,Xj,A) > lAi-A,|/2s,

Proof: Recall that <7^{A) C

sep(^>(.4i,A)

—

(Demmel,[13]) We have

- < diss^^\ai,a2, A) < diss^^\ai,a2, A).

\\Ph + V\\P\\l-i~

. Hence the result follows. ■

^

n(||Pi|l + |lP,- l|)

The following bounds are an easy consequence of Wilkinson-Feingold inclusion

(b)(Wilkinson-Feingoldj Also gsej]^\ai,a2, A) >

theorem for a^{A).

Theorem 2.7.1 Suppose that A is similar to diag{A\,• • • ,-^m) o,nd cr{Ai) n cr^Aj) = 0

sepf\Ai,A2)
2IIPII2

Theorem 2.7.2 Let c ;= ||C||. Then for a norm having the maximum property, we have
the following:

(^) Let cTj

cr(Aj) and k := inf{Rr(Ar) : X~^AX = diag{Ai, • • •

Then with

[i) gsep{(7ucr2,A) ^
>

Psct to an operator norm having the maximum property, we have

,am,A) >

- ,^m)

,,,N gsep{ai,a2,A)
,
^
(ii)
>

gdif{ai,aj, A) > sep^{Ai, Aj)/k.

k

(b) Let s := ||Pj||2 +... _f. ||p^||2^ where Pj is the spectral projection of A corresponding

e<

(^1)• • • .-^m)

gdif^^\ai,aj,A) > sep^^\Ai, Aj)/s.

{sepx{Ai,A2))^
c -f- sepx{Ai,A2)

Proof: By inclusion Theorem 2.2.4 (a), we have (Je{A) C crg(£)(yli) U crg(^e){A2), where
g{e) = (2||P|1 + 1)€. Therefore if g{e) < sepx{Ai,A2), that is, if

Then

9sep^ )(c7i,...

sepx{Ax,A2)
^^ ,

A2)/(2|1P|1 + 1)

then e < 9sep{(Ti,cr2, A) which implies that sepA(^i)^2)/(2||i2|| + 1) < gsep{ax,a2,A).
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Next, by part (b) of Theorem 2.2.4, we have crt{A) C af(e){Ai) U <7/(£)(>l2),

where /(e) = -

Recall that Demmel's lower bound is given by

^ ^ Note that / is strictly monotone increasing function in the

interval [0, oo) and f~^{e) =

This shows that

IIRII2 + \/l|7?||2 + 1

e < f~\sepx{Au A2)) => /(e) < sepx{Ai,A2) => e < gsepiauCT2, A).

Hence we have f~\sepx{Ai,A2)) < gsep{aua2, A) and the desired result follows. ■

Hence the bound in Theorem 2.7.3(a) will be better than Demmel's bound whenever
< llRlla- In fact, if C is such that

2sepf^{Ax, A2)
WRh

\\t-'c\\2

The boimds given in the above theorem hold, in particular, for 1 < p < 00,
norms. Specially for and i°° norms the lower bounds can be computed cheaply from

the given spectral decomposition. Further, if ||i?||2 » 1 then ||i?||2 + vHW+T ~
211^112 + 1, in such a case, the bound (i) in Theorem 2.7.2 would compare well with
Demmel's bound. However, for P norm we have the following bound which compares

then we have

well with Demmel's bound in the sense that for some matrices our bound is better than
Demmel's and sometimes Demmel's bound is better than ours.

which gives

= IIT"

® = I|T-"||2 = (scp'^>(.4,,>l2))"' > (2sep<f'(.4i,.42))''
7^

< HRUa- This shows that for some matrices our bound may

2sep\ ^(.Ai, ^2)
be better than Demmel's and vice versa. We Illustrate this fact by considering an

example.

Theorem 2.7.3 Let ca := ||C||2 and cp := ||C||f. Then we have the following:
(i)

^
I

.

A),

Example 2.7.1 Let A :=

. 0

^2 + yc2+4(sepf(^i,>l2))'
(ii)

2

< gsep^'^\cri,a2,A) < diss^^\ai^a2, A).

+ ^4+ 4(^sep^^\AuA2))
®yJnc^sion
^Ljnclusion Theorem 2.2.5, we ha
he ve cri'^\A) C cr^^^^(^i) U ^^(^^(Aa), where
V(e) = eji
+ Sl HT, .is easy to see that 77 is a strictly monotone.increasing function
V
U

_ • rt is ea.<?v f.n

fnaf. rt

on the interval [0,00) and n-'^(e) =

^ ^ [0,oo). Thus if e <

7j-^(sep^^^(A
A . then p(e) < sep^^\Ai,^A2)V^2The
+ above inclusion relation implies that
A {^1, A2))

1 1 0.4 1
0 1 —1 . Then A is similar to Aq :=

1 1
0 1

0
0

0 0 0.5

0 0 0.5

= diag{Ai,A2)- Figures 2.5(a)and (b) show the contours of the spectral portraits 5(Ao)
and S{A), respectively, in logig-scale with respect to the norm.

From Figure 2.5(a), we have sepi')(Ai, A2) = gsep^^'^l) =
= 0.124589
while Figure 2.5(b) gives gsep'^'^\l) =
= 0.065933. In this case, ||C||2 = 1.077
and IIRII2 = 5.2. Note that
77^
= 4.322. The values of the bounds are
"
2sep['\Ax,A2)

2 ^sep^f^Ai,A2))

=
2

14 + 4(^sepf\Ax,A2))

C2 + A /cl +

0.014253 and

1 = 0.011867.

||i?||2 +Vll^lli + i

It should be noted here that our bound is computationally less expensive as it does not

1 ^(sep5f)(^^^^2)) < diss^'^\(ri,a2,A) < diss''^\ai,(T2, A).
Hence the results follow. ■
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involve the solution R of the Sylvester equation T(i?) = C.

■

Next, we compare various bounds by means of examples.

Next, by part (b) of Theorem 2.2.4, we have cre{A) C af(e){Ai) U <j/(e)(yl2))

where /(e) = ^

Recall that Demmel's lower bound is given by

^ strictly monotone increasing function in the

seyfjA^A,) ^ aiss^^)^au,T„A).

2

interval [0,oo) and f~^{e) = —.This shows that

e < /~^(sep;^(j4i, A2)) => /(e) < sepA(^i)^2)

IIR-lh + \/||-R||2 + 1

e < gsep{ai,a2, A).

Hence we have /~^(sepA(-Ai,^2)) < gsep{cri,a2, A) and the desired result follows. ■

Hence the bound in Theorem 2.7.3(a) will be better than Demmel's bound whenever
< ||i?||2- In fact, if C is such that

2sep^^\Ai, A2)
llfilU

The bounds given in the above theorem hold, in particular, for
norms. SpeciaUy for ^ and

I|t-'c||2

_i.

1 < p < 00,

norms the lower bounds can be computed cheaply from

the given spectral decomposition. Further, if ||i2||2 » 1 then ||/?||2 + ViMF+I ~

then we have

2||-R||2 + 1, in such a case, the bound (i) in Theorem 2.7.2 would compare well with
Demmel's bound. However, for norm we have the following bound which compares
well with Demmel's bound in the sense that for some matrices our bound is better than
Demmel s and sometimes Demmel's bound is better than ours.

= IIT"

■^2 = {sep^^\Ai,A2)) ^ > (^2sep$f^(7li,7l2))

which gives

7^.
< | li?| |2. This shows that for some matrices our bound may
2sep\ '{Ai,A2)
be better than Demmel's and vice versa. We Illustrate this fact by considering an
example.

Theorem 2.7.3 Let C2 := \\C\\2 and cp := ||C||f. Then we have the following:

(i)

{Ai,A2))

^ gsep^^\(7uC^2,A) = diss^^\ai,a2,A),

Example 2.7.1 Let A :=

C2 + y c5 +4(sep$f^(Ai, A2))

(ii)

2(3epf(>Li,.42))'
cf + y4+ 4

< gsep^^^iau (72, A) < diss^^\a^^a2, A).

, A2))

^
jg gg^y ggg that 77 is a strictly monotone ■ increasing function
on the interval [0,oo) and n-^(e) =
^
if ^ <

2 (sepS?H^i>^2))

and hence

^~^i^^P^?{Ai,A2)) < diss'^^\(7i,(72,A) < diss^^\ai,a2,A).
Hence the results follow. ■

0

0

0

0.5

0

0
0
0.5

From Figure 2.5(a), we have sep^^^(^i, ^2) = gsep^'^^1) =
= 0.124589
while Figure 2.5(b) gives gsep^'^\l) =
= 0.065933. In this case, ||C1|2 = 1.077

and \\R\\2 = 5.2. Note that

n~^(se ("^1,^2)) then p(e) < sep^^\Ai, A2)v^2The above inclusion relation implies that

1 1
0 1

= diag{Ai,A2)- Figures 2.5(a)and (b) show the contours of the spectral portraits 5(Ao)
and S'(^), respectively, in logjo-scale with respect to the £'^ norm.

^ •^^^(^2), where

roof. By inclusion Theorem 2.2.5, we have (7^^\A) Q

1 1 0.4 1
0 1 -1 . Then A is similar to Aq :=

C2 + A / Co + 4

^

2sep5^ \Ai,A2)

'

^sepSf^(Til,7I2))

= 4.322. The values of the bounds are

= 0.014253 and -

sepf\Ai,A2)

, , =
72II 2 + "s/ll-^l li + I

0.011867.

It should be noted here that our bound is computationally less expensive as it does not
involve the solution R of the Sylvester equation T{R) = C. ■

Next, we compare various bounds by means of examples.
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Next, consider

"1 -1 0 1 3
A:=

0

1

2 0 6

2

0

3 7 0

0

0

0 3 1

0

0

0 0 1

,

:=

1

-1

0

0

1

2

2

0

3

and A2 :=

Then

a{Ai) = {—0.1304,2.5652 + 1.0434z, 2.5652 — 1.0434z} and cr(.42) = {1,3}. Let
cr := cr(Ai). Then
/2\

Figure 2.5: Level curves of (a) S{Ao) and (b) S(>1) giving the values of sep^ (^i,/l2)
and

diss^^\a) = 0.0315, dem = 0.0197, and sr = 0.0196.

respectively.
With respect to £^ and

norms we have

gsep^^\a) = 0.0263, Ib^^^ = 0.0129, gsep^°^\a) = 0.0584, lb'^°°^ = 0.0350.
Example 2.7.2 Let
1

1 0 0 1

0 1 1 2 1

fl i ol

0 0 1 4 2 , Ai:= O i l
0 00 2 0

[2 0'
and A2 := ^ ^ ■

0 0 1

0 0 0 0 3

Then a{Ai) = {1} and a^Ai) = {1,3}. Set dem := Demmel's bound and sr := the
bound (i) in Theorem 2.7.3. Then we have

Next we consider some upper bounds on diss{ai, a2, A). From the definition of

sepxiAi,A2), there are Ex and E2 with ll£i||= ||£;2||= sep;^(yli,^2) such that Ai + Ei
and A2 + E2 have a common eigenvalue. Thus taking E := diag{Ei, E2), the definition
of diss immediately gives the following.

proposition 2.7.3 ForM norm having the maximum property, we have
diss{(Tu(^2,A) < sepx{Ai,A2).

diss^^\l) = 0.0148, dem = 0.0128, sr = 0.0120.

With respect to and £°° norms we have the following:
psep(i)(l) = 0.0755,

where lb

= 0.0065,

the bound (ii) in Theorem 2.7.2 with respect to ^^-norm.

Recall that a component A of cr^{A) isolates an eigenvalue A if and only if

e < gsep{X). Since sep{z,A) < dist{z,a{A)), it is easy to see that R[A, e] C A. This
immediately gives the following.

Set Ib^ );= the bound (ii) in Theorem 2.7.2 with respect to ^°°-norm. Then we
i_

_

_

Proposition 2.7.4 Let A G BL(C") and (j(A) = cti U(T2 be a spectral decomposition of
gsep^°°\l) = 0.1128 and

= 0.0065.

A- Then

^ dist(au a,)
gsep{ai, 0^2,^) +
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.

Next, consider

"1 -1 0 1 3
A :=

OM

0

1

2 0 6

2

0

3 7 0

0

0

0 3 1

0

0

0 0 1

, Ai :=

1

-1

0

0

1

2

2

0

3

and A2 :=

Then

o.e

a(Ai) = {—0.1304,2.5652 + 1.04342,2.5652 — 1.04342} and o-(A2) = {1,3}. Let
a := cr(Ai). Then
(2)

Figure 2.5: Level curves of (a) S{Aq) and (h) S{A) giving the values of sep^
and

diss^^^o") = 0.0315, dem = 0.0197, and sr = 0.0196.

respectively.
With respect to

and £°° norms we have

gsep'^^^a) = 0.0263, Ib^^^ = 0.0129, gsep^°°\a) = 0.0584,

= 0.0350.

Example 2.7.2 Let
1

^:=

1 0 0 1

0 1 1 2 1
r1 1 0
0 0 1 4 2 ,Ai:= O i l
0 0 0 2 0

0 0

2 0

and A2 '•=

1

0 0 0 0 3

Then a{Ai) = {1} and a{A2) = {1,3}. Set dem := Demmel's bound and sr
ound (i) in Theorem 2.7.3. Then we have

Next we consider some upper bounds on diss{ai,a2, A). Prom the definition of

sepxiAi,A2), there are

and A2 + E2 have a common eigenvalue. Thus taking E := diag{Ei,E2), the definition
of diss immediately gives the following.

Proposition 2.7.3 Por^a norm having the maximum property, we have
d2ss(cri,(72, A) < sepx{Ai,A2).

dzs5(^)(l) = 0.0148, dem = 0.0128, sr = 0.0120.

With respect to and

and E2 with \\Ei\\ = IIE2II = sep;^(Ai, A2) such that Ai + Ei

norms we have the following:
gsep'^^\l) = 0.0755, Ib^^^ = 0.0065,

where Ib^ ). the bound (ii) in Theorem 2.7.2 with respect to ^^-norm.

Recall that a component A of cre{A) isolates an eigenvalue A if and only if

e < gsep{X). Since sep{z,A) < dist{z,c7{A)), it is easy to see that B[\, e] C A. This
immediately gives the following.

Set lb^°°) ;= the bound (ii) in Theorem 2.7.2 with respect to ^°°-norm. Then we

Proposition 2.7.4 Let A e BL{V) and cj{A) = en Ucr2 he a spectral decomposition of
5sep(°°)(l) = 0.1128 and lb^°°^ = 0.0065.
gsep[ai, a'2)^; ^
^ dist{au
^ <^2).
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It is easy to see that diss^^^{ai,(T2, A) < y/2 sep^^\Ai,/I2). Recall that we have

For the matrix A, Demmel(Lemma 5.7 [13]) proved that the above lower bound
is also the exact value of dissociation. Further, Wilkinson[41] gave an example of a

- 9sepicTi,a2,A) < diss{cTu(r2, A)

matrix E with

,

11-B112 = 2(|c| + ^\c\^
i^^2L==+ \a - b\^)

which gives sepA(Ai,>12) < inf K{S)gsep{(Ti,a2, A). Farther diss{a1,(^2, A) < sep;^(>li, ylj)
which gives

,0

for which a{A + E)=

This also shows that

diss{ai,a2, A) < inf K{S)gsep{ai,cr2, A).
diss^^^(a) = diss^^\b) =

Hence combining above bounds we have

inf kIs)"^ < gsep(ai,a2,A) < diss{ai,cF2, A) < sep>,(^i,^2) < inf K{S)gsep{(j-i^^cT2, A).

For the

a —

2(|c| + a/|cP + |a — 6P)

and £°° norms, we have

sepx{Ai,A2) ^ {sepxjAi, A2)f _

This immediately gives the following.

2||i?l| + 1

Proposition 2.7.5 If Aq := diag{Ai, A2) with a{Ai) H a{A2) = 0 then for a norm
having the maximum property, we have
9sep{(j{Ai),a{A2),Ao) = diss{a{Ai),(r{A2), Aq) = sepx{AuA2).

c + sepA(^i,^2)

\a - b\^
4lc| + 2la-6|'

However this value may be strictly less than gsep{a) = gsep{b). This is illustrated by
the following example.

Example 2.7.3 Consider the 2-by-2 matrix, A =

11

4

0

1

In view of the results obtained so far, we immediately have the following.

Proposition 2.7.6 Suppose that the norm also has the maximum property. Let c •=
IICII and cp := \\C\\p. Then
M diss{c,,,a,,A) <

(ii)

< (^^+\/4«epf(Ai,yl2)'+ 4\ gsep'-'H<7^,a2,A).
I

V2sep^^\Ai,A2)

J

2.7.1 Bounds on diss for 2-by-2 matrices
Figure 2.6: Plots (a) and (b) giving the values of gsep^^\ll) = gsep^^^{l) and

Ai := [a], and A2

sepx^^KA,, A,)

2

psep(°°^(ll) = gsep^°°\l), respectively.

[6]. It is easy to see that

Ai))

\Ph + Vll-Plli^ ~ /
/ ,2)
C2 + y C2 + 4 ^sep\'(Ai,A2)j

|a - 6|2
2(|c| + VTcF+la^S^

Figure 2.6(a) and (b) plot the e-spectra of A with respect to the and £°°
norms, respectively. It is evident that gsep^^\ll) = gsep^°°\ll) =
_ 3 03333
whereas
.| = 2.77778. ■
4lcl + 2la-6|
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It is easy to see that diss^^\ai,a2, A) < \/2

A2). Recall that we have

For the matrix A, Demmel(Lemma 5.7 [13]) proved that the above lower bound
is also the exact value of dissociation. Further, Wilkinson[41] gave an example of a

< psep(o-i,(T2, A) < diss{(Ju(r2,A)

matrix E with

inf K{S)

,

2(lc| + \/\c\'^ + |a — 6|2)

which gives sepA(^i,>12) < inf K{S)gsep{cri,02, A). Fxixther diss{ai,(T2, A) < sep;^(yli,
which gives

,0

for which a{A + E)=

This also shows that

diss{a\^a2,A) < inf K{S)gsep{ai^(J2, A).
diss^^\a) = diss^'^\b) —

Hence combining above bounds we have

— 9sep{ai,a2-,A) < diss{ai,cr2, A) < sep;,(>li, >12) < inf ^i^)9sep{a-i^(j2, A).

For the

2(|c| + V|cP +|a-6n

and £°° norms, we have

sepx(Ai,A2) ^ (sepxjAx, A2)f _

This immediately gives the following.

2||i?|| + 1

Proposition 2.7.5 If ^0 := diag{Ai, A2) with a{Ai) n a{A2) = 0 then for a norm
having the maximum property, we have

gsep{a{Ai),a{A2), Aq) = dzss(cr(yli),(7(yl2),^0)= sep\{Ai,A2).

c + sepx{Ax, A2)

\a 4lc|+2|a-6|'

However this value may be strictly less than gsep{a) = gsep{b). This is illustrated by
the following example.
11

Example 2.7.3 Consider the 2-by-2 matrix, A =

4

In view of the results obtained so far, we immediately have the following.

Proposition 2.7.6 Suppose that the norm also has the maximum property. Xei c •=
I1C|| andcp := ||C||f. Then

M di3s(<,,,a„A) <

+ ij gsepiaua^.A).
y

^/2sep^^\Au A2)

-0.4ttfe/y^

)

*

-0.4t1

46

B

(b) .

2.7.1 Bounds on diss for 2-by-2 matrices
Figure 2.6: Plots (a) and (b) giving the values of 5-56^(^^(11) = 5sep(^)(l) and
0 h

'

Ax := [a], and A2

sepx^'^\Ax,A2)
rri

2 (sep5^'^(yli, yla))
=

^

\\p\\2 + VWW^
C2 + A/Co +

gsep^°°\ll) = 55ep(°°Hl). respectively.

[6]. It is easy to see that

a — 6p

4 (^sepf^(/li,^2))2 2(|c| + yjcp^+la^^

Figure 2.6(a) and (b) plot the e-spectra of A with respect to the £^ and £°°
norms, respectively. It is evident that 5sep(0(ll) = gsep^'^^ll) =
= 3.03333
whereas

4|cl + 2|a- 6|
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= 2.77778. ■

Next, we derive upper bounds of dissociation for the
and
norms which
provide a better localisation of diss. Wilkinson[41] proved that the perturbation E ;=

~^I
J 626?" induces a double eigenvalue^ oi A + E aX (a + ^)/2. We give an example
4|c|

of E with IIBII, =||B|U = \(2|j!li+4|c|)
Proposition 2.7.7 Let E:=

+ B)={^}.

^

JL^

It follows that if la — 61 > |cl then the upper bound

than

3

|a-6p

/.

o+b'\ —1

E cr(A + B). Now [A — 2 ■'

/-I

h

|a — 6p
ja — 6P
^, ' 1 1 = 0.0086 and '
= 0.0089.
2|a-6|+4|c|
4|c|

,^

race(£!) — q

1

and [ 1

<2. + &s_i

] (41 - —)

(a—b)^

q

2

a "h h y.\ — 1 11

r

a—b

~

t I

^

,,
'

I

Therefore, for p = 1 and p = 00, we have

0.0086 < diss(p)(1.5) = diss^^^l) < 0.0089.

Til> •

• J-his shows

4|c|
I I

1

(i) Next, consider 41. := ^1.1

gi

0.01

^

, Then

a-6p
^
2|a — 6| + 4|c

0.0417 < diss^P\l.l) = diss^P\l) < -0.0417,
2

a-b\

that is.
Since

\a —

1

2|a - 6| + 4|c| ~ 11(44 - ^ly^Wi

setting u :=

i0\

0.0417 < diss(p)(l.l) = diss'^P^l) < 0.0625.

_

11(24 -

it follows that {A-\- E — ^^){{A — ^

= 0. Hence the proof

Thus we have the following upper and lower bounds of dissociation for the
and i°° norms.

Proposition 2.7.8 For p = 1 and p = oo, we have
~ ^1^

/ J- Jv)r^\ _ Mr,.

< diss<''\a) = diss^'-Hb) < I
TH-1873_974601

a — 6|'

b\ ' l 4\c\

0.0417. This shows that

for p = 1 and p = 00, we have

_J_ + _1!£L

®

The following examples show that these bounds localise diss^^^(a) and

^

Therefore, trace(^ + E)=trace(A) = a + b. Hence to show that f7(.4 + £;) = {s±6}
enough to prove that

: is sharper

2 2|a — 6| + 4|c|

Example 2.7.4 (i) Let 44:= q1 ^75 '

J'

2 2|a —6|+4|c|

a — 6P

diss^°°^(a) quite accurately.

where = 27r - arg{-^), and 6^2 = 27r - arg{-^^^)- Then a(A + E)=

Proof; It is easy to see that ||-E||i = ll-^lloo

4|c|

3

Next, we derive upper bounds of dissociation for the
and i°° norms which
provide a better localisation of diss. Wilkinson[41] proved that the perturbation E ;=
|a —

.

4[c]—

It follows that if |a — 6| > |c| then the upper bound
I

induces a double eigenvalue of yl + £■ at (a + b)/2. We give an example

of E with ||£:||i = ||£;||^ = ? ^2|a - 6| + 4|c|)
n — /i|2

Proposition 2.7.7 Let E :=

r

2|a — 6| + 4|c|

+ E) = {^}.

2

r

2e^^2

[[ 22

-1

_i

4'
4

2

Ga{A + E). Now {A -

4c

"1

[\

] {A -

a + ^\—1

setting u :=

2g«^2

1

|a-6|2"

1.5

. Then

4c

= 0.0089.

0.01

_ 0

1

. Then

la — ft p

, 1 ' , , = 0.0417. This shows that

2|a - 5| + 4|c|

_

follows that {A + E — ^^)((-^

2

that is.

0.0417 < diss(p)(l.l) = (iiss(P^(l) < 0.0625.

1

— 0. Hence the proof.

norms.

position 2.7.8 For p = 1 and p = 00, we have
< dis^CHa) = diss^'Kb) <
a~b\

0

0.0417 < dzss(p)(l.l) = diss^P\l) < -0.0417,

Thus we have the following upper and lower bounds of dissociation for the
and

7

for p = 1 and p = 00, we have

®

Since

_ |a-6|2
2|a-6|+4|c| ~

< diss^-Ha) = diss^^Hb) < -

I

. This shows

\a- 6|2

a-&l

t

0.0086 < dzss(p)(1.5) = diss(p)(l) < 0.0089.
•J
.i
(i) Next, consider
A'—

\a -b\

I

is sharper

Therefore, for p = 1 and p = 00, we have

Therefore, trace(y4 + E) =trace(>l) = a + b. Hence to show that a{A + E) = {2^}, it is
enough to prove that

1

2|a-6|+4|c|I = 0.0086 and

trace(£;) = 0.

^|2

diss'^°°\a) quite accurately.

J >

+4|c|

^

2 2 a — 6 + 4|c|
<

)• Then a{A + E) =

Proof; It is easy to see that ||^||i = ||^|U =

j

The following examples show that these bounds localise diss^'^\a) and

Exetmple 2.7.4 (i) Let A :=

pi0i

where 6x = 2Tr — arg{-~)^ and 62 = 2-k —

than —

2

a — b\'
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Chapter 3
Effect of Linear Perturbation on

Spectra of Matrices.
Given an n-by-n matrix A and a fixed perturbation matrix E,in this chapter, we analyse
the effect of the linear perturbations A + tE, t e C, on spectral properties of A and
investigate how these properties are influenced by the structure of E. We also develop a

geometric framework for spectral analysis of A+tE which leads to a better understanding
of the sensitivity of eigenvalues and spectral decompositions of A.

3.1

Introduction

The spectral analysis of a holomorphic family A{t) 6 BL(C"), t G C, has been in

vestigated extensively (see, for example, [3] and [20]). An important feature of these

perturbations is that the eigenvalues of A(t) are branches of one or several analytic
functions having at most algebraic singularities and arc everywhere continuous on C.
Further, the number of distinct eigenvalues remains the same for all t G C, except for
some exceptional points which form a closed discrete subset of C. It is also well known
that if 0 is an exceptional point of A(t) then there exists at least one eigenvalue A of

A := A(0) which sphts. If Ai(i), • • • ,^r(^) are the (0, A)-group eigenvalues, that is, the
totality of the eigenvalues of A(t) generated by splitting from the eigenvalue A then the
total multiplicity of these eigenvalues is equal to the multiplicity of the eigenvalue A.

The (0, A)-group is further divided into several cycles consisting of distinct elements and
eigenvalues in each cycle can be developed from A by Laurent-Puiseux series.

TH-1873_974601

The purpose of the present work is to undertake a finer analysis of the effect of
the hnear perturbations
t G C, on spectral properties of A. These perturbations
form a special class of the analytic perturbations of A. Hence, results pertaining to the
effect of analytic perturbation on the spectrum of A hold in this case as well. Addition

ally, the structure of E strongly influenc(>s the effect of the perturl^ation A
spectrum of A. To illustrate this phenomenon we consider an example.
Let A diag{Ai^ A2^ Az) and E ;= diag{Ei, E2,Ez) where
-1

Ai

, A2

1

) ^3

tE on the

eigenvalues in £73 are unstable in the sense that each eigenvalue A moves with t and/or
the algebraic multiplicity of A changes as the perturbation is switched on.
The crux of the matter is the fact that these are the only three possibilities by

which eigenvalues of A are affected by the perturbations A + tE, t G C. In other words,
once the perturbation matrix E is fixed, the spectrum of A consists of at most three
types of eigenvalues, namely, finitely stable, infinitely stable and unstable eigenvalues.
Further, the total number of infinitely stable eigenvalues of A are constrained by total
multiplicity of the unstable eigenvalues unless A and A +tE are isospectral for all t G C.
I

Ez •—

, E2

Finally, as is evident, the eigenvalues in <73 move with t continuously. Thus the

The main highhghts of this chapter are as follows.

and El is a 2-by-2 zero matrix. Then the eigenvalues of A are 2, —1, 4, 3, 1 and the
eigenvalues of A+ tE are 2, —1, 4, 2 + t + \/l + 2 + t — Vf +
This example shows that the spectrum of A is partitioned into three disjoint

subsets, namely, <j{A) := cJi U <72 U <jz with ai := {2}, C2 := {~1)4;} and az := {1,3}
such that the effect of the perturbations A + t.E, t G C., on each of these sets is different.

It follows that the eigenvalue 2 remains insensitive to the pertuibation A tE in the
sense that it remains in the spectrum of A tE and its algebraic multiplicity remains
constant for all t e C. We call such an eigenvalue infinitely stable.

On the other hand, the eigenvalues in £72

eigenvalues of A + tE for

• We classify eigenvalues of A with respect to E and provide various characterisations
for stable and unstable eigenvalues. We also characterise isospectral perturbations
of A.

• We introduce a geometric framework for sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues and
spectral decompositions of A. The methodology so developed can be efficiently
used to analyse various sensitivity issues graphically.
Geometry based analysis of perturbed eigenvalues has been gaining wide accep

all t e C, however, unlike in the previous case, the algebraic multiplicities of these
eigenvalues are no longer constants for all t G C. For t = -4/3 the eigenvalue 1 G aa

tance among applied scientists - e-pseudospectra is a case in point (see, for example, [5],

moves and coalesces with -1 at -1 thereby increasing the multiplicity of ~1

eigenvalue of A + tE from one to two. Similarly, for t = 3/4 the eigenvalue 3 G £73

Jl+tE, t G C, it is to be expected that the e-spectrum of A may fail to give specific infor
mation about the effect of these perturbations on the spectral properties of A. Simoncini

moves and coalesces with 4 at 4 so that the multiplicity of 4 as an eigenvalue of A + tE

[32] proposed that the analysis of perturbed eigenvalues based on level sets in the com

increases from one to two. But the multiplicity of —1 (resp., 4) as an eigenvalue of
A + tE remains constant for all t in the ball 5'( —1) := (t € C : \t\ < 4/3^. (i-ggp.,

plex plane generated by the spectral radius function p{A) —> R, z ^

5(4) := {i e C : |i| < 3/4}). In other words, eigenvalues in £72 are finitely stable in.

ness of this approach has not been fully investigated and the analysis has been restricted
mainly to localise perturbed eigenvalues, to be precise, eigenvalues which split as the

as an

the sense that each A G £72 remains insensitive to the perturbation A + tE only up to a
certain magnitude of t. Once the magnitude of t exceeds this critical value an eigenvalue

^ G £7'3 moves and coalesces with A at A thereby increasing the multiplicity of A. We shall
see that this critical value of i for A G £72 is determined by the geometric separation of
A from the rest of the spectrum. Thus a finitely stable eigenvalue A is associated with
both stable and unstable regimes. In the stable regime ( for example, iS'(-l) and 5(4)

for the eigenvalues —1 and 4, respectively,) it remains insensitive to the perturbation
A + tE and it becomes unstable as t moves to the unstable regime.
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[^6], [16], [18], [19], [27], [28], [36], [37]). Owing to the special nature of the perturbations

r{ER{A,z))

may be more accurate than their e-pseudospectra counterpart. However, the effective

perturbation is switched on. Our geometric framework is a further refinement of this
approach where appropriate modifications are made so as to capture finer aspects of
eigenvalue sensitivity.

The purpose of the present work is to undertake a finer analysis of the effect of

Finally, as is evident, the eigenvalues in <73 move with t continuously. Thus the

the linear perturbations A + tE, t G C, on spectral properties of A. These perturbations
form a special class of the analytic perturbations of A. Hence, results pertaining to the

eigenvalues in az are unstable in the sense that each eigenvalue A moves with t and/or

effect of analytic perturbation on the spectrum of A hold in this case as well. Addition

ally, the structure of E strongly innuenc(\s the effect of the perturbation A + tE on the
spectrum of A. To illustrate this phenomenon we consider an example.
Let A := diag{Ai, A2, A^) and E diag{Ei, E2,Ez) where
-1

Ai :=

, A2

0

1

Aq :—

1

, -E'3 :—

, E2 :—
0 0

the algebraic multiplicity of A changes as the perturbation is switched on.
The crux of the matter is the fact that these are the only three possibilities by

which eigenvalues of A are affected by the perturbations A + tE, t G C. In other words,
once the perturbation matrix E is fixed, the spectrum of A consists of at most three
types of eigenvalues, namely, finitely stable, infinitely stable and unstable eigenvalues.
Further, the total number of infinitely stable eigenvalues of A are constrained by total
multiplicity of the unstable eigenvalues unless A and A +tE are isospectral for all t £ C.
I

The main highlights of this chapter are as follows.

and El is a 2-by-2 zero matrix. Then the eigenvalues of A are 2, —1, 4, 3, 1 and the
eigenvalues of A + tE axe 2, —1, 4, 2 + t + VT+T^, 2 + t — -v/T+T^.
This example shows that the spectrum of A is partitioned into three disjoint

subsets, namely, a{A):= cti U <72 U 0-3 with Oi := {2}, o'2 := {""1)4} and 0-3 ;= {1,3}
such that the effect of the perturbations A + tE, t G C, on each of these sets is different.

It follows that the eigenvalue 2 remains insensitive to the pcrtuibation A + tE in the

sense that it remains in the spectrum of A + tE and its algebraic multiplicity remains
constant for all t G C. We call such an eigenvalue infinitely stable.
On the other hand, the eigenvalues in <72 are also eigenvalues of A + tE for

all t G C, however, unlike in the previous case, the algebraic multiplicities of these
eigenvalues are no longer constants for all t G C. For t = -4/3 the eigenvalue 1 G 0-3
moves and coalesces with —1 at —1 thereby increasing the multiplicity of —1 as an

• We classify eigenvalues of A with respect to E and provide various characterisations
for stable and unstable eigenvalues. We also characterise isospectral perturbations
of A.

m We introduce a geometric framework for sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues and
spectral decompositions of A. The methodology so developed can be efficiently
used to analyse various sensitivity issues graphically.
Geometry based analysis of perturbed eigenvalues has been gaining wide accep

tance among applied scientists - e-pseudospectra is a case in point (see, for example, [5],

(6], [16], [18], [19], [27], [28], [36], [37]). Owing to the special nature of the perturbations

eigenvalue of A + tE from one to two. Similarly, for t = 314 the eigenvalue 3 G C73

A+tE, t £ C, it is to be expected that the e-spectrum of A may fail to give specific infor
mation about the effect of these perturbations on the spectral properties of A. Simoncini

moves and coalesces with 4 at 4 so that the multiplicity of 4 as an eigenvalue of A + tE

[32] proposed that the analysis of i^erturbed eigenvalues based on level sets in the com

increases from one to two. But the multiplicity of —1 (resp., 4) as an eigenvalue of

plex plane generated by the spectral radius function p{A) —> R, z ^ ^ r{ER{A,z))

A + tE remains constant for all t in the ball 5'( —1) := {t £ C : |i| < 4/3} (resp.,
5(4) := {t £ C : |t| < 3/4}). In other words, eigenvalues in <72 are finitely stable in.

may be more accurate than their e-pseudospectra counterpart. However, the effective

the sense that each A G <72 remains insensitive to the perturbation A + tE only up to a
certain magnitude of t. Once the magnitude of t exceeds this critical value an eigenvalue

^ G (73 moves and coalesces with A at A thereby increasing the multiplicity of A. We shall
see that this critical value of ^ for A G az is determined by the geometric separation of
A from the rest of the spectrum. Thus a finitely stable eigenvalue A is associated with
both stable and unstable regimes. In the stable regime( for example, 5'( —1) and 5(4)

ness of this approach has not been fully investigated and the analysis has been restricted
mainly to localise perturbed eigenvalues, to be precise, eigenvalues which split as the

perturbation is switched on. Our geometric framework is a further refinement of this
approach where appropriate modifications are made so as to capture finer aspects of
eigenvalue sensitivity.

for the eigenvalues —1 and 4, respectively,) it remains insensitive to the perturbation
A + tE and it becomes unstable as t moves to the unstable regime.
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3.2

Spectral Surfaces

Let A,E E BL{€!^). We are interested in spectral analysis of the one parameter family

Definition 3.2.2 (i) A complex number to is a multiple point of the perturbations A +
tE, t E C, if q{to, z) has a multiple root. A complex number t is a simple point of the
perturbations A + tE, t EC, if it is not a multiple point.

A + tE, t E C. Recall that the map V : t i—> a{A + tE) is an analytic multifunction

(ii) A point (to> Aq) G V(A, E) is a multiple point of the surface V{A,E) if Aq is a

from C to C.

Definition 3.2.1 The spectral surface (or the spectral variety) of A with respect to E
is the graph of the multifunction V{t) given by V(^,E) {(t, A) E
: A E V{t)}.

Let p{t,z) := {—l)"'det{A + tE — zl) denote the characteristic polynomial of
A + tE. Then p(t,z) is a monic polynomial in C[t][2:] of degree n. Evidently, V(A,E)=
V(p). Thus V(A,E) is the locus of the zeros of the polynomial p(t,z) and hence an
algebraic curve in

multiple root of q{to,z). Similarly, (to, Aq) E V(A,E) is a simple point ofY{A,E) if it
is not a multiple point.

Let M{A, E) denote the set of multiple points of the perturbations A+tE, t E C,
and let V*(A, E) denote the set of multiple points of the surface V(A, E). Let
TTi : {t, z)

t and ^2 : {t, z)

z

which is also called the Riemann surface of p (see, [1]). The

spectral surface V(A,E) provides a representation of the spectra of the holomorphic
family A + tE., t E C, in C^. Since p{t,z) is monic in z, we have

be projections of

onto C. Then M(A, E) = 7ri(V*(A, E)) and hence # {M{A, E)) <

(V*(A, E)), where # {S) denotes the number elements of the set S.

p{t,z) =Pi{t,zY'p2{t,zY'' • ••Pr{t,zY''^

where Pi,... ,p^ are irreducible in C[t,z], relatively prime and monic in z. We denote
the reduced polynomial

Example 3.2.1 Let A :=

of p, that is, the reduced part of p, by q- Thus
:= Predit,z)= Pi(t,z)p2it,z) ■''Prif^ ^)-

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

4

and E :=

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0-1

Then p(<, z) = {z + t-A) {{z - 1)^ - t(l + 2t)) = q{t, z). Thus

Then q{t,z) is a monic polynomial in C[t][z] and V(p) = V(g). This immediately gives

V(A, E) = V(2 + t - 4) U V((2 - lY - t{l + 2t))

the following.

is the decomposition of V(A, E) into simple irreducible components. Here V(t) :=

Proposition 3.2.1 (i) We have V(A,E)= V(pi) U • • • U V(pr), where each V(pj) is a

{A—t, 1+v^t(l + 2t), l — y/t{l + 2t)}. Note that the quadratic curve V((z—l)^—t(H-2t))

simple irreducible component ofY[A,E).

in

(ii) Let degfy^ denote the degree of the spectral surface V(A,E). For j = 1)2, • • •
■= V(pj). Then deg{V) = deg{q) = deg{VY} + • • • + deg{Vr).
(tit) Let I(V) denote the ideal of the variety V(A, E). Then

V ({z - lY - ^(1 + 2t)) in two points. Hence )({M{A, E)) = #(V*(A, E)) = 4. ■

has two multiple points and the line V(2: + t — 4) in

intersects the quadratic

The following example shows that some spectral surfaces may not have multiple
points. This also illustrates that a multiple root of p{t, z) is not necessarily a multiple
point of A + tE.

= (q) = (pip2 • • - Pr).

Next, we consider multiple points of the perturbations A + tE, t E C, and the
surface V(A,E). It is well known that the distinct eigenvalues of A + tE coalesce at
multiple points. Hence at multiple points certain spectral properties of A + tE become
discontinuous.
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Example 3,2.2 Let A :=
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1
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and E :=

3.2

Spectral Surfaces

Let A,Ee BL(C"). We are interested in spectral analysis of the one parameter family

Definition 3.2.2 (i) A complex number to is a multiple point of the perturbations A +
tE, t G C, if q{to,z) has a multiple root. A complex number t is a simple point of the
perturbations A + tE, t e C, if it is not a multiple point.

A + tE, t G C. Recall that the map V : t >—> a{A + tE) is an analytic multifunction

(a) A point {to,Xo) G V{A,E) is a multiple point of the surface V{A,E) if Aq is a

from C to C.

Definition 3.2.1 The spectral surface (or the spectral variety) of A with respect to E
is the graph of the multifunction V{t) given by V(^,E):= {(i, A) G
: A G V{t)} .

Let p{t,z) := (-l)''det{A + tE - zl) denote the characteristic polynomial of
A + tE. Then p(t,z) is a monic polynomial in C[^][2:] of degree n. Evidently, V(^,E)=
V(p). Thus V(^A,E) is the locus of the zeros of the polynomial p(t,z) and hence an
algebraic curve in
which is also called the Riemann surface of p (see, [1]). The
spectral surface V(A,E) provides a representation of the spectra of the holomorphic
family A + tE., t G C, in C^. Since p{t,z) is monic in z, we have

multiple root ofq{to,z). Similarly, (to, Aq) G V(A,E) is a simple point ofV{A,E) if it
is not a multiple point.

Let M{A,E)denote the set of multiple points of the perturbations A-{-tE, t E C,
and let 'V*(A,E) denote the set of multiple points of the surface V(yl,E). Let
TTi : (t,z)^ t and 7r2 : {t, z)

z

be projections of onto C. Then M{A,E)= 7ri(V*(A,E)) and hence #{M{A,E)) <
jji (V*(>1, E)), where #(5) denotes the number elements of the set S.

p{t,z) = Pi{t,zY'p2{t,zY'' • • -Prit.zY",
1

where p\,... are irreducible in C[t,z], relatively prime and monic in
the reduced polynomial p^ed of p, that is, the reduced part of Pi

Example 3.2.1 Let

:=

1

0

D I G

0

and E :=

0 0 4

q(t,z):= Predit,z) = Pi(t,z)p2{t,z) ■ ■ ■ Pri'^^

2

0

1 Q

Q

0 0-1

Then p{t,z) =(z + t - 4)((z - 1)^ - t(l + 2t)) = q{t,z). Thus

Then q{t,z) is a monic polynomial in C[^][^] and V(p) = V(^)- This immediately gives

V(^,E)= V(z + t - 4) U V((z - lY - t{l + 2t))

the following.

is the decomposition of Y{A,E) into simple irreducible components. Here V{t) :=

Proposition 3.2.1 (i) We have y{A,E)= V(pi) u • • • U V(pr),

^

simple irreducible component of\{A,E).

(ii) Let deg(y) denote the degree of the spectral surface V(v4,E). For j — 1,2, ■ ,r,
Vj:= V{pj). Then deg(V) = deg{q) = deg{Vi)+ • • • + deg{Vr).
(tit) Let I(V) denote the ideal of the variety V(A,E). Then

{4—t, l+A/t(l + 2t), l — -y/t(rT"2t)}. Note that the quadratic curve V((z—l)^—t(H-2t))
in

has two multiple points and the line V(z + t — 4) in

intersects the quadratic

V {{z - 1)^ - t(l + 2t)) in two points. Hence ^{M{A,E)) = #(V*(Al,E)) = 4. ■
The following example shows that some spectral surfaces may not have multiple

points. This also illustrates that a multiple root of p{t,z) is not necessarily a multiple
point of A -f tE.

I(V) = {q) = (pip2 • ••Pr).

Next, we consider multiple points of the perturbations A + tE, t G C, and the
surface V(A,E). It is well known that the distinct eigenvalues ol A + tE coalesce at
multiple points. Hence at multiple points certain spectral properties of A + tE become

2 0 0 0
0

2 0 0

Example 3.2.2 Let A :=
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0 0 0

0

1

0 0

and E :=
1

1

0 0

1

0

0 0 0

1

0 0 0

1

0 0

discontinuous.

1

Then p{t,z) = {2 + t — zY{\ t - z^ and q{t,z) = {2 + t — z){l t — z). Thus
V(A,E)= V(2 + t — z) U V(1 + t — 2). Since the lines V(2 + t — 2) and V(1 + t — z)
do not intersect in C^, we have M{A,E)= % and V*{A,E) —

Corollary 3.2.1 Let d := deg(V). Then #{M{A,E)) < deg{disc{q)) and
#(V*(A,E)) < d{d — 1). Also, we have

■

r

#(V'{A,E)) < 5Z#(V(Pi.P,))+ I]#(V(pj)),
i^j

Proposition 3.2.2 (i) The set

j=i

r

E) is an affine variety in C^. In fact, we have

#{M{A,E)) < ^dcg{disc{pj)) +

V(A£)=v(9.g)=V(,)nv(|^).

deg (Res(pi,pj,2)).

Proof: Since q and — have no nonconstant common factors, by Bezout's bound, we

(a) Let

denote the set of multiple points of the simple irreducible component

oz

have #(V*(Al,E)) < d(d - 1). ■

V(pj) ofV{A,E). Then
The Proposition 3.2.2 outlines a procedure for computing multiple points of the

Y''{A,E) = |J(V(pi) n V(pj))|J(V*(pi) U ••• u v*(pO)
i¥=3

perturbations A-{■ tE and the surface V(^, E). For the matrices A and E as given in
the Example 3.2.1, we have pi{t, z)

z + t - 4, p2{t, 2)

(2 - 1)^ - t{l + 2t), and

disc{p2){t) = -4^(1 + 2t), Res{pi,p2, z){t) = 9 - 7t-t^.

(Hi) The set M(A,E) is an affine variety in C given by M{A,E) V(dzsc(g)), where

Hence M{A,E) = {0, -0.5, 1.10977, -8.1098}.

disc{q) € C[t] is the discriminant of q. Also, we have

Note that )^{V{t)) = degfy) for t E C \ M{A,E) and f^{V(t)) < degCV) for

M{A,£;) = IJ V {discipj)) U(Ui^iV {Res{pi,Pj,z))),
i=i

where Res{pi,pj,z) E C[t] is the resultant of Pi and pj with respect to the variable z.

t € M(A,E). This proves the following.

proposition 3.2.3 Every line L in

of the form L := {i} x C intersects V(A, E) in

at most deg{V) points unless L C V{A,E). Further, for each t E C \ M(A, E) the line
L := {0 X C m
intersects V(7l, E) in exactly deg(V) points.

..dq

Proof: (i) Let (to, Aq) 6 V(>1,E). Then (to, Ao) G Y*{A,E)if and only h ^(^o,Ao) = 0.

Hence y*{A,E)= V (^q,^y
(ii) The result follows from the fact that, if (to, Ao) G V(^,E) then Ao is a multiple root

of g(to, 2) precisely when (a) Aq is a multiple root of Pi{to,z) for some i, and/or (b) Aq
is a root of Pi(to,2) and Pj(to,2) for some i 7^ j-

(hi) Note that disc{q) e {q, —)n C[t]. Since q{t,z) is monic in 2, for each fixed t G C,

We mention here that there may be lines in

of the form L := C x {A} which

niay not intersect V(7l, E). However, as we shall see later, there can be only a few such
lines unless Y{A,E) = C x (7{A). Next, we show that y{A,E) is a de^(V)-sheeted
branched covering of the complex plane C. For completeness we provide a proof of this
result.

Definition 3.2.3 An n-sheeted branched covering of the complex plane
space X together with a map n : X ^ C satisfying the following.

is a topological

the polynomial g(t, 2) e C[2fhas a multiple root if and only if disc{q){t) = Q. The
second equality follows from the fact that disc{q){t) = 0 if and only if disc(pj)(t) =

0 or/and Pi{t,z) e €[2] and Pj{t,z) E C[z] have a common zero for i ^ j, that is,
Res{pi,pj,z){t) = 0. m

(a) The map tt is n-to-one on the complement of a finite set F C C.

(b) For t E 'C\F there is an open neighbourhood U of t such that 7r~^{U) is made up of
n disconnected parts, 7r~^(C/) = Vi U V2 U • • • U I4, each Vi is open in X and tt maps Vi
homeomorphically to U.
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Then p{t,z) = (2 + i — z)^{l + t - z)'^ and q{t,z) = {2 + t - z){l + t — z). Thus
V(>1,E)= V(2 1 — z)\JW{1 + t — z). Since the lines V(2 + t — 2) and V(1 + t — z)
do not intersect in C^, we have M{A,E)= 0 and V*(A,E) — 0. ■

Corollary 3.2.1 Let d ;= deg(V). Then #{M{A,E)) < deg{disc{q)) and
#(V*(A,E)) < d{d — 1). Also, we have
r

#(V(AB)) < E#(V(p„p,))+ ^#(V(p^)),
i=i

Proposition 3.2.2 (i) The set Y*{A,E) is an affine variety in

r

In fact, we have

ij^{M{A,E)) < ^dcg{disc{pj))+ ^deg{Res{pi,Pj,z)).

V(AB)=v(9,|2) =V(?)nv(^|^).
Proof: Since q and — have no nonconstant common factors, by Bezout's bound, we

(ii) Let V*{pj) denote the set of multiple points of the simple irreducible component

have #(V*(^,E)) < d{d — 1). ■

V(Pi) ofY{A,E). Then
The Proposition 3.2.2 outlines a procedure for computing multiple points of the

Y*{A,E) = |J(V(pi)n V(pj))U(V*(pi)U- - -UV*(pr))

perturbations A + tE and the surface Y{A,E). For the matrices A and E as given in
the Example 3.2.1, we have pi{t,z):= z + t - 4, p2{t,z):= (z - 1)^ - t{l + 2t), and

= u Vfe.Pj)U(V(p.)U ■ • ■ u V(p.)).

disc{p2){t) = -4i(l + 2t), Res{pi,p2,z){t) = 0-7t-t^.

(Hi) The set M(A,E) is an affine variety in C given by M{A,E)= V(di3c(,)), y,here

Hence M{A,E)= {0, -0.5, 1.10977, -8.1098}.

disc{q) g C[t] is the discriminant of q. Also, we have

M{A,E)= IJ V (discipj)) U

Note that ^{V{t)) = deg{Y) fox t e C \ M{A,E) and fj^{V{t)) < deg{Y) for
t G M{A,E). This proves the following.

{Resipi,Pj,z))),

proposition 3.2.3 Every line L in C? of the form L := {i} x C intersects V(A,E) in

where Res{p,,p^^z) e C[t] is the resultant of Pi and Pj with respect to the variable z.
Proof: (i) Let (to, Aq) € Y{A,E). Then (to, Ao) e
Hence Y*{A,E)=Y

dt most deg{Y) points unless L C Y{A,E). Further, for each t E C \ M{A,E) the line
L := {0 X in
intersects Y[A,E) in exactly deg{Y) points.

E)if and only if ^(^o,Aq) = 0.
r

/

.

(ii) The result follows from the fact that, if (to, Ao) e V(.4,E) then Ao is a multiple root
of q{tQ,z) precisely when (a) Aq is a multiple root of Pi{tQ,z) for some i, and/or (b) Ao
is a root of ^^(to,z) and Pj{tQ,z) for some i 7^ j.

(hi) Note that disc{q) e {q, —)n C[t]. Since q{t,z) is monic in z, for each fixed t € C,

We mention here that there may be lines in

of the form L := C x {A} which

may not intersect V(A,E). However, as we shall see later, there can be only a few such
lines unless Y{A,E) = C x <j{A). Next, we show that Y{A,E) is a deg{Y)-sheeted
branched covering of the complex plane C. For completeness we provide a proof of this
result.

Definition 3.2.3 An n-sheeted branched covering of the complex plane C is a topological
space X together with a map it : X C satisfying the following.

the polynomial q{t,z) e C[2:fhas a multiple root if and only if disc{q){t) = 0. The
second equality follows from the fact that disc(q){t) = 0 if and only if disc{p^)(^t) =

0 or/and Pi{t,z) e C[z] and Pj{t,z) e C[z] have a common zero for i ^ j, that is,
Res{pi,pj,z){t) = 0. m

(a) The map tt is n-to-one on the complement of a finite set F C C.

(b) For t & €.\F there is an open neighbourhood U of t such that 7r~^{U) is made up of
n disconnected parts,
homeomorphically to U.
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= Vi U V2 U • • • U Ki, each Vi is open in X and it maps Vi

In our case, the topological space is given by V{A,E), tt is the projection map
onto the first coordinate and the finite set is given by M{A,E).

Theorem 3.2.1 The spectral surface V(yl,E) is a deg{'V)-sheeted branched covering of
the complex plane C.

Proof: Let d := degfy) and to ^

■£')• Then g(to, z) has d distinct roots Ai, . . . , Xd,

say. Since to is a simple point, by implicit function theorem (Theorem 1.2.13), there is
an open neighbourhood U of to and functions Ai(t), . . . , Ad(t) which are holomorphic on

U such that q{t, Ai(t)) = 0 for t G C/ and Ai(0) = Aj, t = 1, 2, . . . ,d. Let Vi := {(t, Ai(t)) :
t € C/}. Then evidently each Vi is closed in £/ x C and Pi V^- = 0 for i ^ j. Further,
the map tt : (t, Ai(t)) i—> t is a homeomorphism from Vi to U because the inverse map
t I—>• (t, Ai(t)) is continuous. Obviously

0.5

^

imaginary 0

and each Vi is also closed in

7r~^(Z7). But each Vi is open in 7r~^(C/) as Vi is the complement of the closed set
j^i

Since U is open in C, its inverse image tx~^{U) is also open in C and hence each Vi is
open in 'V(A, E) as well. Hence the proof. ■

Figure 3.1: Y{A, E) for 0 < t < 0.5.
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As an immediate consequence, we see that if 0 ^ M{A,E) then there are d
eigenvalues of A + tE which are holomorphic in a small neighbourhood of 0. However,

if 0 € M{A, E) and (0, A) is a simple point of V(A, E) then again by implicit function
theorem, A tE has an eigenvalue X{t) such that A(0) = A and \{t) is holomorphic
in a neighbourhood of 0. If (Q, A) is a multiple point of V(A, E) then the (0, A)-group
eigenvalues of A + tE, that is, the totality of eigenvalues generated from the splitting of
A, can be developed from A by Laurent-Puiseux series.

and E :=

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1

0

The eigenvalues of A are 1, 1.5, 2 and 3. Fig 3.1 is a plot of V{A,E) for 0 <
t < 0.5. The figure reflects the behaviour of eigenvalues of A + tE for 0 < t < 0.5. It is

which makes it difficult to plot unless it is suitably

evident that as t varies from 0 to 0.25 the eigenvalues 2 and 3 move and coalesce at 2.5.
The eigenvalue 1.5 splits into two branches cis the perturbation is switched on and the
eigenvalue 1 moves along the straight line z = I ~ t. ■

projected into
However, restricting t in the real line, Y{A,E) can be represented
in
and the behaviour of perturbed eigenvalues for i G IR can be read off from the

The difficulty in representing V(A, E) with respect to real coordinates limits the

Note that Y{A,E) is a curve in C^. Thus, with respect to real coordinates

V(A, E) is a hypersurface in

surface V(A, E). In particular, in a neighbourhood of a real multiple point in M[A E)
analysis of perturbed eigenvalues can be undertaken graphically. We illustrate this by
considering an example.

effectiveness of the spectral surface V(A, E) as a geometric tool for the spectral analysis
of A + tE, ^ G C. It is, therefore, necessary to develop a suitable geometric framework
in which spectral analysis of A + tE can be undertaken by analysing an appropriate
surface in
We show that the spectral portrait of A with respect to E provides such
a framework.
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In our case, the topological space is given by V(yl,E), tt is the projection map
onto the first coordinate and the finite set is given by M{A,E).

Theorem 3.2.1 The spectral surface V(yl,E) is a degfV)-sheeted branched covering of
the complex plane C.

Proof: Let d := degifV) and to ^ M{A,E). Then q{to,z) has d distinct roots Ai,... , Ad,
say. Since tg is a simple point, by implicit function theorem (Theorem 1.2.13), there is
an open neighbourhood U of to and functions Ai(i),.. . , Xd{t) which are holomorphic on

U such that q{t, Xi{t)) = Qiort eU and Ai(0) = Aj, z = 1, 2,... ,d. Let Vi := {(t, Xi(t)) :
t E U}. Then evidently each Vi is closed in C/ x C and n = 0 for i ^ j. Further,
the map tt : [t,Xi{t)) i—^ t is a homeomorphism from Vi to U because the inverse map
t I—> (^)Ai(i)) is continuous. Obviously 'k~^{U) =

0.5

^

Imaginary o

and each Vi is also closed in

7r~^(I7). But each Vi is open in 7r~^(t/) as Vi is the complement of the closed set
Since U is open in C, its inverse image 7X~^{U) is also open in C and hence each Vi is
open in V(>1, E) as well. Hence the proof. ■

Figure 3.1: V(^,E)for Q<t< 0.5.
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As an immediate consequence, we see that if 0 ^ M{A,E) then there are d
eigenvalues oi A

0 I 1 0 0

tE which are holomorphic in a small neighbourhood of 0. However,

if 0 6 M{A,E) and (0, A) is a simple point of V(A,E) then again by implicit function
theorem, A -\- tE has an eigenvalue X{t) such that A(0) = A and A(i) is holomorphic
in a neighbourhood of 0. If (0, A) is a multiple point of V(A,E) then the (0, A)-group

eigenvalues of A + tE, that is, the totality of eigenvalues generated from the splitting of
A, can be developed from A by Laurent-Puiseux series.
Note that W{A,E) is a curve in C^. Thus, with respect to real coordinates

Y{A,E) is a hypersurface in

which makes it difficult to plot unless it is suitably

projected into
However, restricting t in the real line, Y{A,E) can be represented
in
and the behaviour of perturbed eigenvalues for i G R can be read off from the

surface V(A,E). In particular, in a neighbourhood of a real multiple point in M[A E),
analysis of perturbed eigenvalues can be undertaken graphically. We illustrate this by
considering an example.

0 0 0 0

Example 3.2.3 Let A :=

and E :=

0 0 0 I 1
0 0 0 i I
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0

0

0

0

0

0

-1 0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0 -1 0

The eigenvalues of A are 1, 1.5, 2 and 3. Fig 3.1 is a plot of V(A,E) for 0 <
t < 0.5. The figure reflects the behaviour of eigenvalues of A -h tE for 0 < t < 0.5. It is
evident that as t varies from 0 to 0.25 the eigenvalues 2 and 3 move and coalesce at 2.5.
The eigenvalue 1.5 splits into two branches as the perturbation is switched on and the
eigenvalue 1 moves along the straight line z|
= I ~ t,

The difficulty in representing V(A,E)with respect to real coordinates limits the

effectiveness of the spectral surface Y{A,E) as a geometric tool for the spectral analysis
of A + tE, i G C. It is, therefore, necessary to develop a suitable geometric framework
in which spectral analysis of A + tE can be undertaken by analysing an appropriate
surface in R^. We show that the spectral portrait of A with respect to E provides such
a framework.
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3.3

A geometric framework for spectral analysis

As the example in the introduction shows, the geometric framework based on e-spectra
of A is not suitable for the spectral analysis of the holomorphic family A -h tE, t e C.

We, therefore, develop an appropriate geometric framework for the spectral analysis of
A + tE, t e C. We define level sets similar to the e-spectrum of A which are essentially

determined by the growth of the spectral radius of ER{A,z), z ^ p{A) and show that
these sets have a structure that is very much akin to the e-spectrum of A.

For z eC, we define sepE{z,A), the separation of 2 from A with respect to E,
by

sepE{z, A):= min{|t| : 2 G cr{A + tE)}.

Proposition 3.3.2 For the spectral radius function r{ER{A,z))^ z G p(A), exactly one
of the following holds.

(a) The function r{ER{A,z)) is nonconstant on open subsets of p{A).
(b) The matrix ER{A,2) is nilpotent for all z G p{A).

Proof(1): Suppose that the statement (a) is not true. Then there exists an open subset

U of p{A) such that r{ER{A,z)) is constant on U. By Theorem 3.3.1, the peripheral
spectrum of ER{A,2) is constant for all 2 belonging to a domain D in U. Suppose that
the peripheral spectrum is not identically equal to the set {0}. For zq G D, choose Aq
in the peripheral spectrum of ER{A,zo) such that Aq 7^ 0. Then for all z e D, Xo

belongs to the peripheral spectrum of ER{A,z). This implies that 2 G a{A - ^E)for
all z E E- Hence D C cr(A — -^E) which is a contradiction. On the other hand, if

Thus sepE{z., A) is the smallest value of |t| for which 2 is an eigenvalue of A -f tE. The
quantity sepE{z, A) is also referred to as the backward error of 2 when 2 is regarded as
a perturbed eigenvalue of A for the perturbations A + tE., i G C [9]. For 2 G p{A) and

the peripheral spectrum of ER{A,2) is identically equal to zero for all z G D, then
\ogr{ER{A,z)) = —00 for all z G D. Since D has nonzero capacity, by Theorem 1.2.5,

t e C \ {0}, we have

we have log r{ER{A,2)) identically equal to —00 for all 2 G p{A) and hence r{ER{A,z))
is identically equal to 0. ■

A + tE - zl = {I tER{A,z))(A - zl).

This shows that 2 € <j{A + tE) if and only if —7 ^ a{ER{A,2)). This immediately gives
the following.

Proposition 3.3.1 For z G /o(A), we have sepsiz, A) — {r{ER{A,2))
Recall that if / is an analytic function from a domain

of C into a Banach

algebra >1, then 2 i-+ r{f{z)) and 2 i-> logr(/(2)) are subharinonic on D (Theorem 1.2.3).
Since the map 2 1—> ER{A,2) from p{A) into the Banach Algebra BL{C )is analytic,
the functions r{ER{A,2)) and \ogriER{A,z)) are both subharmonic on p{A).

Proof(2): Suppose that there exists an open subset U oi p{A) such that r(ER{A,2)) =
c for all z G U where c 7^ 0. Since U C p{A), sepE{z,A) = i for all z G U. Let zq be
any point of U. Then zq G a{A + IqE) for some to G C with |to| = 7- Let {in} be a
sequence in C such that tn -> io and |i„| < 1 for all n G N. By lower semicontinuity
of (r{A + tE) at 2 there exists no such that a{A + t^E) n C/ 7^ 0 for all n > no- Let
2n S a{A +tnE)r\U, n > no. Then for each n > no, sepE{zn,A) < ^ which is impossible
as 2n € U. Therefore we suppose that c = 0. Then log r{ER{A,z)) = -00 for all z gU.
Since U has nonzero capacity, it follows that log r{ER{A,2)) is identically equal to -00
for all 2 G p{A) and therefore r{ER{A,z)) is identically equal to 0. Hence the proof.

An important attribute of the function r{ER{A,2)) is that it cannot be constant
on open subsets of piA) unless it is identically equal to 0. This result can be proved by
using the notion of peripheral spectrum of A, that is, the set of all A G (^{A) for which
= r{A), as well as the lower semicontinuity of the multifunction
To prove our

r{ER{A,z)), in some cases, it may be possible to extend r{ER{A,z)) subharmonically

result, we refer to the following fact about peripheral spectra.

to some points of (t{A). Let

Theorem 3.3.1 ([2]) Let f be an analytic function from a domain D C C into a Banach
algebra A. Suppose that there exists to E D such that r{f{t)) < r{f{to)) for all t E D.
Then the peripheral spectrum of f{t) is constant on D.
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Although, p{A) is the natural domain of subharmonicity of the function 2 1—>

:= p{A) U (A G cr(A) : limsup r{ER{A,z)) < 00}.

3.3

A geometric framework for spectral analysis

As the example in the introduction shows, the geometric framework based on e-spectra
of A is not suitable for the spectral analysis of the holomorphic family A + tE, t G C.

We, therefore, develop an appropriate geometric framework for the spectral analysis of
A + tE, t € C. We define level sets similar to the e-spectrum of A which are essentially

Proposition 3.3.2 For the spectral radius function r{ER{A,z)), z E p{A), exactly one
of the following holds.

(a) The function r{ER{A,z)) is nonconstant on open subsets of p{A).
(b) The matrix ER{A,z) is nilpotent for all z E p{A).

Proof(1): Suppose that the statement (a) is not true. Then there exists an open subset

determined by the growth of the spectral radius of ER{A,z), z e p{A) and show that

U of p{A) such that r{ER{A,z)) is constant on U. By Theorem 3.3.1, the peripheral

these sets have a structure that is very much akin to the e-spectrum of A.

spectrum of ER{A,z) is constant for all z belonging to a domain D in U. Suppose that
the peripheral spectrum is not identically equal to the set {0}. For zq G D, choose Aq
in the peripheral spectrum of ER{A,zq) such that Aq ^ 0. Then for all z E D, Xq

For z G C, we define sepE{z,A), the separation of z from A with respect to E,
by

sepsiz, A):= min{|i| : z 6 cr(A -t- tE)}.

belongs to the peripheral spectrum of ER{A,z). This implies that z G a(A - ^E)for

Thus sepE(z,A) is the smallest value of |^| for which z is an eigenvalue of A -f tE. The
quantity sepE(z,A) is also referred to a^ the backward error of z when z is regarded as
a perturbed eigenvalue of A for the perturbations A tE, t E C [9]. For z G p(A) and

all z E D. Hence D C a{A —
which is a contradiction. On the other hand, if
the peripheral spectrum of ER{A,z) is identically equal to zero for all z E D, then
logr(ER(A,z)) = —oo for all z E D. Since D has nonzero capacity, by Theorem 1.2.5,

t G C \ {0}, we have

we have log r{ER{A,z)) identically equal to —oo for all z G p{A) and hence r{ER{A,z))
is identically equal to 0. ■

A + tE - zl = (I + tER{A,z)){A - zl).

This shows that z G a{A + tE) if and only if

£ a{ER{A,z)). This immediately gives

Proof(2): Suppose that there exists an open subset U of p{A) such that r{ER{A,z)) =

the following.

c for all z G f/ where c

0. Since U c p{A), sepE{z,A) = 1 for all z E U. Let zq be

Proposition 3.3.1 For z G p{A), we have sepE{z, A) — {r{ER{A,z))

any point of U. Then Zq € (t{A + IqE) for some to E C with \to\ = J. Let {in} be a
sequence in C such that tn -> io and \tn\ < ^ for all n G N. By lower semicontinuity
of a-(A -f tE) at z there exists no such that a(A + t^E) n C/ / 0 for all n > no- Let

Recall that if / is an analytic function from a domain

of C into a Banach

algebra >4, then z r{f{z)) and z i-> logr(/(z)) are subharmonic on D (Theorem 1.2.3).
Since the map z^ER{A,z) from p{A) into the Banach Algebra 5L(C") is analytic,
the functions r{ER{A,z)) and \ogr{ER{A,z)) are both subharmonic on p{A).

Zn S a{A +tnE)r\U, n > no. Then for each n > no, sepE{zn,A) < ^ which is impossible
as Zn E U. Therefore we suppose that c = 0. Then log r{ER{A,z)) = -00 for all z E U.
Since U has nonzero capacity, it follows that log r{ER{A,z)) is identically equal to -00
for all z G p{A) and therefore r{ER{A,z)) is identically equal to 0. Hence the proof.

An important attribute of the function r{ER{A,z)) is that it cannot be constant

on open subsets of p{A) unless it is identically equal to 0. This result can be proved by
using the notion of peripheral spectrum of A, that is, the set of all A G c(-<4) for which

Although, p{A) is the natural domain of subharmonicity of the function z »—>

j^j = r{A), as well as the lower semicontiniiity of the multifunction V{t). To prove our

r{ER{A,z)), in some cases, it may be possible to extend r{ER{A,z)) subharmonically

result, we refer to the following fact about peripheral spectra.

to some points of cr{A). Let

p{A)li {\ E a{A) ■. limsup r{ER{A, z)) < 00}.

Theorem 3.3.1 ([2]) Let f be an analytic function from a domain D cC into a Banach
algebra A. Suppose that there exists to E D such that r(f{t)) < i"if{to)) for all t E D.

z—(-A, z^p[A)
_

Then the peripheral spectrum of f{t) is constant on D.
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Define <j>:

—V R by

J r{ER{A,z)),

<^(^) •— A

ifzep(A)

limsup r{ER{A,w))^ if z G D^\p{A).

^ %u—¥z,w&p{A)

Proof: To prove the continuity of the map e \—> ct^{A^E), e > 0, we show that it is
both upper and lower semicontinuous. Let {e„} be a sequence converging to e.
To prove the upper semicontinuity of e 1—> crf{A, E), let G be an open subset
of C such that a^{A,E) C G- Then 0(z) < 1/e for all 2: G G'^. Since 0 is subharmonic

Then 0 is the unique subharmonic extension of r{ER{A,z)) on D^. This follows from
the fact that if a function / is subharmonic at all points of a domain D C C except on a

on the closure of

polar subset F <Z D and / is bounded above in D\F,then f{z) can be uniquely extended
as a subharmonic function to all points of -D. It is also evident that 0 is nonconstant on

0(2) = 0 for 2 G C. Therefore a^{A,E) = (/} for e > 0. Hence, we assume that there

open subsets of

unless it is identically equal to zero.

therefore, unless 0 is constant on

there exists a point Zq on

the boundary of G such that 0(2;) < 0(2:0) for all 2 G C. If 0 is constant on

then

exists 2o G (9G, the boundary of G, such that 0(2) < 0(2o) for all 2 G G^. Since e 7^ 0,
it follows that i 7 as n -7 00. Taking 5 = 1- 0(2o), for all large n, we have
- - — < 5=>0(2o) < —.

Next, we introduce the notion of e-spectrum of A with respect to E. The espectrum of A with respect to E is given by

a.{A.E):= Iz eC:(l>{z)
where it is assumed that (p{z) = oo for 2 G C \ D^. Unlike the e-spectrum o-^{A) which
is always nonempty, the set
E) may be empty in some special situations. We also
define

u),{A,E):=[zeC:(l){z)>-y

We mention here that Simoncini [32] considered the set

{z G p{A): r{ER{A,z)) > e }
while Chatelin [8] considered the set

K{A,E):= {z eC-. sep£;(2, A) < e} = U|t|<e(7(^ + tE)
for the perturbation analysis of eigenvalues oi A + tE, i G C. However, as we shall see,
both these sets may not always be effective tools for the spectral analysis of the family
A + tE, t eC.

It is easy to see that the map e 1—> a^{A,E) is monotone increasing and the
following result shows that it is continuous as well.

£

Cn

Cn

Since (p(z) < <Pizo) for all 2 G
it follows that G" c ae„iA,Ey, i.e. ae^{A,E) C G,
for all large n. This proves the upper semicontinuity of a^{A,E) as a function of e.
Let 2o G cr^iA, E). If the map e 1—> crf{A, E), is lower semicontinuous then every

open set G C C containing zq also contains a point of cTc„(A, E) for all sufficiently large
n. If we suppose to the contrary, then there exists an open set G such that 20 G G and a

subsequence {cn^} of {€„} such that a^^^{A,E)nG — (/} for all k gN. Since
—>• e as
—> 00, this implies that (j){z) < ^ for all 2 G G. In particular we have 0(2o) < Since
zo e (re{A,E), this implies that 0(2o) = Therefore 0(2) < 0(20) for all 2 G G. Since

(j) is subharmonic on G, the maximum principle for subharmonic functions applied to 0
on any domain D d G containing zq implies that 0(2) is constant for all z G D. This

again shows that (f){z) = 0 for 2 G C. Hence the proof. ■
The following result gives the relationship between the sets

Theorem 3.3.2 For e>0, we have, a,{A, E)= A^(yl,E)\{XG a{A): 0(A) < i}.
Proof: Evidently, if 2 G C\{a^{A,E)\Jcr{A)) then 2 G p{A) and 0(2) < This implies
that sepE{z,A) > e. Since, K{A,E) = {z : sepE{z,A) < e}, we have 2 G KAA^EYHence he{A,E) Q a^A,£')Ucr(A). If A G cr(A) is not in a^A,E)then evidently 0(A) < \So the above inclusion can be written as

A,(A,E) C a^{A,E)U {A G (t{A) : 0(A) <
Proposition 3.3.3 Suppose that aeiA,E) is nonempty for all e > 0. Then the map

Since the set union on the right hand side is disjoint, we have

e I—> cre{A, E) is continuous.

A,(yl, B)\{A 6 (t(A): ,p{X) < i} C a.{A. B).
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E)and Ae(^,E).

Define (f>:

—> R by

r{ER{A,z)),
<p{z) :=

if z G p{A.)

limsup r{ER{A,w)), ii z E. D^\ p{A).
w-*z,w&p(_A)

Proof: To prove the continuity of the map e i—> a^{A,E), e > 0, we show that it is
both upper and lower semicontinuous. Let {e„} be a sequence converging to e.
To prove the upper semicontinuity of e i—> crf(A, E), let G be an open subset
of C such that ae(A,E) C G. Then (j){z) < 1/e for all 2 G G". Since is subharmonic

Then (j) is the unique subharmonic extension of r{ER{A,z)) on D^. This follows from
the fact that if a function / is subharmonic at all points of a domain D c C except on a

on the closure of G"^, therefore, unless 0 is constant on G^, there exists a point Zq on

polax subset F C. D and / is bounded above in D\F,then f{z) can be uniquely extended

0(2:) = 0 for 2: G C. Therefore ai{A,E) = 0 for e > 0. Hence, we assume that there

as a subharmonic function to all points of Z?. It is also evident that (f) is nonconstant on

exists Zq E dG, the boundary of G, such that 0(2) < 0(zo) for all z G G'^. Since e 7^ 0,
it follows that ^ ^ as n 00. Taking 5 = Z -(p{zo), for all large n, we have

open subsets of

unless it is identically equal to zero.

the boundary of G such that 0(2) < 0(zo) for all z G G". If 0 is constant on G", then

- - — < S^(f){zo) < —.

Next, we introduce the notion of e-spectrum of A with respect to E. The espectrum of A with respect to E is given by

<7.(A,E):= Iz eC:(t){z)
where it is assumed that cj>{z) = oo ior z E C\ D^. Unlike the e-spectrum a,{A) which
is always nonempty, the set a,{A,E) may be empty in some special situations. We also
define

u),{A,E) -.= lzEC:(l){z)>-y

We mention here that Simoncini [32] considered the set

{z E p{A): r{ER{A,z)) > e
while Chatelin [8] considered the set

Ae(>l,E):= {z E C : sepjs(z, A) < e} = U\t\<eCr{A + tE)
for the perturbation analysis of eigenvalues of A + tE, t E 'C. However, as we shall see,
both these sets may not always be effective tools for the spectral analysis of the family
A + tE,tE<C.

It is easy to see that the map e i—> (Xi{A,E) is monotone increasing and the
following result shows that it is continuous as well.

Since (piz) < (p{zo) for all 2: G G", it follows that G" c a^^{A,Ey, i.e. ae„{A,E) C G,
for all large n. This proves the upper semicontinuity of o-^{A, E) as a function of e.
Let Zq E (TeiA, E). If the map e \—> Cc(A,E), is lower semicontinuous then every

open set G G C. containing zq also contains a point of a^^{A,E)for all sufficiently large
n. If we suppose to the contrary, then there exists an open set G such that zq E G and a
subsequence {cnfc} of {cn} such that
(A,£■) n G = 0 for all k eN. Since
—)• e as

/i; —)■ 00, this implies that (p{z) < ^ for all 2 G G. In particular we have (pizo) < U Since
zq E (Te{A,E), this implies that (p{zo) = Therefore (p{z) < (p{zo) for all z E G. Since
(j) is subharmonic on G, the maximum principle for subharmonic functions applied to 0
on a^ny domain D G G containing zq implies that <p{z) is constant for all z E D. This

again shows that (p{z) = 0 for 2 g C. Hence the proof. ■
The following result gives the relationship between the sets a^i^A, E) and Ae(A, E).

Theorem 3.3.2 For e > 0, we have, a,{A, E) = A,(A, E)\{Xe a{A) : 0(A) < i}.
Proof: Evidently, if 2 G C\(cre(A, E)U(t(A)) then 2 G p{A) and <p{z) < This implies
that sepE{z,A) > e. Since, A^{A,E) = {z : sepE{z,A) < e}, we have 2 G K{A,Ey.
Hence A4(i4, E) Q cre(A, E)[Ja{A). If A G a{A) is not in a^A, E) then evidently 0(A) < 7So the above inclusion can be written as
Ae(A, E) G a,{A, E)U{Xe a{A) : 0(A) <

Proposition 3.3.3 Suppose that ae{A,E) is nonempty for all e > 0. Then the map
e I—> ae{A,E) is continuous.

Since the set union on the right hand side is disjoint, we have

A,(A, E) \ {A 6 <r(A) : 0(A) < i} C a,(A, E).
TH-1873_974601

To prove the reverse inclusion, note that if 2 G cr^{A, E)r\p{A) then sepE{z, A) <
e and hence 2 G Ae(A,E). Thus, we have (J^{A^ E)n p{A) C A£(yl, E). This, evidently,
implies that CTe{A, E) C Ae(A,E). Since a^{A^ £■) n {A G cr{A) : </»(A) <
= 0, we have

(t,{A, E) C k,{A, E)\{\^ a{A) : ci>{\) < -}.

Since zq G (Te{A,E), we have 0(20) = 7. Hence, 0 is subharmonic on B{zq,5]. For all

2 G B[zq,8\ \ {20}, we have 0(2) < I = 0(2o). But this is impossible in view of the
maximum principle. This proves that <Ti{A,E) cannot have isolated points.
Next, we show that if o-((A, E) is nonempty, then each of its components must

contain at least one eigenvalue of A in its interior. Since a, (A, E) ^ 0 it follows that 0(2)
is nonconstant on the components of ac(A,E). Suppose that there exists a component

Hence the proof.

say. A, of cre(A, E) such that the interior of A is a subset of p{A). Then 0(2) is subhar
This shows that k^{A, E) = cre(A,

U {A G cr(A) : 0(A) < -} is a decomposi

tion of k.^{A, E) into disjoint subsets. As we shall see, this decomposition plays a crucial
role in the spectral analysis of the family A -I- tE., t G C. The following result shows that

the set cr^{A, E) has similar properties as those of the e-spectrum a^{A).

Theorem 3.3.3 (i) Ifa,{A,E) ^ 0 then aeiA,E) is the closure ofuj,{A,E). Further,
for the boundary points, we have dae{A, E) C du)t{A,

= {2 G C : 4){z) = -}.

monic on A and 4>{z) = r{ER{A,z)) for all 2 in the interior of A. Since r{ER{A, z)) is
not constant on A, by maximum principle, there exists Zq G 5A such that 0(2) < 0(2^0)
for all 2 in the interior of A. Since zq is a boundary point of A, it is also a boundary

point of ae(A,E). This implies that 0(2) < 0(2o) = ^ for all 2 in the interior of A. But
this is impossible as A C (Te{A, E). Hence the proof.

■

If the matrices A and E are in block upper or lower triangular form with cor

responding blocks being of the same size then o-f{A, E) has a particularly simple form.

(ii) The set <jf(A, E) does not have isolated points and each component contains at least
one eigenvalue of A in its interior.

proposition 3.3.4 (i) Let A :=

Proof: (i) If a,{A, E) 0 then 0(2) is nonconstant on open subsets of D^. Since
uJe{A,E) C ae{A,E) and a,{A,E) is, evidently, a closed set, the closure of a;e(Al,E)

is a subset of ae{A,E). Let L := {2 G

: (p{z) =

It is evident that uj^{A,E)

^

U

A2

and E := diag{Ei, E2), where dim Ai =

dim Ei. Then ae(A, E) = ae{Ai,Ei) U ae(A2, E2).

(ii) Let A := diag{Ai, A2) and E :=

El

Ei2

0

Eo

, where dim Ai = dim Ei. Then

is an open subset of C. Hence it has empty intersection with its boundary. On the

other hand, a^{A,E) is a disjoint union of uJc(A,E) and L. Therefore, the boundary of

uJe{A,E) is clearly a. subset of L. To prove the converse, we suppose that Zq £ L. Let
r > 0 be such that J3[2o,r] C P^. Since 0 is nonconstant on open subsets of
by the
maximum principle for subharmonic functions, there exists z{r) such that |2(r) ~ zq\ = r
and (t>{zo) < (p{z{r)). So by choosing a monotone decreasing sequehce {r„} of positive
numbers such that rn —>■ 0 as n —>■ 00, we can construct a sequence {2^} such that

_ zol = rn and 0(2„) > 0(2) =
and Zn

^0 ^ n

This implies that {2„} is a sequence in uj^{A,E)

00. This proves that L = duJe{A, E). Hence cre[A, E) is the closure

of co,(A, E) and da^{A, E) C duj^{A, E) = {z : (f){z) = I}.

proof: Since in both the cases ER{A, z) is block upper triangular with diagonal blocks
EiR{Au z) and E2R{A2,2), hence the results follow. ■
Similar results hold when A is block lower triangular and E is block diago
nal or A is block diagonal and E is block lower triangular. In particular, if A :=

diag{Ai, A2, • ■ • > Am) and E := diag{Ei, E2, . . . , Em) with dim Ai = dim Ei then we
have a^{A,E) = tJ'^-i<^e{Aj, Ej). This shows that when A and E have special structure
then a^{A,E) can be computed efficiently solving smaller subproblems.

(ii) If possible, let zq be an isolated point of a^{A,E). Therefore, there exists (5 > 0
such that a^{A,E) n B[zq,8\ = {2:0}- Hence B[zq,5] \ {zq} C D^. For a sequence {zn}

Now, we introduce the spectral portrait of A with respect to E. The spectral

in B[zq,S\ \ {20} converging to zq, we have 0(2n) < 7- This shows that 0(2o) < I.

portrait of A with respect to E, denoted by S{A,E), is the graph of the function 0 :
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To prove the reverse inclusion, note that if 2 G cdA,B)np(A) then sepE{z, A) <
€ and hence 2 G Ae{A,E). Thus, we have cri{A, E)n p{A) C Ac{A,E). This, evidently,

Since zq G cre{A,E), we have 0(2o) = 7. Hence, 0 is subharmonic on ^[20,5]. For all
2 G B[zo,S] \ {20}, we have 0(2) < 7 = 0(20). But this is impossible in view of the

implies that <Te{A, E) C A£(yl, E). Since cr^iA, £?) D {A G cr{A) : 0(A) < i} = 0, we have

maximum principle. This proves that a^{A,E) cannot have isolated points.
Next, we show that if a({A,E) is nonempty, then each of its components must

a,(A,E)C A,(A,B)\{A € (j(A): 0(A) < i}.

contain at least one eigenvalue of A in its interior. Since a,{A, £^) 7^ 0 it follows that 0(2)
is nonconstant on the components of a^{A,E). Suppose that there exists a component

Hence the proof.

say. A, of cre{A, E) such that the interior of A is a subset of p{A). Then 0(2) is subhar

This shows that Ae(v4, E)= o"e(A, E)U {A G cr(A) : 0(A) < —} is a decomposi
tion of A^{A^ E)into disjoint subsets. As we shall see, this decomposition plays a crucial
role in the spectral analysis of the family A + tE, t G C. The following result shows that

the set ae(A,E) has similar properties as those of the e-spectrum a^lA).

monic on A and 0(2) = r(ER{A, 2)) for all 2 in the interior of A. Since r{ER{A, 2)) is
not constant on A, by maximum principle, there exists Zq G dA such that 0(2) < 0(2o)
for all 2 in the interior of A. Since zq is a boundary point of A, it is also a boundary

point of o-e(A, E). This implies that 0(2) < 0(20) = 7 for all 2 in the interior of A. But
this is impossible as A C o"g(A, E). Hence the proof.

Theorem 3.3.3 (i) If a^{A,E) ^ 0 then ae{A,E) is the closure ofuj,{A,E). Further,
for the boundary points, we have dcrd-A^

^ dujei-^t £') = {2 G C : (f>{z) = —}.

■

If the matrices A and E are in block upper or lower triangular form with cor

responding blocks being of the same size then ^^{A, E) has a particularly simple form.

(ii) The set a,{A,E) does not have isolated points and each component contains at least
one eigenvalue of A in its interior.

proposition 3.3.4 (i) Let A :=

Proof: (i) If a^iA,£?) ^ 0 then (j){z) is nonconstant on open subsets of D^. Since
uJe{A,E) C ct^{A,E) and a,{A,E) is, evidently, a closed set, the closure of uj,{A, E)

is a subset of a,{A,E). Let L := {z e

: 0(^) = 7}- It is evident that cv,{A,E)

is an open subset of C. Hence it has empty intersection with its boundary. On the
other hand, cr^(A,E) is a disjoint union of u!e{A,E) and L. Therefore, the boundary of

ujf,{A,E) is clearly a. subset of L. To prove the converse, we suppose that zq g L. Let
r > 0 be such that J3[2o, r] C D^. Since 0 is nonconstant on open subsets of
by the
maximum principle for subharmonic functions, there exists z{r) such that |2(r) — 2q| = 7.
and 4>{zq) < (p{z{r)). So by choosing a monotone decreasing sequence
numbers such that

_ zo\ =

of positive

—)■ 0 as n —>■ 00, we can construct a sequence {z^} such that

and 0(2„) > 0(2) = -J. This implies that {2„} is a sequence in uj,{A,E)

and 2„ —^ ^0 as n —> cx). This proves that L = duJt{A, E). Hence cre(A, E) is the closure

of uJe(A, E) and da^{A, E) c duj^{A, E) = [z : (j){z) = I}.

^

0

A2

and E

diag{Ei, E2), where dim Ai =

dim Ei. Then (Je{A, E) = c7e(Ai, £1) U <7,(^2, E2)

^ii) Let A := diag{Ai, A2) and E :=

El

Ei2

0

E2

, where dim Ai = dim Ei. Then

a,{A, E) = <Te(Ai, El) U <7e(A2, E2).
proof: Since in both the cases ER{A, 2) is block upper triangular with diagonal blocks
EiRiAi, z) and E2R{A2, 2), hence the results follow. ■
Similar results hold when A is block lower triangular and E is block diago
nal or A is block diagonal and E is block lower triangular. In particular, if A :=

diag{Ai, A2, • • • 1 Am)
^ dia^(F^i, E2, . . . , Em) with dim Ai = dim Ei then we
have (TeiA,E) = ^^=:i(^e{Aj, Ej). This shows that when A and E have special structure
then ae{A,E) can be computed efficiently solving smaller subproblems.

(ii) If possible, let zq be an isolated point of ^({AjE). Therefore, there exists 5 > 0
such that a^{A,E) D B[zq,5\ ■
Hence B[zq,S\ \ {20} C D^p. For a sequence {z^}

Now, we introduce the spectral portrait of A with respect to E. The spectral

in B[zo,S] \ {20} converging to zq, we have 0(2^) < 7. This shows that 0(2o) < 7.

portrait of A with respect to E, denoted by S{A,E), is the graph of the function 0 :
TH-1873_974601

—y R, that is,

S{A,E):= {{z,(f>{z)) : z G D^}.
Thus, with respect to real coordinates, S(/l, E)is a surface in

Since (f) is subharmonic

on jD^, the surface S(yl,E)has certain special properties. Since by convention (f){z) = oo
whenever z G C \
we define the a-level set of S(v4,E) by

log 0(z)

L{A,E,a):={zeC:0(z) > a}.

Then it follows that ae(A,E) is the e~^-level set of S(A,E), that is, L(A,E,e

=

(TeiA,E).

Once again consider the Bessel matrix
\

-1
-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

imaginary

A :=

Figure 3.2: The surface S[A,E) in log-^Q-scale
bfi—i

where bj := -l/v^4j2 _ j = l^... ,n - 1- Recall that ^ is a simple matrix having
complex eigenvalues which are zeros of Bessel polynomial and he along a curve in C

which is symmetric with respect to the real axis. We plot S(^,E) and (Tei , for the
rank one perturbation E := eie\ of A where ei = [1,0,•. •

Figure 3.2 plots the surface SiA,E) in logjo-scale. The sinks in the surface
indicate that the e-spectra a,{A,E) are multiply connected for certain values of e > 0This IS also reflected by Figure 3.3 which plots a^{A,E)for some values of e. The regions
enclosed by the contours with negative values correspond to sinks of the surface S(yl, E)
and hence the corresponding e-spectra a^{A,E) lie outside these regions.

We show that the spectral portrait S{A,E) provides an. effective geometric
framework for the spectral analysis oiA + tE, te C, and that various sensitivity issues
associated with eigenvalues of A can be read off from the surface S(^,E).

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

C

0.2

0.4

0.6

imaginary

Figure 3.3: The e-spectra a^{A,E) in log^Q-scale.
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—y R, that is,

S{A,E):= {{z,((>{z)) z e D^}.
Thus, with respect to real coordinates, S(/l, E)is a surface in

Since (p is subharmonic

on £>0, the surface S(A,E) has certain special properties. Since by convention
whenever z 6 C \
we define the a-level set of S(^,E) by

= oo
log (t)(z)

L{A,E,a):= {z G C : 4>{z) > a}.

Then it follows that ae{A,E) is the e^^-level set of S(yl, £'), that is, L{A,E,e ) =
(t^{A,E).

Once again consider the Bessel matrix
\

-1
-0.4

-0.2

0

imaginary

-hi

0

&2

—62

A :=

Figure 3.2: The surface S{A,E) in log^^-scale
hn—\

\

where :=

,• = i ,.. ,n - 1. Recall that .4 is a simple matrix having

complex eigenvalues which are zeros of Bessel polynomial and he

®

which is symmetric with respect to the real axis. We plot S(^,E) an cr^ ,

"^
or t e

rank one pertmrbation E := eie\ of A where ei = [!> 0)• • • ] •

Figure 3.2 plots the surface S{A,E) in logjo-scale. The sinks m the surface
indicate that the e-spectra a,{A,E) are multiply connected for certain values of e > 0.
This is also reflected by Figure 3.3 which plots a,{A,E)for some values of e. The regions
enclosed by the contours with negative values correspond to sinks of the surface S{A,E)
and hence the corresponding e-spectra a^{A,E) lie outside these regions.
We show that the spectral portrait S{A,E) provides an. effective geometric

framework for the spectral analysis oiA-\-tE, te C, and that various sensitivity issues
-0.6

associated with eigenvalues of A can be read off from the surface S{A,E).

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

imaginary

Figure 3.3: The e-spectra a,{A,E) in log^Q-scale.
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3.4

Geometric separation of eigenvalues and stabil

Corollary 3.4.1 Let a{A) =

dissE{cri,cr2, ■ ■ ■ ,o^Tn,^)= l<j<m
min dissE{<Tj).

ity of spectral decompositions
Recall that M(A,E) is the set of multiple points oi A

e C, and at a multiple

point to the number distinct eigenvalues oi A + tE decreases because of coalescence
of eigenvalues oi A tE at to. In this section, we introduce geometric separation as
well as dissociation of eigenvalues of A with respect to E and investigate conditions for
coalescence of eigenvalues of A and stability of spectral decompositions of A.

Roughly speaking, the dissociation of A G o-(A) from the rest of the spectrum
of A with respect to E is the minimum magnitude of t for which the eigenvalue A and

an eigenvalue /z G cx(A)\{A} move and coalesce. To make this point clear, we consider
an example.
1

Example 3.4.1 Let A =

1

0 0

1 2 0

0 0

and E = 0 0 1

0 1 2

be a spectral decomposition of A. Then

0 1 0_

We remark that unlike the quantity diss{a\,a2,A), defined previously for un

structured perturbation, which is always finite, dissE{cT\,(^2, XL) may even be infinite.
This happens precisely when the eigenvalues in cti never coalesce with eigenvalues in

(72. This is illustrated by considering A := diag{l,1,2) and E := diag{-l,-1,-1). Ev
idently, we have diss£(l,2,^) = 00. This simple example also shows that the spectral
decomposition cr(^) = {1} U {2} is infinitely stable in the sense that A + tE admits a

spectral decomposition a{A + tE)= {1 - t) U {2- t} such that the spectral projections
associated with the eigenvalues 1 — t and 2 — t, and A + tE are continuous for all t G C.
Roughly speaking, stability of a spectral decomposition of A ensures that up to a cer
tain magnitude of t the matrices A and A-{-tE have the same block diagonal structure.
The importance of dissE stems from the fact that it provides a necessary and sufficient
condition for stability of a spectral decomposition of A.
Recall that Eid{A) denotes the set of spectral decomposition of A. Our aim

Then p{t,z)= iz-l- t){{z
+1))= z), V{t):={l+t,2+ y/t{l + t), 2y/til + t)} and M(A,E):= {0,-1, 1/3}. The eigenvalue In^along the line ^ - 1+t

is to investigate conditions under which a certain structure of A is preserved by the

and the eigenvalue 2 moves along the branch z = 2 ^
they
coalesce at 4/3. Note that at no other multiple points the eigenvalue 1 and 2 coalesce.

0 G C, that is, R[0,e] := (^ G C : jz] < e}.

Thus dissociation of 1 and 2 with respect to

is 1/3. ■

Definition 3.4.1 Let a{A)= <ti U era fee a spectral decomposition of A. Then the disso

ciation of a\ and 02 with respect to E, denoted by diss£;(o-i, cr2, ^)) given by

perturbation A + tE. Also, recall that B[0,e] is the closed ball of radius e centred at

Definition 3.4.2 Let e > 0. A spectral decomposition {S,D) G Eid{A) is said to be estable with respect to E if there exists a spectral decomposition {S{t), D{t)) G Eid{A-\-tE)
such that the maps t S{t) and 11-> D{t) are continuous on R[0,e].
Recall that a spectral decomposition of A is also specified by a decomposition

dissE{(^i,(^2,A):= min{|fe| : an eigenvalue Ai G cri and an eigenvalue X2 ^ ^2 move and

of the spectrum of A into disjoint subsets. Thus, equivalently, a spectral decomposition

coalesce as A is perturbed to A + tE, t G C}.

cr(A) = 0^1 is e-stable with respect to E if there exists a spectral decomposition
a{A + tE)= W^^iCTjit) such that the map B[0,e] —> BL{V^), 1 Pjif) is continuous,
where Pj{t) is the spectral projection associated with A + tE and crj(t). Since B[0,e]

Note that the quantity dissE{cri,(T2, A) depends on the matrices A and B as
well as the spectral decomposition a(A) = aiU 02- If o" C a(A) then, for simplicity, we
denote the dissociation of a from the rest of the spectrum a{A), that is, disssia,a{A)\
a, A) by dissE{(^) when A is clear from the context. Note that if disSE{cr) < 00 then

is compact it is easy to see that Pj{t) is similar to Pj{0) for j = 1,2,... ,m. Thus
e-stability of a spectral decomposition also ensures that the corresponding perturbed
spectral projections are similar to the unperturbed spectral projections.

dissE{cr) = |t| for some t G M{A,E). From the definition of dissE, we immediately have

It follows that the value of dissE{cri,cr2, A) is the infimum over all e such that

the following.

the spectral decomposition (7(A) = cti U(T2 is not e-stable with respect to E. This proves
the following.
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3.4

Geometric separation of eigenvalues and stabil

Corollary 3.4.1 Let a{A) = U^jCTj be a spectral decomposition of A. Then
disSE{(^i,cr2,- - - ,<^m,A)= l<j<m
min disSE{crj)-

ity of spectral decompositions
Recall that M(A,E) is the set of multiple points of A + tS, t G C, and at a multiple

point to the number distinct eigenvalues of A + t£ decreases because of coalescence
of eigenvalues of A + t£' at to. In this section, we introduce geometric separation as
well as dissociation of eigenvalues of A with respect to E and investigate conditions for

coalescence of eigenvalues of A and stability of spectral decompositions of A.

Roughly speaking, the dissociation of A G a{A) from the rest of the spectrum
of A with respect to E is the minimum magnitude of t for which the eigenvalue A and

an eigenvalue G o-(A)\{A} move and coalesce. To make this point clear, we consider
an example.

Example 3.4.1 Let A =

1 0 0

1 0 0

1 2 0

and E = 0 0 1

0 1 2

0 1 0_

We remark that unlike the quantity diss(ai,cr2, A), defined previously for un

structured perturbation, which is always finite, dissEi^i,0-2, A) may even be infinite.

This happens precisely when the eigenvalues in cri never coalesce with eigenvalues in
0-2. This is illustrated by considering A := diag(l, 1,2) and E := diag{-l,-1,-1). Ev
idently, we have c?2SS£;(l, 2, A) = 00. This simple example also shows that the spectral
decomposition cr(A) = {1} U {2} is infinitely stable in the sense that A + tE admits a

spectral decomposition a(A -f tE) = {1 - t} U {2- t} such that the spectral projections
associated with the eigenvalues 1 — t and 2 — t, and A + tE are continuous for all t G C.
Roughly speaking, stability of a spectral decomposition of A ensures that up to a cer
tain magnitude of t the matrices A and A-\-tE have the same block diagonal structure.
The importance of dissE stems from the fact that it provides a necessary and sufficient
condition for stability of a spectral decomposition of A.
Recall that Eid{A) denotes the set of spectral decomposition of A. Our aim

Then p{t,z)={z-l- t){{z-2)^ -t{l +1))= q{t,z), V{t):= {1 + 2+ y/t{l + t), 2-

is to investigate conditions under which a certain structure of A is preserved by the

y/t{l + t)} and M(A,E):= {0, -1, 1/3}. The eigenvalue 1 moves along the line 2: - 1+t

perturbation A + tE. Also, recall that B[0,e] is the closed ball of radius e centred at

and the eigenvalue 2 moves along the branch z = 2 ^
they
coalesce at 4/3. Note that at no other multiple points the eigenvalue 1 and 2 coalesce.

0 £ C, that is, R[0,e] := {z G C : jz] < e}.

Thus dissociation of 1 and 2 with respect to E is 1/3. ■

Definition 3.4.1 Let a(A)=

U o-j be a spectral decomposition of A. Then the disso

Definition 3.4.2 Let e > 0. A spectral decomposition {S,D) G Eid{A) is said to be estable with respect to E if there exists a spectral decomposition {S{t), D{t)) G Eid{A+tE)
such that the maps t y-¥ S{t) and 11-> D{t) are continuous on R[0, e].

ciation of cr\ and CJ2 with respect to E, denoted by diss£;(cri, cr2, Al), is given by

dissE((^i,(^2,A):= min{|t| : an eigenvalue Ai G en and an eigenvalue A2 e (^2 move and
coalesce as A is perturbed to A tE, t G C}.

Recall that a spectral decomposition of A is also specified by a decomposition

of the spectrum of A into disjoint subsets. Thus, equivalently, a spectral decomposition

cr(A) =

c-stable with respect to E if there exists a spectral decomposition

a{A + tE)= U^iCTj/t) such that the map 5[0,e] —> BL(C"), 1

Note that the quantity dzss£;(cri,(T2, A) depends on the matrices A and B as
well as the spectral decomposition e7(A) = ai U a2. cr C a{A) then, for simplicity, we
denote the dissociation of er from the rest of the spectrum a{A), that is, disssia,a{A)\

Pj{t) is continuous,

where Pj{t) is the spectral projection associated with A tE and (Tj{t). Since B[0,e]

cr,A) by dissE{cr) when A is clear from the context. Note that if disSE{<j) < 00 then

is compact it is easy to see that Pj{t) is similar to Pj{0) for j = 1,2,... ,m. Thus
e-stability of a spectral decomposition also ensures that the corresponding perturbed
spectral projections are similar to the unperturbed spectral projections.

dissE{(^) = 1^1 for some t G M(A,E). Prom the definition of dissE, we immediately have

It follows that the value of diss£;(cri,(J2, A) is the infimum over all e such that

the following.

the spectral decomposition o-(A) = <ti Ucr2 is not e-stable with respect to E. This proves
the following.
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Proposition 3.4.1 The spectral decomposition o-{A) =
to E if and only if e < dissE{cTi, cr2,... ,am,A).

is e-stable with respect

As demonstrated in Theorem 3.3.3, every component of at{A,E) contains at

least one eigenvalue of A. Thus given a spectral decomposition a{A) =
for
sufficiently small values of e, the components of af,{A,E) containing eigenvalues from
cTj are disjoint from those components containing eigenvalues from aj for i ^ j. These

Imaginary o

components continuously sweep out larger and larger areas of the complex plane for

increasing values of e. A necessary condition for an eigenvalue from ai to coalesce with

an eigenvalue from aj for some i ^ j is that some component of ae{A,E) containing
an eigenvalue from a^ should meet a component containing an eigenvalue from aj. Thus

the structure of ac{A,E) naturally provides a lower bound of dissE{a\,a2,.. . ,cr^, A).
With a view to obtaining a lower bound on dissE from the structure of a^^^A, E)^ we
introduce the geometric separation of eigenvalues of A with respect to E.

Definition 3.4.3 Leta{A) = aiUa2 be a spectral decomposition of A. Then the geomet

ric separation of a\ from 02 with respect to E, denoted by gsepE{o-i,cr2,A), is given by
gsepE{ai,a2, A):= min{e ; a^{A,E) has a component A having nonempty intersections
with ai and a2}.

taining eigenvalues 1 and 2 meet.

= 0. In such a case, A ^ cre{A, E) for all e > 0 and hence no components of

a^{A,E) meet A, The following example illustrates this fact.

Thus gsepE can be read off from the level curves of the spectral portrait S(A,E).
As we shall see, the geometric separation gsepE provides more accurate information
about sensitivity of eigenvalues with respect to the perturbation A + tE than the dis
sociation dissE- If cr c a(A) then the geometric separation of a from the rest of cr(>l)^
that is, gsepE{a,a{A)\ a, A) will be denoted by gsepE{(^)1

Example 3.4.2 Let A-.=

Figure 3.4: Plot of at{A,E) in log^Q-scale showing the part where the components con

I 0 0
Example 3.4.3 Let A -.=

0 0 0

and F? :=

O i l
O

i

. Since A and E are in

l

block diagonal form it is easy to compute a^{A,E). For z G p(A), we have

r(Ef;(A^))= \z{z
If - 1)1.

0 0

0 2 0

0 1 0

[0 0 0

and £;:=

0 0
0

1

1 0

Therefore, 0(1/2) = 0 and hence 1/2 ^ a^{A,E) for all e > 0. Thus gsepE{l/2) = 00.

Figure 3.4 shows the level curves of the spectral portrait S(A,E)in log^Q scale.

It follows from the plot that the components of ae{A,E) containing the eigenvalues 1

and 2 meet when e = 10-0.3701 ^hus gsepE{l) = ^5ep£;(2) = 0.42648. ■

From the definition of gsepE it follows that if a{A) —
is a spectral decom
position of A then gsepE{cF\,(72, ■ ■ ■ ,am,A) is the minimum of e for which a component

As we have seen in the case of dissE, the value of the geometric separation
or certain eigenvalues may be infinite. For instance, gsepE(^) ~ precisely when

of ae{A,E) has nonempty intersection with a^ and Uj for some i ^ j. The following

proposition gives gsepE{(yi,cr2, ■ ■ •
the rest of the spectrum.
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A) in terms of geometric separation of aj from

Proposition 3.4.1 The spectral decomposition cr{A) =

is e-stable with respect

to E if and only if e < dissEici, cr2, • • • ,(^m, A).
As demonstrated in Theorem 3.3.3, every component of ae{A,E) contains at

least one eigenvalue of A. Thus given a spectral decomposition o-{A) =
for
sufl3.ciently small values of e, the components of cr£(A, E) containing eigenvalues from
CTj are disjoint from those components containing eigenvalues from aj for i ^ j. These
components continuously sweep out larger and larger arecis of the complex plane for

Imaginary o

increasing values of e. A necessary condition for an eigenvalue from ai to coalesce with

an eigenvalue from crj for some i ^ j is that some component of ae{A,E) containing
an eigenvalue from o-j should meet a component containing an eigenvalue from aj. Thus
the structure of <Tj(A, E) naturally provides a lower bound of dissE{(ri, o'2,... ,
A).
With a view to obtaining a lower bound on dissE from the structure of a^^A, E), we
introduce the geometric separation of eigenvalues of A with respect to E.

Definition 3.4.3 Leta{A) = aiUa2 be a spectral decomposition of A. Then the geomet

ric separation of ui from 02 with respect to E, denoted by gsepE{cr\,cr2, A), is given by
gsepE{criT<J2,A) ;= min{e ; a^{A,E) has a component A having nonempty intersections
with aI and <72}.

taining eigenvalues 1 and 2 meet.

= 0. In such a case, A ^ cre(A, E) for all e > 0 and hence no components of

(j^(A,E) meet A. The following example illustrates this fact.

Thus gsepE can be read off from the level curves of the spectral portrait S(A,E).
As we shall see, the geometric separation gsepE provides more accurate information

about sensitivity of eigenvalues with respect to the perturbation A + tE than the dis
sociation dissE- If <7 C a{A) then the geometric separation of cr from the rest of a{A),
that is, gsepE{o',a{A)\ a, A) will be denoted by gsepE{(^)-

1 0 0
Example 3.4.2 Let A :=

Figure 3.4; Plot of cr^{A,E) in log^^-scale showing the part where the components con

0 2 0
0 1 2

I 0 0
Example 3.4.3 Let A :=

:=

0 0 1

and E

0 0 0

block diagonal form it is easy to compute
r{ER{A,z)) =

i 0 0
and

0 1 0

0 0 0
O i l
O

i

. Since A and E are in

l

E). For 2 G p{A), we have
I2z - 1

•

0 1 0

Figure 3.4 shows the level curves of the spectral portrait S(A,E) in log^Q scale.
It follows from the plot that the components of a^iA.E) containing the eigenvalues 1

Therefore, 0(1/2) = 0 and hence 1/2 ^ a,{A,E) for all e > 0. Thus gsepE{l/2) = 00.

and 2 meet when e = io-o.37oi_ ^hus gsepE{l) = gsepE{2) = 0.42648. ■

From the definition of gsepE it follows that if cr(A)= U^iCTj is a spectral decom
position of A then gsepE{o'i,a2,... ,(Jm, A) is the minimum of e for which a component

As we have seen in the case of dissE, the value of the geometric separation
for certain eigenvalues may be infinite. For instance, gsepE^ = 00 precisely when

of a^{A,E) has nonempty intersection with (jj and aj for some i ^ j. The following

proposition gives gsepE{o'i,cr2,... ,am,A) in terms of geometric separation of aj from
the rest of the spectrum.
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Proposition 3.4.2 Let cr{A) =

he a spectral decomposition of A. Then

Example 3.4.4 Once again consider A := dza5(l,l,2) and E := diag{— l,—l,—\).
Then as we have already seen dissE{L) = 00. Since A and E are diagonal we have

gsepE{cri,a2, • • • ,CTm,-^) =

Proof: Suppose that gsepE{o-i,a2, • • ■ .cTrmA) = oo. Then ^min^^sep£;(crj) = oo. In
deed, if Kj<m
min gsepEic^f)
< oo^ choose e >
^

gsepEiai,aa,... ,(7„^, A) < e < oo. Therefore, we must have ^min^^5ep£(n,) = oo.
So, let gsepE{c7i,a2,-..
< oo and e > gsepE{(ru(r2, ■ ■ ■ ,(Tm,A). Then

cTe(A,E) has a component A such that A n cTi ^ 0 and A n cr^ ^ 0 for some i ^ j. Hence
e > gsepEic^i)- In particular e >
proves that

> ^^n^gsepE{<rj).

To prove the converse, suppose that 6 > ^min^5sepi,(c7,). Then for some i we
have e > gsepE{(Ti). Therefore, a,(A,E) has a component A containing elements from
and aj for some i 7^ j. Hence e > gsepE{(^u(^2, ■ ■ ■
A). Tins proves the reverse

inequality fl'sep£;(<7i, cr2, • • • ,CTm, A) < ^mi^^sep£;(crj). Hence the p
Recall that if A := diag{Au A2,• • • , Am) and E := diag{Ei,E2,... ,Em) with

dim (Ai) = dim {Ei) for i = 1,2,... , m, then aM^^) =
^0- Thus, if
cr(A) = U^iCTi is a spectral decomposition of A with cTj = cr(Ai) then evidently

gsepE{cTx,<T2,... ,cTm, A)= min{e : ae{Ai,Ei) D adAj,Ej) 7^ 0 for t 7^ j}.
Prom the definition of gsepE we immediately have the following.
Corollary 3.4.2 Let a be a nonempty siibset of a{A). Then
gsepE{<y) ^ dissE{cr)-

The inequality gsepE{<y\iO'2i A) < dissE{<^ii(^2i A) may often be strict. As we
shall see, this may happen for unstable eigenvalues of A. However, the equality holds for
stable eigenvalues of A.

meet is 1/2. Thus gsepE{^) = 1/2.

■

g^^PE{(^j)- Then a^{A,E) has a compo-

nent A having nonempty intersection with cTi and ctj for some i ^ j. This implies that

gsepE{ai,a2....

cr^iA, E)= B[l,e] U B[2,e]. The smallest value of e for which the balls R[l,e] and R[2,e]

We say that a spectral decomposition C7(A) = cti U (T2 decomposes <j£(A,E)
( resp., We(A,E))if each component of (Te(A,E)(resp., of ^^(A,E))has nonempty in
tersection with only one of ai and <72. It is evident from the definition of gsepEicri,ct2,A)
that if the spectral decomposition (TiUcr2 decomposes ac(A,E)then e < 5sep£;((Ji, cr2. A)
and hence ai U a2 is e-stable with respect to E. The following proposition gives some

equivalent formulations of gsepE{cT\,c72, A).
proposition 3.4.3 Let cr(A) = cti U(T2 be a spectral decomposition of A and (J^{A, E) 7^
0 for e > 0.

(i) Then gsepE{(^\, <^2i A) = e if and only if the spectral decomposition cr(A) = cti U 0*2
decomposes We(A,E) but not cr^{A, E).

(ii) Let G denote the set of closed curves in T in

such that ci C Int PUP and

^2 n Int P = 0. Then

gsepE{cri,a2,A) = sup( sup0(2:)
rec Vzer

prooft If the spectral decomposition cr(A) = cti U (72 decomposes uJe{A,E) but not

a^{A,E) then, evidently, e > gsepE{ai,a2, A). Suppose that this inequality is strict.
Then there exists cq > 0 such that e > eo > gsepE{ai,(72, A). Therefore £7eo(A, E) C

We(A,E). Thus every component of a-e(,(A, E)is contained in some component of a;e(A, E).
Since the spectral decomposition Oi U (72 decomposes Ue{A,E), the same is true of
CeoiA, E). But this implies that cq < gsepE{o'i,a2, A)and hence we have a contradiction.
Conversely, suppose that e = gsepE{o-i,a2, A) and that the spectral decomposi
tion (j{A) = (7i U (72 does not decompose We(A,E). Then We(A,E) has a component say
A which has nonempty intersection with both ai and (72. Since LJt{A,E) C ae{A,E),
it follows that the component of (7e(A, E) containing A has nonempty intersection with
both aI and (72. This implies that e > gsepE^o-i^(J2, A) and thus we have a contradiction.
Hence the spectral decomposition (7(A) = (Ti Ua2 must decompose We(A, E). If it decom
poses (7e(A, E) also then we will have e < gsepE{cr\,a2, A) which is again a contradiction.
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Proposition 3.4.2 Let a{A)=

a spectral decomposition of A. Then

gsep£;(cri, <72,.• • ,(^m,A) = ^min^gsepE(,crj).
Proof: Suppose that gsepE{<^i,<^2, • • ■

= oo- Then ^min^gsepEicTj) = oo. In

Example 3.4.4 Once again consider A := dza5(l,l,2) and E := diag{— \,—1,-1).
Then as we have already seen dissE{L) = 00. Since A and E are diagonal we have

ae{A,E)= B[l,e] U J5[2, e]. The smallest value of e for which the balls B[l,e] and B[2,e]
meet is 1/2. Thus psepB(l) = 1/2.

■

deed, if l<j<m
min gsepEicxA < oo, choose e > l<J<7n
min gsepEi<Jj)- Then• a,{A,E)
has a compo/ •

nent A having nonempty intersection with Ci and crj for some i ^ j. This implies that

gsepsiau a2,... ,cTm,A)<e< oo. Therefore, we must have ^mmjsepE{aj)= oo.
So, let gsepE{crx,a2,...
< oo and e > gsepE{<Ju(r2, ■ ■ ■ ,a^,A). Then
ae(A,E) has a component A such that A n (7i 0 and A n(7j ^0 for some i ^ j. Hence
e > gsepE{(Ti)- In particular e >
This proves that

gsepE{ai,<T2,... .cTm.A) > min^^^ep^K)To prove the converse, suppose that 6 > min^9sepE{aj). Then for some i we
have e > gsepE{ai). Therefore, a,{A,E) has a component A containing elements from
cTi and aj for some i j. Hence e > psep/K^i.^2, ■ ■ ■
A). Tins proves the reverse

inequality gsepE{c^i, <^2, ■ ■ ■ >(^m, A) < m\n^gsepE{.(^j)- Hence the proof. ■

Recall that if A := diag{A^. A2,• • • ,Am) and E := diag{EuE2^ ■ •.,Bm) with

dim {Ai) = dim {Ei) for i = 1,2,... , m, then
= UZi^^dAi,E^). Thus, if
a{A)= UJ^iCTi is a spectral decomposition of A with ai = a(Ai) then evidently
ffsepEia^,a2,...,am,A)= min{6 : C7.(A„ Ei) n a^Aj,Bj)^ 0 for z ^ j}.
Prom the definition of gseps we immediately have the following.

We say that a spectral decomposition a{A)= cti U <72 decomposes a^iA,E)
( resp., cOeiA, E))if each component of ae{A,E)(resp., of cOe(A, E))has nonempty in
tersection with only one of ai and <72. It is evident from the definition of gsepE{ai,a2, A)
that if the spectral decomposition aiUa2 decomposes a^(A,E)then e < gsepEiai,a2, A)
and hence <7i U <72 is e-stable with respect to E. The following proposition gives some

equivalent formulations of gsepE{ai,a2, A).
proposition 3.4.3 Let a{A) = <71 U(72 be a spectral decomposition of A and at(A,E)^

0 for e > 0.

/z/ Then gsepE{cr\,(^2, A) — e if and only if the spectral decomposition a{A) = cti U <72
decomposes uj^{A,E) but not ae{A, E).

(ii) Let G denote the set of closed curves in T in

such that ai C Int F U P and

^2 n Int F = 0. Then

gsepE{ai,a2, A)= sup(sup0(^)) .
recVzer

/

proof: If the spectral decomposition a{A) = ai U (72 decomposes ujf{A,E) but not

a^{A,E) then, evidently, c > gsepE{aua2,A). Suppose that this inequality is strict.
Then there exists cq > 0 such that e > cq > gsepE{ai,a2, A). Therefore a^^{A^E) C

Corollary 3.4.2 Let a be a nonempty subset of a{A). Then
gsepE{.cr) ^ dissE{(^)-

The inequality gsepE{(^\,(^2, A) < dissE{(^\,(^2, A) may often be strict. As we
shall see, this may happen for unstable eigenvalues of A. However, the equality holds for
stable eigenvalues of A.

u)^{A, E). Thus every component of a^^{A, E)is contained in some component of cOeiA, E).
Since the spectral decomposition ai U <72 decomposes uje{A,E), the same is true of
aeo{A,E). But this implies that cq < gsepE{ai,a2, A) and hence we have a contradiction.
Conversely, suppose that e = gsepE{ai,a2, A) and that the spectral decomposi
tion a{A)= o"! U (72 does not decompose

E). Then u)e{A,E) has a component say

A which has nonempty intersection with both ax and <72. Since u)^{A,E) C (7e(A,jB),
it follows that the component of a^{A,E) containing A has nonempty intersection with
both (7i and a2- This implies that e > gsepE{ax^a2, A) and thus we have a contradiction.
Hence the spectral decomposition a{A) — C7i U(T2 must decompose uj^{A, E). If it decom
poses (7e(A,E)also then we will have e < gsepE{a\,a2, A) which is again a contradiction.
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Hence it follows that if e = gsepE{(^i^(^2, A) then cr(A) =
but not on ae(A,E). This completes the proof of part (i).

U a2 decomposes LVf,{A, E)

Now, let r be a curve in G and let e < (Vzer
sup(jl)(z)/] . Then sup0(z)
<
zer

e

This

implies that T C C \ crj(A, E) and hence no component of <Tc(^. E) contains eigenvalues
from both ai and <72. This implies that e < gsepE{<7i,(^2, A)- Therefore, for all P e G,

we have ^sup0(z)^ < gsepE{cri,(^2, ■^) that is.

Since gsepE is a natural lower bound of dissE, a sufficient condition for estability of a spectral decomposition of A can be read off from level sets oi S{A, E).
Theorem 3.4.1 (i) Suppose that a^{A,E) has m components Ai, . . . ,Am- Let aj :=

a{A) n Aj and gq := a{A) n ae{A,Ey. // ctq 7^ 0 then the spectral decomposition
a{A) =

e-stable with respect to E.
Moreover, there is a spectral decomposition {S{t), D{t)) G Eid{A+tE) such that

for |t| < e, the matrix D{t) is of the form diag{AQ{t), Aiit), ■ • , Am{t)) with a{Ao{t)) =

sup(sup0(z))
reG\zer

J

< gsepEio-i,a2, A).

(7o and a{Aj{t)) = a{A + tE) (1 Aj for j = 1,2, . . . , m.

(ii) A spectral decomposition g{A) — Uf^iGj is e-stable with respect to E if each compo

Suppose that the above inequality is strict. Then ^sup0(z)j < gsepEiGi, 0-2, A) for

nent of Ge{A, E) has nonempty intersection with exactly one of the sets g\, . . . , (7^, that

all r € G. Let eo := gsepE(<7i,cr2, A). Then by part(i), the spectral decomposition

is, if c < gsepE{o-i,a2

= cTi U (72 decomposes u>^o(A, E).

If <^(A) < ^ for each A G cr^ then (7\ lies in u>eo(A, Ey. Let Fq G G be such that

Po n

E) = ^ and Pq n

E) 7^ 0. Then we have ^sup(/)(z)^ = cq. This

contradicts our assumption as Pq G G.

If (f){^y) > \
V, f AX
txia-t

proof:

A).

(i) It is evident that

is ^ spectral decomposition of A and that e <

^sepij(o'O) 0"i, . . • , (7,ti, A). Hence the spectral decomposition g{A) = UfLocrj is e-stable.
Since C7(A) =

is e-stable, there is a spectral decomposition {S{t), D{t)) G

Eid{A + tE) such that the maps t i-> S{t) and t i-> D{t) are continuous on 5[0, e]

E) such

and D{t) = diag{AQ{t), Ai{t), . . . ,A^(t)) with (7(Aj(0)) = Gj, j = 0,1, . . . ,m. Since

G A and An(72
= 0- Let Pq G G be such that Pona;£o(>l, E) = ^ and Pofl^A ^ 0.
\ —1

Gj C Aj for j = 1,2, . . . ,m,hy lower semicontinuity of the spectrum, we have G{Aj{t)) =
cr{A + tE) n Aj 7^ 0 for |t| < e and j = 1,2, . . . ,m. Now, let U be an open set containing
(jQ such that U n c7e(A, £')'= = 0. Since p(A) n U (Z p{A -f tE) for \t\ < e, by lower
semicontinuity of the spectrum, we Imve G{Ao{t)) = lut Pq Pi (7(A-t= ctq for |t| < e.

Then ('sup0(-2)
)
VzeFo
/

some A G (7i then there exists a component A of

^0 which again contradicts our assumption. Hence the proof of

part (ii) follows. ■
Let ct{A) = <7iU(72 be spectral decomposition of A and let cq

dissE{(Ti, (72, A).

Then recall that the map t 1—)■ Pj{t) is continuous on 5(0, eo), j = 1,2. If P is a
rectifiable curve in p(A) such that a (A) n Int P = ci then these maps are analytic

Z the open disk ^

{t G C ; |^| < (sup r(55(^, 2)))''}. As a. consequence of the

previous result, we see that these maps are analytic for all |^| < gsepE(ai, (72, A). Also,

(ii) Since e < gsepE{Gi,G2 ) ' ' ' 1 CTjyi, A) < dissE{Gy,G2, ■ • • ,Gm,A) the desired result
follows.

■

3.5

Sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues.

note that dr C {t € C : jtl < gsepE{au(T2, A)] for all rectifiable curves P in p[A) which

Recall that as the perturbation A -I-

isolates 0-1 from (72-

branches of one or several algebraic functions. For each t G C \ M(A, E) we have
fjz[V{t)) = deg{V) and for t G M{A,E) we have :^{V{t)) < deg{V). Further, an eigen
value A G <7(A) splits into one or several eigenvalues the totality of which is referred
to as (0, A)-group eigenvalues ( of A -|- fF' for small \t\. ) The multiple points of the
perturbation A-{-tE,t G C, have a significant effect on the distribution of the perturbed
eigenvalues. For example, if 0 G M{A,E) then the (0, A)-group consists of p distinct

proposition 3.4.4 Leta{A) = <JiU 02 he a spectral decomposition of A. Then the maps
11—y Pj{t) and 1 1—> trace{A + tE)Pj{t), j = 1,2,

are analytic for all \t\ < 9sepE{cTi,a2, A).
TH-1873_974601

is switched on, the eigenvalues of A move along

Hence it follows that if e = gsepE{cri,CT2, A) then a{A) = cti U 0-2 decomposes iv^(A, E)

but not on crdA,E). This completes the proof of part (i).

Now,
let r be a curve in G and let e < (\zer
sup0(z)J) . Then sup0(2)
< —.
This
'
2er
e

Since gsepE is a natural lower bound of dissE, a sufficient condition for estability of a spectral decomposition of A can be read off from level sets of S(A, E).
Theorem 3.4.1 (i) Suppose that (Te^(A,E) has m components Ai, . . . ,Am- Let ctj .

implies that T C C\(J^{A, E) and hence no component of a^iA, E) contains eigenvalues

<7(A) n Aj and ao := <7(A) n <7.(A,£;)^ // <7o 7^ 0 then the spectral decomposition

from both (Ji and U2. This implies that e < gsepE{(Ti,(^2, A). Therefore, for all T € G,

a(A) =

we have (sup0(z)) < gsepEicrit<^2, A) that is,
V^er

/

I^sup0(z)^ < gsepE{cri^<^2,A).
Suppose that the above inequality is strict. Then ^sup0(z)^ < gsepE{o'i,a2, A) for
all r G G. Let cq := gsepE{(Tua2, A). Then by part(i), the spectral decomposition
a{A)= (Ti U <72 decomposes u)^o{A, E).
If d>(X) — for each A G <7i then cti lies in uJ(q{A, E). Let To G G be such that

To n

^ ^ ~ ^0
(
-E) = 0 and To n 5a;.,(A,E) ^ 0- Then we have

If 0(A) > \ for some A G <7i then there exists a component A of uj^^iA,E)such
that A G A and An<72 = 0. Let To G G be such that rona;.,(^,E)= and ToHdA ^ 0.

Then ('sup0(z)^
- cq which again contradicts our assumption. Hence the proof of
V^ero
/
paxt (ii) follows. ■

Let(r{A) = <TiU<72 be spectral decomposition of A and let eo := dissE(o-i,a2, A).
Then recall that the map t 1—)■ Pj(t) is continuous on B(0,eo), J = 1,2. If T is a
rectifiable curve in p(A) such that <7(yl) n Int T = cri then these maps are analytic

on the open disk 5r := {i € C : 1^1 < (sup r(ER(A, z))) ^}. As a. consequence of the
previous result, we see that these maps are analytic for all |t| < gsepEio"!, (72, A). Also,
note that 5r C {i G C : |i| < gsepE((7i, (72> A)} for all rectifiable curves F in p(A) which
isolates <7i from <72.

Proposition 3.4.4 Let (7(A) = c7iU<72 be a spectral decomposition of A. Then the maps
t I—> Pj(t) CL'nd t i—> trace(A + tE)Pj(t), j = 1, 2,
are analytic for all |t| < gsepE((7i,cr2,A).

for |t| < e, the matrix D(t) is of the form diag(AQ(t), Ai(t), ■ • • , Am(t)) with a(Ao(t)) =
(70 and (7(Aj(t)) = (7(A + tE) n A^ /or j = 1, 2, . . . , m.

(ii) A spectral decomposition <7(A) = U^iO-j is e-stable with respect to E if each compo
nent of (7i(A, E) has nonempty intersection with exactly one of the sets (7i, . . . , (Jm, that
is, if ^ gSepE((7\, (72j ' ' ' ) (7mi A).
proof:

(i) It is evident that

is a spectral decomposition of A and that e <

^sepi3(<7o, CTi, . . . , <7,n, A). Hence the spectral decomposition cr(A) = U^o"^; is e-stable.

) = ^o. This

contradicts our assumption as To G G.

e-stable with respect to E.
Moreover, there is a spectral decomposition (S(t), D(t)) G Eid(A+tE) such that

Since (7(A) = Ufl^Q(Tj is e-stable, there is a spectral decomposition (S(t), D(t)) G

Eid(A -t- tE) such that the maps t
S(t) and t
D(t) axe continuous on B[0, e]
and D(t) = diag(AQ(t),Ai(t), . . . ,A,n(t)) with o-(Aj(0)) = a^, j = 0,1, . . . ,m. Since
(J. c Aj for / = 1,2, . . . , m, by lower semicontinuity of the spectrum, we have a(Aj(t)) =
ff (A + tE)nAj 7^ 0 for |i| < e and / = 1,2, . . . ,m. Now, let U be an open set containing
ffQ such that U n (7^(A, E)" = 0. Since p(A) nU C p(A + tE) for \t\ < e, by lower
semicontinuity of the spectrum, we hcwe a(Ao(t)) = Int Fq H C7(A + <£■) = ctq for |t| < e.

(ii) Since e < gsepE((Ti,(r2, - • • ,(7m,A) < dissE((7u (72, • ,(7m,A) the desired result
follows.

■

3.5

Sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues.

Recall that as the perturbation A-\-tE is switched on, the eigenvalues of A move along
branches of one or several algebraic functions. For each t G C \ M(A,E) we have

^(V(t)) = deg(V) and for t G M(A,E) we have if(V(t)) < deg(V). Further, an eigen
value A G cr(A) splits into one or several eigenvalues the totality of which is referred
to as (0, A)-group eigenvalues ( of A tE for small \t\. ) The multiple points of the
perturbation A + tE,t G C, have a significant effect on the distribution of the perturbed
eigenvalues. For example, if 0 G M(A, E) then the (0, A)-group consists of p distinct
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eigenvalues, for some p > 1, and the resulting Laurent-Puiseux series indicate that, in
such a case, a perturbation of amount e may lead to an error of order cp. However, if
0 is a simple point then the (0, A)-group consists of a single eigenvalue A(t) which is
holomorphic for small values of 1<|.

eigenvalues of A by ct°°{A, E) and the set of finitely stable eigenvalues of A by cr^{A,E).
Then a^{A,E) = a^{A,E) U a°°{A,E) is a decomposition of a'{A,E) into disjoint
subsets. Thus the spectrum a{A) is decomposed into three disjoint subsets consisting

of finitely stable, infinitely stable and unstable eigenvalues with respect to E :

It should be noted here that the results as summarised above hold for every
a{A)= cr^(A, E)U a°°{A,E)U cr"(A, E).

pertmrbation of A of the form A + tE, t e C, where E e SL(C). Therefore, as we have

already demonstrated in the introduction, these results may not be the best possible
for a given perturbation A + tE of A. This is due to the fact that the structure of

E strongly influences the effect of the perturbation on the spectrum of A. Therefore, a

It is possible that some of these sets may be empty for some E. The following theorem

gives a characterisation of e-stable eigenvalues of A with respect to E.

detailed spectral analysis oi A +tE must take into account the influences of the structure

of E. The main purpose of the present section is to investigate these aspects. To begiri

Theorem 3.5.1 Let X G cr(A). Then the following statements are equivalent.

with, we classify eigenvalues of A with respect to E.

(i) X is e-stable with respect to E.

3.5.1

(ii) There exists 5{e) > 0 such that a{A + tE) n B{X,S) = {A} for \t\ < e.

Classification of eigenvalues

Recall that cr{A) is the spectrum of A. We classify eigenvalues of A with respect to the
perturbation matrix E so as to undertake a finer analysis of the effect of the pertur

bation A + tE on the spectrum of A. Note that the set of singularities of the function
z 1—> r(ER{A,z)), z e p{A), is a subset of aiA). Whenever this inclusion is strict, the
eigenvalues A of ^ for which limsup r{ER(A,z)) < oo, have special stability proper-

(iii) <P{^) < ^

(iv) X ^(Te{A,E).
proof: Since A is e-stable, we have A-{-tE = ^i(f)©A2(f)such that u{Ai[t))r]a{A2{t)) =

ties.

0 and cr(i4i(f)) = {A} for \t\ < e. Note that Z := U|t|<eCr(A2(t)) is compact and X ^ Z.
Therefore, there is a 5 > 0 such that B{X, 6) H g{A + tE)= {A} for |f| < e.
Next, if B{X, S) n a(A + tE) = {A} for |f| < e then sepE{z,A) > e for z G

Definition 3.5.1 (i) Let e > 0. An eignevalue A G (jiA) is said to be e-stable (with

P(A, 5)\{A}. Since B(A, S)\{A} c p{A), we have r{ER{A,z)) < e"^ for z G B{X, 6)\

respect to E) if \ £ a{A + tE) and the algebraic multiplicity of A remains constant for
|t|
An eigenvalue A G ciA) is said to be stable if it is e-stable for some e > Q. An

{A}. Hence 0(A) < e~^

z&p{A)

eigenvalue A G cr{A) is said to be unstable if A is not stable.

(ii) An eigenvalue A G o-(A) is said to be infinitely stable (in short, oo-stable) if \ is
e-stable for alle > 0, that is, A G a{A-^tE) and the algebraic multiplicity of X is constant
for all t G C. An eigenvalue A G cr(A) is said to be finitely stable if X is e-stable for some
e > 0 but not oo-stable.

We denote the set of stable eigenvalues of A with respect to E by a^{A,E) and
the set of unstable eigenvalues of A by cr"(/l, E). Then a{A) = a'lA,E) U
E) is
a decomposition of cr{A) into disjoint subsets. Further, we denote the set of oo-stable
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The implication {iii)^{iv) is immediate. Now, if A ^ a^{A,E) then there is a
(5 > 0 such that B{X, S) D g^{A,E)= 0. Hence B(A, 5) n g{A + tE) = {A} for \t\ < e.
Consequently, the algebraic multiplicity of A as an eigenvalue oi A-\-tE is independent
of t for |f| < e- Hence the proof. ■

It follows that if A G g°°{A,E) then gsepsiX) = disssiX) = oo. However, if
disssi^) — oo then A need not be oo-stable. This follows by considering A tE :=
diag(l — f, 2 — t). Then dissE{l) = dissE{2) = oo. However, if gsepE{X) = oo then
A G g°°{A,E). In fact, we have the following result whose proof is immediate from
Theorem3.5.1.

eigenvalues, for some p > 1, and the resulting Laurent-Puiseux series indicate that, in
such a case, a perturbation of amount e may lead to an error of order cp. Howevo;r, if
0 is a simple point then the (0, A)-groui) consists of a single eigenvalue X{t) which is
holomorphic for small values of jt].

eigenvalues of A by cr°°{A, E) and the set of finitely stable eigenvalues of A by cr^{A, E).
Then a"{A,E) = a^{A,E) Ua°°{A,E) is a decomposition of a'{A,E) into disjoint
subsets. Thus the spectrum o-{A) is decomposed into three disjoint subsets consisting
of finitely stable, infinitely stable and unstable eigenvalues with respect to E :

It should be noted here that the results as summarised above hold for every

a{A)= a^{A,E)U a°°{A,E)U

perturbation of A of the form A + tE, t G C, where E e BL(C"). Therefore, as we have

E).

already demonstrated in the introduction, these results may not be the best possible
for a given perturbation A + tE of A. This is due to the fact that the structure of

E strongly influences the effect of the perturbation on the spectrum of A. Therefore, a

It is possible that some of these sets may be empty for some E. The following theorem

gives a characterisation of e-stable eigenvalues of A with respect to E.

detailed spectral analysis of A +tE must take into account the influences of the structure

of E. The main purpose of the present section is to investigate these aspects. To begib

Theorem 3.5.1 Let X G c^iA). Then the following statements are equivalent.

with, we classify eigenvalues of A with respect to E.

(i) X is e-stable with respect to E.

3.5.1

(ii) There exists d{e) > 0 such that (t{A + tE) n S(A,5) = {A} for |i| < e.

Classification of eigenvalues

Recall that cr(A) is the spectrum of A. We classify eigenvalues of A with respect to the
perturbation matrix so cis to undertake a finer analysis of the effect of the pertur

bation A + tE on the spectrum of A. Note that the set of singularities of the function
;z I—> r{ER{A,z)), z e p{A), is a subset of a{A). Whenever this inclusion is strict, the
eigenvalues A of >1 for which limsup r{ER{A,z)) < oo, have special stability properzep(.A)

ties.

Definition 3.5.1 (i) Let e > 0. An eignevalue A £ o-(A) is said to be e-stable (with
respect to E)if X E a{A + tE) and the algebraic multiplicity of X remains constant for

|i| < e. An eigenvalue X G (7{A) is said to be stable if it is e-stable for some e > 0. An
eigenvalue X G o-(A) is said to be unstable if X is not stable.

(ii) An eigenvalue X G cr(A) is said to be infinitely stable (in short, oo-stable) if X ig
e-stable for alle > 0, that is, X G cr{A-\-tE) and the algebraic multiplicity of X is constant
for all i G C. An eigenvalue X G o-{A) is said to be finitely stable if X is e-stable for some
e > 0 but not oo-stable.

We denote the set of stable eigenvalues of A with respect to E by cr^(A,E) and
the set of unstable eigenvalues of A by
E). Then a(A) = (7'(A,E) U cr"(4,E) is

(Hi) 0(A) < e"'(iv) X ^ o'ii^A, E).
proof: Since A is e-stable, we have A-\-tE = Ai{t)®A2{t)such that cr(Ai(f))nc7(>l2(i)) =

0 and (^i-^iil)) = {A} for \t\ < e. Note that Z ;= U|t|<jcr(^2(^)) is compact and X ^ Z.
Therefore, there is a J > 0 such that B{X, 6) n C7(A + tE) = {A} for |t| < e.
Next, if B{X, 6) n a{A 4- tE) = {A} for |f| < e then sepEiz,A) > e for z G

B{X, S)\{A}. Since B{X, 6)\{A} c p(A), we have r{ER{A,z)) < e"^ for G B{X, S)\

{A}. Hence 0(A) < e~^
The implication {iii)=>{iv) is immediate. Now, if A ^(re{A,E) then there is a
j > 0 such that B{X, 5) H (t^{A,E) = 0. Hence B{X, 5) n a{A 4- tE) = {A} for |il < e.
Consequently, the algebraic multiplicity of A as an eigenvalue oi A-\-tE is independent
of t for \t\ < e. Hence the proof. I

It follows that if A G a°°{A,E) then gsep^iX) = disssiX) = oo. However, if
disssiX) = oo then A need not be oo-stable. This follows by considering A tE :=
diag(l — t, 2 — t). Then diss£;(l) = dissE{2) = oo. However, if gsepE{X) = oo then
A G cf°°{A,E). In fact, we have the following result whose proof is immediate from
Theorem3.5.1.

a decomposition of a{A) into disjoint subsets. Further, we denote the set of oo-stable
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Corollary 3.5.1 Let A G cr{A). Then we have the following.
(i) X G a^{A,E)

(ii) A G (t^{A,E)

gsepE{X) = oo

0(A) = 0

0 < 0(A) < oo

given in the introduction. Recall that A := diag{Ax, A2,A^f) and E := diag{Ei,E2,E3)
A ^ cTeiA,E)for all e > 0.

A 0 a,{A,E) for some( hut not all)

where
-1

Ai :=

1

) ^2 '■ =

, E2 : —

) ^3

1 E2 : =

e > 0. Further, A G a^{A,E) if and only if X ^ a^{A,E) and gsepE{X) < oo.
(Hi) X G cr"(^,E)

A G o-^{A, E)for all e > 0.

0(A) = oo

The results in Corollary 3.5.1 show that the eigenvalues of A can be classified
geometrically just by looking at the surface S(A,E). The surface S(y4, E)is, in general

plotted in log-scale so as to capture minor variations. Therefore, it follows that A G <j{A)
is unstable if and only if S(yl, £') has a peak rising to infinity at A. Also A G (j{A) is

and El is a 2-by-2 zero matrix. The eigenvalues of A are 2, -1, 4, 3 and 1. In the plot we
see that there are peaks rising to 00 at the eigenvalues 1 and 3 which are unstable with

respect to E while the surface sinks to —00 at the eigenvalue 2 which is an infinitely
stable eigenvalue of A. Note that the surface S(A, E) neither peaks nor sinks at the
eigenvalues —1 and 4 which are finitely stable with respect to E.

infinitely stable if and only if S(A,E) sinks to —oo at A. At finitely stable eigenvalues
S(A,E)cannot have peaks owing to subharmonicity of log 0 at stable eigenvalues. How

I

ever, S(A,E) may sink to a finite value at finitely stable eigenvalues. Thus A G cr(A) is
finitely stable if and only if either S(A,E) sinks to a finite value or it does not have a
peak at A. These facts are clearly reflected in Figure 3.5.
Imaginary

Q

I

i
Figure 3.6: The e-spectra (Jf{A, E) in logiQ-scale

1

0

1

2

3

4

Figure 3.5: The surface S{A,E) in log^Q-scale

On the other hand. Figure 3.6 shows the plot of cr^{A,E) in log^o-scale for
various values of e. The region Ri shaded by dots represents the set a^{A,E) for e =
-j^Q-0.15 _ 0.7079. As the value of e increases to 1.0, the set af,{A,E) increases in size.
The union of the regions Ri and R2, shaded by slanting lines, constitutes a portion
of the set cr^{A,E) for e = 1.0. When e further increases to 10°® = 3.1623, the above
figure shows a portion of the e-spectrum consisting of

Figure 3.5 shows the plot of S(A,E)in log^o-scale for the matrices A and E as
TH-1873_974601

U jR2 U i?3, where i?3 is shaded

by horizontal lines. From the plot it follows that the eigenvalues 1 and 3 belong to

Corollary 3.5.1 Let A G a{A). Then we have the following.
(i)X

\A,E)

gsepE{X) = cx)

0(A) = 0

(a) A e a^{A,E) <—> 0 < 0(A) < oo

given in the introduction. Recall that A := diag{Ai, A2, A^) and E := diag(Ei,E2,E3)
A ^ o-^{A, E)for all e > 0.

A 0 a^{A,E) for some(hut not all)

where

Ai

e > 0. Further, A G (t^[A,E) if and only if X e <y^{A,E) and gsepE{X) < oo.
(Hi) X G cr"(A, E)

0(A) = oo

A G cr^(A, E)for all e > 0.

The results in Corollary 3.5.1 show that the eigenvalues of A can be classified
geometrically just by looking at the surface S(yl, E). The surface 8(7!, E) is, in general

plotted in log-scale so as to capture minor variations. Therefore, it follows that A G cr{A)
is unstable if and only if S(^,£') has a peak rising to infinity at A. Also A G cr(A) is

-1

1

0

4

Ao. :—

) ^3 :=

, E2 '.=

1 E3 :=

and El is a 2-by-2 zero matrix. The eigenvalues of A are 2, —1, 4, 3 and 1. In the plot we
see that there are peaks rising to 00 at the eigenvalues 1 and 3 which are unstable with

respect to E while the surface sinks to —00 at the eigenvalue 2 which is an infinitely
stable eigenvalue of A. Note that the surface S(A,E) neither peaks nor sinks at the
eigenvalues —1 and 4 which are finitely stable with respect to E.

infinitely stable if and only if S{A,E) sinks to —00 at A. At finitely stable eigenvalues
S(A,E)cannot have peaks owing to subharmonicity of log 0 at stable eigenvalues. How

I

ever, S(A,E) may sink to a finite value at finitely stable eigenvalues. Thus A G o-[A) is
finitely stable if and only if either S(A,E) sinks to a finite value or it does not have a
peak at A. These facts are clearly reflected in Figure 3.5.
Imaginary

o

I

I
Figure 3.6. The e-spectra cr^(A, E) in log-^Q-scale
imaginary
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1
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Figure 3.5: The surface S{A,E) in log-^Q-scale

Figure 3.5 shows the plot of S(A,E) in log^g'Scale for the matrices A and E

On the other hand. Figure 3.6 shows the plot of crg(A,£^) in logig-scale for
various values of e. The region shaded by dots represents the set (7^{A,E) for e =
j^Q 0.15 _ 0.7079. As the value of e increases to 1.0, the set a^{A,E) increases in size.
The union of the regions Ri and R2, shaded by slanting lines, constitutes a portion
of the set (7e{A,E) for e = 1.0. When e further increases to 10°'^ = 3.1623, the above
figure shows a portion of the e-spectrum consisting of R1UR2UR3, where R^ is shaded
by horizontal lines. From the plot it follows that the eigenvalues 1 and 3 belong to
TH-1873_974601

ae{A^ E)for every value of e. The eigenvalue 4 G o-^{A,E) remains outside (Te{A, E) for

Lemma 3.5.1 IfX G

all 0 < e < 0.7079. However, it belongs to a^{A,E) for e = 1.0. At the same time, the
eigenvalue — 1 G cr-''(A, E) does not belong to <t^{A, E) for 0 < e < 1 but — 1 G <j^{A, E)

0(A).

for € = 3.1623. On the other hand 2 G a°°{A,E) does not belong to a^{A,E) for all
e > 0. The contours with negative values indicate sinks of S(A,E) and hence the regions
enclosed by these contours remain outside cre{Ai E) for the corresponding values of e.

Proof: If A €

^

then there exists a sequence(An) in p{A) such that n—>oo
lim </»(An) =

then there is a neighbonrhood U of A such that U \ {A} C p{A).

It 0(A) > (f){z) for 2 G C/ then by the maximum principle, we have 0(A) = (j){z) for
all z E U. Hence there exists a sociueiice (A„) in U such that 0(A) < 0(An) for all n.

Therefore, 0(A) < liminf0(An).
Since 0 is subharmonic, we have 0(A) = limsup0(An).
n—^oo
n^cx>
Note that if A G a(A) such that gsepsW < oo then A need not be stable.

However, it is evident that A G a^{A,E) U a''{A,E) if and only if gsepEiX) < oo.
Also note that e-stability of A and the e-stability of the spectral decomposition cr(A.) =

Hence, lim 0(A„)= 0(A). ■
n—>oo

Proposition 3.5.2 If X E g^{A,E) then

{A} U {a{A)\{A}) are not equivalent in general. However, this is the case if A is stable
sup{e > 0 : A is e-stable }= inf{|t| : A G

{A-\-tE^ E)}.

with respect to E. In fact, we have the following result whose proof is immediate.

gsepsi^) — dissEi^)

Proposition 3.5.1 Let \ G a'(A,E). Then the following are equivalent.

proof: If A G cr°°(A, E) then the result follows. So, suppose that A G cr'^(A, E) and let

(i) The eigenvalue A is e-stable.

gQ := (0(A))"^ Since A G £r^(A, E), by Proposition3.5.1, we have

(ii) The spectral decomposition o'(A) = {A} U (cr(A)\ {A}) is e stable.

dissE{X) = sup{e : A is e-stable }.

(Hi) disssiX) > e.

iSTote that if e < eo then A is e-stable. Hence disssiX) = eo = (0(A)) ^
Again, note that A G cr^^[A, E) and A ^ cre{A, E) li e < Cq. Hence by definition

Corolleiry 3.5.2 If X is e-stable with respect to E then for |i| < e, there exists an

of gsepE, we have gsepE^X) = eo = (0(A))"h
Next, we show that disssiX) = inf{|t| : A G cr"(A -|- tE, E)}. Evidently, we

invertible matrix S{t) such that

S{t)-\A + tE)S(t)=[

0

° .''(m)=

y \t)

n cr(V(t)) = 0,

have dissEW < mf{|t| : A G <7"(A -f- tE, E)}. Let
5:= {£ G C : A G £7"(A 4- tE, E)}.

and dim {U{t)) = dim (C/(0)).

By Lemma3.5.1, there is a sequence (An) in p{A) such that An -> A and 0(An) —>•
0(A) as n oo. Since An e p(A), we have sep£;(An, -4) = (0(An))"^- This shows that

It is evident that

lim sep£;(An) -4) = (0(A)) ^ = dissE{X). Now, there is a sequence (in) m C such that
= sep£;(Ani 4.) and An G a(A + tnE). Thus |£n| —> dissE{X) as n
oo. Since
(£„) is bounded it has a subsequence (wn) which converges to, say, io. Then evidently,
A G cr{A -f- toE) and lioj = diss{X). Since there is a subsequence (pn) of (An) such that

which is the domain of subharmonicity of the function cf)

is, precisely, the union of p{A) and (T®(A, E), that is, D(f, — p{A) U a (A,E).
Recall that gsepE gives a lower bound of dissE and, as we have already demon
strated by example, gsepE may be much smaller than dissE- However, equality holds in
certain special cases.

£ a{A -t- i^n^)) follows that io G S. Hence the proof. I
This shows that if A G a^{A,E) then A G a^(A 4- tE, E) for |£| < gsepE{^)
and A £ cr^{A -4- tE, E) for \t\ > gsep{X). Thus the stability region of a finitely stable
eigenvalue A is an open ball in C of radius gsepE{X). For oo-stable eigenvalues it is the
whole complex plane C and for unstable eigenvalues it is {0}.
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(Je{A,E)for every value of e. The eigenvalue 4 G cr^{A,E) remains outside crc(A, E) for

Lemma 3.5.1 IfX G

^

then there exists a sequence(A^) in p{A) such that n—^oo
lim </>(A„) =

all 0 < e < 0.7079. However, it belongs to a^{A^E) for e = 1.0. At the same time, the

eigenvalue —1 G (A,E) does not belong to a^iA^E) for 0 < e < 1 but — 1 G o-^{A, E)
for e = 3.1623. On the other hand 2 G a°°{A,E) does not belong to a^{A,E) for all
e > 0. The contours with negative values indicate sinks of S(A,E) and hence the regions
enclosed by these contours remain outside cr^i^A^ E) for the corresponding values of e.

Proof: If A 6

If

then there is a neiglibonrhood C/ of A such that U \ {A} C p{A).

> (p{z) for z & U then by the maximum principle, we have (p{X) = (p{z) for

all z & U. Hence there exists a seciuence (A„) in U such that (/((A) < </)(A,i) for all n.

Therefore, 0(A) < liminf0(A„).
Since 0 is subharmonic, we have 0(A) = limsup0(An).
n—>oo
n—>oo
Note that if A G o-(A) such that gsepEW < oo then A need not be stable.

Hence, lim 0(A„) = 0(A). ■
n—>-oo

However, it is evident that A G cr^{A,E) U cr"(A, £^) if and only if gsepE^X) < o©.
Also note that e-stabihty of A and the e-stability of the spectral decomposition a{A) =

Proposition 3.5.2 J/A G (T®(A, £?) then

{A} U (cr(A)\{A}) are not equivalent in general. However, this is the case if A is stable
with respect to E. In fact, we have the following result whose proof is immediate.

gsepsW — disssiX) =

Proposition 3.5.1 Let X G a'(A,E). Then the following are equivalent.

proof: If A G cr°°{A,E) then the result follows. So, suppose that A G (^^{A, E) and let

(i) The eigenvalue A is e-stable.

gp := (0(A))"^ Since A G af{A,E), by Proposition3.5.1, we have

(ii) The spectral decomposition cr(A) = {A} U (c(A)\{A}) is e stable.

~ sup{e > 0 : X is e-stable }= inf{|t| : A G

(A-\-tE,E)}.

dissjg(A) = sup{e : A is e-stable }.

(Hi) disssiX) > e.

psfote that if e < eo then A is e-stable. Hence dissE{X) = eo = (0(A))~h
Again, note that A G (^^^(A, E) and A ^ o-^{A, E) li e < cq. Hence by definition

Corollary 3.5.2 If X is e-stable with respect to E then for \t\ < e, there exists an

of gsepEi we have gsepE{X) = Cq = (0(A))-h
Next, we show that disssiX) = inf{lt| : A G a^(A -|- tE, E)}. Evidently, we

invertible matrix S{t) such that

S{t)-\A + tE)S(t)=[

0

° 1.

V (t)

= {A}. a(U{t))n a(V(t))= 0,

and dim {U{t)) = dim {U{0)).

It is evident that

which is the domain of subharmonicity of the function 0

is, precisely, the union of p{A) and cr®(A, £'), that is,

— p{A) U a (A,E).

Recall that gsepE gives a lower bound of dissE and, as we have already demon
strated by example, gseps may be much smaller than disss- However, equality holds in
certain special cases.

have disssiX) < inf{lt| ; A G a"(A 4- tE, E)}. Let

S:={teC: A G (t"(A 4- tE, E)}.

By LemmaS.S.l, there is a sequence (A^) in p{A) such that A„ —> A and 0(An)
^(A) as n -> oo. Since A^ G p(A), we have sepE{Xn, A) = (0(A„))~^ This shows that
lim sepEi^ni
^ — dissE{X). Now, there is a sequence (tn) in C such that
= sepj5(An, ■^) ^-nd Xn S a{A 4- tnE). Thus \tn\ -> dissEiX) as n ^ oo. Since

(i„) is bounded it has a subsequence (w^) which converges to, say, to- Then evidently,
A G cr(A -f- toE) and |tol = diss{X). Since there is a subsequence (/x„) of (A^) such that
g a{A 4- Wr,E), it follows that to g S. Hence the proof. ■
This shows that if A G cr^{A,E) then A G cr®(A 4- tE, E) for |t| < gsepE{X)
and A G a^{A 4- tE, E) for \t\ > gsep{X). Thus the stability region of a finitely stable
eigenvalue A is an open ball in C of radius gsepE{X). For oo-stable eigenvalues it is the
whole complex plane C and for unstable eigenvalues it is {0}.
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3.5.2

Distribution of perturbed spectra

As an immediate consequence of part (ii) of the above result we have the fol

Note that the map t i—> cr{A + tE) is continuous and for all t G C \ M{A,E) the
number of distinct eigenvalues oi A + tE is dep(V). Further, each eigenvalue is locally

holomorphic on C \ M{A,E). If A G cj^^A,E) then for every e > 0,(7^{A,E) has a
component A which contains A. If e < gsepE{>^) then A isolates A from the rest of

lowing.

Corollary 3.5.3 Let X G cr'iA^E) be semisimple and P be the corresponding spectral
projection. Then PEP is nilpotent.

(t(A), and the (0, A) group eigenvalues, say, A(t) are localised in A for all \t\ < e. Also,

each '/x G A is an element of A(t) for some \t\ < e. Thus the totality of the (0, A)group eigenvalues for |t| < e completely Mis up A, that is, A = U|,|<,A(t). Further, the
composition of(0, A)-group A(t) is determined by the nature of point (0. A) e V(A,E).
The following theorem summarises the effect of the perturbation A + tE on unstable

In view of the above corollary, we make the following conjecture.

Conjecture: If A G o-^iA,E) and P is the corresponding spectral projection then PEP
is nilpotent.

eigenvalues of A whose proof can be found, for example, in ([20],[3],[8],[23]) by noting

We remark that (0, A) may be a simple point of V(A,6) even when 0 G

the fact that r(tER(A,z)) < 1 for [tj < e and z € C \ oM,E)( or equivalently, for

Af(A,E). When (0, A) is a multiple point of V(A,E), the component A which localises

|i| < gsepsi^)

the (0, A)-group A(t) for \t\ < gsepsiX) may not have a constant number of distinct

^ C-\uJe{A,E) ).

eigenvalues for 0 < |tl < gseppiX). Even though gesppiX) < disspiX) and disspiX) cor
responds to a multiple point in M(A,E) whenever diss^iX) < oo, this does not exclude

Theorem 3.5.2 Let A e a"(A,E) and e := gsepeiX)-

(i) There is a component A ofMA,E) containing A in its interior which isolates A

from the rest of o(A). Further, A localises the (0,X)-group ergenualues A(t) for |t| < ^

the possibility of having one or more multiple iioints in Z?((), (7.9ep/j(A))\{0}. This shows
that dissEiX) is not necessarily the distance of the nearest (nonzero) multiple point in

AliA,E)from the origin.

and A = U|t|<e Ait).

(ii) If(0, A) is a simple point ofV{A,E) then A(t) consists of a single eigenvalue, say,

A(t) for all |t| < e. The eigenvalue A(t) and the corresponding spectral progection P{t)

1

Example 3.5.1 Consider A :=

1 0

0 1 0
0 0 4

and 6:=

0 2

0

1 0

0

•

0 0-1

are analytic on 5(0, e)- Further, for |(| < e, we have
Pit) = P+Plt + P^t^ + • ■ •

+ • • •'

Xit) = A + ait + aat^ + • • • + ockt^ +''' >
where P is the spectral projection associated with A and A, Pj G-5L(C") and ocj ;=
A-traceiEPj). Here m is the algebraic multiplicity of X.
^
In particular, if X is a semisimple eigenvalue of A then aiPElnf^p^) = {q,j

The eigenvalues of A -f tE are 1 4- ^t(l + 2t), 1 - ^t(l + 2t) and 4 - t. We have
MiA,E):=.{0, -0.5, -1.10977, -8.10977} and dissEil) = dtss£;(4) = 1.10977.
From figure 3.7, we see that gsepsil) =1-109.Let e := gsepEi^)- Note that the

(0, l)-group A(t) = {1 + >/t(l + 2t), 1 - v^t(l + 2t)} is localised by the component of
uj^iA,E)containing the eigenvalue 1. It is evident that the number of distinct eigenvalues
in A(t) decreases at t := -0.5 G 6(0,e). ■

(Hi) If(0, A) is a multiple point o/V(A,E) then A(t) consists of at most m eigenvalues
for \t\ < e. Let Pit) be the spectral projection associated with A and A(t), and let A(t)

Theorem 3.5.2 hold for \t\ < disspiX). For example, the (0, A)-group A(t) consists of at

be the weighted average of the eigenvalues in A(t). Then Pit) and A(t) are analytic on

most m eigenvalues if and only if \t\ < disspiX). However, it may not be possible to find a

.6(0, e) which can be expanded in power series for |t| < e.

fixed region in the complex plane which localises the (0, A)-group A(t) for \t\ < disspiX)

It should be noted here that an appropriate modification of the statements of

in the sense described above.
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3.5.2

Distribution of perturbed spectra
As an immediate consequence of part (ii) of the above result we have the fol

Note that the map t i—> a{A + tE) is continuous and for all £ g C \ M{A,E) the

lowing.

number of distinct eigenvalues oi A + tE is deg{W). Further, each eigenvalue is locally
holomorphic on C \ M{A,E). If A G a''{A,E) then for every e > 0, C7^(A, E) has a

Corollary 3.5.3 Let A G a'^A, E) be semisimple and P be the corresponding spectral

component A which contains A. If e < gsepE{X) then A isolates A from the rest of

projection. Then PEP is nilpotent.

cr{A), and the (0, A) group eigenvalues, say, A(£) are localised in A for all |£| < ^ Also

each // 6 A is an element of A(£) for some l£| < e. Thus the totality of the (0 A)-

In view of the above corollary, we make the following conjecture.

group eigenvalues for |£| < e completely fills up A, that is, A = U|t|<£A(£). Further, the

composition of (0, A)-group A(£) is determined by the nature of point (0, A) g V(yl,e).

Conjecture: If A G cr (A, E) and P is the corresponding spectral projection then PEP

The following theorem summarises the effect of the perturbation A + tE on unstable

is nilpotent.

eigenvalues of A whose proof can be found, for example, in ([20],[3],[8],[23]) by noting

We remark that (0, A) may be a simple point of V(A, P) even when 0 G
M{A, E). When (0, A) is a multiple point of V(A, P), the component A which localises
the (0, A) group A(£) for ]£] < gsepE{X) may not have a constant number of distinct

the fact that r{tER{A,z)) < 1 for |£| < e and z G C \ at{A,E)( or equivalently, for
|£| < gsepEiX) and ^ G C\uJt{A,E) ).

eigenvalues for 0 < ]£] < gsepE{X). Even though gespE{X) < dissE{X) and dissE{X) cor
Theorem 3.5.2 Let A G

E) and e := gsepE^-

(i) There is a component A of codA,E) containing A in its interior which isolates A
from the rest of a{A). Farther, A localises the {0,\)-group eigenvalues A(£) for |i| ^
and A = U|f|<eA(£).

(ii) If(0, A) is a simple point ofV(A,E) then A(£) consists of a single eigenvalue, say,
A(£) for all ]£] < e. The eigenvalue A(£) and the corresponding spectral projection P{t)

responds to a multiple point in M{A, E) whenever dissE{\) < oo, this does not exclude
the possibility of having one or more multiple points in Z?((), <7.sep^;(A)) \ {0}. This shows

that dissE{\) is not necessarily the distance of the nearest (nonzero) multiple point in
j\f (A, P) from the origin.

1 1 0

Example 3.5.1 Consider A := 0 1 0
.0 0 4_

are analytic on B{0, e). Further, for \t\ < e, we have
, p{t) = P + Pi£ +

+•••

+••• >

A(£) = A + a\t + Q!2t^ + ■ • • + ockt^ + • • • ,

where P is the spectral projection associated with A and A, Pj G-PL(C") and aj ■=
j■ ^trace(EPj). Here m is the algebraic multiplicity of A.
In particular, if X is a semisimple eigenvalue of A then <j{PE\ji{p)) = {a^j.
(Hi) If (0, A) is a multiple point ofY{A, E) then A(t) consists of at most m eigenvalues

for \t\ < e. Let P{t) be the spectral projection associated with A and Aft), and let X{t)
be the weighted average of the eigenvalues in Aft). Then Pft) and A(£) are analytic on
B{0, e) which can be expanded in power series for [£) < e.

and P :=

The eigenvalues of A + £P are 1 +

[0 2
1 0

0

0

0 0-1

1_

4 - £. We have

M{A,E) :=.{0, -0.5, -1.10977, -8.10977} and dissEfi) = dissE{^) = 1.10977.
Prom figure 3.7, we see that 55ep^(l) =1.109.Let 6 := gseppil). Note that the
(0, l)-group A(£) — {1 + \/t{l + 2£), 1 — y/£(1 + 2£)} is localised by the component of
E) containing the eigenvalue I. It is evident that the number of distinct eigenvalues
in A(£) decreases at £ := -0.5 G P(0,e). ■

It should be noted here that an appropriate modification of the statements of

Theorem 3.5.2 hold for |£| < disssiX). For example, the (0,A)-group A(£) consists of at
most m eigenvalues if and only if |£| < diss^(A). However, it may not be possible to find a

fixed region in the complex plane which localises the (0, A)-group A(£) for |£| < disseiX)
in the sense described above.
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Proposition 3.5.3 l^e have deg(E) = deg(V) if and only if E is nonsingular.
Proof: By using the identity

A-\-tE - zl = {I + tER{A,z)){A - zl), z e p{A),

it is easy to see that the coefficient of t" is det{E). Hence p{t,z) € C[2:][t] has degree n
if and only of det{E) ^ 0. Since g(t,z) is the reduced polynomial of p(t,z), the desired

Imaglnaryo

result follows. ■

Recall that sepE(A, A) is the smallest value of t for which A is an eigenvalue of
0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

ji + tE. Therefore sep£;(A, yl) = oo if and only if A e p{A + tE) for all t G C.

4.5

real

proposition 3.5.4 Let A G p{A). Then we have

Figure 3.7: Plot of

sepjs(A, A)= oo

E) in log,„-scale showing gsepEiX) lO""" 1.109

ER{A,X) is nilpotent

degx{E) = 0.

Rence A G C \ UtecO-(24 + tE) if and only if degx{E) = 0.

Next ^we analyse the distribution of the totality
thet spectra
oMnot
+t£,
t gthe
c.
oi A +of
tE,
e C, need
cover
It is well known that

^

^

trcirpTexplne
C unless
is invariant
underthethemap
perturbation.
In
the comp p
, , the'spectrum
u- fornilv.(^)
in .SI/CC")
such that
11—> a(A(t))
f.rf if A(t) t e C, is a holomorphic family m
J
rloncol Lnt then C \ U,eC<r(^(t)) can have at most 2n - 1 pomts. As shown by

proof: We only show that ER{A,A) is nilpotent if and only if degx{E) = 0. Note that
if

A) is nilpotent then evidently degx{E) = 0. Conversely, if degx{E) = 0 then

q(t, A) is independent of t. Since A G p{A) we have q{t, A) = g(0, A) ^ 0. Therefore,
^ ^ 0'{A + I'E) for all t G C. Hence ER(A,A) is nilpotent. ■
Let A G C and Sa .— {t G C ; A G a{A + tE)}. The following result determines

1 eHt in [21 this result is best possible in the sense that there .s a holomorphrc family

the nature of the set Sx-

Xomial oi A ^tE and n(t,.) is the reduced polynomial of p(t,t).

Proposition 3.5.5 Let A G C and S'a := {t e C : A g cr{A + tE)}. Then exactly one
of the following holds.

S
^
S
C
L
which
C
\
U,eC.(A(t))
consists
of
exactly
2n
1
point.
For
the
family
A% t e C, we show that a better result holds. Recall that p( .).s the characteristic
Definition 3 5.2 Let X 6 C. The degree of E with respect to A, denoted by deg,{E), is
the degree of the polynomial git, A) in C(f). The degree of E, denoted by deg{E), is the
degree of the polynomial q{t,z) in C[2;][t].

(o) 5a = 0 {b) Sx = C (c) Sx^fJ} and #(5a) < degx{E).

proof: First suppose that degx{E) ^ 0. Then q{t,X) is polynomial in C[t] of degree

degx{E)- Hence #(5a) < degx{E).
It follows that deg{E) = max{de5A(^): A € C} < n. Recall that deg{V) is the
degree of the spectral surface V(A,E).

Next, suppose that degx{E) — 0. Then q{t,X) is independent of t. If A G <j{A)

then q{t, X)= q(0, A) = 0 for alH G C and hence Sx = C. On the other hand, if A G p{A)
then q{t, A) = g(0, A) 7^ 0 for all t G C, therefore, Sx = 0. Hence the proof. ■
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Proposition 3.5.3 We have deg{E) = deg{V) if and only if E is nonsingular.
Proof: By using the identity

A + tE - zl = {I -{■ tER{A, z)) (A - zl), z G p(A),

it is easy to see that the coefficient of t" is det{E). Hence p(t, z) G C[z][t] has degree n
if and only of det{E) ^ 0. Since q{t, z) is the reduced polynomial of p(t, z), the desired

imaginaryo

result follows.

■

Recall that sepE(^, A) is the smallest value of t for which A is an eigenvalue of

^ + tE. Therefore sep£;(A, A) = oo if and only if A G p(A + tE) for all t G C.

proposition 3.5.4 Let A G p{A). Then we have

Figure 3.7: Plot ofoM.E) in lo9,.-scale shomng gsepM -

sepsiK A) = oo

- 1.109

ffence A € C \

Next we analyse the distribution
of the totality
of the spectra A+
P ,,
oi A + tE, t e C, need not cover thp

It is well known that the totality of the spectra ol + ,
er the
However,spectrum
in such aa(A)
case,isitinvariant
leaves out
at most
a few points In
in
entire comp,ex nlane
p
under
the perturbation.

:fact,
.T«
if (),r™.

.—i»mo-,
..d.2n.1..
Wan have at most
- 1 .1.
points.

As shown by

1"TtTrthirresult is'Lst possible in the sense that there is a holomorphic family

2^ € C or which C\ U,eca(^(f)) consists of exactly 2n - 1 point. For the family
A% t e C. we show that a better result holds. Recall that p( ,a) is the characteristic
tComial o; A + and 1,(1,a) is the reduced polynomial of p(t..).
Deflnition 3.5.2 Let A S C. The degree of E with respect to A, denoted by des,(£), i,
the degree of the polynomial «(t. A) in €[(]. The degree of E, denoted by deg{E), i, the
degree of the polynomial q{t,z) in C[2:][i].

ER{A,X) is nilpotent

degx{E) = 0.

+ tE) if and only if degx{E) = 0.

proof: We only show that ER{A, A) is nilpotent if and only if degx{E) = 0. Note that
if

nilpotent then evidently degx{E) = 0. Conversely, if degx{E) = 0 then

q(t, A) is independent of t. Since A G p(A) we have q{t, A) = g(0. A) ^ 0. Therefore,
A^
d- tE) for all £ G C. Hence ER[A, A) is nilpotent. ■
Let A G C and 5a := {£ G C : A g cr(A + tE)}. The following result determines

the nature of the set Sxproposition 3.5.5 Let X e C and Sx := {t e C : A G a{A + tE) }. Then exactly one
of the following holds.
(a) 5a = 0

(b) Sx = C (c) 5a 7^ 0 and #(5a) < degx{E).

proof: First suppose that degx{E) ^ 0. Then g(£,A) is polynomial in C[£] of degree

degx{E)- Hence #(5a) < degx{E).
It follows that deg{E) = m80i{degx{E) : A G C} < n. Recall that dep(V) is the
degree of the spectral surface V(A,E).

Next, suppose that degx{E) = 0. Then g(£, A) is independent of £. If A G o'(A)

then q{t, A) = ^(0, A) = 0 for all £ G C and hence Sx = C. On the other hand, if A G p(A)
then q{t, X) = <?(0, A) 7^ 0 for all £ G C, therefore, Sx = 0. Hence the proof.

TH-1873_974601

■

Corollary 3.5.4 Let A G C and Sx := {t G C : A G (t(A + tE)}.

each A G Z is a root of the coefficients of powers of t which are polynomials of degree at

most degCV). Since #(Z) > degCV), these coefficients must vanish identically. Hence

(i) If degx{E)^ 0 then #(Sa) < deg;,(£;).

q{t,z) is independent of t for all 2 G C. Therefore a{A + tE)= cr(A) for all t G C.
(a) If\ G cr{A) then Sx = C if and only if degx{E) = 0.

(Hi) If X e p{A) then Sx = ^ if and only if degx{E) = 0.

Next, suppose that #(Z) > n — 1 and deg(V) — n. Then obviously q = p-

Writing p{t,z) in C[t][2] we have

pit,z)= z" + ai(t)z^ ^ + • • • + a„_i(f)z + Un(0As an immediate consequence of the above results we see that if A g cr^{A,E)

Let zi,Z2,... ,Zn be distinct points of Z. Then p{t,zj) = p(0,Zj) for j = 1, 2,... ,n. This

gives n linear equations in n unknowns ai(t),... ,an(£). Since the coefficient matrix

then A G (t(A + tE^ for all t G C.

of the linear system is invertible, the linear system has a unique solution. Therefore,

Corollary 3.5.5 If X G a'(A,E) then A G cr(A + tE) for all t G C.

Oi(0'• • ■

independent of t for all £ G C. Hence the result follows. ■
Note that this result is the best possible. This follows from the example given

Next, we find the nature of the set C \ Ut6c<^(A + tE). We show that

#(C \

^ niin{dep(V), n - 1}

above. We have already seen that a line in
of the form £ x C intersects the spectral
surface V(A, in at most dep(V) points. In view of the above results we have the
following.

unless cr{A) is invariant under the perturbations A + tE, t G C. First, we consider an
example.

2 1 0

Example 3.5.2 Let A := 0 2 1

1 0 0

and .E := 0 0 0 . Then

0 0 2

. ^ ^ ^.

p(t,z)=(z- 2)^ + t{(z- 2f + 1} = q{t,z).
We see that degx{E) = 0 if A G {2 + z, 2 - z} ^ ^(^)- Therefore

{2+ z, 2 - z} C C \

+ ^^)-

In fact, it is evident that these are the only points in C \ U(ec<^(-^ + tE) and hence

Theorem 3.5.4 Let V(A,E) be the spectral surface of A with respect to E and N :=
minidegCV), n - 1}. Then a line L in of the form L := C x {A} intersects V(A,E)
in at most degxiE) points unless L C V(A,E). Further, there are at most N lines of the

form L := C X {A} in

which do not intersect V(A,E) unless V(A,E)= C x a{A).

3.5.3 Characterisation of isospectral perturbations
Our aim is to describe those matrices E for which the perturbations A + tE, £ G C,
leave the spectrum (7(A) invariant. We say that the matrices A and B in BL{C) are
isospectral if criA) — cr{B).
Proposition 3.5.6 If A and A + tE are isospectral for all £ G C, then E is nilpotent.

#(C \ Uec«T(A + tE)) = 2. ■

Proof: Since r(A) = r{A + tE) for £ G C, taking p •.= l/t, t ^ 0, we have r{p) :=
Theorem 3.5.3 We have either #(C \[Jtec<y{^ + ^E)) < min{c?e^?(V), n ~ 1} or

r(E + pA)= priA). As r{p) is subharmonic the desired result follows by taking /i —> 0.

a{A + tE)= a{A) for all t G C.
Obviously, if E is nilpotent then A and A +tE need not be isospectral for £ G C.

Proof; Let Z := C \ Uteca-(A + tE) and suppose that #(Z) > deg(V). Then for each
A G Z, we have deg;^(£') = 0 and hence g(l, A) is independent of t for all ^ G C. Therefore,

TH-1873_974601

In order to obtain characterisations of E we proceed as follows. Let

5:= {£ G C : a{A)= cr(A + £^)}.

Corollary 3.5.4 Let A G C and Sx •= {t E C. : A G a{A + tE)}.

each A G Z is a root of the coefficients of powers of t which are polynomials of degree at

most dep(V). Since #(Z) > deg(V), these coefficients must vanish identically. Hence
q{t,z) is independent of t for all 2 G C. Therefore a{A + tE) = cr(A) for all t G C.
Next, suppose that #(Z) > n - 1 and deg{V) = n. Then obviously q = p.
Writing p{t,z) in C[t][2] we have

(i) If degx{E) ^ 0 then #(5a) < deg^iE).

(a) If X e cr{A) then Sx = C if and only if degx{E) = 0.

(Hi) If X e p{A) then Sx = ^ if and only if degx{E) = 0.

p{t,2)= 2" + ai(t)2"~^ H
As an immediate consequence of the above results we see that if A g cr^^A^ E)

h a„_i(t)2 + a„(t).

Let 2i, 22,... ,Znhe distinct points of Z. Then p{t,zj) = p(0,Zj) for j= 1,2,... ,n. This

gives n linear equations in n unknowns ai(t),... ,a„(t). Since the coefficient matrix

then A G cr(A + tE) for all t G C.

of the linear system is invertible, the linear system has a unique solution. Therefore,

ai{t),. ■ ■ >an(t) are independent of t for all t G C. Hence the result follows. ■

Corollary 3.5.5 If X e a'(A,E) then X G cr(A + tE) for all t G C.

Note that this result is the best possible. This follows from the example given

Next, we find the nature of the set C \ Uteccr(A + tE). We show that

above. We have already seen that a line in
of the form t x <C intersects the spectral
surface V{A,E) in at most de^(V) points. In view of the above results we have the

#(C \ Utec<r{A + tE)) < min{dep(V), n - 1}

following.

unless cr{A) is invariant under the perturbations A + tE, t e C. First, we consider an
Theorem 3.5.4 Let V(A,E) be the spectral surface of A with respect to E and N :=
jxiin{deg{y)1 n — 1}. Then a line L in of the form L := C x {A} intersects V(A,E)
in at most degx{E) points unless L C V(A,E). Further, there are at most N lines of the

example.

2 1 0

Example 3.5.2 Let A := 0 2 1
0 0

1 0 0

and £? := 0 0 0 . Then

2

1

form L:=Cx {A} in

0 0

3.5.3 Characterisation of isospectral perturbations

p{t,z) =(z- 2)3 + t{iz- 2)'+ 1} = git, z).
We see that degx{E) = 0 if A G {2 + i, 2 - i} C p(A). Therefore
{2 + i, 2 - i} C C \

which do not intersect V(A,E) unless V(A,E)= C x o-(A).

+ tE).

In fact, it is evident that these are the only points in C \ Utec(^{A + tE) and hence

Our aim is to describe those matrices E for which the perturbations A + tE, t G C,
leave the spectrum a{A) invariant. We say that the matrices A and B in BLiCT') are
isospectral if cr{A) = a{B).
proposition 3.5.6 If A and A + tE are isospectral for alt < G C, then E is nilpotent.

#(C \ Utgc<'"(-^ + tE)) = 2. ■

Proof: Since r{A) — r{A + tE) for t e C, taking p := 1ft, t ^ 0, we have r{p) :=
Theorem 3.5.3 We have either #(C \[Jtec(r{A + tE)) < min{de^(V), n a{A + tE) — a{A) for all t eC.

or

r{E + pA)= pf{A)- As r{p) is subharmonic the desired result follows by taking p —> 0.
Obviously, if E is nilpotent then A and A +tE need not be isospectral for t G C.

Proof; Let Z •= C \ Uteccr{A + tE) and suppose that #(2') > deg(V). Then for each
A G Z, we have deg;^(£^) = 0 and hence q{f, A) is iiidopoudciit of t for all t G C. Therefore,

In order to obtain characterisations of E we proceed as follows. Let

5:= {t G C ; a{A) = a{A + tE)}.
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Then obviously A and A + tE are isospectral for alH G C if and only if 5 = C.

Corollary 3.5.6 If A is a simple matrix or if

^ M{A,E) then the following are

equivalent.

Proposition 3.5.7 {ij The matrices A and A + tE are isospectral for all t G C if and

(a) For all t G C,(y{A) C o-(A + tE).
(b) The matrices A and A + tE are isospectral for all t G C.
(c) For each A G cr{A), degx{E) = 0.
(d) deg{E) = 0.

only if deg{E) — 0.

(ii) If S ^ C and there is X G cr{A) such that degx{E) ^ 0 then

#(5) < min{deg;^(£^) : deg;^(-B) 7^ 0, A G a{A)}.

(Hi) 7/5 7^ C and degx{E) = 0 for all A G a{A) then #(5) < deg{E).

We have already seen that a necessary condition for A and A -t- tE to be isospec
tral for all t G C is the nilpotency of E. The following theorem gives a characterisation
of E for which a(A)= a{A -f- tE) for all t G C.

Proof: (i) Evidently, deg{E) = 0 if and only if pifi

is independent of t. Hence the

result follows.

Theorem 3.5.5 Let N

min{de^(V), n — 1}. Then following statements are equiva

(ii) Let A G cr(A) such that degx(E) 7^ 0. Therefore, Sx is finite and #{Sx) < degx{E).

lent.

Since S C Sx for each A G cr{A), we see that S has at most mindegx{E) points, where
the minimum is taken over all A G ct{A) such that degx{E) 7^ 0.

(a) For all t G C, A and A + tE are isospectral.

(iii) Suppose that #(5) > deg{E). Now, writing q{t,z) as a polynomial in C[2][i], we
have q{t,z)= ^(0,z)for each t G S. Since q{t.z) is of degree deg{E) and #(5) > deg{E),

(b) There exist n> N distinct points 21,... ,

in p{A) such that ER{A,Zi) is nilpotent.

(c) For all z G p{A), ER{A^z) is nilpotent.

we have q{t,z) = g(0,z) for all t G C. This shows that S = C which contradicts our
(d) There exists e > 0 such that a^{A,E)= 0.

assumption. Hence the proof. ■

Now, we relate the set S with the set of multiple points M{A,E) of the pertur
bations A+ tE, t G C.

(f) deg{E) = 0.

Proposition 3.5.8 Suppose that a{A) C o{A + tE) for all t G C. Then either 5 = C
or S a M(A,E).

Proof; Note that f^{a(A + tE)) > #(c(^))

i G C. If 5* ^ C then we have

if{a{A + tE)) > #{a{A)) for t G C \ M{A,E). Since a{A
it follows that S C M{A,E). ■

(e)a'{A,E)= aiA).

tE) = (j{A) for t g 5,

proof: Recall that ER{A,z) is nilpotent if and only if 2 g C \ Utec<y{A + tE). There
fore, in view of previous results, the equivalence of (a),(b) and (c) follows.
Note that if a,{A,E)= 0 for some e > 0 then r{ER{A,z)) < on p{A). Since
r{ER{A,z)) is subharmonic on p(vl), we have r[ER[A.,2)) = 0 on p{A). This proves the
equivalence of (c) and (d).
It is easy to see that (e) holds if and only if r{ER{A^ z)) is bounded on p{A),
that is, if and only if r{ER{A,z)) = 0 on p{A). This proves the equivalence of (c) and
(e). We have already seen the equivalence of (a) and (f). This completes the proof. U
We remark that the condition cr^{A,E)= a{A) holds if and only if cr°°(7l, E)=
(t(A). Recall that A G a°°{A,E) if and only if 0(A) = 0. This naturally raises a question

TH-1873_974601

Then obviously A and A + tE are isospectral for all t e C if and only if 5 = C.

Corollary 3.5.6 If A is a simple matrix or if 0 0 MiA,E) then the following are
equivalent.

Proposition 3.5.7 (i) The matrices A and A + tE are isospectral for all t E C if and

(a) For all t G C, aiA) G aiA + tE).
(b) The matrices A and A + tE are isospectral for all t EC..
(c) For each X E aiA), degxiE) = 0.
(d) degiE) = 0.

only if deg{E) = 0.

(ii) If S =/= C and there is X E (^{A) such that degx{E) ^ 0 then

#{S) < min{deg;^(jB) : deg),{E) ^ 0, X E o-(A)}.
We have already seen that a necessary condition for A and A +tE to be isospec

(in) 7/5/ C and degx{E)= 0 for all X E a{A) then #(5) < deg{E).

tral for all i G C is the nilpotency of E. The following theorem gives a characterisation
of E for which aiA)= aiA + tE) for all t E C.

Proof: (i) Evidently, deg{E) = 0 if and only if pit,z) is independent of t. Hence the
result follows.

Theorem 3.5.5 Let N

min{de^(V), n — 1}. Then following statements are equiva

(ii) Let A G aiA) such that degx(E) ^ 0. Therefore, 5a is finite and #(5a) < degxiE).

lent.

Since S G Sx for each A G oiA), we see that 5 has at most miwdegxiE) points, where
the minimum is taken over all A G criA) such that degxiE) ^ 0.

(a) For all t E C, A and A + tE are isospectral.

(hi) Suppose that #(5) > degiE). Now, writing qit,z) as a polynomial in C[z][t], we
have qit,z)= g(0,z)for each t E 5. Since qit,z) is of degree degiE) and #(5) > degiE),

(b) There exist n > N distinct points Zi,... ,Zn, in piA) such that ERiA,Zi) is nilpotent.
(c) For all z E piA), ERiA,z) is nilpotent.

we have qit,z) = qiO,z) for all t E C. This shows that 5 = C which contradicts our
assumption. Hence the proof. ■

Now, we relate the set 5 with the set of multiple points MiA,E)of the pertur
bations A -f tE, t E C.

Proposition 3.5.8 Suppose that aiA) C aiA + tE) for all t E C. Then either 5 = C
or S G MiA,E).

Proof: Note that fj^iaiA + tE)) > #(c7(^)) for i G C. If 5 ^ C then we have
i)^iaiA + tE)) > #i(TiA)) for i G C \ MiA,E). Since aiA + tE) = aiA) for t ^ s,
it follows that SGMiA,E). ■

(d) There exists e > 0 such that a^iA,E)= 0.

(e)(7''iA,E) = aiA).
(f) degiE) = 0.
proof: Recall that ERiA,z) is nilpotent if and only if ^ G C \ Utec(^iA + tE). There
fore, in view of previous results, the equivalence of (a),(b) and (c) follows.
Note that if a^iA,E)= <fi for some e > 0 then riElUA,z)) < on piA). Since
riERiA,z)) is subharmonic on piA), we have riERiA,z)) = 0 on piA). This proves the
equivalence of (c) and (d).
It is easy to see that (e) holds if and only if riERiA,z)) is bounded on piA),
that is, if and only if riERiA,z)) = 0 on piA). This proves the equivalence of (c) and
(e). We have already seen the equivalence of (a) and (f). This completes the proof. B
We remark that the condition a^iA,E)= aiA) holds if and only if cr°°(A,E)=
aiA). Recall that A G a°°iA,E) if and only if ^(A) = 0. This naturally raises a question
TH-1873_974601

about the maximum number of eigenvalues in a°°{A,E) when cr(A) is not invariant

Proposition 3.5.9 Suppose that A is simple. Then either Uoo < n — 2 or cr{A) =

under the perturbations A + tE, t E C..

a{A + tE) for all t G C.

Example 3.5.3 Once again consider the matrices

Proof; Let Ai,... , A„ be the eigenvalues of A. Suppose that n^o = n—1 and cr°°{A,E):=

I 0 0
0

A :=

0 0 0

and E :=

1 0

0 0 0
i_

j

O

i

l

O

i

l

-

{Ai,... , An_i}. Then writing p{t, 2:) as a polynomial in C[t][2:] we have
p(t,z) = {z-\^)-"{z- A„_i)(z - /(t)),
-

Evidently, a{A)^ a{A+tE)for all nonzero t G C. We have already seen that cr°°(yl, E)=
{1/2}. This shows that for simple matrices we may expect that #
E)) < n ~ 2.
However, for nonsimple matrices this need not hold, that is, if k is the number of distinct
eigenvalues of A then a°°(A,E) may have more than k — 2 eigenvalues.
Consider the matrices

A :=

1 +i

0

0

1 —i

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0 0

1

0

0

0 0

and E :=

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

where / G C[i]. Since A +tE — zI =(/ + tER{A,z))(A — zI) for z G p{A) and 0(Aj) = 0
for j = 1,2,... ,n - 1, we easily see that Xj - f{t) = Xj - Xn for j = 1,2,... ,n - 1.
This shows that f{t) = A„ and hence a(A)= a{A + tE) for all t e C. ■

As the Example 3.5.3 shows, for nonsimple matrices with no < n we may have
= no — 1 and yet there exists t g C such that cr{A) ^ a{A + tE). We show that in

such a case the algebraic multiplicity of the unstable eigenvalue is at least no.

Theorem 3.5.6 (a) For all t G C, we have <j{A) = a{A + tE) if and only if n^o = no.

fb) If noo = no - 1 then m (cr"(A, E)) > no.

Then cr{A) = {i + 1 _ 1} and for 2: G pi^) we have

r{ERiA,z))- \

1

1

I

proof: The proof of part (a) is evident. Let Ai, A2,... , A^ be the eigenvalues of A and

_ 1^3 z-r

Evidently, 0(1 4. = 0(i _ = 0 but 0(1) = Thus a°°{A,E) = {1 - i, 1 + i},
af{A,E)= 0 and cr"(A,E)= {1}. This shows that #(cr°°(^, E)) > 3-2 = 1. However,
note that the total algebraic multiplicity of 1 - ^ and 1 + z is strictly less than the
algebraic multiplicity of 1. Therefore, if the eigenvalues of A are counted according to
their algebraic multiplicities then we still have #
E)) < n - 2 = 3. ■
With the convention that #(0)= 0' we define

"0 — #(<^(^)), Uf := ^(a^iA,E)),

:= ^

E)) and

:= #{a''{A, E)).

Then obviously uq = Uf + + riu- Next, define the multiplicity function m on subsets
of o-(^) as follows. Set m(0) = 0 and for a subset a c a{A), define m{(T) ;= rank of
the spectral projection associated with A and a. Then obviously we have m(ai U (Ts) =

m(cr,)+m(a,) if a, n a,= 0.
TH-1873_974601

E)= {Ai,... , Afc_i}, where k := uq. Then p{t,z) =

f(t,z) S C[t,z] is such that /(0,2) = (^ _

~ Ai)'"'/(t,z), where

and mi,m2,... ,ruk axe, respectively,

the algebraic multiplicities of Ai, A2,... , A^.
For 2 G p{A), we have det{A + tE ~ zl) = det{I + tER{A,z))det{A — zl) which
implies

f{t,z) = det{I + tER{A,z)){z - Xk)"^", z G p{A).
Since 0(Ai) = 0, taking limit as 2 A^, we have f{t, Xi) = (A^-Afc)'"^ i = 1, 2,... ,fc-1.
Suppose that rUk < k. Since the degree of / as a polynomial in 2 is m^, /(t,2) is
identically equal to (2 - Afc)""=. Therefore a{A) = a{A + tE) for alU G C which is a
contradiction. This completes the proof. ■

about the maximum number of eigenvalues in a°°{A,E) when cr{A) is not invariant

Proposition 3.5.9 Suppose that A is simple. Then either Uoo < n — 2 or cr{A) =

under the perturbations A + tE, t E <C.

a{A + tE) for all £ G C.

Example 3.5.3 Once again consider the matrices

Proof: Let Ai, . . . , A„ be the eigenvalues of A. Suppose that Uoo = n—1 and (T°°(A, E) :=

\ 0 0
A :=

0 1 0

and
and E
E :=
:=

0 0 0

0

0 0

O
O

i
i

O
O

i l
l

{Ai, . • • , An_i}. Then writing p{t, 2) as a polynomial in C[£][2] we have

l
l

pit, z) = (z -

Evidently, <t{A) ^ a{A+tE)for all nonzero £ G C. We have already seen that

- A„_i)(z - /(£)),

e)=

where / G C[£]. Since A + tE — zI = (/ + tER{A,z)) (A — zI) for z G piA) and 0(Aj) = 0

{1/2}. This shows that for simple matrices we may expect that #
E)) < n - 2.
However, for nonsimple matrices this need not hold, that is, if k is the number of distinct

for j = 1, 2,. . . , n - 1, we easily see that Xj - /(£) = Xj - Xn for j = 1,2, . . . , n - 1.
This shows that /(£) = A„ and hence a{A) = aiA + tE) for all £ G C.

■

eigenvalues of A then a°°(A,E) may have more than fc — 2 eigenvalues.
As the Example 3.5.3 shows, for nonsimple matrices with no < n we may have

Consider the matrices

A :=

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0 0

1 +i

0

0

1 —i

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

and E •.=

= no — 1 and yet there exists £ g C such that cr{A) ^ (t(A + tE). We show that in
such a case the algebraic multiplicity of the unstable eigenvalue is at least no.

Theorem 3.5.6 (a) For all £ G C, we have cr{A) = a(A + tE) if and only if Uoo = no.
// noo = no - 1 then m (c7"(A, E)) > uq.

Then a(A)= {i -|- 1 _ 1} and for 2: G p(A) we have
1

r(ER(A,z))= i

1 ,

proof: The proof of part (a) is evident. Let Ai, A2, . . . , Afc be the eigenvalues of A and

z - i''

Evidently, 0(1 + i) = 0(1 _ j) = 0 but 0(1) = Thus (r°°{A,E) = {1 - 1 +
cTf{A,E)= 0 and (7"(yl, E)= {1}. This shows that #(o-°°(^, £;)) > 3-2 = 1. However,
note that the total algebraic multiplicity of 1 - z and 1 +« is strictly less than the
algebraic multiplicity of 1. Therefore, if the eigenvalues of A are counted according to
their algebraic multiplicities then we still have #(cr°^(A, E)) < n - 2 = 3. ■
With the convention that #(0)=

define

^0 := #((7(^))^
i^{a{A)), nf
Uf :=
:= #
# ((t^(A,
(a^(A, E))
E)) ,, rioo
noc :=
■= # {(^°°iA, E)) and

:= # (a'^(^^
{a''{A, e))
E))..

Then obviously no = n/ + rioo + Next, define the multiplicity function m on subsets
of o-(A) as follows. Set m(0) = 0 and for a subset cr c (7(A), define m(o-) ;= rank of

ff°°iA, E) = {Ai, . . ■ , Afc_i}, where k := uq. Then p{t, z) =

"" ^i)"^*fit, z), where

y(£,z) € C[£,z] is such that fiO,z) = (2 — A^)"^'' and mi,m2, . . . ,mk are, respectively,
the algebraic multiplicities of Ai, A2, . . . , A^.
For z € p{A), we have de£(A + tE — zl) = detil + tER{A, z))det{A — zl) which
impfies that

/(£, z) = det{I + tER{A, z)){z - A^^^N ^ € p(A).
Since 0(Ai) = 0, taking limit as z A^, we have /(£, A^) = (A^-Afc)'"*, i = 1,2, . . . , fc -1.
Suppose that ruk < k. Since the degree of / as a polynomial in z is mfc, /(£, z) is
identically equal to (z — Afc)'"*. Therefore cr[A) - a{A + tE) for all £ G C which is a
contradiction. This completes the proof.

the spectral projection associated with A and a. Then obviously we have m(cri U (72) =

m(<^i)+m(a2) ifa,na, = 0.
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Chapter 4

Effect of Linear Perturbation on

Spectra of Bounded Linear
Operators
In this Chapter, an attempt is made to extend various results obtained in Chapter 3 to
the case of bounded linear operators on infinite dimensional Banach spaces.

^I

The e-spectrum of A with respect to E.

Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space and let A, E ^ BL{X). As in the case of
jnatrices, we define the e-spectrum of A with respect to E as follows. By the removable

singularity theorem, if the function r{ER[A^ z)) is bounded above on a polar subset S
of (y{A)i flr^u r{ER{A,2)) has a unique subharmonic extension to p{A) U S. Let
n •— nfA)U{A S C : A is an isolated point of cr(A) such that z-^X,zep{A)
limsup r{ER{A,z)) < 00}.

We define the subharmonic extension 0 of r{ER{A,z)) to

j r{ER{A,z))^

by

if 2: e p(A),

limsup r{ER{A,uj)), ifzeD^\p{A).
\ u)-^z,ujep{A)

Then the e-spectrum of A with respect to E is given by

aM,E):={z€C:,^W>i},

TH-1873_974601

This demonstrates that the map e 1—y crj(A, E) is not lower semicontinuous at e = |.
Also, note that uJi{A, E) = T for 0 < e < | while uJt{A, E) = 5[0, 1] for e > \.

where it is assumed that (l){z) = cx) if z G C \ D^. Also, let

ijOt{A,E) ;= {2 G C : (f){z) > -}.

As before, S(A,E) denotes the spectral portrait of A with respect to E which is the
graph of the function 0.

Proposition 4.1.1 Suppose that ae{A,E) is nonempty for all e > 0. Then the map
e I—> ae{A,E) is upper semicontinuous. Further, we have

ae(A,E)= U\t\<eCr{A + tE)\{A G cr(A) n

: 0(A) < -}•

should be noted here that the nonconstancy of r{E{RA,z)) on open subsets of p{A) is

sepE(z,A):= inf{it| ■. zea(A + tE)) and sepsiz, A) = (r(ER(A, z)))"' for z e p(A).
Example 4.1.1 Let X := e(Z). Consider the canonical orthonormal basis

and

define T ; X —y X by

Ci+i, if ^

Thus apart from the assertion that crf^{A, E) does not contain isolated points,

However, under appropriate assumptions it is possible to ensure that r{ER{A, z))
is nonconstant on open subsets of p{A) unless it is identically equal to zero.

proposition 4.1.2 Suppose that a{A + tE) has no interior points for all t G C. Then

(a) The function r{ER{A, 2)) is nonconstant on open subsets of p{A).
(b) The bounded linear operator ER{A,z) is quasinilpotent for all z G p{A).

proof: Since the interior of a{A + tE) is empty for all t G C, the proof is identical to
the first proof of Proposition 3.3.2. ■

0, if i = -1-

Theorem 4.1.1 (a) For e > 0, (7,(4, E) is empty if and only if a,{A, E) n a{A) = 0. If

Also, define Q : X —> X by

Q{ei) :=

T+

a,{A,E) is nonempty then it docs not contain any isolated points.

0, Hi ^ -1
en. if i = -!•

Then (see, [2], pp 56-57) a{T + tQ) = {z ^

t

that 0(2) ^ J on the boundary of both a,(A, E) and uj^{A, E) for all e > 0.

exactly one of the following holds.

crucial for proving various results given in Chapter 3. Recall that

a{T) = B[0,1], Set A

a(A) forms the boundary of this coiui)onent. Therefore, the interior of the components
of uJt{A,E) and (Tf,{A,E) do not contain any points of (j{A). Since
= p{A), we see

none of the other statements of Theorem 3.3.3 hold.

However, various other results about a^{A,E) do not hold unless appropriate
assumptions are made. This is mainly due to the fact that the function r{ER[A,z))
may be constant on open subsets of p{A) without being identically equal to zero. It

T(ei) ■. =

This shows that the closure of a;i {A, 5) = T is not equal to cri (A, E) = 5[0, 1].
Further, both (7c{A, E) and u)e{A, E) have only one component for all e > 0 and

1^1

^ ^ 0, and

equal to zero. Then we have the following.

= 2 for all

(i) The map

and E := Q- Then a{A) = a{A d- tE)^ = T for all

and a{A — \E) = H[0,1]. Hence r{ER{A,z)) = {sepE{z,A))

(h) Assume that ifr{ER{A, z)) is constant on an open subset of p{A) then it is identically

2 € 5(0,1), and r{ER{A,z)) = {sepE{z, A))'' = 0 for all |2| > 1- This shows that
r{ER[A, z)) is constant on an open subset of p(-^) without being identically equal to

£7,(4, E) is continuous.

(ii) The set<Te{A,E) is the closure ofu),{A,E) and

da^{A, E) c duj,{A, E) = {zeC-. 0(2) =

zero.

Note that

= p(A) and hence 0(2) = 2 for all 2 G 5(0, 1) and 0(2) = Q for

1^1 > 1. Therefore,

(^e(A, 5) = T for all 0 < € <
TH-1873_974601

(Hi) Each component of cr,(4,5) contains at least one point of o'{A) in its interior.
2

and cTe(A, E) = 5[0,1] for all e > i

This demonstrates that the map e 1—> a^{A,E) is not lower semicontinuous at e = |.
Also, note that a)i{A, 5) = T for 0 < e < | while uj^{A, E) = 5[0, 1] for e > |.

where it is assumed that (f){z) = oo if z G C \ D^. Also, let
uj^{A, E):= {z eC:(f){z) >

As before, S(A,E) denotes the spectral portrait of A with respect to E which is the
graph of the function (p.

Proposition 4.1.1 Suppose that (Te{A,E) is nonempty for all e > 0. Then the map
e I—y o'e(A., E) is upper semicontinuous. Further, we have

cr,(A,E)= U|,|<,ct(>1 + tE)\{A € a{A)n

<-}■

assumptions are made. This is mainly due to the fact that the function r(ER(A, z))
may be constant on open subsets of p{A) without being identically equal to zero. It
should be noted here that the nonconstancy of r(E(RA,z)) on open subsets of p(A) is

crucial for proving various results given in Chapter 3. Recall

sepE(z, A) := inf{|t| : z e a(A + tE)} and sepeiz, A) = )r{ER{A, z))) ' for z e p{A).
Example 4.1.1 Let X ~ ^'(Z). Consider the canonical orthonormal basis

and

define T : X —> X hy

Ci+i, if i -1>
0, if e = —1.

that (p{z) ^ 7 on the boundary of both a^iA, E) and u}^{A, E) for all e > 0.
Thus apart from the assertion that a^{A,E) does not contain isolated points,

However, under appropriate assumptions it is possible to ensure that r{ER{A, z))
is nonconstant on open subsets of p(A) unless it is identically equal to zero.

proposition 4.1.2 Suppose that cr(A + tE) has no interior points for all t G C. Then
exactly one of the following holds.

(a) The function r{ER{A,z)) is nonconstant on open suh.scts of p{A).
(b) The bounded linear operator ER{A,z) is quasinilpotent for all z G p{A).

Proof: Since the interior of a{A -t- tE) is empty for all t G C, the proof is identical to
the first proof of Proposition 3.3.2. ■

Theorem 4.1.1 (a) For e > 0, a,{A, E) is empty if and only if a,{A, E) n a{A) = 0. If

Also, define Q : X —> X by

a,{A, E) is nonempty then it does not contain any isolated points.

0, if i ^ —1

Q{ei) ■ =

eo, if i = -1-

Then (see, [2], pp 56-57) £r(T + tQ) = U ^

■ 1^1 =

^ 7^ 0, and

a{T) = B[0,1], Set A := T + \Q and E := Q- Then a{A) = cr{A + tE) = T for all

t^

a{A) forms the boundary of this coini)onent. Therefore, the interior of the components
of ujf,{A,E) and ae{A,E) do not contain any points of a{A). Since
= p{A), we see

none of the other statements of Theorem 3.3.3 hold.

However, various other results about a,{A' E) do not hold unless appropriate

T{ei) :=

This shows that the closure of u}\ {A, 5) = T is not equal to ai {A, E) = 5[0, 1].
Further, both crt{A, E) and u)c{A, E) have only one component for all e > 0 and

and a{A - \E) = S[0,1]. Hence r{ER{A,z)) = {sepE{z,A)) ^ = 2 for all

z e 5(0,1), and r{ER{A,z)) = {sepsiz, A))~'^ = 0 for all

> 1. This shows that

r{ER{A,z)) is constant on an open subset of p{A) without being identically equal to

(b) Assume that ifr{ER{A, z)) is constant on an open subset of p{A) then it is identically
equal to zero. Then we have the following.

(i) The map e 1—> (j^{A,E) is continuous.
(ii) The set (Te{A,E) is the closure ofuj,{A,E) and

d(Te{A, E) C duJe{A, 5) = {2 € c : 0(2) =

zero.

Note that

= p[A) and hence (j){z) — 2 for all z G 5(0, 1) and 0(2;) = 0 for

1^1 > 1. Therefore,

(Hi) Each component of (7e(A,5) contains at least one point of a {A) in its interior.

o-e(A, 5) = T for all 0 < e < ^, and a^A, E) = 5[0,1] for all e > ^
2

z,
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Proof; : (a) If a^iA,E)n(t{A) = 0 then, evidently, a{A) C D^. Therefore 0 is subharmonic on C. Now 4>{z) < ^ for ah z G ae{A,Ey. We show that there exists a constant
M such that for all ^ G ae{A,E), <f){z) < M. Since 0 is upper semicontinuous, the set

ae{A,Ey = {2: G C : <p{z) < ^} is open. Therefore, a^lA,E) is closed. Also,
E) C U|t|<ea(A + tE) C U|t|<,5(0, r(A + tE)) C 5(0, 1|Ajj + e\\E\\).

that the maps 11—> Pi(t) is continuous on 5[0, e], where Pi{t) is the spectral projection
a.ssociated with A+tE and o't(t) for z = 1, 2,... , m.Further, if(j(A) = aiUa^ is a spectral
decomposition of A then the dis.soeiation, f/7:,s.s/.;(cri, ^2, A), of ax and ctj with respect to
P is the infimum of |t| for which spectral values from cti and a^ move and coalesce as

A is perturbed to A + tE. This shows that a spectral decomposition a{A) = ax U a2 is
6-stable if and only if e < dissE{o'x,cr2t A).

This shows that ae{A,E) is compact. Since a^{A,E) n cr(A) = 0, (t>{z) is always finite

Also recall that the geometric separation, gsepE{ai,... ,am,A), with respect

for ah z G a^{A^E). Hence there exists a constant M such that 4>{z) < M for all
z G crg(A,5). This implies that cp is bounded above on C. Therefore, by the Liouville's

to P of a spectral decomposition c7(A) = U^iCJi is the infimum of all e > 0 for which

bas a component which intersects both ai and aj for some i 7^ j. If eo

theorem for subharmonic functions, (p is constant on C. Since (p{z) —> 0 as z —> 00, we

gsepE{<^i^(^2,A) then, evidently, the maps t \—y P^(t) and 11—y trace(A + tE)Pi{t) axe

have 0(z) = 0 for all z G C and therefore cr^(A, E) — 0. Since the other implication

analytic on 5[0,eo]-

follows trivially, this proves that (7e(A,E) is empty if and only if cre(A, E)D cr(A) = 0.
If possible, let Zq be an isolated point of aeiA,E). Then there exists 6 such

proposition 4.2.1 Leta{A)= axUa2 be a spectral decomposition of A and leta,{A,E)7^
0 for e > 0.

that a,(A,E) n B[zo,6] = {zq}. Therefore, B[zo,5]\{zq} C D^. Let {z„} be a sequence
in 5[zo,(5] \ {zo} converging to zo such that 0(z„) < This implies that cP{z) < 1.

(a) Then gsepE{(Tu(^2,A) = e if and only if the spectral decomposition a{A) = aiUa2

Since Zo G a,(A,5), we have <P{zo) = T Hence cP is subharmonic on B[zo,5]. Since

decomposes uJe{A, E) but not a^{A,E).

B[zq,5] \ {zq} C (Te{A,Ey, we have, (p(z) < (p{zo) = 7 for all z G B[zq,5]. But this is
impossible in view of the maximum principle for subharmonic functions. Hence £7^(4, E)

(i) Assume that r{ER(A,z))) is nonconstant on open subsets of p(A) unless it is identi
cally equal to zero. Let G be the set of all closed curves T in D,such that <t. c Tu /nf T

does not have any isolated points.

ond«^2n lntr = 0. Then

(b) If we assume that the spectral radius of ER{A,z)), z G p(A), cannot be

gsepE{ai,a2,A)= sup ^sup0(2:)^

constant on open subsets of p(A) unless it is identically equal to 0, then the proof of the
rest of the theorem follows by employing arguments similar to those used in the proof
of Proposition 3.3.3 and Theorem 3.3.3.

■

4.2 Stability of Spectral Decompositions
A spectral decomposition of A 6 BL{X) is a partition cr(A) — Uj-ifr. of the spectrum
cr{A) into disjoint compact subsets. Let cr(A) =
be a spectral decomposition of
A and let Pi,Pj,• • • Pm, be the corresponding spectral projections. Then
X = P(Pi) © P(P2) © • • • © R{Pm) and A = Ai © A2 © • • • © A^,

where Aj = A|(ii(p.)) and cr(Aj) = cr,- for i = 1, 2,... , m.
Recall that given e > 0, a spectral decomposition cr(A) = U^jCTi of A is e-stable

with respect to P if A +tP admits a spectral decomposition cr{A + tE)= U^i(Ti(t) such
TH-1873_974601

proof: The proof of part (a) is the same as the proof of Proposition 3.4.3 (a).
Since (p{z) = i for z G duj,{A,E), the proof of part (b) follows from the proof
of Proposition 3.4.3(b). ■

Since gsepE is a lower bound of disss, the level sets of S(A,P) provide a suf
ficient condition for a spectral decomposition of A to be e-stable with respect to P.
Consequently, the surface S(A,P) provides information about similarity in the struc
tures of A and A + tE.

Proof: : (a) If ae(A,E) na(A)= 0 then, evidently, a(A) C D^. Therefore (f) is subharmonic on C. Now 0(2) < i for all 2 G a^{A,Ey. We show that there exists a constant
M such that for all z 6 cre{A,E), ^(2) < M. Since 0 is upper seinicontinuous, the set
ae{A,Ey = {2 G C : <f){z) <
is open. Therefore, ae{A,E) is closed. Also,

ae{A,E) C U|t|<£cr(A + tE) C U|t|<,B(0, r{A + tE)) C D{Q, 1| Ajj + el|£;||).
This shows that ae{A,E) is compact. Since ae{A,E) n cr(A) = 0, 4){z) is always finite

for all 2 G ae{A,E). Hence there exists a constant M such that (f){z) < M for all
2 G (7e(A, J5). This implies that 4> is bounded above on C. Therefore, by the Liouville's
theorem for subhaxmonic functions, 0 is constant on C. Since (p{z) —>• 0 as 2 —> 00, we

have ^(z) = 0 for all 2 G C and therefore ae{A,E) = 0. Since the other implication
follows trivially, this proves that crj(A,E) is empty if and only if
E)Pi cr(A) = 0.
If possible, let zq be an isolated point of ae{A,E). Then there exists 6 such

that ae{A,E)D B[zq,5] = {^o}- Therefore, B[zo,<5] \ {zq} C D^. Let {z^} be a sequence
in B[zq,S\ \ {20} converging to zq such that 4>{zn) < This implies that (f){z) < i.
Since zq G a^{A,E), we have (}){zo) = T Hence 0 is subharmonic on B[zq,5]. Since

B{zo^5] \ {20} C ae{A,EY, we have, 0(2) < (t>{zo) = 7

all 2 G B[zq^5]. But this is

impossible in view of the maximum principle for subharmonic functions. Hence cr^(A, E)
does not have any isolated points.

(b) If we assume that the spectral radius of ER{A,z)), z G p{A), cannot be

that the maps 11—> Pi{t) is continuous on P[0, e], where Pi{t) is the spectral projection
associated with A+tE and ai{t) for z = 1, 2,... , m. Further, if a{A)= criUa-2 is a spectral
decomposition of A then the dissociation, f/7:,s.s/.;(cri, (t.2. A), of <t, and <72 with respect to
E is the infimum of |t| for which spectral values from ui and (72 move and coalesce as

A is perturbed to A + tE. This shows that a spectral decomposition a{A) = ctj U (72 is
e-stable if and only if e < dissE{cri, <72, A).

Also recall that the geometric separation, gsepE[ai,... ,c7ni,A), with respect
to P of a spectral decomposition a{A) =

ae{A,E) has a component which intersects both c7i and aj for some i 7^ j. If cq :=

gsepE((^i,(^2,A) then, evidently, the maps 1 1—> Pj(t) and 11—> trace(A + tE)Pi{t) are
analytic on P[0,eo]-

proposition 4.2.1 Let a{A)= cnUaa be a spectral decomposition of A and let a,{A,E)7^
0 for €> 0.

(a) Then gseM<'u''2,A) = e if and only if the spectral decomposition a(A) = a, U o-j
decomposes uJe{A, E) but not a^{A,E).

(b) Assume that r[ER{A,z))) is nonconstant on open subsets of p(A) unless it is identi
cally equal to zero. Let G be the set of all closed curves T in D,such that OtCTUIntr
and (T2 n Intr = 0. Then

constant on open subsets of p{A) unless it is identically equal to 0, then the proof of the
rest of the theorem follows by employing arguments similar to those used in the proof
of Proposition 3.3.3 and Theorem 3.3.3. H

4.2 Stability of Spectral Decompositions
A spectra] decomposition of A € BL{X) is a partition cr(A) =
of the spectrum
cr(A) into disjoint compact subsets. Let cr(A) = U^jcrj be a spectral decomposition of
A and let Pi,P2)• • • Pm, be the corresponding spectral projections. Then
^ = P(Pi) © R(P2) © * • • © R[Pm) and A = Ai © A2 © • • • © A^,

is the infimum of all e > 0 for which

gsepE{ai,cr2,A) = sup fsup0(2)

Proof: The proof of part (a) is the same as the proof of Proposition 3.4.3 (a).
Since 0(z) = J for 2 G du,{A,E), the proof of part (b) follows from the proof
of Proposition 3.4.3(b). ■

Since gsepE is a lower bound of disss, the level sets of S(A,E) provide a suf
ficient condition for a spectral decomposition of A to be e-stable with respect to E.
Consequently, the surface S(A,E) provides information about similarity in the struc
tures of A and A + tE.

where Ai = A|(fl(p.)) and cr(Ai) = cr,- for i = 1,2,... , m.
Recall that given e > 0, a spectral decomposition cr(A) =
of A is e-stable
with respect to E if A+ tE admits a spectral decomposition (j(A + tE) = U^icri(t) such
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Theorem 4.2.1 (a)//Ai, A2,... ,
are the components ofa^iA,E) having nonempty
intersection with cr{A) then the spectral decomposition o-(A) =
e-stable with
respect to E, where <Ji := <j{A) n Aj, i — 1,2,... ,m, and o-q := cr{A) n a^^^A, EY.

Since t \—> a{A -t- tE) is an analytic multifunction, the Picard's theorem for analytic
multifunctions (Theorem 1.2.11) has important consequences on the distribution of the

Specifically, for jt] < e, we have a{A+tE)= U'^i<7i{t)Uao, where (ri{t) := a{A+tE)r\Ai

of p{A) such that Una{A +tE) Y 0 for some £ 7^ 0, then U\Utec<^{-^+tP) is of capacity

for i = 1,2,... ,m.

zero. In fact, this is true for analytic perturbations of A. For the linear perturbations

(b) The spectral decomposition cr{A) = U^iCTj is e-stable with respect to E if(j^(A,E)

does not have any component which intersects both cfi and cxj, for i Y 3-

Proof: Let U be an open set containing <jq such that U H a^iA,E) 0. Since a{A +
tE) C t/U(U^iAi) for |t| < e, by localisation principle of the spectrum, we have

ai{t) := a{A +

n Ai 0 and ao{t) := U 0 ct{A + tE) ^ ^ for \t\ < e. This shows

that the spectral decomposition cr(A) = Ui^i^j is e-stable with respect to E. Since

CTO C a,{A,EY, it follows that ctq C D^. Therefore, ctq consists of isolated points such
that 0(A) < i. Since a,{A,£?)DC/ = 0, we have a{A + tE)nU Cao for all |t| < e. Hence
by lower semicontinuity of o-{A) at isolated points, we have (ro{t) (Tq for |£| _ e.

Since ae{A,E) does not have any component which intersects both ai and a,for i ^ j, we have 6 <
^2,• • • , ^). Hence the spectral decomposition
o-{A) = UJ^^ai is e-stable with respect to E. ■

Prom part (a) of the above theorem, it follows that for |£| < e,

A -f tE, £ G C, the same conclusions can also be drawn by using the subharmonicity of

the functions r{ER(A,z)) and log r{ER{A,z)) on p{A).

Theorem 4.3.1 Let U be a bounded component of p{A). If UC\a{A^-tE)^ 0 for some
£ 7^ 0, then U \ Utec(^(A tE) is a Gg set of capacity zero.

Proof: Since ER{A,z)is quasinilpotent for all 2 g U\Jtec(r{A+tE), we have r{ER{A,z))
0 and log r{ER{A,z)) = —00 on U\\Jt^ca[A -f tE). Therefore, by Theorem 1.2.5 either

U\
d- tE) is a Gg set of capacity zero or log r{ER{A,2)) = —00 for all z E U.
If log r{ER{A,z)) — —00 for all 2 G t/, then r{ER[A,2)) = 0 for all z E U. This implies
that A + tE — zl is invertible for z E U and £ 7^ 0 which contradicts our assumption.
Hence the proof.

■

Corollary 4.3.1 Let p{A) be a connected set. If there exists £0 € C such that (j{A) C

a-(A + toE), the inclusion being strict, then C \ Ut£ca(^ -|- tE) is of capacity zero.
If we make the additional assumption that (j{A) has no interior points then we
have the following.

j^^tE = Ai{t) ® • • • © Amit) © Ao{t),

where Ai{t) = {A^tE)\Ri^p,[t) and Pi{t) is the spectral projection associated with 4-f
and ai(£), i = 0,1,2,... ,m. Further, (riAo{t)) — o-q and a(A(0) —

perturbed spectra. For instance, it follows immediately that if f/ is a bounded component

for i ~

1,2,... ,m.

4.3 Distribution of perturbed spectral values
It is well known that the spectrum cr{A) cannot suddenly expand, however, it may
shrink suddenly as the perturbation A+ tE is switched on. This is due to the lack of
lower semicontinuity of t 1—> a{A + tE). Therefore, unlike in the case of matrices, the

distribution of the perturbed spectrum (7{A + tE) may be quite complicated. Note that

Corollary 4.3.2 If the interior ofa{A) is empty and p{A) is a connected set then either
ct{A + tE) = cr{A) for alltECorC\ UtecaiA + tE) has capacity zero.
Proof: Since p{A) is a connected, if C \ Ut£cc(^ + tE) is of nonzero capacity, then by
Theorem 4.3.1, for all £ G C, we have p{A) n a(A + tE) = 0. Hence a{A + tE) C a{A)
for all £ G C. Since cr[A) has no interior points, by spectral maximum principle, we have
cr{A -1- tE)= cr{A) for all £ G C. Hence the proof. ■

We remark that if one of the assumptions in the above Corollary is dropped
then we do not have the desired conclusions.

Recall that for the operators T and Q as defined in Example 4.1.1, we have

a(T) = B[0, 1] and a(T -t- tQ) = T for £ 7^ 0. Thus p{T) is connected but a(T) has
2 € C \ Utgc<7(^ + tE) if and only if ER{A,z) is quasinilpotent.
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Theorem 4.2.1 (a)If^i, A2,... , A^n are the components ofG^{A,E) having nonempty
e-stable with

Since t \—> a{A -f tE) is an analytic multifunction, the Picard's theorem for analytic
multifunctions (Theorem 1.2.11) has important consequences on the distribution of the

;= (t{A) n at{A,Ey.

perturbed spectra. For instance, it follows immediately that if [7 is a bounded component

Specifically, for |t| < e, we have a{A+tE)= U^icri(t)Ucro, where ai{t) ;= a{A +tE)nAi

of p{A) such that Una{A-\-tE) 7^ 0 for some t 7^ 0, then i7\U(gcO'(^ + ^-£') is of capacity

for i = 1,2,... ,m.

zero. In fact, this is true for analytic perturbations of A. For the linear perturbations

intersection with cr{A) then the spectral decomposition cr{A) —

respect to E, where cXi ;= (t{A) n Aj, i = 1,2,... ,m, and

(h) The spectral decomposition (r{A) = U^iO-j is e-stable with respect to E if aA,E)
does not have any component which intersects both Ci and aj, for i ^ j.

Proof: Let U be an open set containing ctq such that U n a^{A,E) = 0. Since a{A +

tE) C

for |t| < e, by localisation principle of the spectrum, we have

ai{t) := a{A + tE) D Aj ^ 0 and (To(t) := ^7 H a{A + tE) 7^ 0 for |t| < e. This shows
that the spectral decomposition a{A) = U^jCTi is e-stable with respect to E. Since

o-o C a^{A,E)'', it follows that ctq C D^p. Therefore, ao consists of isolated points such
that 0(A) < 1. Since a^{A,E)nU = 0, we have a{A ^-tE)nU d a^ for all |t| < e. Hence

by lower semicontinuity of a{A) at isolated points, we have ao{t) ao for |t| < e.

Since ae{A,E) does not have any component which intersects both a^ and aj
for z ^ j, we have e <
^2,• • •
Hence the spectral decomposition
a{A)= U^^iCTi is e-stable with respect to E. ■

Prom part (a) of the above theorem, it follows that for \t\ < e,
A-^tE = Ai{t) © ■ ■ • © Amit) © ^o(^),

where Ai{t) = (^-l-t£;)U(p,(t) and PS)is the spectral projection associated with yl-f
and aS), i = 0,1,2,... ,m. Further, a{Ao{t)) = ao and a(Ai(t)) — ai(t) for i ~

A -f tE, t G C, the same conclusions can also be drawn by using the subharmonicity of

the functions r{ER{A,z)) and log r(ER{A,z)) on p{A).

Theorem 4.3.1 Let U be a bounded component of p{A). If U f\a{A-\-tE) 7^ 0 for some
t 7^ 0, then U \ UtecO'iA -j- tE) is a Gg set of capacity zero.

Proof: Since ER{A, z) is quasinilpotent for all 2 g f/\Uiectr(A-FtF;), we have r{ER{A, z))
0 and log r(ER(A, z)) = —00 on U\\Jt^ca{A-^tE). Therefore, by Theorem 1.2.5 either

U \ Utgc<^(-^ + ^R) is a Gg set of capacity zero or log r(ER{A, z)) = —00 for all z E U.
If log r{ER{A, z)) = -oo for all z e U, then r{ER{A, z)) = 0 for all z E U. This implies
that A + tE — zl is invertible for z E U and t 7^ 0 which contradicts our assumption.
Hence the proof.

■

Corollary 4.3.1 Let p[A) be a connected set. If there exists to E €. such that a{A) C

a(A + toE), the inclusion being strict, then C \ Ut£ca'{A -|- tE) is of capacity zero.
If we make the additional assumption that a{A) has no interior points then we
have the following.

Corollary 4.3.2 If the interior of a {A) is empty and p{A) is a connected set then either
a{A + tE) = a{A) for alltEC or C\ Uteca{A + tE) has capacity zero.

1,2,... ,m.

Proof: Since p{A) is a connected, if C \ Uteco"(>l + tE) is of nonzero capacity, then by
Theorem 4.3.1, for all t G C, we have p{A) n a(A + tE) = 0. Hence a{A tE) C a{A)

4.3 Distribution of perturbed spectral values

for all t G C. Since a{A) has no interior points, by spectral maximum principle, we have

It is well known that the spectrum a(A) cannot suddenly expand, however, it may
shrink suddenly as the perturbation A -h tE is switched on. This is due to the lack of

lower semicontinuity of t 1—)■ a(A + tE). Therefore, unlike in the case of matrices, the

distribution of the perturbed spectrum a(A + tE) may be quite complicated. Note that
2 € C \ Ufgc^7"(>l -I- tE) if and only if ER{A, z) is quasinilpotent.

a(A-i- tE) = cr{A) for all t G C. Hence the proof.

■

We remark that if one of the assumptions in the above Corollary is dropped
then we do not have the desired conclusions.

Recall that for the operators T and Q as defined in Example 4.1.1, we have

a{T) = B[0, 1] and a{T 4- tQ) = T for t 7^ 0. Thus p{T) is connected but a{T) has
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nonempty interior. Note that cr(T) ^ a(T + tQ) for t ^ 0 but at the same time

C \ Utecc(-4 + tE)= C \ B[0, 1] has nonzero capacity.

Recall that if K is an analytic multifunction from an open set D C C into C then

On the other hand if A := T +|Q then cr{A) = T. So in this case the interior
of(j{A) is empty but p{A) is not connected. We have already seen that \'i E •.= Q then

a point zo G R^(to))
^ E, is said to be a good isolated point if there exist r, s > 0, such
that Kito) n B[zo, s] = {zq} and K{t) n B{zo, s) is finite for all |< — to| < Also, recall
that (Theorem 1.2.10) each point of the set {t G D : zo is a good isolated point of K{t)}

G{A +tE)^ a{A) for t =

is.either isolated or an interior point.

but C\Ut^c(^{A + tE)= C\B[0, 1] has nonzero capacity.

Let 5 := {t e C : g{A + tE) = a-(A)}. Unlike in the case of matrices where
either 5 = C or 5 is at most finite, the situation is quite different for operators on X.

This is illustrated by the fact that a{A + tE) = cr{A) = T for t 7^ — 2- Thus, although

Proposition 4.3.2 Let X be a good isolated point of a {A) and let
5a := {t G C : A is a good isolated point of a {A + tE)}.

5^ C, we have ^ = C\{—|}. However, if g{A) is a polar set then we have the following.

Proposition 4.3.1 Let a(A) be a polar set and S:= {t e C : a{A +tE)= cr{A)}. Then
either S = C or S is a closed and nowhere dense subset of C.

Proof: From the upper semicontinuity of the spectrum it follows that 5 is a closed

set Suppose that S C. We show that S has no interior points. First suppose that
there exists <5 > 0 such that a(.4 + tE) = ^(A) for |«| < S- Since I + tER{A,z) =

Then either 5a = C or 5a is a closed and at most countable set.

proof: Since A is a good isolated spectral point of A, by Theorem 1.2.10, each point of
the set 5a is either isolated or an interior point. We show that S\ is a closed set. Let to
be a limit point of 5a. Then by the upper semicontinuity of the map t i—> a{A + tE),
we have A G g{A + toE). If possible, suppose that A is not a good isolated point of
A + toE. Since to is a limit point of 5a, choosing e > 0 we have 5a n B{to, e) ^ 0. Let

(A + tE- zI)R{A,z), z € p{A), we see that I + tER(A,z) is invertible whenever
z € p{A) and |t| < 5. Now, if |t| > |, then tl + ER(A,z) is invertible for all z g p(A).

£ G 5a n B{to, e). Then there exists 5 > 0 such that 5[A,

Thus

as A is not a good isolated point of A+toE, for every 5 > 0 and e > 0, G(A+tE)nB(X, S)

j

a{ER{A,z)) C {t € C : |tl <

This implies that r{ER{A,z)) < oo whenever G p{A). Since a(A) is of capacity zero,
by the extended Liouville's theorem for su])liarmonic functions, r(ER{A,z)) is constant
on p{A). This implies that r{ER{A,z)) = 0 on p(A). Hence A+tE — zI is invertible for all
tj^O and 2 G p{A). Thus p{A) C p{A+tE)for all t G C, that is, a{A +tE) C o-{A) for all
t G C. Now, by spectral maximum principle (Theorem 1.2.8), we have G{A +tE)= a{A)
for all t e C. But this implies that S = C which contradicts our assumption. So S

carmot contain a disc around the origin. Now, let to G S. Suppose there exists 5 > 0
such that B{to,S) C S. Consider the translation map ip{t):= t - to, t e C. Evidently,

-ip{B{to, S)) = B{0,S) and ip{S) = {t — to ■ t & S}
Let Ao:= A + toE and 5o := {t G C : a{Ao)=(t{Aq + tE)}. Then clearly

t & Sq

ci^A) — g{^A + (t + to)E)

t to & S

t G ip{S).

Hence ■0(5') = So- Since B{to,6) C S, we have B{0,S) = ip(B{to,S) C 0(5'). This gives
0(5) = C and hence S = 0~^(C) = C. This proves that S has no interior points. ■
TH-1873_974601

n a(A + tE) = {A}. However,

has an infinite number of points whenever t G 5(£o,e). Hence we have a contradiction.
This proves that 5a is a closed set. Thus if £o is a limit point of 5a then £o must be an
interior point of S\. This implies that £q is an interior point of the set of limit points
of 5a- Therefore, the limit points of 5a form a both open and closed set. Consequently,
either 5a has no limit points or each £ G C is a limit point of 5a. In the first case, 5a is
a discrete set and in the latter, it coincides with the entire complex plane. Therefore,
either 5a = C or 5a is a closed and discrete subset of C and hence countable.

■

Corollary 4.3.3 Let X be a good isolated point of a (A). If Sx ^ C then the set S :=
{£ G C : a{A + tE) — (t(A)} is closed and at most countable.
Proof; The upper semicontinuity of the map £ i—)■ a{A + tE) shows that 5 is a closed
set. Since S\ is countable and 5 c 5a, therefore, 5 is also countable. Hence the proof.

nonempty interior. Note that cr(T) ^ a{T + tQ) for t 7^ 0 but at the same time
C \ UtecO'(-4 + tE)= C \ 5[0, 1] has nonzero capacity.

Recall that if K is an analytic multifunction from an open set D C C into C then

a point Zo E K{to), to E D, is said to be a good isolated point if there exist r, s > 0, such
that K{to) n B[zo, s] = {-^o}
E{t) n B{zo, s) is finite for all — <o| < ' "■ Also, recall

On the other hand if A := T +|Q then cr{A) = T. So in this case the interior
of <y{A) is empty but p{A) is not connected. We have already seen that if := Q then

that (Theorem 1.2.10) each point of the set {t E D : zo is a. good isolated point of K{t)}

G{A +tE) 7^ a{A) for t = -5, but C\Utec(^{A +tE) = C\B[0, 1] has nonzero capacity.

is either isolated or an interior point.

Let S := {t e C : a{A + tE) = a(A)}. Unlike in the case of matrices where
either 5 = C or 5 is at most finite, the situation is quite different for operators on X.

This is illustrated by the fact that a{A + tE) = c(A) = T for i 7^ —

5^ C, we have 5 =

Thus, although

Proposition 4.3.2 Let X be a good isolated point of a (A) and let
Sx := {t E C. : X is a good isolated point of a {A + tE)}.

However, if a{A) is a polar set then we have the following.

Proposition 4.3.1 Let a{A) be a polar set and S := {t G C ; a{A +tE)= cr{A)}. Then
either S = C or S is a closed and nowhere dense subset of C.

Proof: Prom the upper semicontinuity of the spectrum it follows that 5 is a closed

set. Suppose that 5 7^ C. We show that S has no interior points. First suppose that
there exists i > 0 such that <,{A + tE) = ^(A) for |fl < S. Since I + tER{A,z) =

Then either Sx = C or Sx is a closed and at most countable set.

proof: Since A is a good isolated spectral point of A, by Theorem 1.2.10, each point of
the set Sx is either isolated or an interior point. We show that Sx is a closed set. Let to
be a limit point of Sx. Then by the upper semicontinuity of the map t 1—> a{A + tE),
we have A E a(A + toE). If possible, suppose that A is not a good isolated point of
A + toE. Since to is a limit point of Sx, choosing e > 0 we have Sx H B{to, e) 7^ 0. Let

(A + tE- zI)R{A,z), z e p{A), we see that / + tER(A.z) is invertible whenever
z S p{A) and |t| < S. Now, if |f| > 5, then tl + ER(A,z) is invertible for all 2 g ^(4)

i E Sx(~^ B{to, e). Then there exists (5 > 0 such that 5[A, (5] n a{A + tE) = {A}. However,

Thus

as A is not a good isolated point of A+toE, for every (5 > 0 and e > 0, a{A+tE)r\B{X, 6)

2

a{ER{A,z)) C{teC:\t\<

This implies that r{ER{A,z)) < oo whenever 2: G p{A). Since a{A) is of capacity zero,
by the extended Liouville's theorem for subharmonic functions, r(ER{A,z)) is constant
on p{A). This implies that r{ER{A,z)) = 0 on p{A). Hence A+tE — zl is invertible for all
t 7^ 0 and z G p{A). Thus p{A) C p{A+tE)for all t G C, that is, G{A+tE) C (r{A) for all
t eC. Now, by spectral maximum principle (Theorem 1.2.8), we have a{A +tE) = cr(A)
for all t G C. But this implies that S = C which contradicts our assumption. So S

cannot contain a disc around the origin. Now, let to G S. Suppose there exists 5 > 0
such that B{to,S) C S. Consider the translation map ip{t):= t - to, t E C. Evidently,

'^{E{to,d)) = B{0,5) and tp{S) = {t — to '■ t E S}
Let Ao:= A + toE and So := {t E C : a{Ao) = a{Ao + tE)}. Then clearly

t E Sq

cr(-'4) = g(^A + (i + to)E)

t + to E S 4=^ t E ip{S),

has an infinite number of points whenever t E B{to,€). Hence we have a contradiction.
This proves that Sx is a closed set. Thus if to is a limit point of Sx then to must be an
interior point of Sx. This implies that to is an interior point of the set of limit points
of Sx- Therefore, the limit points of Sx form a both open and closed set. Consequently,
either Sx has no limit points or each t e C is a limit point of Sx- In the first case, Sx is
a discrete set and in the latter, it coincides with the entire complex plane. Therefore,
either 5a = C or S'a is a closed and discrete subset of C and hence countable.

Corollary 4.3.3 Let X be a good isolated point of a (A). If Sx
G C : £7(A + tE) — cr{A)} is closed and at most countable.

■

^ then the set S :=

Proof: The upper semicontinuity of the map t \—> a{A + tE) shows that 5 is a closed
set. Since Sx is countable and S C Sx, therefore, 5 is also countable. Hence the proof.

Hence ^{S) = Sq. Since B{to,d) C S, we have 5(0,(5) = ij{B{to,5) C -0(5). This gives
ip{S) = C and hence S = ■0~^(C) = C. This proves that S has no interior points. ■
TH-1873_974601

4.4

Stability analysis of isolated spectral values

Sensitivity analysis of discrete spectral values of A is similar to the case of sensitivity

analysis of eigenvalues of matrices. Thus if A is a discrete spectral value of A then the

(0, A)-group is the set of eigenvalues of A + tE that result from the perturbation of A. It
follows by employing arguments similar to those used in Chapter 3, that if cq := gsep]s[X)

then the component of(jJ^q{A, E) containing A localises the (0, A)-group for \t\ < eo-

Theorem 4.4.1 // A G (T®(A,E) then X G cr(A -f tE) for all f G C.

Proof: Since A G a'{A,E), there exists e > 0 such that A is a good isolated point of
a{A -f- tE) for all teB[0,e]. Thus

B[0,e] C S'a :=

£ C : A is a good isolated point of a{A

tE)}.

Hence Sx = C. ■

As in the case of matrices, the isolated spectral values of A can be finitely or
infinitely stable with respect to E.

As in the case of matrices, if A G a^{A,E) then the e-stability of A and the
e-stability of the spectral decomposition {A} U cr(A) \ {A} are equivalent.

Definition 4.4.1 Let e > 0. An isolated spectral value A G cr{A) is said to be e-stable

with respect to E if there exists (5(e) > 0 such that cr{A + tE) n B{X,6) — {A} for all
|f| < e. An isolated spectral value X is said to be stable with respect to E if it is e-stable
for some e > 0. A stable spectral value X is said to be oo-stable if X is e stable for every

Proposition 4.4.2 If X E a^{A,E) then, the following are equivalent.
(i) X is e-stable with respect to E.

e > 0, otherwise, X is said to be finitely stable.

(ii) The spectral decomposition a{A)= {A} U ((t(A)\ {A}) is e-stable with respect to E.
(Hi) e < dissjs(A).

Let a''{A,E) denote the set of isolated spectral values of A which are stable
with respect to £; and let cr^A,£;):= cr(A)\(r^(A,£;)• The stable spectral values of A
with respect to E may be further divided into the set of spectral values which are finitely
or infinitely stable with respect to E. Denoting these sets by a {A,E) and a (A,E),
respectively, we have a decomposition of <x(A) into mutually disjoint subsets.
a(A)=(r"(A,E)U <t^(A,E)U(7~(A,E).

The proof of the following proposition is identical to that of Proposition 3.5.2.

proposition 4.4.3 Assume that the spectral radius of ER{A,z) is nonconstant on open
subsets of p{A) unless it is identically equal to zero. If X E u''(A, E) then
disSEi^) =

0(A)

• A € a^{A-\-tE,E)} = max{e > 0 : A is e-stable }= psepf;(A).

Proposition 4.4.1 Let X be an isolated spectral value of A.

(i) Then X e af{A,E) if and only if 0 < 0(A) < oo. In particular, X is e-stable with
respect to E if and only if X ^ (7'e(A, E).

(ii) We have X G a°°(A,E) if and only if (j){X) = 0, that is, if and only if X ^ o-g[A,E)
for every e > 0.

If A is a boundary point of cr{A) which is not an isolated point of cr{A), then
there may exist a neighbourhood A of A such that r{ER{A,z)) is bounded above on
N n p(A). It is natural to expect such a spectral value A to be stable in some sense with
respect to the perturbations A + tE, t E C. For instance, consider the operators T and
Q as defined in Example 4.1.1. Let A := T +
and E Q. Then cr{A) = da{A)= T.

Also r{ER{A,z)) = 2 for all 2 G 5(0,1) and r{ER{A,z)) = 0 for \z\ > 1. Hence we
The above Proposition can be proved on the same lines as the proof of Theo
rem 3.5.1.
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have limsup r{ER{A,z)) = 2.
2—>A,z€p(A)

4.4

Stability analysis of isolated spectral values

Sensitivity analysis of discrete spectral values of A is similar to the case of sensitivity

analysis of eigenvalues of matrices. Thus if A is a discrete spectral value of A then the

(0, A)-group is the set of eigenvalues of A + tB that result from the perturbation of A. It
follows by employing arguments similar to those used in Chapter 3, that if cq := gsep^{\)

then the component of a'eo(A,E) containing A localises the (0, A)-group for jt] < eg.

Theorem 4.4.1 If X £ cr®(A, E) then X G (j{A + tE) for all t G C.

Proof: Since A G a'{A,E), there exists e > 0 such that A is a good isolated point of
cr(A + tE) for all t G 5[0,e]. Thus

S[0,e] C S'a := {^ G C : A is a good isolated point of a{A + tE)}.
Hence Sx = C.

■

As in the case of matrices, the isolated spectral values of A can be finitely or
infinitely stable with respect to E.

As in the case of matrices, if A G a^{A,E) then the e-stability of A and the
e-stability of the spectral decomposition {A} U cr(A) \ {A} are equivalent.

Definition 4.4.1 Let e > 0. An isolated spectral value A G a{A) is said to be e-stable

with respect to E if there exists 5(e) > 0 such that (j(A + tE) Pi B{X,5) — {A} for all
1^1 < e. An isolated spectral value A is said to be stable with respect to E if it is e-stable

Proposition 4.4.2 //A G (t^{A,E) then, the following are equivalent.
(i) X is e-stable with respect to E.

for some e > 0. A stable spectral value A is said to be co-stable if A is e-stable for every
e > 0, otherwise, A is said to be finitely stable.

(ii) The spectral decomposition cr(A) = {A} U (cr(A)\ {A}) is e-stable with respect to E.
(Hi) e < dissE{X).

Let a'{A,E) denote the set of isolated spectral values of A which are stable
with respect to E and let cr"(A,E):= a{A)\ a^{A,E). The stable spectral values of A
with respect to E may be further divided into the set of spectral values which are finitely
or infinitely stable with respect to E. Denoting these sets by af(A,E) and a^{A,E),
respectively, we have a decomposition of cr(A) into mutually disjoint subsets.
o-(A) =(t"(A,E)U af{A,E)U a°°{A,E).

The proof of the following proposition is identical to that of Proposition 3.5.2.

Proposition 4.4.3 Assume that the spectral radius of ER{A,z) is nonconstant on open
subsets of p{A) unless it is identically equal to zero. If X e a''{A,E) then

dissEi^) = "T^
= inf{|tl : A G cr''{A+tE,E)} = max{e > 0 : X is e-stable }= gsepE^0(A)
Proposition 4.4.1 Let A be an isolated spectral value of A.

(i) Then A G <jf{A,E) if and only if 0 < (j){X) < oo. In particular, X is e-stable with
respect to E if and only if X ^ Ce(A, E).

(a) We have X G cr°°(A,E) if and only if 0(A) = 0, that is, if and only if X ^ o-e(A, E)
for every e > 0.

If A is a boundary point of a[A) which is not an isolated point of (t(A), then
there may exist a neighbourhood A of A such that r{ER{A,z)) is bounded above on
N n p{A). It is natural to expect such a spectral value A to be stable in some sense with
respect to the perturbations A + tE, t G C. For instance, consider the operators T and
Q as defined in Example 4.1.1. Let A := T +
and E Q. Then cr(A) = da(A)= T.

Also r(ER(A,z)) = 2 for all 2 G B(0,1) and r(ER(A,z)) = 0 for \z\ > 1. Hence we
The above Proposition can be proved on the same lines as the proof of Theo-

have limsup r{ER{A,z)) — 2.
2-+A,2€p(A)

1

rem 3.5.1
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Theorem 4.4.2 If X G do'{A) is not an isolated point of a(A) and
limsup r{ER{A,z)) < oo,

4.5

Characterisations of isospectral perturbations

Recall that the operators A and A + tE are said to be isospectral if o'{A) = cr{A + tE).

z-»A,zep^A)

If cr(A) = cr{A + tE) for t G C then it is easy to see that E is quasinilpotent.

then there exist e > 0 and 6 > 0 such that B{X,S) n do-{A) C da{A + tE) for all |i| < e.
Theorem 4.5.1 Assume that cr{A) has empty interior. Then the following conditions
are equivalent.

Proof: Suppose that limsup r{ER{A,z)) <
2->A,z6p(X)

Then there exists 5 > 0 such that
^

r{ER{A,2))) < \ for all 2 E p{A) fl B{X,S). Therefore A + tE - zl is invertible for all
|t| < e and 2 E p{A)nB{X,5). Let U := p{A)nB{X,S). Then dU C da{A) and hence for
all 2 e C/, dist{z,dU) > dist{z,a{A)). Further, for all |tl < e, we have a{A +tE)nU = 0.
Therefore, dist{z,a{A + tE)) > dist{z,dU) for all z E U. Consequently, for all |t| < e

and z E U, dist{z,a{A + tE)) > dist{z,a{A)), that is, r{R{A + tE,z)) < r{R(A,z)).
But for each |t| < e, the map 2 1—> r{R{A + tE^z)), z E U, \s subharmonic. Hence by
maximum principle, we have r{R{A + tE,2)) = r{R{A,2)) for all \t\ < e and z E U.
We claim that A G da{A + tE) for all |t| < e. As X E dU and Una{A + tE)= 0

(a) The operators A and A+ tE are isospectral for t EC.
(b) Each component of p{A) has a Gs subset U of nonzero capacity such that ER{A,z)
is quasinilpotent for all z E U.

(c) For all z E p{A), ER{A,z) is quasinilpotent.
(d) There exists a polar subset D of da(A) such that limsup r{ER{A,z)) = 0 for all
z—f A,zep{A)

X E da{A)\ D.

for all |t| < e, therefore, A cannot be an interior point of cr(A + tE) for |t| < e. Suppose
that A G p{A + toE) for some |to| < e. Then there exists r > 0 such that B[A,r] c
p{A + tQE). Without loss of generality assume that B[X,r] C B{X,S) and choose Zq E: U
such that \zq — A| = r. Since B[X,r] C p{A + toE), we have dist{zo,a{A + toE)) > r

(e) For each e > 0, the e-spectrum a^{A,E) — 0.

while dist{zo,a{A)) < \zq - A| = r. But this implies that r{R{A + toE,z)) < i and
r(i?(A, 2o)) > ^ which violates the fact that r{R{A + tE,z)) — r{R{A,z)) for aHl z E U

following condition.

If cr{A) is of capacity zero then the above statements are equivalent to the con
dition that r{ER{A,z)) is bounded on p{A). In such a case, (e) can be replaced by the
(e) There exists e > 0 such that a^lA,E)= 0.

and jt] < e. Hence A G dcr{A + tE)) for all |t| < e.

If a[A) has nonempty interior the inclusion

Let p. E da(A) n {B{X,6)\ {A}). Then there exists 7 > 0 such that B{p^^) n
p{A) c B(A,5) n p{A). If V := B{p,7) n p{A), then a(A + tE)nV = 0 for all |t| < e.

■ a{A + tE) C (t{A), d{a{A)) C d{a{A + tE)) for all t E C,

Using similar arguments as above, we have p E da(A + tE) for all \t\ < e. Hence

B{X,6) n dcr{A) c da{A + tE) for all |t| < e. ■

and the statements (b), (c) and (d) are equivalent.

Conjecture: If A G da(A) is not an isolated point of o'(A) and

Proof: Assume that (a) holds. Then p{A) = C\Utgcc"(A.+t£^). Hence ER{A,z) is qua
sinilpotent for 2 G p{A). The implications(b) => (c) and (c) (d) are evident. We prove

limsup r{ER{A,z)) < 00,
z-iX,zep(A)

then A G (t(>1 + tE) for alU G C.

that (d)

(a). If(d) holds, then by the Phragmen Lindeloff principle (Theorem 1.2.7),

we have r{ER{A,2)) = 0 for all 2 G p[A). Hence A + tE - zl is invertible for alH G C
and 2 G p{A). Thus a{A + tE) C a{A) for all t E C. Now, by the spectral maximum
principle, we have a{A + tE) = a{A) for all t E C. The equivalence of statements (e)
and (c) is evident.
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Theorem 4.4.2 If X G d(7{A) is not an isolated point of cr{A) and
limsup r{ER{A,z)) < oo,
z->A,zep(i4)

4.5

Characterisations of isospectral perturbations

Recall that the operators A and A-\- tE are said to be isospectral if cr(i4) = <7(^4 + tE).

If (j{A) — (7{A + tE) for t G C then it is easy to see that E is quasinilpotent.

then there exist e > 0 and (5 > 0 such that B{X,5) n da{A) C da(A + tE) for all |i| < e.
Theorem 4.5.1 Assume that cr{A) has empty interior. Then the following conditions
are equivalent.

Proof: Suppose that limsup r{ER{A,z)) <
z-y\,z&p{A)

Then there exists 5 > 0 such that
^

r{ER(A,2))) < i for all 2 6 p{A) n B{X,6). Therefore A + tE — zl is invertible for all
|t| < e and 2 G p{A)r\B{X,5). Let U p{A)r\B{X,5). Then dU C da{A) and hence for
aU 2 e t/, dist{z,dU) > dist{z,a{A)). Further, for all [^1 < e, we have a{A +tE)r]U = 0.
Therefore, dist(z,a{A + tE)) > dist{z,dU) for all z G U. Consequently, for all |i| < e

and z G U, dist{z,a{A + tE)) > dist{z,a{A)), that is, r{R{A + tE,z)) < r{R{A,z)).
But for each |i| < e, the map 2 1—> r{R{A + tE,z)), z gU, is subharmonic. Hence by
maximum principle, we have r{R{A + tE,z)) = r{R{A,2)) for all |tl < e and z g U.
We claim that A G da{A + tE) for all |t| < e. As X G dU and Una{A + tE) = 0

for all |t| < e, therefore, A cannot be an interior point of o'{A + tE) for |t| < e. Suppose
that A G p{A + t^E) for some |io| < Then there exists r > 0 such that ■S[A,r] c
p{A + tQE). Without loss of generality assume that B[X,r] C B{X,S) and choose Zq g U
such that \zq — A| = r. Since B[X,r] C p{A + t^E), we have dist{zo,a(A + toE)) > r
while dist{zo,a{A)) < \zo - A| = r. But this implies that r{R{A + toE,z)) < i and
r{R{A, zq)) > i which violates the fact that r{R(A + tE, 2)) = r{R{A, z)) for all 2 g [/
and lt| < e. Hence A G da{A + tE)) for all \t\ < e.

Let p G d(j{A) n {B{X,S) \ {A}). Then there exists 7 > 0 such that B[p^^) p
p{-^) C B{X, 5) n p{A). If V B{p, 7) n p{A), then a{A + tE) n V = 0 for all |t| < e.
Using similar arguments as above, we have p G da{A + tE) for all |^| < e. Hence
B{X, 5) n d(i{A) c da{A + tE) for all |t| < e. ■

Conjecture: If A € da{A) is not an isolated point of cr(A) and
limsup r{ER{A,z)) < 00,
2—>A, z^p(A)

then XGa{A + tE) for all t G C.

(a) The operators A and A + tE are isospectral for t G C.
(b) Each component of p{A) has a Gs subset U of nonzero capacity such that ER{A,z)
is quasinilpotent for all z G U.

(c) For all z G p{A), ER{A,z) is quasinilpotent.
(d) There exists a polar subset D of da (A) such that limsup r{ER{A,z)) = 0 for all
2—>A, zep{A)

X G da{A) \ D.
(e) For each e > 0, the e-spectrum at{A, E) = 0.

If a (A) is of capacity zero then the above statements are equivalent to the con
dition that r{ER{A,z)) is bounded on p[A). In such a case, (e) can be replaced by the
following condition.

(e) There exists e > 0 such that a^iA, E) = 0.
If a {A) has nonempty interior the inclusion

a{A + tE) C a[A), d(a(A)) C d(a(A + tE)) for all t G C,
and the statements (b), (c) and (d) are equivalent.

Proof: Assume that (a) holds. Then p{A) = C\U(ecc(^ + ^-£')- Hence ER[A, z) is qua
sinilpotent for 2 G p{A). The implications (b) => (c) and (c) (d) are evident. We prove
that (d) (a). If (d) holds, then by the Phragmen Lindeloff principle (Theorem 1.2.7),
we have r{ER{A, 2)) = 0 for all 2 G p{A). Hence A + tE - zl is invertible for alH G C
and 2 e p[A). Thus a[A + tE) c a{A) for all t G C. Now, by the spectral maximum
principle, we have a{A + tE) = a{A) for all t G C. The equivalence of statements (e)
and (c) is evident.
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Since cr{A) is of capacity zero, by the extended Liouville's theorem, the condition
that r{ER{A,z)) is bounded for all z G p{A) is equivalent to the condition that ER{A,z)

(d) There exists a polar subset D of da{A) such that limsup reaa{ER{A,z)) = 0 for
z—^X,zep{A)

allXeda{A)\D.

is quasinilpotent for all z G p{A). Further, if a^{A^E) is empty for some e > 0, then

0(z) < i for all z S

and hence r{ER{A^ z)) is bounded for all z G p{A).

If <t{A) has nonempty interior then (d) implies that a{A + tE) C cr{A) for all
t G C. Therefore by the spectral maximum principle, we have da{A) C d(7{A + tE) for
all t G C. Hence the proof.

■

For the operators T and Q,considered in Example 4.1.1, we see that the interior

If fess(A) is a polar set then the above conditions are also equivalent to the
condition that reaa{ER{A,z)) is bounded on p{A).

If the interior of aeaa(A) is nonempty then the condition (a) must be replaced
by

£Teaa(A 4" tE) C £Teaa(A) and dUesaiA) C 5(7eaa(A 4" tE) for all t G C.

of(j{T) is nonempty and r{QR{T,z)) — 0 for all z G p{T). We have (t(T + tQ) G cr{T)
for all t G C, however, the reverse inclusion is not true.

Next, we consider the stability of the essential spectrum (Teaai-^) of with
respect to perturbations A + tE, t G C. Recall that K{X) is the set of all compact
operators on X, tt ; BL{X) i—)• BL{X)/K{X) is the canonical homomorphism from
BL{X) into the Calkin algebra BL{X)/K{X) and <7eaa{A) = cr(7r(A)).

Proof: Since r^as{ER{A,z)) and log reas{ER[A,z)) are subharmonic on p{A), it is easy
to see that (b), (c) and (d) are equivalent. Let

f(z):= sup{|A| : A G a{'K{E){'K{A — zl)) ^)}, z G C \ UeaaiA).
Evidently, f(z) = 0 on C\ aeas{A) if and only if reaaiER(A,z)) = 0 on p{A). The rest of
the proof follows by using arguments similar to those used iu the proof of Theorem 4.5.1.

We denote the the essential spectral radius of A by Veaai-^)- Then
reas(Ei?(j4,z)) = supdAj ; A G aeaa{ER{A,z))}, z G p{A)}.
Since z i—y 7r{ER{A,z))is analytic on p{A), we see that ra3a{ER{A,z)) and log r^asiER^^A,z))
axe subharmonic on p{A). Also, the map 11—> (Teas(A + iE), if G C, is an analytic mul

Recall that F{X) is the space of all Fredholm operators on X and the index
function, ind, is constant on components of F{X). Theorem 4.5.2 gives necessary and
sufficient conditions such that C \ cTess(A) C C \ cTess(A 4- tE) for all f G C. This
immediately gives the following.

tifunction.

The operators A and A + tE are said to be essentially isospectral if ^eaa{A) =

(Teas(A + tE). If (Jeaa(A "f" tE) = creaa(A) for all t G C, then it is easy to see that E is a
Reisz operator. Recall that A is said to be a Reisz operator if reaa(A) = 0.

Theorem 4.5.2 If the interior of the essential spectrum cTeaa(A) is empty then the fol
lowing conditions are equivalent.

Corollary 4.5.1 Lett eC be fixed. Consider the function indt : C\aeaa{A-htE) —> Z

given by indt{z) := ind{A + tE - zl). Then for t e C and z e C \ a^aaiA), indoiz) =
indtiz) if and only if ER{A,z) is a Reisz operator for all z G p{A).
The Weyl spectrum of A is given by

(Tw(A);= C \{2 G C \ <Teas(A) : ind{A — zl) — 0}.

(a) The operators A and A-{-tE are essentially isospectral for t e C.

If the interior of (Teas(A) is empty, then by Theorem 4.5.2 we have the following.

(b) Each component of p{A) has a Gs set U of nonzero capacity such that ER{A,z) is

Corollary 4.5.2 //(Tesa(A) has no interior points then aw{A 4- tE) = aw{A) for all

a Reisz operator for all z eU.

t e C if and only if ER{A,z) is a Reisz operator for all z G p{A). If the interior of
<7ess(A) is nonempty, then (Th/(A 4- tE) C aw{A) for all t G C.

(c) For all z G p{A), ER(^A,z) is a Reisz operator.
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Since(t{A) is of capacity zero, by the extended Liouville's theorem, the condition
that r{ER{A,z)) is bounded for all 2 G p{A) is equivalent to the condition that ER{A,z)

(d) There exists a polar subset D of da(A) such that limsup regg{ER{A,z)) = 0 for
z->A,zep{A)

all A G dcF{A)\ D.

is quasinilpotent for all 2 G p{A). Further, if g^{A,E) is empty for some e > 0, then

0(2) < i for all z G

and hence r{ER{A,2)) is bounded for all 2 G p{A).

If (^{A) has nonempty interior then (d) implies that cr(A + tE) C cr(A) for all
t G C. Therefore by the spectral maximum principle, we have do'(A) C 5cr(A + tE) for
all t G C. Hence the proof.

■

If creaa(A) is o polar set then the above conditions are also equivalent to the
condition that r^gg{ER{A,z)) is bounded on p{A).

If the interior of Gess{A) is nonempty then the condition (a) must be replaced
by

For the operators T and Q,considered in Example 4.1.1, we see that the interior

(Teas(A + tE) C (Teas(A) and daegs{A) C 5(Jeaa(A + tE) for all t G C.

of cr(T) is nonempty and r{QR{T,z)) = 0 for all 2 G p{T). We have cr(T + tQ) C cr{T)
for all t G C, however, the reverse inclusion is not true.

Proof: Since ress{ER{A,z)) and log ress{ER(A,2)) are subharmonic on p{A), it is easy
to see that (b), (c) and (d) are equivalent. Let

Next, we consider the stability of the essential spectrum Cessi-^) of A with
respect to perturbations A + tE, t G C. Recall that K{X) is the set of all compact

operators on X, tt : BL{X) 1—^ BL{X)/K{X) is the canonical homomorphism from
BL{X) into the Calkin algebra BL{X)/K{X) and
= (r{.-n{A)).
We denote the the essential spectral radius of A by VessiA). Then
Tess{ER{A,z)) = supdA]: A G cre»a(-£'-^("^'

^^

Since 2 1—> 'k^ER^A,2))is analytic on p{A), we see that resa{ER{A,2)) and log Vegg^ER^A,2))
are subharmonic on p{A). Also, the map t >—> o'e3a{A + tE), t G C, is an analytic mul

f(z):= sup{|A| : A G a{7:{E){Tv{A — zl)) ^)}, 2 G C \ cresa(A).
Evidently, f(z) = 0 on C\ crgggiA) if and only if ress(TlR(A,z)) = 0 on p(A). The rest of
the proof follows by using arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 4.5.1.

Recall that F(X) is the space of all Fredholm operators on X and the index
function, ind, is constant on components of F{X). Theorem 4.5.2 gives necessary and
sufficient conditions such that C \ crgasiA) C C \ (Jeaa(A -f tE) for all t G C. This
immediately gives the following.

tifunction.

The operators A and A + tE are said to be essentially isospectral if ^eaa iA) =
(Teas(A + tE). If (Teas(A + tE) = GeggiA) for all t G C, then it is easy to see that E is a
Reisz operator. Recall that A is said to be a Reisz operator if reaa(A) = 0.
Theorem 4.5.2 If the interior of the essential spectrum (Teas(A) is empty then the fol
lowing conditions are equivalent.

Corollary 4.5.1 Lett gC be fixed. Consider the function indt : C\aeag{A +tE) —> Z

given by indt{z) := ind{A + tE - zl). Then for t G C and z G C \ a^ss{A), indo{z) =
indt{z) if and only ifER{A,z) is a Reisz operator for all z G p{A).
The Weyl spectrum of A is given by

aw{A):= C \{2 G C \ creaa(A) : ind{A - zl)= 0}.

(a) The operators A and A + tE are essentially isospectral for t G C.

If the interior of aesa{A) is empty, then by Theorem 4.5.2 we have the following.

(b) Each component of p[A) has a Gs set U of nonzero capacity such that ER{A,z) is
a Reisz operator for all z G U.

Corollary 4.5.2 If aess{A) has no interior points then aw{A -b tE) = aw{A) for all
t G C if and only if ER{A,z) is a Reisz operator for all z G p{A). If the interior of

(c) For all z G p{A), ER[A,z) is a Reisz operator.

"■essCA) is nonempty, then (Tiv(A + tE) C (Jw{A) for all t G C.
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the influence of E on the eigenvalues of A, we have classified them into three distinct

CONCLUSIONS

We have analysed the sensitivity of the eigenvalues and spectral decompositions
of a matrix A in an appropriate geometric framework. It has been shown that the

sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues naturally leads to the notion of the e-spectrum of A.
Given an eigenvalue A of A, for an operator norm, we have developed the notion of

geometric separation gsep{X) of A from the rest of the spectrum of A which is readily
obtained from the spectral portrait or the graph of ||i?(A,z)||, 2 S
The
value of gsep{X) has been shown to be an accurate measure of the ill-conditioning of
A for all practical purposes. We have also established the fact that gsep{X) is the best
among all known lower bounds of the minimum magnitude diss{X) of perturbations for

which A and any other eigenvalue of A move and coalesce. For the

norm, we have

proved that gsep{X) is equal to diss{X). This settled a problem posed by Demmel [13]
and established the fact that the e-spectra for the norm completely determine the

groups. The notions of e-spectra and spectral portrait of A with respect to E have been
developed to provide a geometric framework for analysing the effect of the specific linear
perturbation A -f tE. We have proved that the e-spectra of A with respect to E possess
properties similar to that of the e-spectra. We have also shown that unlike the geometric

frameworks analysed for this purpose in [32] and [9], these sets are able to capture the
finer details of the influence of the matrix E on the eigenvalues of A. In particular, it
has been demonstrated that the three different classes of eigenvalues of A have three
different representations in the spectral portrait of A with respect to E. We have also
obtained characterisations of perturbations A -f tE, t e C, for which a{A)= a{A -I- tE)
for all t G C.

An attempt has been made to investigate the effect of the linear pertiurbations

A -h tE, t G C, on the spectral properties of a bounded linear operator acting on an
infinite dimensional Banach space. It has been shown that unless suitable assumptions

Since calculation of the value of geometric separation is a computation intensive

are made, many results which hold for the matrices are not true for the operators.
However, we have demonstrated that under appropriate assumptions, the analysis of
the effect of these perturbations may be carried out on the same lines as those of the
matrices. Characterisations of perturbations A + tE, t G C, with respect to which the

process, several bounds have been obtained to estimate its value from inclusion theorems

spectrum and the essential spectrum of A remain invariant have also been obtained

stability of eigenvalues and spectral decompositions of A. It was also conjectured that
the same is true for other operator norms and the Frobenius norm.

for e-spectra. We have shown by means of examples that one of these bounds for the
norm is easier to compute and compares well with that obtained in [13]. Various
notions of spectral separations of matrices required to formulate these bounds were also
analysed. In this context, a conjecture due to Demmel [13] was settled under appropriate
assumptions.

When A is known only up to an accuracy of say, e, we have developed the notion
of e-invertibility of A to take into account the uncertainty factors in A. It was shown
that this notion of invertibility also leads to the notion of the e-spectrum of A. Thus
it was established that the level curves of the spectral portrait also provide a logical
setting for the spectral analysis of matrices which are not accurately known.
We have also undertaken an analysis of the effect of the linear perturbations
A +tE, t € C, on the spectral properties of A. We have shown that the spectral analysis

of the one parameter family A -f tE, f G C, the location of the multiple points and the
splitting behaviour of the eigenvalues may be effectively analysed by investigating the
spectral surface V(A,E) associated with these perturbations. The specific effects of the
matrix E on the eigenvalues of A have been investigated in detail. Depending upon
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under certain assumptions.

the influence of E on the eigenvalues of A, we have classified them into three distinct

CONCLUSIONS

We have analysed the sensitivity of the eigenvalues and spectral decompositions

of a matrix A in an appropriate geometric framework. It has been shown that the

groups. The notions of e-spectra and spectral portrait of A with respect to E have been
developed to provide a geometric framework for analysing the effect of the specific linear
perturbation A -f- tE. We have proved that the e-spectra of A with respect to E possess
properties similar to that of the e-sjiectra. We have also shown that unlike the geometric

sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues naturally leads to the notion of the e-spectrum of A.
Given an eigenvalue A of A, for an operator norm, we have developed the notion of

frameworks analysed for this purpose in [32] and [9], these sets are able to capture the

geometric separation gsep{X) of A from the rest of the spectrum of A which is readily
obtained from the spectral portrait or the graph of||i2(^,2)ll, € pi-A),
The
value of gsep{X) has been shown to be an accurate measure of the ill-conditioning of
A for all practical purposes. We have also established the fact that gsep{X) is the best

has been demonstrated that the three different classes of eigenvalues of A have three
different representations in the spectral portrait of A with respect to E. We have also

among all known lower bounds of the minimum magnitude diss{X) of perturbations for
which A and any other eigenvalue of A move and coalesce. For the

norm, we have

proved that gsep(X) is equal to diss{X). This settled a problem posed by Demmel [13]
and established the fact that the e-spectra for the norm completely determ'
stability of eigenvalues and spectral decompositions oi A. It was also conj
the same is true for other operator norms and the Probenius normc;
, , . of the value of geometric separation
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■ a
o romDutation intensive
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calculation

process, several bounds have been obtained to estimate its value from inclusion theore
for e-spectra. We have shown by means of examples that one of these bou

finer details of the influence of the matrix E on the eigenvalues of A. In particular, it

obtained characterisations of perturbations A + tE, t G C, for which cr(A) = a{A -I- tE)
for all t €. C.

An attempt has been made to investigate the effect of the linear perturbations

A -}- tE, i € C, on the spectral properties of a bounded linear operator acting on an
infinite dimensional Banach space. It has been shown that unless suitable assumptions
are made, many results which hold for the matrices are not true for the operators.
However, we have demonstrated that under appropriate Jissumptions, the analysis of
the effect of these perturbations may be carried out on the same lines as those of the
matrices. Characterisations of perturbations A -f tE, t e C, with respect to which the
spectrum and the essential spectrum of A remain invariant have also been obtained
under certain assumptions.

norm is easier to compute and compares well with that obtained in [13]. Various
notions of spectral separations of matrices required to formulate these bounds
analysed. In this context, a conjecture due to Demmel[13] was settled under appropriate
assumptions.

When A is known only up to an accuracy of say, e, we have developed the notion

of e-invertibility of A to take into account the uncertainty factors in A. It was shown
that this notion of invertibility also leads to the notion of the e-spectrum of A. Thus

it was established that the level curves of the spectral portrait also provide a logical
g for the spectral analysis of matrices which are not accurately known.

We have also undertaken an analysis of the effect of the linear perturbations
A +tE,t^C^ on the spectral properties of A. We have shown that the spectral analysis

of the one parameter family A + tE,teC, the location of the multiple points and the
splitting behaviour of the eigenvalues may be effectively analysed by investigating the
spectral surface V(A,E) associated with these perturbations. The specific effects of the
matrix E on the eigenvalues of A have been investigated in detail. Depending upon
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